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To the Reader

Contemporary social development clearly demonstrates that the
successful solution of problems of the future, common to all mankind,
and the successful accomplishment'of the many crucial tasks of our
time are possible only given a system of international relations based
on peaceful coexistence.

International Cooperation and Ddtente

The opening article in this selection, The Peace Mission ot
Socialism, reveals the meaning of our philosophy of peace as a
philosophy of historical optimism, based on the actual existence of
socialism; on the profound interest of all peoples in a just and
democratic peace; on the succbss of the policy of peaceful
coexistence. Ddtente, notes N. Shmelev, has created a favourable
climate, not only in the political but also in the economic sphere.
Economic ties between the socialist and the newly free countries and
between the socialist and the capitalist countries are expanding, with
due account of the international division of labour. The article by V.
Shaposhnikov shows hoiv great today is the role and the responsibility
of the mass public movement for peace and ddtente, and its increasing
impact on the shaping of the foreign policy of states. The author
stresses that this reflects the steadily growing role of the masses in
history as a law of social development. Speaking of the need and
possibilities of cooperation between peace forces of different political
and ideological orientations, O. Kharkhardin writes that this is not a
smooth process, and that the alienation and mutual mistrust built up
during the cold-war years are gradually being overcome, giving way to
a dialogue, mutual understanding and a readiness for coordinated
action.

Philosophy

The relationship between the objective premises of socialism
and the objective premises of socialist revolution is being actively
debated by philosophers, sociologists, historians, politologists and
also by those directly involved in the revolutionary reconstruction of
the world. V. Zagladin's agicle is devoted to this question.

What do Dante, Galileo and Einstein have in common? In the light
of modern science, B. Kuznetsov holds, this question is tied up with
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thc more general question of the invariant of the concepts of.space,
ffii;d;;aio;,'"no oi ttre- cosmotogic* iaea that runs lhroug[
tn fririJr, of human thougtrifrom t1,e fivine Comedytothe theory of
rclativity.

History
The article by A. Butlitsky tell,q of -the dramatic -stru.eqle against

corniaism in the People's R-epublic of Angola, of the defeat of the
6;G;T i"tirnationat'imperiafism and Souih African racism, which
tiifuv i6iii ot-"t*s, io prerent decolonisation in that African
countrv-rich in valuable mineral reEources.---i# ;i; ;f Capodistrias, prominent Greek statesman of the lfth
century. in the strirggle for th-e national independence of his gountry,
which iound support of Russia's progressive circles, is the theme of
the article by G. Arsh.

v. salov analyses foreign bqurgeois literature-on the history of the
threl-Ruiiian ii'ioiutions.-In this flterature, which can be described as

a historiogr4phical complex, two basic.trends emerge:.attempts to
*oaiiitEC,in""pt of tie three revolutions on the thesis about the
i""-oia iia"ti*ur.iness of Russia or attempts to base Soviet revoluti-
A;;Hilioi."tio"i on ttre "modernisation" theory which allegedly
badd to a single industrial society.

Ecotwmics

The statistical tnaterial published in the review The Economic

Crdis ii iapttattst Countries (1y74'197, h3-s. bpgn-prepared bv
t-he- Uarfet Sbctor of the Institute of the World Economy and

iniernaiionar Rehtions of the USSR Academy of Sciences_, and is
based on united Nations and oESD publications, as .well as on
.tati.tlcat and other miterial of maior risearch centres in capitalist
clrrintrier. fne Oita ciiJa in this review show that the latest crisis of
&;ii;d""ti;-il-G capitalist world, which engulfe{- itsrcntire
Ji.ri,n,, nai thi most sdvere one since the crisis of. 1929-1933.

Political Sciences

Beginning with the late 1940s, Y{rteq A. I}zasokhov' Jhe. public
forcei? ttre-countries of Asia and Africa liberated from colonial ru-le,

h;i;6|a" i;taing an ever more active part in the world movement for
peace and security.

Aesthetics. Culture. Lingaistics

Academicfun M. Khrapchenko examines th9-191e and place of sign
ptre"-omJn"-ln cuttu[, 'wtrict is assessed differently by^various
iiiriiii.,tiiirdi oi -".iern philosophy and art criticism. Opinions
6

range from total negation of sign processes in literature and art to total
acceptance of them as the basic characteristic of creativity.

A feature of the history of culture, notes Academlcirn V.Plotnovs-
ky, Director of the world-famous Hermitage State Museum in
Leningrad, is the constant use and processing of the cultural heritage
of the past epochs in all the wealth of their national forms.

The-article by V.Yartseva, A.Ullmtscve, G. Kolihaiuky and Yu.
Stepenov speaks of the need for precise philosophicalorientationin
linguistic research. The authors examine the babic methodological
premises of Soviet linguists in the light of the need for. information
iheory, automatic control systems, researches in the spheres of
psycliology, thinking, the role of language in international inter-
course, and so on.

Interdis ciPlinarY Re s earch

Peace and d6tente, Academician E. Fyodonov and Yu. Fyodotuv
underscore in their article, are basic to sblving the global issues of
modern civilisation on which the futur€ oJ mankind depends. Qn the
solution of these issues also depend the fruitful exploitation of energy
resources, environmental profection and exploration of the world
ocean.- - ft e article In-Depth Analysis of the Obiettive Laws o! the
Development of Socialist Society is a summary of the round-table
discuss:ion spoisored by the jouinal Yoprosy literatury. The partici-
oants. editofs of various Sovi-et humanitarian publications,' discussed
the piospects of further improvement of the socialist rules of life, and
the 

-need for an interdisc-iplinary approach in tackling important
problems of social development.

We take this opportunity to thank our readers who have sent in
hichlv interesting arid vatua6te replies to our Questionnaire published
in-N-o. 3, 1f6*oL the iournal.-A summary of the replies to the
Ouestionnaire will be carried in one of the nexq issues, in which we
sha[ also inform our readers of the Editors'further plans.

Ihe Edltors



The Premises of
and the Socialist

VADIM ZAGLADIN

Socialism
Revolution

The problem of the relation between the objective premises of
socialism and the objective premises of the socialist revolution is one
which revolutionary theory and practice now has to face at every
step. Indeed. on thd one hand, the obiective premises of socialism, as
the Marxists stated, have matured long ago in the developed
capitalist countries, but with the exception of the- GDR and
Cz'echoslovakia, the socialist revolution has not yet taken place in
these countries.

On the other hand, the countries which have already carried out
their socialist revolution show that by the time their revolution began
these countries were in most instances well behind the developed
capitalist countries "in the degree of material and -productive
or6paration for the 'introduction' of socialism".r What is moreo in-many parts of the former colonial world, where the premises of
socialism have far from taken shape, massive revolutionary move-
ments are now actively advancing, and in many instances under
socialist banners.

All these situations provide the opponents of scientific commu-
nism with a subject for active speculations, because (regardless of
their concrete stand) they all seek to prove that living practice tends to
refute the Marxist-Leninist doctrine of the revolution, of socialism
and the ways of struegle for its victory. There are innumerable
versions of this statement (ranging from the purely bourgeois theories
of the "industrial society" to the false assertions of the "Leftists" in
the working-class movement about the possibility of carrying out a

Protessor Y. Zagladin specialises in international relations and the history of
th e w o *ing -cla s s mov ement and h a s w ritten th e tollo wing bo ok s :
The French People's Struggle for Peace and Independence, The
October Revolution and the International Working Class, The
Contemporary World Revolutionary Process, and others.
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soeialist revolution in any country and in any conditions, regardless of
its level of development). But all of these have one common definitive
feature: the "crititism of Marxism" which they contain is a vulgar
caricature of true Marxism-Leninism.

However, consideration of this problem is meaningful and
interesting not only (or even so much) because of the need to qxpose
the views which are hostile to Marxist theory. The point is that its
correct dialectical solution is of tremendous importance for revoluti-
onary practice. It creates an important basis for elaboratigg the
corr6ct-strategic line in the struggle for socialism, a line making it
possible to talie adequate account of the potentialities and difficulties
in the struggle, which are determined by the concrete level of a
country's socio-economic and political development.

The general principle underlying the question of th9 Premises for
the change of formations, that is, the premises of the socialist
revolution in the broad sense of the word, was formulated by Marx,
Engels and Lenin. It is based on a generaligqtign of past historical
experience and has been borne out with sufficient certitude by the
eniire course of development over the past 50 years. The substance of
this approach is well known: "New'higher relations of production
never-appear before the material conditions of their existence have
matured^ in the womb of the old society itself ." 2 Let us bear in mind
that by "material conditions" for the emergence of new production
relations the founders of Marxism meant, on the one hand, a definite
level in the development of the productive forces, and on the other,
"the formation of a revolutionary mass, which revolts not only against
separate conditions of society up till then, but againgt- !h9 ,ery
'pioduction of life' till then, the 'total activity' on which it was
based".3 This was a broad, and not in any sense a narrowly economic
approach (as the opponents of Marxism frequently_-alleged) to the
uirderstanding of the problem of "material conditions", of the
premises of the emergence of a new society.- 

These general principles, on the whole, apply to the- socialist
revolution-and the substitution of socialism for capitalism. The
development of capitalist relations, Engels said, "is at the same time
the development bf the elements of a socialist revolution: the
development, on the one hand, of a class whose conditions of life
necessarily drive it to social revolution, the proletariat, 1nd, on the
other hand, of productive forces which, havrng grown beyond the
framework of capitalist society, must necessarily burst that frame:
work."4 For his iart, Lenin emphasised that the sociali3t reconstruc-
tion of society can be successfully carried out "only on the condition
that the basic economic, social, cultural and practical premises for
this have been created in a sufficient degree by capitalism." 5

However, these general characteristics of the premises maturing
within the framework of the old society for a new social system do not
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rule out the existence of specific features of the process arising from
the special conditions of transition from capitalism to socialism.

Thus, within thq framervork of the feudal system, the objective
course of historical development itself also created the new
productive forces (including ne-w implements of labour and a new
hbour force free from the burden of property and from any forms of
dependence on the feudal lord) and a new class which was prep,ared to
risb up against the old "production of life" system, namely, the
bourgeoisie. What is more, this new class was lom the very outset
connected with these new productive forces and in most instances
appeared as its owner. In other words, capitalist relations of
pioduction originate within the entrails of the feudal system.- The maturing of the premises of socialism within the entrails of
capitalism is a different matter. What then are the objective premises
of- socialism that are created within the framework of capitalist
relations of produCtion?

First, there is the creation of -new productive forces which
determine the steadily growing soCial character of labour. "By
concentrating the means of production and exchange and socialising
the process bf labour in capitalist enterprises, the improvement in
technology more and more rapidly creates the material po-ssibility ot
capitalisi production relations being superseded by socialist relati-
ons." o

Second, there is the fact that "the banks and the capitalist
associations have prepared the machinery for the social regulation of
the process of proiluction and distribution of products".' The
preparation of such machinery was especially accelerated by the
ilevelopment of state-monopoly capitalism, Lenin wrote: "It is one
and thi same road that lead iroir it io bothlarge-scale state capitalism
and to socialism, through one and the sameintermediate station called
'national accounting and control of production and distributionl.
Those who fail to tinderstand this make an inexcusable mistake in
economics." E

Third, there is the rapid growth of the ranks of the working class,
which becomes a mightyforce poturtially capable of tackling the task
of reconstructing thC whole life of society on socialist lines. It is well
worth recalling at this point these words of Lenin's: "The develop-
ment of capita.iism... creates the preconditions that enable really 'all'
to take part in the administration of the state. Some of these
preconditions are: universal literacy... then the 'training and discipli-
ning' of millions of workers by the huge, complex, . socialised
apparatus of the postal service_, railways, big factories, large-scale
commerce, banking, etc., etc."'

Finally, fourthl-ther6 is the establishment within the frame-
work of bourgeois society of massive organisations of the
proletariat, its -political-above all, Communist-pa;ties, trade
unions, and cooperatives, the formation in some countries of
municipal councils with a proletarian mdke-up, the establishment of a
sizable contingent of pailiamentary, municipal and administrative
functionaries with origins in the working class, and so on. After the
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victory of the socialist revolution, dlthese organisations, people, and
so on, could become the backbone of the new, popular power and its
organs.-summing up all the work which capitalism does to paYe the way
for socialism, Lenin wrote: "State-monopoly capitalism is complete
material preparation for socialism . the threshold of. socialism. a rung
on the tadAei of history between which and the rung called socialism
there are no intermediate ntngs."to

Consequently, capitalism creates the "elements, both material and
spirituall' of the new society,lt its material and also its "ideological
(iroral. etc.) prerequisites'-.r2 or in other words. the material
iossibility foi suUstituting socialist for capitalist relations of produc-
tion.

The terms Lenin used were "elements" and "material possibility".
Indeed, capitalism creates no more than the premisss and the
possibilities-. No new, socialist relations of production origina,te within
ihe framework of the bourgeois system, and that is the rncin
distinction between the origination of the premises for the transition
from capitalistn to socialism, and the corresponding origination of the
premisei for transition from feudalism to capitalism. The new
iroductive forces originating within the entrails of capitalismr hlviltg
butgrown the social conditions of the exploiting system, remain in the
han-ds of the old ruling class, the bourgeoisie. The emergent new
class, the future ruling class of socialist society, the proletariat, is still
alienated from the means of production, does not possess any, and
continues to live by selling its labour-power to the owner of gapitql.

This fact becomes oI crucial importance in determining the
specific features of the socialist revolution and its mechanism, and
aiso (and this is the subject of the present article) of the specific
rclatibns between the premises for the establishment of socialism and
thO premises fpr carrying out a socialist revolution.

The fundamental distinctions between the bourgeois and socialist
revolutions have long since been brought out by Marxist science,
which is why they need to be recalled only in the-most general.terms.

Considering ihat, in effect, it is not only the premises of
caDitalism, buf the whole basis of capitalist society-the productive
foices and.the production relations-lhat originate witiin the entrails
of the feudal sfstem, the task of the bourgeois revolution turns out to
be fairly simpie: to bring the political superstructure into correspon'
dence ri,ittr tfre existinglasis-of the new society. Having originated
artd eained in strencti'within the entrails of feudalism, capitalism
burst-s its integumenf and escapes from its fetters, very much-3s the
chick does in-pecking through-and gettinc out of the egg-shell'

Of -course, to say that the task of the bourgeois revolution is
relativ€ly simple is not to say that it is easily fulfilled. Let us recall



that, as a rule, bourgeois revolutions have involved sanguinary wars'
because the oid power refused to leave the scene-voluntarily. After
the bourgeois revolutions, it took some time before the capitalist
structure-of society finally got its finishing touches and the relicts of
the "old order" weie overbome. In such periods of social break-up, it
is mostly the masses of people and not the old or the new ruling
classes that had to suffer most of the sacrifices and the burdens.

That is quite natural, because for all the distinctions between the
feudal and the bourseois svstem, the difference between the two
amountiO to a chan{e in thi domination of two different forms of
private property. That is why, for all the contradictions between the
ieudal inA tnri bourgeois class, the two managed to coexist on
excellent terms for-a long time, first-before the bourgeois
revolution-with the prevalence of the feudal order, andthsr-after
the bourgeois revelutibn-with the prevalence 9! tle cap-italist-order.
The feuilal class was gradually 'tnfegrated" with the ruling class of
bourgeois society.

If,e state of affairs is quite different in the transition from
capitalism to socialism. The specific feature of the socialist revolution
is ihat it is something of a double leap: a leap not only from one
formation to another,-but also from an exploitative system, based on
private property in the means of production, to a system based on
iocial pioperty-and free from exploitation and oppression.

As I have said, the whole course of capitalist development creates
the "elements" of the future system and the premises of its
establishment. The trusts, the syndicates and then state-monopoly
reculation help to "introduce" into the life of bourgeois society
"ilements" which, in essence, clash with the principles of private
property. Lenin wrote that 'tapitalism- q! its. imperialist st3ge leads
itirecttf to the most comprehensive socialisatiog of ptoduction; it, so
to speik, drags the capitalists, against their will and consciousness,
into- some sort of new social order, a transitional one, from
completely free competition to complete socialisation".r3

As trme goes on, t'he number of tf,e "elements" navir-rg tlp -yay {or
socialism teids to grow. Socialism, Lenin said, 'ts outlined directly,
practically" by eaih new large-scale measure constituting a stride
'forward tin thl basis qf modern capitalism,r4 but not in the sense of a
"partial establishment" of socialism, as the Social Democrats claiqt,
Cir in the sense of the convergence of the two systems, as bourgeois
ideologists assert, but only {n the sense that all of this makes the
social{st revolution an ever more strident necessity.

No development of any kind within the framework of the g.apitalist
svstem can ehsure the "smooth transformation" of capitalism into
sircialism, because it never results in the emergence of new, socialist
production relations within its entrails.- 

Everyone knows that the bourgeoisie-allows the establishment of
state pr6perty, frequently on a lairly -large scale. But this is the
propeity it ttrebourleois itate, that is,-ultimately of monopgly capit{
itseif . tiut even this-kind of "socialisation" is taken by the bourgeois
6lite most painfully; "nationalisation" is allowed only 'tn extreme
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cases"n for instance, when private capital finds it unprofitable to go on
runnin!'troublesome" seclors, like itansport or-the powe.l irldustry'
Capitalism has never gone beyond that point and never will, because
this would amount to suicide.

That being so, the task of the proletarian, socialist-revolution tums
out-io Ue iluch more complicated than that of the-bourg-eois
iCvolution, both in terms of-volume and depth to- which- radical

"trung". 
have to be put through. The aim of thelocialist revolution is

not .timply" to bring the polifical superstructure into correspondence
with the'elisting ba-sis, but to hand political power over. to the new
ruling class, tf,e proletariat (and-this-. means creating a new
iupeistructuie), so riraking it possible to eliminate private plop.erty in
th6 me"ns of pi'oduction and iestructure the whole-sy-stem of relations
oi pioOuetiori (that is, to carry the folmation of the new basis of
rociety to compietion, using thehew sulerstructure as an instrument).

Of course, for all the qualitative distinctions between the
bouigeois and-the proletarian revolution, there are certain common
ieatuies to their ofigination and develoqment. Havllg. analysed.past
iiperience, Lenin r-eached the conclusion that definite conditions,
OiiiniiJ pi6misei need to exist for the _origination of a.ny.revolution.
He aesciiues these premises and conditions most fully in his book
lrLeft-wing," Comminism-an Infantile Disorder. He wrote: "The
tuniameniat law of revolution, wtrictr has been confirmed by all
revolutions and especially by all three Russian revolutions in the
twentieth century, ii as foilows: for a revolution to take place-it is not
enoush for the 

'exploited and oppressed masses to realise the
impoiiiUitity of livirig in the old way,... It is only when the'lower
cidsses' do'not wan{to five in the old way and the'upper classes'
iannot carry on in the old way that the revblution can triumph. This
truttt c"r, be e*pressed in 6ther words: revolution is impossible
without a nalioniide crisis (affecting both the exploited and the
exploiters)." t5

'A historical consideration of past revolutions shows that the '

necessary conditions for revolution, gs brought out by Lenir], are
cenerallv annlicable and will be found in the course of any revolution
fnaturafy, with various modifications and departures, which m.eIe-ly

iirre to i'rove the general rule). But this is the important point:.if the
pre-ires of revoluiion are in lrinciple similar foi the bourgeo^is and
[he proletarian revolution, doe-s this mean that the origination of these
pieririses is similar in both instances? The answer to this question is
ividently 4 negative one. One reason' among others, is that the
premisei of thJformation of the new social system are in themselves
quite different.' As I have said, it is not only the new productive forces, but also the
new, bourgeois ielations of'production that originate within the
entrails of-feudalism. That is-why, having barely appeared on the
scene, the capitalist class already owns and controls the new
produitive fories. Subsequent advance in the development of the
irroductive forces goes to consolidate the economic positions of the
new class, while ieakening the old masters of society, and giving

13



greater depth to the crisis of the old society, the crisis of the'trpper
class".

Furthermore, the young bourgeoisie, with key economic positions
in large-scale industrial produCtion, already -ha-s -for that. reason
definG pofitical potentialln society. First of all, it has considerable
inflrienc6 on the rirass of workers and other sections of the population
connected with industry (for instance, merchants), and this mass
tends constantly to grow. The workers come to ac-cgpt the interests of
the bourgeoisie (emancipation from the fetters of feudal oppression)
as their dwn interests: on the one hand, they are,in fact, concerned to
do away with the feudal order, and on the other, in the-se-cortditions
the antigonism between labour and capital is not yet full-blown, to
say nothing of there being any awarenesi of it among theproletarians.- 

As a result, the masiof the "lower classes" which does not want
"to live in the old way" (and this means the bourgeoisie plus the
workers, plus the othei sections of society -oppressedty the feudals)
tends to lrow broader. This mass is highly activg, haying its own
leaders aid ideologists, who, guite naturally, voice above all the
interests of the bourgeoisie. The "crisis of the lower classes" grows
and becomes most acute.

With the growth of capitalist relations and as the bourgeoisie gains
in strength, lressure froh "below" on the, feudal superstructure is
increasdd. Simultaneously, the feudal lords tend to act ever more
frantically and spasmodically in their efforts to retain their privileges
by everypossibie means. The contradictions in society are sharply
aggpvaied and this brings on the ti.me for a revolutionary break-up of
the existing social system.

In other words,- the growth of the objective premises of the
bourgeois revolution directly depends on the deSl-ee of maturity of the
objeitive premises of the esiabliihment of capitalism, an{ above all of
thd degre! of maturity of bourgeois relations, which have already
originated within the feudal system., "We find a different situatioh in the period in which the premises of
socialist revolution tend to ripen.

The growth of new productive forces (ulimgtely -the.internal
mainspring for society's advance) goes objectively- to build up the
positi6ns 6f ttre proletariat. But these productive forces are in the
hands of monopoiy capital, and so long-as they-remain an- obiect of
capitalist propeity, their development leads to a further enrichment of
th6 monoioti?:s aira growth of tf,eir strength and influence. This helps
the monolotes to mlanoeuvre in findingihe means to ease the social
contradictlions, to damp down and to some extent to delay the
catastrophic eggravation of these contradictions.

Furtfiermoie-, the growing number of workers, the accumulation of
the forces of labour,-undouStedly go to increase the potentialities of
the revolutionary, socialist movement. But so long as the proletariat
remains an opprissed class-a class without property in the means of
production iid vastly dependent on the arbifqrY act-s. -of the
iapitalist-it remains liargef susceptible to the political and ideologi-
cal influertce of the bourgeoisie.
t4

What is more, the steady growth of the wage-labour army implies
the influx into iis ranks oi more and more "recruits" with origins
among the petty bourgeoisie, and this'not only helps to strengthen the
proletlriat'i pdsitiond but simultaneously-in a-Yay goes to weaken
ihem, makin! the working class more vulnerable lo.qttagkq by the
bourgeoisie, Inore likely to succumb-to its-political, ideological and
even-material attractions by means of which the bourgeoisie seeks to
ease the "crisis of the lower classes", and to prevent social passiopq
from reaching boiling point.

An analydis of ttr6 
-distinctions 

between the objec-tive situation in
which society moves from feudalism -to capitalism a-nd from
capitalism to iocialism could well be continued, but even the points
br6ught out above suggest the conclusion, that,.as compared with the
earfiEr stages of soci-al development, there is no direct or rigid
deoendenc6 under capitalism between the growth of the objective
pr6mises of socialisrn- and the ripening of _the -premises- of-sociatist
ievolution. This naturally creates additional difficulties both for the
development of the sociilist revolution itself and for the formulation
of the Strategy of the revolutionary pqrtie! working tg-bring it-1bout.

It is truelirat at the initial periodbf their activity, Marx and Elgels
believed that the proletarian revolution depended directly on-the level
of a country's eionomic development. A revolution, Engels wrote,
'kill take a-lonser or a shorter time to develop depending on which
[country] has alnore developed industry, more wealth and a greater
mass oi the productive forces."t6 It.looks as though this idea was
expre5sed in the light of the experience of bourgeois revolutions,
where there was, indeed, evidence of this kind of dependence
between the level of a country's economic development and the
maturity of the premises of revolution.

Although this idea did not in any way hint at some "cast-iron lawo'
and was f=ar from being presented as an absolute, ever since the
October Revolution the Right-wing elements in the working-class
movement have been trying io use the idea to back up their assertions
that before a socialist r6vo=lution can be carried out in any country it
must attain the maximum level of maturity of the objective premises
of socialism. In this way they seek to prove that socialist revolution
can occur only when the obJective premises of socialism reach the
highest state oi maturity, as, fbr instance, when all the worting peoqle
be-come proletarians, tf,e "middle sections" disappear, and so on. On
the stred$h of this assumption, the opportunists invite the working
class to rteep its cool", until all these objective premises ripen by
themselves.

Such "theoretical" constructions are designed retrospectively to
denigrate the October Revolution and the' other, later socialist
revolutions (which have, as a rule, taken place in countries with a
middle level'of socio-economic development) and also to back up
their refusal to carry on any struggle for a revolutionary reconstruc-
tion of society in our day.

Practice has long since proved this kind of reasoning to be quite
false. But I think it is well worth our while to consider a fact from the



history of Marxism-Leninism which shows that the atiempts by the
Right revisionists and reformists to fall back on the authority of Marx
anil Engels in their reasoning is quite futile. Let us recall that Marx
and Engels noted the shift of the centre of the revolutionary struggle
from Biitain (the country with the highest level of development of the
productive forces at that time) to France, and then on to Germany,
and finally to Russia (which then lagged far behind the West European
countries in the basic socio-economic indicators), and this fact in
itself shows that they had rejected the idea that the degree of a
country's economic development and the degree of maturity of the
premises of revolution were identical, and that they had done so as a
iesult of their concrete study of the historical development of
capitalism.

Up to now we ha've a"ut *i]t ,n" *""ru, theoretical aspects of the
relati6n between the objective prernises of socialism and the
objective premises of the socialist revolution. But Lenin also
consideredlhis problem as a purely practical one. Indeed, the entry of
capitalism upon the stage of imperialism at the end of the 19th century
signified the eve of the proletarian revolution. In other words, the
pioblem of socialism, of restructuring society on socialist lines
henceforth presented itself as a practical problem in revolutibnary
struggle.

By creating the worldwide system of imperialist oppression,
monopoly capital helped the revolutionary process in the 20th century
iikewise to become worldwide: any socialist revolution that began was
inevitably bound to inaugurate socialist transfcrmations on a world
scale. This meant that the problem of the premises of socialism and
the problem of the premises of socialist revolution now also had to be
considered on a world scale.

Of course, this kind of worldwide approach to the problem of
socialist revolution, Lenin warned, was incompatible with any
oversimplification, schematism or stereotype. Indeed, Lenin also
insisted bn a concrete historical approach to the situation taking shape
in a country or a group of countries. One reason for this was that
capitalism itself (especially in the epoch of imperialism) develop-ed
unevenly, so that the premises of socialism also developed unevenly.

On this assumptioh, Lenin strongly objected to the idealhat the
worldwide socialiit revolution could be the product of simultaneous
action by all the contingents of the world's proletariat. He believed
that the world socialist ievolution was a process merging the various
revolutionary acts, movements and uprisings over a considerable
period of time.- These propositions are, in effect, an excellent response to the
advocates of voluntarism in the revolutionary struggle, who assume
that because the whole system of capitalism was ripe for socialist
revolution, it could be started at any place and at any time, provided
there was a group of "rebels" capable of "taking up the rifle".

t6

Lenin wrote: "There is no doubt whatever that the transition from
capitalism to socialism is conceivable in different forms, depending
upon whether bi&capitalist or small production relations predominate
in th-e country." r7 Elaborating on this idea, he produced, virtually for
the first time, a typological characteristi,c of the individual grouls of
countries from the standpoint of their readiness for-socialist
transformations.
- This_typology is initially outlined in the preparatory manuscripts
for his Impeialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism. Lenin conside-
r-ed tlte-qrr_estion again and again, and subsequently formulated highly
detailed characteristics for three types of countries differing in thb
degree of maturity of the objective premises of socialism. The
fundamentals of Lenin's typology are still meaningful today,
although, of course, in the present epoch the concrete in-dicators f6r
the various countries and areas of the world may have undergone
considerable change.

The first $oqp consists of the developed capitalist countries.
Lenin stressed that the establishment of state-monopoly capitalism
(then taking its first strides) in these cor.rntries signified not only that
the premises of socialist revolution were ripe in these countries, but
also that "socialism is now gazing at us from all the windows of
modern capitalism, socialism is outlined directly, practically, by
every important measure that constitutes a forward st-ep on the-basis
of this modern capitalism".rt

The seco:rd group of countries brought together from the
standpoint of maturity of the objective premiies of socialism consists
of countries with a medium level of capitalist development.In our {ay,
this includes, for instance, a larg-e number of the Lountries of I-'atii
America.

These are countries where the productive forces have reached a
medium level of development, where capital has taken shapo and
there is a numerous working class with its own class organisations, and
where capitalist relations are actively developing in the countryside.
The specific feature of most countries in this group is that side by side
with established capitalist relations there exist relicts of pre-capitalist
relations, whlch have yet to be overcome. In many ins[ances, these
countries are variously dependent on the developed imperialist
powers.

In the countries with a medium level of development, Lenin s1id,
the transition from capitalist to socialist relations is- haroer than it ii in
the developed capitalist countries. "New incredibly difficult tasks,
organisational tasks, are added to the tasks of {estruition." re The new
powerthere will have to tackle many problems which in the developed
countries have been solved at the capitalist stage, but these will have
to be tackled on a new basis and with the use of new, socialist
methods.

Finally, the third group consists of counties where the objective
premises of socialism are still very tar from maturity. Here, Lenin had
in mind the colonial and dependent countries of Asia and Africa of
that period.



In these countries, the definitive role belogged, to pre-capitalist
social forms, industry was embryonic, the working class in most cases
*"s ontv at ihe initiai stages of formation, and the peasantry made up
ttre overwhelming bulk -of the populalion. Lenin said .that it was
impoisiUte to coniider any directiransition to socialist construction in
such countries.---Lenifi overall conclusion concerning the poqsibililles- and
proiri6iii foi eiiautistring a new society in Eountries dtl!.tittg in thc
aegrie of maturity of th-e objective piemises of socialism was the
iotio*i"gr '"fhe mbre backwaid the cbuntry.... the-more difficult it is
ioiitratiountry to pass from the old capiialist relations to socialist'
relations."a--- 

In oiher woIds, Lenin established a definite dependence:-the lower
ttreievet of development in a country, the more complicatedthe tasks
oi sociAist revolution. We find that his approach was indeed a p-ur9ly

"iacticat 
one: the leader of the Octobei Revolution assurned that

iocialism was a real and mature prospect.---ttre__toUowing-xs6 the most inrlortanl-pal-t -of his analysis
referred to the eq:ually acute and prgsslng problem of the 9evelopment
oiihe premises oi the socialist reiolution ih the new conditions, under
imoerialism.:--The 

starting point for Lenin's analy-sis- of this- problem was the
Marxist propoiition that for a truly socialist revolution there was a

"ieO 
tor'a fefinite level of matuiity of the obiective premises of

io"iatism. i.No revolt can bring abgul socialism unless the economic
conditions for socialism are ripe." "- - 

Witt this as a starting point, and also considering the rapid growth
and deepening of soc-ial contradictions in the West European
fi,rntrieion tfr'e eve and during the First World War' Irenin assumed
ifiti ail iCvotution in Western-Europe could start an6 triumph with
iititive ease. He wrote: "A succissful proletarian revolution in
i*irira"v *oulO immeoiatelv and very eisily smash any shell of
i."Criiiism.. d He had no d6ubts that the triuhph of a revolution in
fu-ssia could provide the decisive impetus to revolution in the West.

It is true that even then Lenin was aware of the tremendous
difficulties tacrng the revolution in the developed courrtries..- He
emphasised that the "shell" of imperialism was made of the "bes!
;ie[t'',-;d co"tit niit be bioken by the efforts of "any... chicken".23

Elaborating on this idea, Lenin said that in the West the
bourgeoisie '{s stronger and clever-er thal-our Kerenskys; it has
man&ed to get organ-lsed to make the uprising of the masses more
Oiiiiitt"." f,e added that in Europe thEre art "serious leaders of
caoitalism. which was not the case in Russia".6 Nevertheless, the
wdU-organised working class of the West, its experience and
traditio-ns gave hope of a possible victory for the revolution soon,
notably, in GermanY

Sui ihe course oi events showed that the revolution in Germany,
which had indced broken out under the impact of the October
Revolution, was unable to win out. This made Lenin reconsider, in the

lt

licht of the new experience, the problem of the obiective premiscs of
Jftlatisr ierolution and their rehtion with the degree of maturity of
the capitalist system.- 

tn iqtg, on6e it had become clear that the German revolution was
losinc out. Irnin wrote: "Formally it was assumed that in the West,
iiEE itais-aniagoniims are much more developed, because of the
more intensive -development of capitalism... power would pass

directly from the bourgloisie to !h€ proletariat."fi But that did not
tripperi, and so Leniricontinued his analysis -of t[rp problem. He
elaiiorated the elements which he had formulated earlier, bringing opt
ttr" soecitics in the development of the working-class movement in the
Wesiern countries. In thii context, it is well worth while to recall a
statimCnt of his which he made long before the October Revolution:- -' 

''A negative feature in the European labo3r movement, one that

"* 
ao 

"o-UtU" 
harm to the proletarian cause" consists in the fact that

;.ttre Buropean proletariat fartly finds himself in a-positionwhen it is
noi.trii hbbur, 6ut the labour of the practically enslaved natives in the
coionieJ that haintains the whole of society. ...In certain corrntries
ihiJ provides the material and economic basis for infecting the

"iote[ariat 
with colonial chauvinism."''- -;'W; 

sav that it is easier for the movement to start in the countries
that ;; 

"ol "ilong 
it o.i ixploiting countries which have.oppo-rtuni-

iilfoi i"sy pt"n[ei and ar6 abh Io bribe the upper section of their
*"t*"fi;';est 

"the workers have a measure of prosperity, which is
wtrv itli more difficult to shake up the old socialist particevhich had
beeh there for decades, had c6me -to power' and hd acquired
authority in the eyes of the people."D-- -d;Antdiite 

manv mori stitements from Lenin's writings. His
idea ii obvious: a grave difficulty for th-e c,ausc of thc revolution in the
WL.t rorinos froril the opportunist enfeeblement of a section of the
;o;ki"s c6is resulting frbm the dominatign o! imperialism and its
o"ti"vit UriUing and iomrpting the working-class movement. It is
frui itrat during t-he First Wolrla War, one wasleft with the impression
tt ui it i 

"o,rrriof 
events and the int6nsity of the social contradictions

wJUa unOermine the authority of the opiortunist leaders, who would
therebv be prevented from tiampering the advance of the socialist
renoiulio". 'But in practice, the influence of the bourgeoi-sie and
ibo-ortuniJrn-provedio be mirch more serious and dangerous than had
eiitiii Ueen i'magined. After the October psyolltion, Lenin reached
thiJconcfusion:-the revolutionary transformation of society in the
aJnetooCa countries "could have iaken place, had it not been for the
J"tit *itt i" the proletariat of Western Europe being deeper and the
iieacherv of the former socialist leaders greater than had been
imagined." s The masses in Western Eyrop-q, he said, "are.much more
imUiiea with bourgeoiqdcmocratic and pailiamentary preiudices than
thev were in Rusiia".3r- h comparative analysis of the slate-of affairs in- Germany and in
Ruisia maae Uy Lenin in that perioi is of. exceptional interest. In
Gi-"ny, he siid, there was *riraterial realisation of the economic,
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the oroductive and the socio-economic conditions for socialism", but
iiiir-e *iri no political conditions for revolution.32 Russia had lagged
behinit the moit backward of the West European states in the degree
oi'- ieadiness for "introducing" socialism- in terms of material
pEoduCtion, but it had the political conditions for a socialist
Tevolution.- 

Explaining the idea elsewhere, Lenin wrote: "It was e-asier for us
to U"'nio,---iTrJtty,-Giause th6 unusual-for twentieth-century
Europi-political backwardness of the tsarilt monarchy gave
unus'ial itrength to the revolutionary onslaught of -the masses.
S-condly, Ruisia's backwardness mCrged in. a peculiar way the
oroletarian revolution against the bourgeoisie with the peasant
ievolution asainst the la-ndowners.... Thirdly, the 1905 revolution

"orrtrib,rted 
dhormously to the political education of the worker and

oiaiint masses.... Fou'rthly, Ruisia's geographical conditions permit.
fed trer to hold out longer tlian other countiies could have done against
itri iuperior military -strength of the capitalist, advanced countries.
Fifthlv, the specific-attitude of the proletariat towards the peasantry
i""ititi,iea tnd transition from the bourgeois revolution to the socialist
ievolution.... Sixthly, long schooling in strike action and. the
eiperience of the Eurilpearimass wor[ing+lass movement facilitate
th6 emergence-in a prbfound arrd rapidly intensifyrng revolutionary
Jituationl-of such i unique forrn- of proletarian revolutionary
organisation as the Soviers.""- -Of 

Course, in these statements one could find a greqt lnany points
retaiing only'to Russia. But we have here a clear indication and
aliinitTon oi the general typological factors relating to medium-level
develoDment cointries aJ a group and facilitating t-he socialist
revolution in these countries: iealiness of the ruling'class regime,
depth of social contradictions,- and -conjunction of socialist and
geireral democratic struggle, which adds great sweep to the move-
ment.

Let us note that the "Left" revisionists tended to regard these
factors as an absolute even in Lenin's day, and are still tlying, and
have always tried, to deny the need for a dbfinite level of maturity of
i-tiC oUjective premises of socialism for a socialist revolution. Thus, in
his Uo'ot, Tlie Economics of the Ttansition Period' N. Bukhario
asierted ihat the socialist rlvolution wouid start in .the weakest
qconomic systems. Obiecting to this, Lenin wrote: 'lY.rgng: in the;iiaiui neik'. We couid havi got nowhere without a definite level of
capitalism." 3n Furthermore, o6jecting to Bukharin's idea that the
ipieO at which the revoluti6n cime oi was inversely proportional to
the maturitv of caoitalist relations, Lenin remarked: "Risky: one
it ouiA tiin'e said "not in the highest' and 'not directly propor-
tional'." 35

Having made a comparative analysis of the state of affairs in the
aevelopedcountries ani in Russia, Lenln found confirmation for the
view which he expressed soon after the October Revolutiorr: "Anyone
who has given cireful thought to the economic prerequisites of the
soci"list ievolution in Eurfpe must be clear on the point that in

A

Etrope it will be immeasurably more difficult to start, whereas it was
immeasurably easier for us to start."tr It is more difficult to gtart in
Europe chiefly in virtue of the existing socio-polilical conditions,
whici are determined by the high level of capitalist development: the
strength of capital, the infection of the proletariat with opportunism,
the sirong hoft{ of bourgeois-democratic illusions on the masses of
working i-eople. That is ihy, Lenin said, the developed countries had
to eo tErbusil the painful pliioA of the start of socialist revolution.3T
Staiding ui'for tfre fundimental principles of Marxist science and
simultaneously elaborating these, Lenin showed, on the basis of a
precise consideration of tf,e actual situation, the indepth dialectic of
the advance of the world revolutionarf process. Of course, much has
changed in the world since then. These changes necessarily had an
effect on the approach to the problems we are now considering. V/hat
are these changes?

.rt*,t

The present state of the developed capita-list countries is
characterised above _ 4l by- the domination of state'monopoly
relations, which, while doing nothing to change the intrinsic
exploitative nature of capitalist sobiety, are evidence of a new phase
in 

-the growh of its basic contradiction between the social character of
labouiand the private-property appropriation of its p.ro{uct. State-
monopoly relations, Lehin- showe{ are a new and highly essential
step towards the actual socialisation of production. This means, in
particular, that the objective premises of socialism at th9 stage of
state-monopoly capitalism attain a higher degree of nlatgrity than at
any other timein the past. This was explicitly stated, for instance, by
many speakers at tlie Berlin Conference'of the Communist and
Workers' Parties of Europe in June 196.

One of the most striking expressions of this high degree of
maturity of the premises of socialism in the developed capitalist
countries is the fait that the monopoly bourgeoisie, seeking to prolong
its existence, now tends to resort to nationalisation and to state-
regulation in various spheres of the economy, although this ultimately
clashes with the very substance of private property and inflicts
considerable harm on capitalism as a system. This is evidence of the
fact that capitalism has outlived itself, and that society has no longer
any\rse for it.- 

However, as in Lenin's day; this proccss is latent with contradic-
tory consequences. State-monopoly capitalism, signifying a new stage
in the development of the objective premises'of socialism and a new
stage in the ileepening of the generat crisis of the capitalist sys!e{n,
simultaneously produces new difficulties for the development of the
premises of s6cialist revolutioh.- The Communist parties now say that the whole system of
state-monopoly domination is in crisis. This is the right approach to
the problem, which in fact reflects the basic characteristic feature



both of the present stage in the developrye4t olcaqitdism-in general
and of the cifrent economic crisis in particular. But it would be wrong
io assume that capitalism has exhausted all its potentialities, that it
has run into a dead-end, or that it finds itself in an absolutely hopeless
Jituation. Such an approach would be a grave underestimation of the
possibilities open to iapitalism in further manoeuvring and adapting
itself to the new conditions.

Lenin repeatedly warned. that despite the fact that it was doomed
in historicalierms,-the bourgeoisie was capable of doing a great deal
of iasing and ev'en of preventing the e-mergence of undesirable
iituationi. He wrote: 'thero is no such thing as an absolutely
fiopei"ii situation. The bourgeoisie are behav-ing like bar-efaced
niinderers who have lost their-heads; they are committing folly after
iollv. thus accravating the situation and hCstening thcir doom. All that
iJiide. But:ilobody ian 'prove' that it is absolutclyimpossible for
them to pacfy a minority of the exploited with. somc petty
concessions and suppress some movements or upngurys or. some
section of the oppreiied and exploited. To try to.'prove'inadvance
that there is ,ab'sblutely' no way out of the situatiQn yould be sheer

ilA;tri! ; pGtirs rfth Co"dpti-ind citchword5.'1" 1trit warning
bf tenin;s isbf Lspicial importance-lo lqe Communists in our day.-- At the 1969 Meeting, ftre CpSU delegation was quite right in

"-ott"sisirc 
that "the iri"ierialism of our day still has a powerful and

trigirlv deviioped production mechanism. We cannot afford tqlgpqre
ifif tict that 'modirn imperialism makes use also of the possibilities
pucea before it by the i-ncreasing fusion of the monopolies with the
ii"te .orraratus.... There is noaoubt at all that imperialism will
continue to look for new possibilities for prolonging its existence." s
Indeed, erren today, under the qconomic crisis, ther-e-is, simultaneous-
li' wimitre ceneral weakening of imperialism and of its very system of
riominationlthe opposite prdcess iriwhich the pos_itions of monopoly
capital are consofidated ih the economic ar:{l poliJicql life of. many
coiiniries. State-monopoly methods still allow the bourgeoisie to
damd; ihe "irisis of ftre upper classes", aq$ to prelgnt what Lenin
saiAira. it 

" 
complete mora'lind political collapse of t\91$ mode of

oibOuction. The^ wavs and mebns used in the anti-labour and
inii:ievoiutior,ary policy of monopoly capital are being improved, and
this must be taken into'account.-- a""tfrei faiior."dlso needs to be reckoned with. The considerable
aevltooment of ttre internationalisation of the means of produclion
and exthange, signifying a further growth in the premises.of socielism
,on J woriO-scale-, si'multaneously treates a new objective.basis for
iven Ctoiir cohe6ion between tlie forces of monopoly capilal in the
,"t6nabuntries in their fight against the revolution' The int€rnati-
;;i;;6;iiiiata iipitilist ii'tegration provide t[e basis- for the

"iin"nt 
potiticat alliance of the forces of int-ernqllonal capitfl against

the working class and the socialist revolution. This is not just some
ibiective teidency, it is also actual political practice.--'Ille 

development of the productive forces and the scientific and
tectrnotogical rLvohtion havi led to substantial social changes in the

/2

capitalist countries. The ranks of the working class have grown. In the
developed countries, industrial and office workers make up over 60
per cent of the employed population. These are industrial and office
workers with a much higher .level of gerieral education and
occupational training than ever before in the past, who are mostly
concentrated at large and mammoth enterprises and who are
associated in various political, trade union and other mass organisati-
ons. All of this opens up new and very muchgreater opportunities for
developing the revolutionary struggle.

But these positive processes have gone hand in hand with some
nesative phenbmena. fhe fast growth 6t ttre proletariat and the rapid

-"""ihiriiot Jizable masses of-men and womtn from the ranks of the
iiiii" U"utoeoiiie. into the ranks of wage-workers, that is, the
f,iiiirt""iO-ioiiJt inoUitity in society, make the-overall picture.of the
il"f ieiutloni imong tlie social iorces 

- 
highly- complicated.. The

;"i"til;i ttre froteiariat itself, in particular, is blso complexified. In
il;;il'. d;y; flit butk of the worlers iq the developed countries
;;ilL6d ;i tite-tong proletarians. It has now bCen variouqly
ilffi;i;a that from zt0-to 45 per cent of the industrial proletariat in the
Olvii6pea iountries consists of people who have entered its ranks
t"iim 6"intty. ind who do not yet trave either a proletarian mentality
Jr c6nsciousir6ss. Alongside thb industrial workers, there are many
tdritfirt iioups and ftctions,.partialy within the framework of the
;;kffi ;Gii 

"nli 
partiallv outsiae it, bLtween the working class and

the oetfv boureeoi3 sections of society.---fi;'t""ialhosaic of the working-class and masses of working
oeopi" is a factor which. impedes tfie emergence of oljective and

"IuUi..ti""- 
soclo-political piemises of - soclialist revolution. The

Ubuiceoisie has irade extdnsive use of the ideological, political,
;;;ts-i; *d psychological consequences of this mosaic make-up in
;d;6-tpi ai imong-the massei a-spiq1 9f nolitical. indifference,
liusio"i a6oui cipitalism, the cult of individualis-m, tlre cult of the
;;;;;;i;;ai"ty; and so'ot . The material basis for these moves is

"ioriUea 
bv the 66onomy of state-monopoly capitalism, the use of the

icientific aird technologi-cal revolution by the monopolies, and so on.-- Ir th" Wisf futope-an countries, an ivelage of Setween7l and32
p"r 

"eni-ot 
th; w;rkl"t people now vote foibourgeois.partigs' an{

io"*rtv " 
similar percintagd supports diverse reformist parties and

;"if-it.: e ii"tio"^of the iorkei6 is altogether passive. Such is the
political exDression of these processes.'- Oi iour'se, the situation iS not stable in any -sens-e, 

for there are

st itts in tfiicir"iiiousness of the masses, whos-e level of organisation
1g;a; 6 giow. in tqf9, the Communist parties of Western Europe had
;ilshit -600,000 menib"rs;-today-th6 figurg is.nearly 3 million'
eorilifi. bef6re the war thesocial Democrats had less influence than
t-nE, triie ioOavl Bv contrast, the influence of the purely bourgeois
puiiJJ u.one fhe working people in that period was much stronger'
t[iii-i. ri. f,ouUt that po-sitive- changes *ill continue to go forward
*iiiri" it Jiu"ii of the working class ind all the other working Pgople,
Uuf iuOiing by the various polls taken in the Common Market
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countries in the past few years, the reformist attitude has been
qrowing relatively -faster than revolutionary awareness. According to
these polls, a majodty_ of workers (60-Bd per cent) want thingJ to
change,.but- a -considerably smaller part (7-l f per ceni) realise thit the
sygler! itself is the root of all evil, and wani to do away with it by
radical means.

The Communist parties' consistent effort to unite the mass of
workers and to mount- joint action by the Communists, Social
Democrats, members of religious communities, and trade unionisti
have yielded.-some positive results, but it woirld be dangerous to
entertain the illusion that the situation may change radicallyind soon.
The split within the wo-rking-class.moveirent iJan objeciive factor,
and so long as the capitalist system is there, the split will remain in one
form or another.

Nor do we find a simple picture when considering the massive
democratic anti-monopolyhovement. The growing mon-opoly oppres-
sion and the new contradictions in presentiay ca[italisni, ai piinted
out by the 1969 Meeting (for instante, the contradiction betvreen the
potentialities_ of the scientific and technological revolution and what it
actually hold-s out to society under capitalism) result in i iuusiantial
extension of the st$ggle 

-against 
d6minati6n by big capital and

involvement in it of ever wider sections. Today, viftuafy all ihi
non-monopoly sections of bourgeois society are-taking pait in this
struqglg in one f-orm or another, anA ttris is airemendouipbsitive fact
*lri"!r has largely predetermined the deep-going socio-p6fitical crisis
whic_h has now gripped qll the developed capitafist countries.
. However, this extension of the front of th6 anti-monopoly strugele
is also fraught with some weaknesses. The purposes and inlerestlof
the various soc_ial.-groups involved are vely different, not to say
contradictory. While seei{rg--eye to eye on some common issues,
members oJ these gloqps dilfei from (ind even war with) each othei
on other issues. Under the circumstances, there are very great
difficulties in coordinating the efforts oi all tire groupJ u"a i6"til"i,
yhiclr are objectively- anti-monopolist, but also c6nsitierable possibilil
ties for a split-up of the demoiratic movement, somethins that is
being. actively gqe-d -by. monopoly capital, its political-parties,
organisations and ideologists.

The vast breadth and checkered make-up of the forces involved in
the. present -political battles also pose the problem of spontaneous
action, which assumes the form not only of impulsive and frequently
very massive action by peasants, employees, traders an<i even
workers (sometimes under ilogans whicti are far from being realistic
or carefully- considered), but alio in the form of unexpected iwings by
a section of the population now sharply to the Left, 

-now 
to the F.igft

(something that has been especially ir6ticeable in the recent perioi).
The polarisation of the social fories, which is characteristii of the
current crisis period in the West, tends frequently to express itself in
such swings in the mood of the masses which aie very sharp.

fo,gsequently., while -the 
..crisis of the lower classes" in thecaprtarrst countries has been ripening, its development has bein

7A

extremely uneven and contradictory. Among the characteristic
features of its present stage are the rapid growth in the number of
persons involved in the anti-monopoly struggle with a simultaneous
lag and even a reduction in the average level of its consciousness. This
contradiction tends to create, and will go on creating for some time,
considerable difficulties in advancing the conscious struggle for
socialism, although, of course, the very fact that great masses of men
and women are being involved in political struggle is very important.

It shows that in the developed capitalist countries the ripening of
the objective premises of socialism and the objective premises of
socialist revolution continue to be highly contradictory processes,
with the latter lagging far behind the former. What is more, new
difficulties and obstacles tend to emerge (alongside the considerable
new potentialities) in the way of development of the premises of
socialist revolution.

Important changes have taken place in the past decade in the
countries with a medium level of capitalist development.

The first thing to note is that there, too, the productive forces have
markedly grown to something like the level of economic development
obtaining in a considerable number of developed capitalist countries
at the turn of the century. There, as in the developed countries, the
scientific and technological revolution and the socialisation of
production have both advanced, and this means that the maturity of
the objective premises of future socialism in this group of countries
has increased.

The marked consolidation of the positions of the working class is
an important consequence of the changes that have taken place in the
productive forces of the medium-level countries. Only in the past
15-20 years, the number of wage-workers in countries like Brazil,
Mexico or Argentina has doubled or trebled. In Latin America (which
has medium-level alongside backward countries) in the average more
than 55 per cent of the population consists of wage-workers. The
working class (including the agricultural proletariat) accounts for up
to 4O per cent of the active population. At the same time, the
numerical strength of other social sections prepared to take part in the
anti-imperialist, revolutionary struggle has also grown.

Of course, this rapid growth of the wage-labour army carries with
it the same difficulties for the revolutionary cause as it does in the
developed corrntries. The level of consciousness within this wage-
labour army is still far from being proletarian. This serves to confirm
once again that the working class does not automatically become the
leader of the revolutionary struggle, and that it takes much effort on
the part of the communist vanguard to prepare it for tackling the
outstanding socio-political tasks.

The specific difficulties arising from the growth of the working
class in the medium-level countries also spring from the fact that a
sizable part of industry (arge-scale industry in the first place) is
owned by foreign capital. Those are the enterprises where the most
skilled contingents of the working people are concentrated, with a
sizable section of the workers there consisting of immigrants from



other countries, including European countries. The contingents of the
working class connected with foreign enterprises_ turn out to be a
privilegtd and higher-paid section (as compared with small and-medium local enierprises and with agricultural workers). This
impedes the cohesion-of the proletariat and efforts to muster it for the
fulfilment of its historical tasks.

Apart from all this, other changes have also taken -place in the
medium-level capitalist countries, and these are of a rather n"Sative
character and to-some extent hamper the ripening of the premises of
revolution. These are above all changes within the ruling class, the
bourgeoisie. The bourgeoisie in the medium-level countries is now no
longdr the weak, inexperienced and disorganised bourgeoisie-which it
was in the early yearsof this century. These countries have their own
monopoly capital, which has links both with the old pre-capitalist
forms of exploitation (large landed estates) and witlr international
imperialist monopolies. A sizable section of the b1g -a-nd -middle
bourgeoisie stands close to this monopoly capital. Fvidently, the
present-day bourgeoisie in the medium-level countries is onthe whole
i much more formidable enemy of the revolution than the bourgeoisie
in Russia and of other medium-level countries was at the beginning of
this century.

The fait that the imperialist monopolies have established and
maintained very strong positions in the economy of the medium-level
countries is of special-significance in this context. The experienge of
Chile, Guatemala and a-number of other countries shows that it is
foreign capital that is the main obstacle to revolution, o-perating as the
mainitay 6t ttre counter-revolution, reaction and even fascism. At the
same time, this fact predetermines the existence there of objective
national and anti-impcrialist tasks, which to some extent facilitate the
formation of a united front by the forces working to fulfil them. A
section of the bourgeoisie, whose interests are most acutely- at odds
with the interests o-f the foreign monopolies is also prepare4 to take
part in such a front. Of courie, its readiness to take revolutionary
ieven anti-imperialist) action has its limits, which are fairly larrow.

Thus, the 
-objective 

preniises both of socialism and of revolution in
the medium-lev6l couniries have grown or have been growing qrrit-e

rapidly. At the same time, some negative factors have em-grged which
taO n6t been there before (or whic-h had been much smaller in scale)
and which had in the past been characteristic mainly of the developed
countries.

Even in countries with a low level oJ capitalist development (now
mainly countries of the former cblonial world), considerable changes
have iaken over the past half-century: the productive forces have
grown (especially in countrips like Egypl or India), the make-up of the
iopulation has changed, with the wage-labour contingent much larger
ini ttre ranks of the working class more numerous. The growth of the
proletariat and of wageJabour in general in these countries is even
irigher than it is in th1 other groups of- non-socialist countries. But
ne'ither the development of the material basis nor the socio-political
itrinieJitrere are iuch as to warrant the assertion that the premises of
?5

socialism and of the socialist revolution in these countries have fully
ripened.

Of course, in the long run the development of the productive
forces and the relations of production in the former colonial countries
will produce more favourable conditions for the struggle for
socialism, but for the time being the development of the emergent
countries continues to be rather slow because of the various obstacles
being thrown up by imperialism.

Consequently, on the whole there is a ripening of the objective
premises of socialism in the economically developed, medium-level
and now also in the low-level countries. At the same time, there is
evidence of some headway in the development of the socio-political
premises of socialist revolution. But taking the world as a whole, the
premises of revolution continue markedly to lag behind the premises
of socialism, as they did in Lenin's day. What does this meanl Does it
mean that the revolutionary movement has run into what could be
called an impasse? Of course, it has not.

The objective course of deveiopment inevitably gives ever greater
deptlr to the contradictions of capitalism. That being so, all the
changes that have taken place-whether in the form of new
potentialities for revolutionary struggle or of new difficulties in the
way-in effect sigmfy that the role of the subjective factor in
revolution, above all the role of the purposeful activity of the working
people's communist vanguard, tends to be even more important in the
present epoch than ever before. Indeed, it is the communist vanguard
that has the task of doing everything to use the new potentialities and
to find ways to overcome the arising problems and difficulties. Of key
importance here are Leirin's ideas about the main elements of
revolutionary strategy in our epoch.

As I have already said, Lenin's interest in the relation between the
level of a country's development (that is, the maturity of the objective
premises of socialism) and its readiness for revolution was not merely
theoretical but also practical. He regarded the clarification of the
theoretical aspect of the matter as the basis for elaborating the
strategy of revolutionary strusgle, of a political line that would make
it possible to use all the positive factors and to overcome the
difficulties in any concrete situation. Of course, the problem of
revolutionary strategy is a problem in its own right, which is why I
shall deal with it here only in the most general terms and to the extent
to which it has a bearing on the subject of this article.

Lenin said that inthe developed countries theripening of revolution
was a "slower, more complicated, more zigzag development",{ and
while revolutions were "not made to order" but tended to ripen in the
process of historical development, in the developed countries one had
to prepare for them beforehand, and to do this with exceptional
thoroughness. "To start without preparation a revolution in a country



in which capitalism is developed and has given democratic culture and
oi*u"iiutio" to everybody, dbwn to the last man-to do so would be

wr-ong, absurd."ar
nii trow is this preparation to be carried on?
afo Ue able to seet<, tina and correctly determine the specific path

or ttre-particuiui trr.n of events that will-leadthe masses to the real,
d;"i.i"; ;"d final revolutionary strugg,le-such is the main.gbiective
ii"oririr""i.* iii w"JfJiiiBuiope ai"it in America todav."]2 wh-at-is
*-", itti. should be a path bas-ed on a correct consideration of the
."itlii" i""t"res in thes'e areas of the world, in these countries, that
i.', 

"Uou" 
all of the difficulties and problems barring the way to

revolution.-- tt ii -"rns, first, the need to overcome the main weakness of the
wortirrg-class movement and to release the majority of its members
trom tfe influence of the bourgeoisie and opportunism. "In Europe,
*ttii"-rt*"st all the proletarilns are organise4-, *" must win the
;;irity ;athe workini class and anyone who fails to understand this
is lost to the comm,rni.-t mou"tnent."-The starting p-oint-, Lenin said, is
i[ii":"**itii""i-iupport inside the proletariat... the bourgeoisie in
Wi-.t"i" B"iopi iiO America caniot retain power."a3-Tht*;, 

iridicated by Lenin and the Comintern (especfally by its
firsf ioui iirngressesl foi establishirlC tryly revolutionary Communist

"urti". 
openei the wiy for the working-class movement in the West to

;A;;Ai" a fundamentally new frontier. The shapilg of-efficient
Co.iri""i.t purties marked i real start in overco_minf ttre influence of
oooortunism within the international working-class movement'-'-Se"onA, 

Lenin held that it was necessary to workfor a united front
of itrJ Communists and the other contingents of ttre working-class
1noi"*Jnt. "The purpose and sense of the tactics of the united front

"orr.istJ 
in drawing irore and more masses of the workers into the

struggle against caPital." a

The fulfilment of these two- key tasks signifies,a. real advance
to*iih-r'.[ffiil"L'; il"i&it of ttre worting.cl;ss and involv.ing it in
;;;;i,""t .i*gEt" atainst impe-rialism and the pgwer of capital,-and
ioi ioii"tir-. Eut piefaratioir for revolutipn and the advance of the
*iri"i i"*ards r6voiution in the developed countries-cannot be

;;fi;;d ;";ely to solving the problem of winning over the. yorking
class ard unitiirg it on revolutionary principles. Iaenin sard rt was

il;""l6itioi" into the battle foi ievoltition the vanguard,-the
;;;iiffi trrii, 

-uroni- 
There was need to win over "not si$ply..?

;;i;;il? ;i-th; *ott ii.-u1i*, b.rt the.tn"joritv of all the-exploited "'45

iio'*-i.'ttl. iask to UJ tuttin6Of Lenin suggested that this could be

a;; by [ur.vi"g on it e uroaaest possible struggle for democracy, for
democratic demands.*' 

ifiriiiiOi-itrl- Uasic class contradiction - the contradiction be-

t*""""io:pitut aiiO ttri proletariat-there is a development within the

ii"-"*.it of imperiafism of contiadictions between the monopolies

;;Jih"-;illi pdople, between monopoly^capital, which suppresses

e;;;;;"i,;,i atr6 ;"ise s, -which.veirn f or delnoqracY : 11,11 
beile

;;;;i6idr;uitio""O .i-ggle for d6mocracy is the key to uniting the

x

whole mass ol people for the fight against imperialism. "To develop
democracy to=the itmosit, to find the forms for the de-velopment, to
test them 

-in 
practice, and so forth-ali this is one-o-f the component

iaits of the itruggle'for the social revolutior."* Of course,-"cll the
democratic demai-ds... must be capped by and brought togelher with
the demand for revolutionary struggle against capitalism"."'

But the task is not only to put forward a well-grounded programme
of struggle for democratii demands, whose realisation would bring o.n

ihe socTah.t revolution. The important thing to reckon with here is
tliLat the masses are infected with bourgeois preconceptions, and that
not only the petty-bourgeois sections, but also a sizablesection of the
w-orkeri are not let pre-pared to fight for socialism. What is to be done
in that case?- 

Lenin faced the question in the period between February and
October 1917, and give the answer-in his-work, The-Impending
Caiistrophe dwt Hiw to Combat It. The substance of the prgblem
was to put forward definite democratic slogans that would be
understaridable and accessible to the masses (including that section
*t i"tr still feared socialism and was far from convinced of the need to
eJi"Uti.t a socialist system). Realisation of such slogans results in
a"L"*oins democratii tran6formations, which, while not yet signify-
i"g ioZiAiim, brings it on and enables the broadest masses of working
oeoole to advance towards socialism.- - -fir;-liev 

ooint in this approach was the following: if the beginnings
of siate-m-oiopoly relatioir's already exis-ted, then impleme-ntation of

"i""i.:riJ 
iitli'w6rkers' control rn the factories and in the banks,

u"i"A;i libour-conscription under the control of the masses, and so
o", ionrtit"ted a real a-dvance towards revolution. Lenin-said that
manv establishments under state-monopoly capitalism involved hard
labour for the workers. "But take the same institution and think over
its sieniti"unce in a revolutionary-democratic state.... It will still not
bi sicialism, but it will no longer be capitalism. It.-will be a

GroCoAo,r. itep towards socialism-, a gtep from which, if comp]ete
A-"--o"ru"y is pieserved, there can no longer be any.retreat back to
;;;it"tffi. without unparalleled violence being committed against the
;;G;.; thai G whv Lenin kept emphasising that 'igiven a really
,"uof"iio"uwdemocr-atic state, dtate-monopoly capitalism inevitably
a"O 

"na"oia"Ury 
implies a step, and more than one step, towards

socialism!"4-- 
Ot course, while putting a high value on suqh-partial steps, one

strould noi ioiget the ultimite goil,-for the establishmgnt of stagesin
;h;;truggie dfies not imply foirgetfulness of the whole route of the
wav ahii"d, ,ro, u ...1o*[,"! Ooi" of one's pro_gress in advance".ae
A;'w;";iitrious ("ideal" Is Lenin put it) the democratic measures

itut ure rialised in the process, ttiey will not help to,overthrow
.""it"Ui* and imperialidm. This can be done only through an
ic6nomic revolutioir, that is, through the withdrawal of the property
i" iil mearr. of production from the hands of- the-capitalistp'-- t" tt uiperiod, in 1917, Lenin did not comp-lete his analysis.of tle
question of transitional forms and stages on the way to socralrsm ln

D



the -cap1t^aJlst woid. He returned to this-proble,m afterthe Revolution,in the 120s,-when preparing for the 3id ;rd ;p;a;it tiii'tre +tfr
congresses of the comintern. He formulateo tt iiiruo*iiu iaeui .rrrigeneral programm-e sh-ould clearly state ihe uaiic t iitoil"i-iip". ortransition demands of the natioh4 parties daplnEil il ;"iAi.;differences of economic structure."$ in ttre contixi oittr;a;ad;a
g.€l1ll!!: this demand.was expressed in ttre contiitli-ifoga" ot a'*wo_rkers' and peasants' government".

It was assumed that such a governm€nt could carry out deep-going
revolutionary democratic tranlsformations c-onsisti;L l;- ;iir-d;i;E
l*..-b^o,"Igl1^r,_t9]ller;revolutionary .orgarrisations,- ir- ir,t ii""rng
conuol or productron, in putting the chief burden of taxation on thEshoulders of the rich -and in bieakfug down tiri ;;isail;;;i iii;counter-revolutionary _bourgeoisie."sr 

-Ir other words, tnli" *ere
anti-monopoly tasks w-hose- iutfilm""t .t outd urid;lil" L't'mination
of .capitalist rule itself and prepare the necessar! conditionJ ior sodoing.
. The principles. of the-strategy of revolution formulated by Leninror the devetop-ed -capitalist countries were of exceptional loirc-term
importance. Indeed, there was the need for a fundarirentat sltuEon otthrs-most complicated problem: how were the difficulties genirated
by .highly developed capitalism in the .e"otutio-narv- strirccie tor
soclarrsm to be overcome? The meaning of these pioposiii6ns ofLenin's for the communist and workers'-partieitrai 6L"'n-*oJ ilu
reveated + thg.prgs^e4 sqase oi tt" rirrt"'tioril"rv;;;il:ih; Ftri;i
Lrocument of the 1969 Meeting of communist and workers; partiCi
sets out the substance of the present strategic piopoiition.-of ttri
Communists in the developed c-ountries as toltorii:'

"The need for working-class unity has become even more
urggn-t.... -The Communists, who attribute decisive importance to
working-clas-s unity, are in favour of cooperati;" with t[i-S*i"ri.t,
ano soclal Democrats to establish an advanced democratic regimetoday and to build a socialist society in thJ tuturJ....--''In the course of anti-monopolist and anti-imperialist unitedaction, favourable conditions are created i;r ir;lti;;"il ae.oiratii
trends. in a political alliance capable of decisiviirEmiii"c-iil; rofeprayed by tre monopolies in the economies 

-of 
the -countries

concerned., of putting an-end-to the power of big cupitA-a"A ot
Dnngrng-about such radical political and economic clangts as would
ensure the most favourable ionditions for continuine ihEiiruggie ror
socialism." 52 -

.Another strategic p,rQblem whose solution Lenin not only backed
up theoretically, but which he also !,egan-to realise bore on tlie way to
socialism in countries where the obilctive conoitionJ 6r;iiatis;;
had not.v.et furly ripened (in countritiule i".ii"i. iJnin-'i ,oi"tion otthrs-qroblem was based on his deep faith in the ireative power of theworking class, led by a new type bf Dartv.

In virtue of the circumstaric-er alriady described it proved to bemuch easier to overthrow the bourgeois iowei in R,..fi-ihill" tt e
developed capitalist countries, but tire wo'rling cta*;hi;f ffik'or.,
T

dld not yet have the material conditions required for rapid transition
to socialism.

The Social Democratic leaders shouted about the 'tllegality" and
the "untimeliness" of the Russian revolution and of its inviability as a
rocialist revolution. Th_e pet$:bouigeois panic-mongers urled a
rctreat and a biding of time, which in effect meant surrender.

Lenin and the Party he led found another and, it can now be said
with the benefit of hindsight, the only correct solution. In his article
"Our Revolution" Lenin wrote: "If a definiie level of culture is
rcquired for the buiiding of socialism,... why cannot we begin by first
achieving the prerequisites for that definite level of cu-lture in a
rcvolutionary way, and then, with the aid of the workers' and
pcasants' government and the Soviet system, proceed to overtake the
other nations?"53

And so,-in definite concrete historical conditions it is possible and
necessary first to take power and then, relying on the revolutionary
people's energy, go on to create the material prerequisites foi
socialism in the fufure. Of course, Lenin warned, ihis c-an be done
only if there is a definite minimum of premises of socialism. Indeed,
th-e very pos-sibility of the proletariat's taking over is present 'bnly
yhel capitalist development has reached a certain level. Failing that
fundamental condition, the proletariat cannot develop into a sefarate
class, nor ca.n success be achieved in its prolonged training,
education, instruction and trial in battle during liing yeirs of strikij
and demonstrations ,when the opportunists are disgraced and
e-xpelled. F"{lirrg that fundamental condition, the centres will not play
that economic and political role which enables the prolbtariat, aftei
their captur€, to take hold of state power in its entirety, or more
correctly, of its vital nerve, its core, its node. Failing that fundamental
condition, there cannot be the kinship, closeness and bond between
the p-osition 9f !h.e proletariat and thaiof the non-proletaridn working
people which (kinship, closeness and bond) are necessary for thE
proletariat to influence those masses, for its influence over them to be
effective." s

In the presence of this fundamental condition, the revolution turns
out tg be feasible (despite the absence of the other premises of
socialism), and consequently there is also "the opportunity to create
the fundamental requisites of civilisation in a diffeient way from that
9f th9 West European countries".s5 Quite naturally, full reiponsibility
for the success of such action falls on the Party guiding socialisi
construction. The CPSU has proved to be equal [o-this tisk.
- 'lNoI everyone_. understood and ac_cepted I enin's idea," saysL. l. Brezhnev, "that it was possible to build socialisni in an
economically backward, predominantly peasant country in a capitalist
encirclement.... But Lenin's ideas tridmphed."$ Inde6d, thes6 ideas
have triumphed not only in this country but also in ieveral East
.Eulopean countries - Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Rumania, yugos-
lavia, and also in Cuba. All of these were countries with a-medlum
level of development, and all succeeded not only in carrying through a
triumphant revolution but also in building socialism. 

- -



Finally, there is another strategic problem which Lcnin clgrqly
analysed. In his day, a vast part o{ mankind-the peoples of thc
coloirial and dependent countries-lived in conditions under which it
was impossible not only to consider the objective premises of
socialism, but also anything like developed capitalist relations. Did
that mean, as the Social Democratic reformists asgerted, that the road
Jo socialism for these peoples was closed for a long time?

In replying to this question, Lenin started from the real conditions
of the new historical epoch inaugurated by the October Revolution.
Within the framework of the worldwide domination oL capitalist
relations, the peoples in the economically underdeveloped countries
would perhaps have sooner had to go through all the stages of
capitaliit development before the necessary premises for their
national liberation and social emancipation ripened. But a new
situation has been created by the triumph of the Great October
Rei'olution. "Are we to consider as correct the assertion that the
capitalist stage of economic development is inevitable for backward
nations now on the road to emancipation and among whom a certain
advance towards progress is to be seen since the war? We replied in
the negative. If the victorious revolutionary proletariat conducted
systematic propaganda among them, and the Soviet governments
chme to their aid with all the means at their disposal, in that event it
would be mistaken to assume that the backwatd peoples must
inevitably go through the capitalist stQge of development." Ultimate-
ly, with th6 assistance of the proletariit of the countries in which the
sbcialist revolutions have been carried out, "the backward countries
can go over to the Soviet system and, through certain stages of
develbpment, to corhmunism, without having to pass through the
capitalist stage."s7 We find that Lenin pu! forward two main factors,
twb conditions for such transition: assistance from the victorious
proletariat of the more developed countries, and advance towards
iocialism through definite intermediate stages. In countries with
predominantly small-scale peasant farming and a weak proletariat,
Lenin said there was need for "a series of gradual, preliminary
stagesl',,."a whole series of special transitional measures",s8 which
would help to overcome the backwardness, to restructure society on
modern lines and so prepare the possibility for socialist transforma-
tions.

Of course, in that period-the 1920s-it was still hard to elaborate
these ideas in full. "The necessary means for this cannot be indicated
in advance. These will be prohpted by practical experience."s
Experience has, indeed, fully borne out the brilliant prediction of the
leader of the October Revolution. The historical path traversed by the
Soviet Central Asian Republics and then by People's Mongolia shows
that in the nerl donditions the way to sbcialism lies ofen for the
economically underdeveloped countries as well.

Today, many countries of Asia and Africa look to development
along the non-capitalist way, towards socialism. "During the past few
years quite a large group of liberated countries have started serious
ind far-reaching reforms in all spheres of social life, proclaiming the
32

building of socialism as their end goal. This is, of course, not easy for
the young states, whose development had been held up for centuries
!y the colonialists. For this it is necessary to raise the productive
forces to the level required by socialism, establish ltotally new
relations of production, change the mentality of the people and set up
a new administrative apparatus relying on the support of the
Elasses".eo

Lenin's elaboration of the most intricate problems was of
fundamental importance for the further advance of the world
communist movement. These included: the typology of countries
depending on development levels and maturity of premises of
socialism; on the relation between the premises of socialism and the
premises of socialiqt revolution in the new historical epoch; on the
principles governing revolutionary strategy designed to use all the
existing potentialities for advancing towards socialism (and overco-
ming the difficulties engendered by the specific conditions of
socio-economic development in the various countries).

Attaching tremendous importance to the consideration and
thorough analysis of the objective conditions for revolution, Lenin
always emphasised the key importance of the subjective factors in the
lpvolutionary process. "It is not every revolutionary situation that
lea<ls to revolution.... It was becauge it is not every revolutionary
situation that gives rise to a revolution, revolution arides only out of i
situation in which the above-mentioned objective changes are
accompanied by a subjective charige, namelj, the ability. of the
revolutionary closs to take revolutionary mass action strcng enough
to break (or dislocate) the old government, which never, not even in a
period of crisis, 'falls', if it is not toppled over."6r

Lenin drew a most important conclusion, which has been
repeatedly confirmed by history, that the socialist revolution cannot
triumph, unless the objective and the subjective premises are all
there.

Emphasising the importance of this conclusion of Lenin's,
General Secretary of the French Communist Party Georges Marchais
noted in one of his staterhents published in the Soviet press that one
should reckon with Lenin's evaluation of the relations between the
objective factors and the subjective factors in the course of historical
development, in creative historical action. The experience of
contemporary development in France fully confirms what Lenin said
about underestimation of one of these factors and overestimation of
the other entailing errors in policy which lead either to a cult of
spontaneous movemerts, with an underestimation of the role of the
subjective factor, as the Righl opportunists have been doing, or to
voluntarism and neglect of the objective conditions for the mass
struggle, which the Leftists are inclined to do. The two errors
supplement each other, and their common consequence turns out to
be ideological disarmament of the working class and the revolutionary
forces. 62 -

Today, there is exceptionally poignant meaning (especially in the
context of the developed capitalist countries) in tliese wbrds of
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Lenin's: "Neither the oppression of the lower classes nor a crisis
among the upper classes can cause a revolution; they can only cause
the decay ofa'country, unless that country has a revolutionary class
capable of transforming the passive state of oppression into an active
std'te of revolt."63

When the ripening of the premises of socialist revolution tends to
lag behind the ripening of the premises of socialism there is the danger
ofsuch "decay"in society. This danger is expressed in a growth of the
Right-wing reactionary tendencies in the Pglicy of im-perialism,
including the threat of Right-wing nationalism, chauvinism and
neo-fasc-ism in its diverse forms. Let us emphasise that under the
grave and protracted economic crisiq, the inclination of monopoly
Eapital to seek a way out by applying further pressure on the working
people and a further veering to the Right is increased.- 

7Ul of this is further evidence of the growing importance of the
subjective factor in the revolutionary process. Today, the role of this
factor is somewhat different and broader than it was in the past.

In the period before the start of the general crisis of capitalism,
and also ai its first and second stages, the role of the subjective factor
was connected above all with the use of all the available potentialities
to educate the masses and organise the revolutionary struggle. This
remains true for the present stage of the revolutionary process,
because the contemporary situation contains much broader opportu-
nities for advancing the revolutionary struggle than the earlier
situation.

At the same time (and especially in the developed capitalist and
other countries), with the premises of socialism reaching a new and
higher stage of maturity, with the contradictions in social develop-
ment gaining in depth, with the sum-total of the potenlial forces of
revolution much larger ahd the balance of world forces tilted in favour
of socialism, the subjective factor becomes broader and more active,
if that is the right expression. The fraternal parties emphasised that
the revolutionary vanguard is now able not only to use the existing
opportunities to advance, but also to help to extend and deepen these
oi-portunities by its action and, in addition, to create new opportuni-
ties of this kind and more favourable conditions for revolutionary
transformative action.

Of course, it would be wrong to assume that the growlng role of
the subjective factor tends to minimise the importance of the
objectivl circumstances, of the objective premises bf revolution. In
th6 absence of such premiset, no amount of subiective activity will
result in a victorious ievolution. But in the new situation (especially in
view of the fact that the socialist states have already become a potent
force in world development) the subjective factor in the developed
countries can help substantially to minimise the negative consequen-
ces of the gap between the maturity of the objective premises of
socialism and the objdctive premises of revolution, and in countries
with a lower level of development compensate for society's
inadequate readiness for revdlutionary change by means of its active
organisational and educational work among the masses.

t.

I4 gther words, the growing role of the subjective factor in
revolution means above all greatei responsibility foithe Communists
in {e.tgrmfmng the correct line of action and puisuing the right policy.
I think the following conclusion could be formtilated: -the mo-st
important aim of the truly Marxist-Leninist policy of the fraternal
pafties today, i.s t9 do everything to overcome ihe objective and
subjective diJficulties in the shaping of the premises 6f socialist
revolution,-by developing mass action and-creating favourable
conditions for revolutionary struggle

Iq this context. Gus Hall says: '"Ihe revolutionary situation is
crcated by objective factors. It cannot be created at will, subjective-
ly, merely by determination and courage. If there are objective
eonditions in which a revolutionary situation is ripening, resolute
rction can accelerate the process. That is the crux of the matter. The
Party cannot at will boost a revolutionary upswing of the overwhel-
ming majority of the peoplc, which is highly important for the
tpvolution. But by its activity it can equip the masses, enlighten them
politically and ideolosically o-n Jhe need for revolutionary changes,
thereby bringng on the revolutbn."n

A similar conclusion on thc strength of Latin American experience
has been drawn by Rodney Arismendi, who says: "As both the
objective conditions on the continent and the general peaceful course
of development determined by the enhanced role of the socialist camp
and the deepening of the crisis of capitalism make the manrtng of the
rovolutiotwry situation more and more dependent on the ability of the
vanguard to lead the masses in struggle, o11the flexibtlity of its tdetrr,
he energy and militancy of its actions."6

In other words, in the present situation a great role belongs to the
historical initiative of the revolutionary vanguard, the front-ranking
scction of the working classn and the conscious and purposeful use of
thc existing and newly emerging possibilitiis for revolutionary
rtruggle.

What are the general conclusions to be drawn from the above?
It is safe to say that the obiective premises of socialism and the

objective premisei of the sociaiist revdlution are interconnected but
ilistinct categories. Both emerge on the same soil of capitalist
dcvelopment, but the mechanism for their emergence is different, and
there is no direct automatic connection between the two. It is a
dialectical and contradictory conndction.

The premises of socialism ripen as a result of the development of
objective economic processes, the grofih in the means of production
and exchange and the consequent changes in the social structure of
capitalist society. The premises of socialist revolution are shaped as a
result of the development both of the objective and the subjective
(including socio-psychological) factors, with politics and superstruc-
tural factors in general having a tremendous role to play. If only for



that reason there can be no direct coincidence between the two and,
what is more, contradictions may arise.

Furthermore, the premises of socialism are shaped on the basis of
each country's internal development (although this-internal develop-
ment is, of 

-course, 
connected with the general evolution of the give,n

social system as a whole). The premises of revolution ripen a.q a result
of multiifaceted interaction between internal and external, internati'
onal factors and circumstances. This interaction between external and
internal factors naturally makes the ripening of the premises of
revolution a hiehly intriczte and contradictory process. In some
instances, external, international factors play a kind of compensating
role, filling in the "gaps" in internal development. In other instances,
thev have the opposite. slowing efiect.

bn the whol6, with the passage of time and in virtue of thegeneral
(above all international) cbnditions in which the forces of world
socialism erow. there is a relative reduction in the level of objective
pr-emiseJ o-f ,soiialism required for a stail of transformations li:ading
to the establishment of a new society in each individual country. Just
as at the start of this century socialist revolution turned out to be
capable of breaking through the imperialist front irlr one country (and
thit was a countri with a medium level of development), today it
turns out to be poisible for ttre movement towards socialism to start
even in the cilnditions of underdeveloped countries, bypassing
capitalism. At the same time, of course, e-ven today it is still- true that
th6 higher the maturity of the premises of socialism,lhe easier it is to
bUild tlhe new society ifter thstriumph of the revolution. Conversely,
lit e" itres! premiies are at a tow level of maturity additional
difficulties and problems arise in building the new life.

On the conirary, the level of maturity of the objective and
subjective premisei of socialist revolution tends to rise with the
pasiage of time (especially in the developed countries). The greater
ihe power of the monopolies and the widEr the experienc-e Sqned by
monopoly capital (experience that is internal and external), the more
intricite ltre rirectrdnidm of social life and the more veiled the capitalist
exploitation, the deeper are the contradictions o{ c-apita$sm-and the
gr6ater the contlitionl and efforts for their resolution, that is, for a
triumphant socialist revolution.

Fihally, all this taken together means that the role of the subjective
factor in- revolution-the will, readiness and skill of the masses,
notably the working class-becomes of truly crucial importance with
the passage of tima. Especially great responsibility here falls on the
Conimuniit and workers' parti-es. It is thEy, their policies, their skill
and aptitude that will play the definitive role in advancing the
processes which can bring about the victory of socialism
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Int ernational C o op eratio n
and Ddtente

The Peace Mission of Socialism

"Peace and socialism are indissoluble." These words, pronounced
from the rostrum of the 25th Party Congress by CC CPSU General
Secretary Leonid Brezhnev, reflect.the peaceful essence of socialism.
The building of the new, socialist society is the most sublime of all
human endeavour. Socialism brings working men freedom, genuinely
democratic rights, prosperity, educational opportunities, and confi-
dence in the future. Socialism brings and consOlidates peace.

It is for the fourth decade now since we have been liv-ing in peace.
It was dearly won, and the Soviet Union and other countries of the
socialist community have spared no effort to preserve it, to make it
an indefeasible law of human life. Peace as an unfading ideal ot
socialism- is the greatest blessing to all nations and an important
requisite for social progxess.

- The inseparableness o/ socialism and peace rneans, first and
foremost,, th4 peace is inherent in the very nature of socialist
society. Sociali5m is inconeeivable without 

-aspiration for world
peace, without an inner . need to defend and strengthen it.
Conversely, a lasting peace is inseparable from the destiny of the new
society. No wonder man's age-long dream of peace remained
unfulfilled under all exploitative socio-economic systems, war being
their constant companion.

That dream did not come true until after the undivided world
domination of the old system was abolished and a society maintaining
social justice and a high standard of morality established. Karl Mar:r
wrote about this in 1870, when the smoke of war had enveloped much
of Europe: '"The alliance of the working classes of all countries will
ultimately kill war. The very fact that while official France and
Germany are rushing into a fratricidal feud, the workmen of France
and Germany send each other messagbs of peace and goodwill; this
great fact, unparalleled in the history of the past, opens up the vista of
a brighter future. It proves that in contrast to the old society, with its
economical miseries and its political delirium, a new society is

Thc editorial in Kommunist, Moscow, No. E, 196.
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springing up, whose international rule will be Peace,. because its
nitioiat rut6r will be everywhere the same-Labonr."l

In 1917 an end was put to the undivided rule of imperialism. The
victory of the Great Ociober Socialist Revolution,-carried out by the
Russiin proletariat under the leadership of Lenin's Party,.opened a
new era in the history of mankind-the era of the triumph of
socialism and communisrn.

The first act of the Soviet Government was the Decree on Peace,
drawn up by the great Lenin. In that historic document, the
*orter-piasalnt goveinment of Soviet Russia, addressing the govern-
ments and peoples of all .corrntries, expressed its , determined
aspirations foi a iust, democratic peace based on respect for the rights
an-d interests oI all nations. The Decree on Peace and other
fundamental government documents based on it reflected the
dialecticallyint-ilrconnected basic principles of Soviet foreign poli-
cy-the principle of proletarian internationalism and the principle of
pi:aceful coexiitence of countries with differenJ sgrcial. systems.

These principles were further elaborated in the {pn-gal of the
Presidium 6rf the Central Executive Committee of the USSR "To All
Peoples and Governments of the Wotld", adopted on t!9 occasion oJ
the iormation of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. "Establi-
shed... on the basis of fraternal cooperation among the peoples of the
Soviet Republics,'i the Appeal read, "the Union Government sets
itself the aim of preserving peace with all the peoples. ... Being the
natural ally of th-e oppressed peoples, the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics seeks peateful and friendly relations and economic
cooperation with all nations. Its goal is to promote the interests of the
woiking people all over the world. In the vast expanse extending from
the Baltib, Black and White seas to the Pacific Ocean, the Soviet
Union maintains brotherly relations among the peoples arld the.reign
of labour, striving at the same time to promote friendly relations
among all the nations of the wqrld,."

Ttrese documents, which still arouse deep emotion when read
today, became programme documents. The whole world became
convinced that our Farty and the Soviet state were implementing the
ideas embodied in these documents. It could not be otherwise: the
intrinsic qualities of Soviet society found expression in such an
important-sphere of its activity as foreign policy, in the tireless
striigele of t-he working class, which had taken powgr into -its own
trandl, to radically chanle the ivhole system of inteinational relations.

The inseparableness-ot socialism and peace rneans that the Soviet
people are deeply interested in the preservation of peace, that they are
-always ready and determined to protect it from any_ encroachment.
Let irs recall the first years following the October Revolution. The
constructive plans of the young Soviet Republic were- obstructe$ b-y
international imperialism. But our couotry came out of all the ordeals
of that period with honoul. The people, who had freed themselvgq
irom t# shackles of exploitation, anf their Red Army, born in thC
battles against the interventionists and the White Guards, came out
victorious.
4

We heto against them all, Lenin said with legitimate pride. And the
Soviet people and the Bolshevik Party could not but be proud of that
victory, which proved the vrability and stability of Soviei power. Ahc
it must be particularly emphasised that that victory was bchieved in
the name of building socialism, and, consequently, in the name of
peace.

However, imperialism had no intention of reconciling itself to
defeat. It tried on repeated occasions to smash the wolld's first
socialist state. But the Soviet people, led by Lenin's Party, cooled the
bellicose ardour of ihe imperialisfs and taiight them som-e'instructive
lessons. Unfortunately, not all the lessons sank in. For a long time the
imperialists just could not understand how a state still weak
economically had succeeded in withstanding their aggregate might.
They failed to realise a truth whose essence Lenin expressed thus: "A
nation in which the majority of the workers and peasants realise, feel
and see that they are fighting for... the rule of the working people, for
the cause whose victory will ensure them and their children all the
benefits of culture, of all that has been created by human
labour-such a nation can never be vanquished."2

The Second World War, unleashed by imperialism's most
aggressive forces-German fascism and Japanese militarism-was
the most outrageous and desperate attempt to reverse the course of
history. That is precisely why the main blow was spearheaded against
the Soviet Union-the bulwark of the- progressive world.

The Land of the Soviets withstood ihis=ordeal, too. The victory
cost the lives of more than 20 million Soviet citizens, who died not
only in the name of the freedom and independence of their
Motherland, put also to save mankind. The whole world once again
saw the formidable, inexhaustible might of socialism and its ideas,-the
tremendous vitality of the Soviet social system.

The rout of fascism and the acceleration of the world revolutiona-
ry process resulted in the formation of the world socialist system and
in the consolidation of the positions and influence of the Cbmmunist
parties, and of the international working-class and national liberation
movements.

The inseparableness of socialism and peace signifies an organic
connection between socialism's home and foreign policies. At home
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union conformi all its activity to
its programmatic slogan: "Everything in the narne of man, for-the
good of man." To achieve this goal is the chief task of the Tenth
Five-Year Plan. In practical terms the task is to consistently
implement the policy of raising the people's living standards on thb
basis of the dynamic and proportional development of social
production and heightening its efficiency, acceleration of scientific
and technological progress, higher productivity of labour, and
allround improvement of the quality of work in all branches of the
national economy. At the same time, the CPSU, striving to ensure thd
most favourable external conditions for successful fulfilment of that
task, has been firm in the pursuance of its course towards
strengthening peace and international security.
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The USSR's achievements on the international scene are thc
logical results of the work done by the whole soviet people. This is
quite understandable: the succesi of Soviet foreign poiicy is due
primarily to the success of the home policy, to the Eroivttr rit soviet
e,gonorqlq, scientific anp.tgclnological, and defence-potentinl, anq to
the social, pglilgal and rleological unity of Soviet iociety.

The whole history of the USSR is'full of bold and iver more
successful initiatives q the sphere of foreign policy. A special plaie
here belongs to the.leace-Programme adopted it ttre'Zlttr Farty
Congrcss. The mlin idea qf the-Programme is to rely on the miehi
cohesion and activeness of world solidism, on its ciowinc allifna;
with all progressive and peaceloving forces in order i-o achie-ve a turn
in the development of international ielations from the cold war to the
constructive pgaceful coexistence of states with different social
s-ystems. A- tqrn from tension, which threatened to" explode, to
d6tente and normal mutually advantageous cooperation. 

-"We'fol-
Iowed the behests of the great Lenin," Comride L.I. Brezhnev
Qmn@1i99d in the Centryl Committee Report to the 25th Congress of
the CPSU, !\rho called for the greatest pbssible number of dEcisions
and ineasures 'that would certainly lCadrto peace, if not to the
complete elimination of the war danger."

What has been done in that direction. is of truly historic
qignificance. Everything possible has been undertaken io secure
favourable conditions for peaceful construction in our country and in
the fraternal socialist c-ognlries, to consolidate peace and the iecurity
of nations. considerable headway has been 

^made in the effort to
achieve bloa{ recognition of the piinciple of peaceful coexistence, to
s€cure a-lasting pea99, and to lessen and ultimately eliminate the
4.ng"r of a.new world war. This has led to a certain iinprovement of
the international climate, to a livening up of the economiic, scientific,
technical and cultural cooperation.-Tlie positions of the socialisi
countries have been strengthened; the beieficial.influence of their
international policy has been broadened. D6tente has become the
Ieading trend in international relations.

The peace mission of socialism has found its highest expression in
$e -Programm-e, -adopted by the 25th Congress -of the tpSU, of
{urt{er Struggle for Peace aird International eooperation, and forthe
Freedom and Independence of the peoples. It i3 a follow-up to the
Peace Programme.

The new Peace Programme is warnily welcomed both in our
country and abroad. It embraces a complei of top-prioritv measures
and proposals whose implementation is dictaie^O'Uy tlie need to
develop contemporary-sgclety and continue the struggl6 for peace and
socialism, for a peaceful future for all men.

The new Peace Programme is broader than the Drecedins one as
rgsardstbe dimensions of the tasks set. This is beciuse our dountry,
the socialist community as a whole, and all peace forces can now
operate from the new positions they won iir the last five vears.
Imperialism failed in its biggest attembt since the Second Worlil War
to wipe out, by threat of armed force, a socialis! country-the
o

Democratic Republic of vietnam, and ro crush the national liberation
revolution in southeast Asia. In Europe, general recognition-ot ttrC
German Democratic.Republic, its admittirice to the uri'itea Naiioni,
and the international confirmation of the western frontiers of th6
socialist countries consolidated the foremost results of ttrJpeoptes;
liberation.struggle dulrTlg and after the Second world war,'thii'ebv
creating.the prerequisites for a stable peace and good-neighboui
cq)perauon on the continent and elsewhere. Socialism has taken deep
roots in cuba. All thi.. shows-the unity, solidarity ana muiuat-support
of the countries of the socialist com-niunity.

The 2ft! congress of the cPsu called on the fraternal socialist
.statgs to build.up-their joint contribution to peace. It called for an end
to the incr-easingly perilous arms raie, for i reduction in armaments
and for disarmament. It appealed to the peaceloving states to
concentrate their efforts on eli-minating the stilil remaininihotbeds ofwar, above all to secure a just and stable settlement in-the Miooie
East; to make every effori to deepen ddtente ana emUoOv-it io
concrete forms of mutually advantageous cooperation; to oiomote
security in Asia on rhe basii of the jd'int efforti of the dtaiei on trrat
continent; to strive toconclude a world treaty on the non-uii of iorciin international relations_; to achieve comilete euminaiion of at
survi-val-s of the system of colonialist oppressiion ano umiiaito" of tt 

"pegplgs-: equalltV and independence, and abolish all seats of
colomalism and racism; to ban discrimination in and all artificial
obstacles to international trade, and to dliminate all manifiitaiions ot
ilrequality, diktat and exploitation in internationa econJmiJiii"tio"i.
To achieve a lqsting peace in Europe remains one of the basic tasks of
the struggle.'rhe chief thing now is to implement the principles agreed
upon at the European Conlerenge in Hilsinki.

The peace mission of socialism is denoted by singleness of
pulposj; it is pr.ofoundlv re-alis1ic and humane. Its perieiualvalut tie.
rn the fact that it accords with the vital interests of 

-all 
ivorking people,

all nation-s. In carrying out this mission the sociarist communiiv'.t o*rt
concern. for deeo-ening mutual understanding and enhanii"t;b[&"t;
economic and ideological cooperation betlween its memB6rs as i6
recqqeq by-the intireits of their growing influence onitre*course ofworld developments,and on strengtheniig the forceJof-place anA
social pro-g1ess-. As long as NATO existi, as long 

"i itre'mititarisi
circles ina,trlge in an arms race, our party and tt e fiaternJ parties ot
other socialist countries will continue to reinforib-tte'miiitary-
political warsaw Treaty alliance, which reliabry servei ttrCtntJ[rtr ot
peace and socialism. At the same time we aie consiGni-in p-utti",
f.grward concr_ete proposals for a reduction ;f-;ffi;";i.."?;?
drsarmament. In. presentday conditions, achievement of a lasting
peace is guite a feasible task rather than a good wish.
.- Oylphilosophy of peacq is the. philosopnf ot historical optimism,
rou.nded on such a nlighty, dynamic and permanent factor ofbeace as
reel socEtrsm; and also on the deep interest of all nations in alust and
democratic pepce, on the sPcccsses already achiivid brlli;;;fifii
peaceful coexistence, on the lreat rife-assirting roiJJ6t iil"i""itiirg



man's peaceableness, on the activity of all public peqce movements.
Moreoier, there is the fact that some statesmen in a number of
capitalist countries realise that the balance of forces has changed, that
war is no logner acceptable as a means of settling disputes.

Though we are optimists, we never forget about the flame9 of war
that were blazing in many parts of the world quite recenlly, about the
intrfuues of the enemies of peace. The nature of imperialism has not
changed, and the danger to ihe carrse of peace is not completely ruled
out. So by bolstering the defences of socialism peace as a whole is
consolidaied, which circumstance again accords with the interests of
all the peoples.

The- pe-ace mission of socialism in no way implies helping
capitalism to prolong its existence, as ultra-Left revisionists claim.
Anyone who understands the logic of social development knows that
peaceful coexistence does not entail the fading away of the class
struggle.

Feaceful coexistence by no means leads to the freezing of the
social and political status quo. Those who think otherwise obviously
lag behind the times. "Ddtente," says the Soviet Government
statement of May 22, ly76, "does not and cannot signify any freezing
of the objective processes of historical development. It is not a
safeguard for corrupt regimes. It does not give one t-he right to
iupp-ress the peoples" jusi struggle for nationa-i liberation. Noi does
d6tente preclude the need for social changes."

There is no power on earth that could reverse the inexorable
process of renovhtion of public life. Wherever there is colonialism,
ihere is a struggle fof national liberation; wherever there is
exploitation, there is a struggle for the emancipation of labour;
wherever there is ageression, there is resistance against it The
popular masses want to change theworld, and they will do so. While
Iirmty backing the forces of-social progress, the CPSU, the Soviet
Government, t-he whole Soviet peopl-e openly express solidarity with
their class brothers who are fiehiing in other countries, with the
anti-imperialist liberation movements, and this in no way contradicts
the struggle for peace, for muttrally advantageous cooperation
between states with different social systems.

Peace is not just security; it is a key prerequisite for resolving the
major problems of contemporary civilisation*problemson which the
futurebf all mankind depends. Such issues as the utilisation of energy
resources, protection of the natural environment, and exploitation of
the World- Ocean's wealth are enough to convince one of the
exceptional importance of joint efforts by states of thetwo systems.
It should be added that the solution of urgent global problems is bound
to involve the allround development of economic, scientific and
technological ties, which constifute the material basis for a lasting
peace, neeeded by all nations, socialist and non-socialist alike.- The peace mission of socialism calls for active deeds, for
well-conSidered and interrelated international actions. The success of
this mission depends on the unity and cohesion of the countries in the
socialist commirnity, which is thL most infallible and reliable bulwark
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of peace and social progress. The Central Committee of the CPSU
and its Political Bureau headed by I.eonid Brezhnev are doing
everything necessary to cement this unity and promote cooperation
with the fraternal countries, to consolidate our common international
positions.

Socialism's foreign policy activity has become militant and
dynamic. No wonder it is called the peace offensive. As Leonid
Brezhnev remarked, it is indeed an offensive. For an offensive
implies mounting efforts and constant advancement to add to the
successes achieved. The Soviet people and their Leninist Party will
continue this noble offensive in the name of prosperity for the
peoples, in the name of the present and future of mankind. It is
relevant here to quote Marx's words, said more than a hundred years
ago and fully confirmed today. "On you...," he said in an address to
Communist workers, "depends the glorious task to prove to the world
that now at last the working classes are bestriding the scene of history
no longer as servile retainers, but as independent actors, conscious o1
their own responsibility, and able to command peace where their
would-be masters shout war."a

Today socialism, while intensifying its efforts in the fight for
peace, is able "to command peace". This is a great blesiing to
mankind. What men need is genuine peace backed up by deedsf not
mere words. "The strengthening of peace," Leonid Brezhnev has
said, "is too serious a matter for the present and future generations of
people, which cannot be subordinated to considerations of expedien-
cy or to one's mood."5

Thg great fervour and sincerity with which our Party and Soviet
pegple fight for peace are generally known. And the world public give
full credit to them for this. This was aptly pointed out at the 25th
Congress of the CPSU by Fidel Castro, First Secretary of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba, Prime Minister of the
Revolutionary Government of Cuba. "Firmly abiding by Lenin's
ideas," he said, "the USSR has become the world's most reliable
bulwark of peace and a reliable shield guarding the small and weak
nations from the aggressive ambitions of imperialism. If it were not
for the Soviet Union, the capitalist powers, in view of the energy
crisis and the lack of raw material resources, would not have hesitated
to redivide the world. If it were not for the Soviet tlnion, it would
have been impossible even to imagine the degree of independence
which the small states enjoy today, the success of the peoples'
struggle to regain control of their natural wealth, and to hear their
imposing voices today in the concert of nations. Thepresent degree to
which peace has been secured, the enormous privilege which the new
generations of mankind have obtained by being able to avoid being
drawn into a world catastrophic conflagration, hope for a future in
which cooperation of all states will prevail-for all these the peoples
are indebted primarily to the triumph of Lenin's ideas in your iountry
and their consistent application in Soviet foreign policy."

The 25th Congress has stressed that the CPSU's international
activity is the concern of the whole Soviet people. The great cause of



fighting for peace, for the building of the new, communist society
ci'nstitirtes tire meaning of life of all Communists, and of all Soviet
people. The Soviet Union, the great, heroic Soviet people led by the
Leninist CommuniSt Party, will continue to stand firmly in the united
front of the socialist community-an alliance of sovereign peoples
and states which are jointly exercising an ever greater inlluence on
the course of world develophents, on the social progress of mankind.

It is with fresh vigour that the great Lenin's prophetic words ring
out today: "The workers' movement will triumph and will pave the
way to peace and socialism."6

The 
-CPSU and the Soviet people, together with the fraternal

parties and peoples of the socialist countries, are tirelessly augmen-
iing their coirtriLution to the noble cause of strengthening peace and
security through selfless labour, persevering efforts _aimed at
deepening d6tehte and making it an irreversible Process. Relying on
the-world socialist system, t-h'e revolutionary detachments of the
international proletariat are uniting and heightening their militancy.
Consistent struegle for a genuine peace is one of the internationalist
duties of the w-orking class; it clearly reflects the active humanism
inherent in it.

The fight for peace is continuing, and no let-ups or pauses are
permissible in it.

NOTES

I K. Marx and F. Engels, Selected lVorlcs, Moscow, Vol. II, 1969, pp. 193'194.
2 v. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Moscow, Vol. 29, p. 319.
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Int ernatio nal C o o p eratio n
and DAtufie

Peacef u I Coexistence
Cooperation

NIKOLAI S}IiIELEV

and Economic

International ddtente has created a more favourable climate for the
peaceful coexistence of states with different soci4l systems. for their-ooperation in various figlds, and in the econoniic field in the first
place. "A specific feature of our times," L. I. Brezhnev noted in the
Report of the CPSU Central Committee to the 25th Congress of the
CPSU, "is the growing utilisation of the international division of
labour for the development of each countrv. regardless of its wealth
and economic level. Like the other count-ries,*we strive to use the
advantages of foreign economic relations to utilise additional
possibilities for the successful fulfilment of economic tasks and
saving time, for enhancing production efficlency and speeding up
scientific and technical progress".r

The successful Conference. ln Helsinki created a new stimulus for
further expanding all forms of international cooperation. The
Conference succeeded in working out and securing in the Final Act a
code of behaviour of states with different social systems. The
document not only defines the basic principles of mutually advantage-
ous international cooperation on the basis of equality in the fields of
economy, science and culture; it also lists a great number of joint
projects which can bring tangible benefits to both large and small
states.

One cannot, of course, ignore the fact that after the Helsinki
Conference certain forces in the West have intensified their activities

N. Shmelev, D. Sc. (Econ.) Head ol the Economic Relations Between the Two
World Systems Department ol the Institute of the Economy ol the
World Socialist System, USSR Academy ol Sciences, Author of
the monograph Problems of Economic Growth of the Developing
Countries, editor and author of several chapters of the collective
work East-West Economic Relations: Problems and Possibilities.
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to-bury {6te{9 or to tum it into a "sale and purchase" article, to
achieve the "ideological demobilisation" of ttr6 socialist countilei.But peaceful coexistence, needless to say, does not mean the
cessation of the ideological struggle betweercountries with different
social systems, leave alone "ideo-logical demobilisation". The soviei
union and other socialist states havE always stressed that d6tenie has
nothing to do with a social status quo.

The coalition of reactionary politicians, of representatives of the
military-industrial complex, of trade union bureaucrats and of Zionist
leaders in the USA have launched a vociferous campaign about the
alleged "one-sided character" of d6tente. They demand, writes US
News & World Report, that the Soviet Union should demonstrate that
the cooperation between the two Powers is by no means "a one-way
street favouring Moscow".2 The ultimate purp6se of this sort of policy
is obvious: to secure at the negotiating table what imperialism was
unable to secure with threats of the use of force in thelong cold war
period.

However, the manoeuvres of the opponents of d6tente are not
meeting with support even among theii own followers who are not
blind to the realities.

The cold war apologists, who maintain that d6tente is of vital
importance only for the socialist countries, would do well to
remember certain fundamental facts of history. "...For the last 20
years," noted the well-known American finanqier, David Rockefeller,
commenting on the embargo policy towards the USSR and othei
socialist countries, '\ye have cut off most trade, most exports, and
this has not brought therfr to their knees, has not forced thein to come
legging to us, and has not prevented- them from rearming and
becoming more powerful in the world."3

The socialist community produces nearly one-third of the global
industrial output and has become the most dynamic economic force in
the world. During l97l-l975,the CMEA countries' industry grew four
times as swiftly as that of the developed capitalist states. The socialist
community is q union of a new type, one'based on unity of positions
and actions. This gives added strength to each of its participants in
coping with national tasks, and greatly enhances theii influence on
international affairs.

The socialist countries., CMEA members, have achieved a high
degree of self-sufficiency in the main branches of the manufacturiig
industry, particularly in mechanical engineering and the production o[
energy resources and raw materials, which secures their technical and
ecgnomic independence of the capitalist world. The aggregate
scientific potential of the CMEA countries, measured in termi of
scientific workers, exceeds any other national or regional potential:
more than one-third of the world's scientific personnel woiks in the
socialist community. The development of the key industries, the
deepening of fundamental and applied researches, the expansion of
the mass production of consumef ioods are secured in tlie socialist
countries on the basis of the harnessing of national resources and
their steadily increasing mutual cooperalion.
48
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The postwar experience has shown that the socialist countries
possess everything necessary for achieving a high level of economic
and technological progress. At the same time they are interested in
broad long-term ties with all countries of the world, including the
lVest European countries. Witness the proposal made by the Council
for Mutual Economic Assistance on behalf of all its member-states to
the European Economic Community to establish official relations
between the two organisations.

The draft agreement submitted for consideration to the EEC
Council of Ministers contains, among others, provisions aimed at
expanding trade on the basis of most-favoured-nation treatment
granted reciprocally, developing business contacts and mutually
advantageous ties, the joint study of major problems of cooperation,
and concluding special bilateral and multilateral agreements between
the CMEA countries and Common Market agencies.

A characteristic feature of the Tenth Five-Year Plan (196-1980)
will be the greater involvement of the Soviet economy in the
international division of labour, the contiriued promotion of our
economic cooperation with other countries on a long-term basis and
the enhancement of its effectiveness.

With this aim in view the expoft potential of the USSR will be
systematically expanded by building up stocks of traditional and also
n-ew types of products. "'We shall continue devoting paramount
attention to promoting and strengthbning cooperation with socialist
countnes," said A. N. Kosygin, Chairman of the USSR Council of
Ministers, in his report to the 25th CPSU Congress. "The 2O-year
Comprehensive Programme for Socialist Economic Integration and
the eoordinated Plan for Multilateral Integration Measures, first
adopted by CMEA at its session in the summer of.1975, are becoming
increasingly important for our cooperation. The Soviet Union wishes
its cooperation with the developing countries to take the forms of a
stable and mutually advantageous division of labour. These aims are
served by the treaties and. agreements on long-term economic
cooperation signed in recent years with a number of Asian, A{rican
and Latin American countries. We shall expand cooperation with the
developing countries on democratic and just principles and help them
to strengthen their economic independence.

"In the conditions of ddtente new qualitative aspects are being
acquired by our economic relations with the developed capitalist
cointries, relations that can develop successfully on the basis of the
principles set forth in the Final Act of the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe. We shall continue the practice of signing
large-scale agreemenis on cooperation in the building of industrial
projects in our country and on the participation of Soviet organisa-
tioris in the building of industrial enterprises in Western countries.
Compensation agreements, especially those qo-veling projects with a
short recoupment period, vailous forms of industrial cooperation
and joint reiearch and development are promising forms of cooper-
ation".'
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The dialpctical unity of ddtente and broad international coopera'
tion lies in the fact thlt ddtente releases the potentialities latent in
free and stable international exchange baseil on equality. In its
turn, cooperation forms the framework of a lasting and constructive
pease, th-e economic, scientific and cultural ties which objectively
induc6 the participating countries to show restraint in-disputable
political maiters. Thatls why the socialist states attach not o4!V
iconomic but also paramount political importance to mutually
advantageous cooperation, regarding it as one of the principal
safeguat'ds of a durable peace and security.

The need for further deepening d6tente, radically improving the
international political climate and for broad cooperation between the
socialist and- developing countries and between the socialist and
capitalist countries ii dictated by the objective requirements of the
scitntific and technological revolution, by the deep-going processes
under way in the system of the global division of labour. In its turn,
economic, scientific and techniaal cooperation between states with
different social systems strengthens and broadens the material basis
of the peaceful coexistence policy.

The accelerated internatiohalisation of economic life is becoming a
most characteristic tendency of world development. Economic,
scientific and cultural ties are expanding, the participation of national
economies in the international exchange of output and of scientific
and technological achievements is intensifying, the specialisation and
cooperation in production are assuming an ever broader character.

The dernandfor optirnisation of the scale of production in the key
branches of the manufacturing industry and, correspondingly, fot
optimisation of the size of the market for their output exceeds the
national possibilities not only of small but also of relatively large
states and in some cases even the possibilities of regional associa-
tions. The need to ensure reliable supplies of energy resources and
initustrial raw materials, in tum, intensifies the interdependence of
individual states. Finally, the front of fundamental and applied
researches has become so widely extended that not a single state in
the world is able to ensure an equal degree of success in all the
directions of scientific and technological progress. The growth of
world trade in licences is evidence of this.

At the same time, some major economic problems are of more
than national or regional significance; they are, in fact, of a global
character and theif effeotive solution is consequently possible only
through international effort.

Eiternal economic ties are becoming an important condition of the
intensification of the economies of the socialist countries, of the
growth of their efficiency. Scientific and technological progress
airgments considerably the economic stimuli for the socialist coun-
tries' participation in the international division of labour much rnore
actively thari ever before. This is evidenced by the more rapid growth
of their foreign trade compared with their national income: in the first
g)

half of the 1970s this increase for most of the CMEA countries was
150-250 per cent.

The rirain direction of the inclusion of the CMEA countries in the
svstem of the international division of labour was, and remains, their
niutual cooperation, the expansion of fraternal mutual assistance, and
the realisation of 

' the Cbmprehensive Programme for socialist
economic integration. Over the past five years th-e Qgvi-et Union's"
irade wittr th; CMEA countries has more than doubled, reaching
26,000 million rubles annually. On the agenda are the elaboration and
tuifitment of long-term programmes designed.to meet the rapidly
growing requirements of the CMEA countries-irl engrgy, fuel'.main
iypes 6t riw materials, to more fully satisfy the -demand for
t6bAstutts and consumer goods, to raise the level of mechanical
engineering and to speed up the development of transport.-At the-same timi, the 

-socialist statts consistently come out in
favour of the further expansion of cooperation with all countries,
irrespective of their socidl system, incluilir-rg the industrial capitalist
couritries which account foi more than 30 per cent of the CMEA
countries' foreign trade.

In their fordign economic policy, the socialist countries proceed
from the fact tharthe expansion of East-west cooperation should not
simply be mutual; it should be of a mutually-b-alanced character.

Srich cooperation creates additional possibilities for utilising the
natural resorirces of the socialist countries by attracting foreign
financial resources, equipment and technical know-how on a
iompensatory basis, reiaying the credits granted with part of the
outpUt of the enterprises built.

bne of the results of the expansion of economic ties is the
increasing currency receipts by the socialist contries and new
markets Ior their output. eontributive to this, besides the develop-
ment of traditional folms of trade, are the cooperation agreements
with capitalist firms, the promotion of scientific and technological
coopera:tion, exchange of liicences, joint programmes of fundamental
and applied research.

The cooperation of the CMEA countries with capitalist states is
not 

-one- 
of' expediency. Underlying the long-time {ntgregt of the

socialist countfres in broadenin! cboperation are their -long-term
;;ilffii"-aJnAop.e1t plans, th-e couise towards intensification of
pioOuction and faising the economic effectiveness of investments,
6;*Aa;"*imum sai'isfaction of the growing requirements of the
population.'-'It ;;aJ without saying that the other side, too, rec-eives palpable

"ou*i"s". 
fr;m ecoirofric cooperation. The expanding export of

;;;a-r 6 the ioiialist countries is becoming an important.factor of
I""t 

"otogi"ut 
progress, of increasing outpuf capacities and -en:yllng

"*oiov"ie"i 
iri a riumbi:r of traditional and new industries in the West.

ThA air[EA countries are valuable markets for such industries of the
aa"ancea capitalist states, as metallurgy, machine-tool making, the
piof"iiio" oi ct e-ic"t and petrochgryIia! equipment and industries
A;;C;d il the manufacture bf precision instruments and electronic
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devices. For some important i'ndustries and large industrial associa-
tions in France, the FRG and Italy exports to the CMEA countries
have in recent years become the main stimulus to research and
development. Thus, the participation of a number of Western
companies in the construction of the motor factory on the Kama
River, the biggest of its kind in the world, is a serious test for the
production and technical potentialities of the said companies.

Spme industries and economic regions of the capitalist countries
are doomed to stagnation in the competitive struggle if they fail to find
new possibilities for preserving and expanding their production
activities. In Great Britain, for instance, shipbuilding, machine-tool
making and the production of engines are experiencing mounting
difficulties and they will hardly be able to operate normally without
utilising all potentibl international possibilities.

Tlrri 1974-ln5 economic crisis graphically showed the importan-
ce of the socialist markets for the industrial capitalist countries. For
example, in the first five months of 195, the FRG's exports to EEC
countries declined by nearly 12 per cent and to the USA by nearly 35
per cent, while to the CMEA countries it increased by more than 24
per cent. As the chairman of Krupp Konzern E. Momsen noted, '"the
aspect of stability of trade with the East deserves special attention on
the part of the Western countries.... Dependence on market-
determined ups and downs is typical of trade with the industrial states
of the West-we felt this particularly keenly this year which was
marked by a general recession in the economy. Conversely, trade
with our Eastern partners who, owing to their centralised system of
management, are not subject to these market fluctuations is, in my
opinion, a factor that makes it possible to give our foreign trade an
element of stability.... This is of great importance in providing our
workers and employees with jobs".s

In the crisis year of 1974, for example, the West German
Mannessmann metallurgical concern decided after receiving a big
order from the Soviet Union to build a new pipe-rolling mill with an
annual capacity of one million tons of pipes. That same year big
Soviet orders halted the curtailment of production at enterprises of
the West German Klcickner-Humboldt-Deutz concern and made it
possible to take on additional workers.- 

According to some estimates, St,OOO million worth of US exports
to the Soviet Union would mean jobs for more than 60,000 American
workers. If we take into account the fact that the productivity of
labour in most of the other capitalist countries is, on the average, half
that in the United States, the conclusion suggests itself that East-West
trade would mean at least two million more jobs in the industrial
capitalist states. That is of no small importance in the present
conditions in which the unemployed army in the developed capitalist
countries alone numbers, according to official figures, more than 15
million.

Capitalist states are objectively interested in greater shipments of
raw materials and fuel from socialist Countries. Oil and oil products,
8os, chemical raw materials, ferrous and non-ferrous metals,
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diamonds, chrome and manganese, timber and sawn-timber, asbestos
and other raw materials from the socialist states hold a considerable
place in international trade in these goods. The USSR has in recent
years become a major supplier of enriched nuclear fuel.

With the energy and raw-materials deficit in existence the role of
the socialist countries as promising suppiiers of various goods
becomes more and more evident. These countries are steadily
becoming major exporters of finished articles and industrial equip-
ment. According to the UN Economic Commission for Europe, they
have comparative advantages in such fields of production as
metallurgical equipment, iron and steel, turbines and generators,
nuclear reactors and power stations, many types of metal-working
machine-tools, mechanical and optical precision instruments, certain
transportation facilities, printing equipment, fertilisers and of a
number of other items. Soviet power-generating and metallurgical
equipment, automobiles and products of the instrument-making
industry ; Czechoslovak programme-controlled textile equipment and
metal-working machine-tools; mechanical precision instruments,
optical devices and printing equipment from the GDR; Hungarian
pharmaceutics-these are all winning increasing recognition among
Western consumers.

Business circles in the capitalist countries display a growing
interest in the achievements of the socialist countries in some key
areas of science and technology. In the report of the Sub-committee
for National Security Policy and Scientific Developments of the
House Committee on Foreign Affairs published on June 10, 1973, it
was stressed that modern technological processes developed in a
whole number of branches of the Soviet economy are of considerable
interest to the USA and other highly developed capitalist countries.

The Soviet Union cooperaies with scientific institutions of
industrial capitalist countries on 600 scientific problems. The positive
results of these ties for the West are exemplified by France whose
scientific possibilities in such fields as space technology, nuclear
physics, chemistry and petrochemistry, and telecommunication have
broadened considerably thanks to cooperation with Soviet scientific
institutions. Since 1!}62 the Soviet Union has sold the United States
twice as many licences for new technology as it has purchased from
that country.

In 1975 trade between the CMEA countries and developed
capitalist states exceeded $50,000 million. Mammoth jojnt projects
are being: built. Among them are the 5,000 kilometre-ionC Trans-
European gas pipeline with an annual capacity of 30,000 million cubic
metres of natural gas, in the construction of which leading West
German, French, Italian and Austrian firms participated; the
construction of the motor factories in Togliatti, Izhevsk and on the
Kama River with the participation of Ameriban, West German, Italian
and French companies; the constructiqn of the artificial fertiliser
complex with the participation of American firms; the project to build
a metallurgical complex near Kursk with the participation of West
German firms; the agreement on the construction of the Iran-FRG-



Austria-France gas pipeline across the terrilory of the.Soviet.Union
and czechoslovakia, which will be built with the techmcal assrstance

"fLiFCC, 
France and Austria; the participation oJ France in the

Uiriii-i"g otl putp-"rrd-paper mill at Ust-Ilimsk,-as well as projects.for
her participation in building an aluminum complex; J-apan's parucrpa-

ii;;'in-th;-divelopment 6f the mining and- the timber-processing
iil;.t*A tfi Soviet Far East; technica-i and financial.assistance of a
il;6;i oi w"it"tn companies in developing the rich copper-ore
deposits and oil-refining industry of Poland.

An analysis of the tendencies of the capitalist economy shows that
tfre-ni"A oi the Western powers to deve-lop economic ties with the
socialist countries is becoming increaSinglY pressing-. 'l'he growmg
i"tii-irnneri"iist corrtrudictions- and the flerce struggle between the
iiiiii ii"tiJi of iapitalism's economic power, tb9 Us4, Japan and
ii;;dfi;" Markit, are engendered by competition,_the search for
iii*-,,uit "ti, 

and by the pr[blem of k6eping enterprises-running at
ii*ir-l,"p""iii". 

"no'ot 
en'suring employmeni. All these factors wi!

i|riinu.i io oper4e for a long time to come. Hence., prospects gf

"ooo"i"tion 
with the socialist c-ountries, the size of their markets, the

i"oimou. scale of possible ioint projects are becoming an important
;6i;;i;f 1119 foreiin econoinic sirategy of the western powers and

;i,i"p; iompeting 1}ith each other. It is characteristic that the number
6t tong-terri agrEements signed for a period of u-p to ten.years on
i"onofriC cooieration betieen the s-ocialist and -capitalist . 

states

iiieJai the nrimber of the usual trade agreements between them.-.--Tht 
6ng:aerm approach is consonant with the interests of the

oartniis.- il trotOs'6ut big prospects within the framework of
iooperation on a EuroPean basis.-- iia;i ihe Helsinki Conference new possibilities have.opened 9P
for- joint ifforts by the- European- cbuntries: . e-xpansion of the
iianslBuropean network of gas an! 9il ninelines; linking up the power
i*iims. aird cooperation ii'the field |f-nuclear energy; modernisa-
tion of the comm'inication$ systems, including all kinds of transport;
ioint scientitic research, iircluding space exploration; protection of
it"--"""i-"ment. Wittr the experiEnce they now hayg of -joint
oplruiio"* the socialist_ and capiialist countries will find it easier to
iiro["" the new problems p6sed by scientific and technological
progress.-- -ii tti potential possibilities of mutually advantageous cooperation
Uetween iocialist dnd capitalist countries are to be realised a number
oi Uig obJtacles hampering this process have to be overcome. The
.ui"- oUsiicte is ttre di-scrimiriatory restrictions in the foreign
iconomic practices of the capitalist- states,-thejr {qlr1t to impose on
ililnaa c6untries inequitabl6 conditions. In the USA, for example,
blcarr.e most-favoureil-nation treatment is not extended to many
ioiidist countries the tax imposed on their export items is 50-100 per
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cent higher than that on goods imported from industrial capitalist
states. This discrimination actually closes the American market to the
output of most of the manufacturing industries of the socialist
countries. This, needless to say, adversely affects the development of
their trade with the USA.

According to the American economist T. Wulf and his colleagues,
the adverse effect of discriminatory tariffs, that is, the amount by
which they diminish the potential export of the socialist countries,
roughly equalled 65 per cent to 100 per cent of the actual volume of
CMEA exports to the United States in 1968-1971. Calculated in terms
of the volume of their exports to the US in l974potential losses add
up to the significant sum of $600-900 million.6 If we take into account
the negative effect of other discriminatory trade practices the figure
will nearly double.

The new US Trade Act has practically not changed this abnormal
situation. The discriminatory reservations contained in the Act make
it utterly unacceptable from the viewpoint of long-term prospects as a
hgal basis for widening trade relations with the socialist countries.
Thc question in this case is not of some kind of special privileges, but
of extending to the socialist countries the same regulations the USA
applies in its trade relations with industrial capitalist states.

The pressure brought to bear by America's reactionary circles has
laid its imprint on the clauses concerning the system of crediting US
exBorts to socialist countries. The artificial limitation of the powers of
tha US Export-Import Bank in respect"to long-term credits to socialist
countri-es calls in question a number of major projects the mutual
advantageousness of which has been confirmed by experts of both
sides.

The adversaries of d6tente are opposed to the normal practice of
crediting large-scale projects of mutual advantage on the grounds that
this will allegedly place the American economy in dangerous
dependence on the socialist countries. Utterly untenable are the
conclusions contained in the report of the group of "Sovietologists",
prepared for the US Senate Subcomittee on Arms Control of which
Senator Jackson is the chairman. The report states in part:
"Competition for investment in the Soviet Union and the granting of
large long-term credits to it would not only divide the West, and
strengthen economically, politically and military its most dangerous
and avowed adversary, but would also reduce political options for the
West in the future by making it (particularly the United States)
dependent on the USSR for a sribstariiial amount of the energy suppli
and other essential goods. It would give the Soviet Union a lever on
Western policy.... Moreover, this Western policy may produce the
opposite effect from the inlended one of "intermeshing" Western and
Sbviet economic interests.T

The far-fetched and biased character of such arguments are
obvious. D6tente is a process of promoting confidence among
nations, of oxpanding businesslike cooperation on an equalbasis. The
American business world fully realises this. It is not accidental that
many big US company leaders have expressed themselves against the



artificial obstacles put in the way of relations with the socialist
countries.

As regards the problem of so-called dangerous level of dependen-
ce, its practical untenability is shown up by the assessments of
Americans themselves. Thus, in the opinion of the group of erperts
who drafted the government programme to reach endrgy independen-
ce by 1985, this level in deliveries from one source begins beyond 18
per cent of US demand for energy resources. As a leading financier
stated in an interview given to US News & World Report, "If we
bought all of the outpuf of the two Siberian gas fields, by l9E0 that
would represent only 4 or 5 per cent of total US demand for natural
gas".E

The new Trade Act adversely affects the economic interests of the
United States itself. According to the Secretary of the Treasury
W. Simon, as a result of the operation of this Act in the first nine
months of. 197 5 alone US firms lost S I ,600 million in Soviet orders to
their West European and Japanese competitors. This loss is
particularly indicative in the light of the general tendencies in the
economic relations between socialist and capitalist countries. In a
speech at the Metropolitan Club on May 29,1975, former Secretary of
Commerce, R. Morton, estimated that the scale of industrial-purcha-
ses by the European CiUee countries in the West may reach$i00,000
million in 1976-1980. It is absolutely clear that sooner or later realism,
common sense, the need to consider the objective interests of the
American people will gain the upper hand.

Certain obstacles to economic cooperation are created by the
Common Market's trade policy. The economic barriers put in the way
to European cooperation by the EEC are of the most diverse forms:
customs tariffs, the system of agrarian protectionism and, finally,
non-tariff restrictions many of which are directed specifically against
the socialist states.

One can often come across the assertion in the Western press that
the promotion of European economic cooperation allegedly under-
mines the deepening integration processes in Western Europe. This
approach to the question is a biased one, to say the least. Theinterest
of the peoples of Europe require that the EEC and the economic
organisation of the socialist community should not be in opposition
to each other but should use their possibilities for solving problems of
European importance. Both the EEC and CMEA have many spheres
of activity that are of common interest. To quote Hans Friderichs, a
Federal Minister of the FRG, "one cannot do without direct contacts
between CMEA and the EEC if the possibilities of mutually
advantageous economic exchange are to be fully realised.... The
signing of agreements on the granting of most-favoured-nation
treatment, on liberalisation of trade, on technical standards and
promotion of European projects is possible through talks between the
two organisations."e

The solution of long-term problems of joint financing is a most
important element of European cooperation. Apparently, the means
for developing European cooperation will be mobilised alongside
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using traditional channels, by attracting new sources of financing. It is
indicative that Hungary, for example, has in'recent years floated
several bonded loans on European money markets. The CMEA
countries and their joint banking institutions have begun to be more
active on these markets.

The policy of active participation in the international division of
labour poses certain demands also on the socialist countries,
particularly on the structure and quality of their exports, and on their
external economic activity. As the Soviet economist O. Bogomolov
has put it, "highly concentrated export production, which cals for
large capital investments, cannot develop ryjfin an eye to single, more
or less chance, foreign trade transactions.

The economy of developed socialism has all the possibilities for
effectively resolving these complex problems in a relatively short
space of time. The rapid structural changes in the national economies
of the socialist countries, the perfecting of the socialist economic
mechanism show that the basis for realising these possibilities is
successfully being created.

"In foreign economic relations," we read in the Report of the
CPSU Central Committee to the 25th Congress, "are intertwined
politics and economics, diplomacy and commerce, industrial produc-
tion and trade. Consequently, the approach to them and their
guidance must likewise be comprehensive, linking up the efforts of all
departments and our political and economic interests".rl

The expansion of international cooperation on the basis of
equalrty, mutual advantage and non-interference'in internal affairs is
an important factor of the deepening of d6tente, the further
strengthening of peace and security among peoples. By pursuing an
active policy of developing businesslike relations with all states,
irrespective of their social systems, the socialist countries are making
a worthy contribution to this historic process.
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Intemational Co op eration
and Ddtente

Public Opinion in World Politics

VITALY SHAPOSHNIKOV

In his report to the 25th Congress of the CPSU Leonid Brezhnev,
General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party
of the Soviet Union, emphasised that "a great role and responsibility
devolve on the public mass movement to consolidate peace. The past
five years have seen such milestones in the growth of movement as
the World Congress of Peace Forces in Moscow, the Brussels
Assembly of Representatives of Public Opinion for European
Security, and the World Congress of Women in Berlin. Our Party and
the public in our country took an active part in all these events. In
futuie, too, we shall not spare any effort in drawing the broad popular
masses into the efforts oI consoiidating peace." I

Such is the standpoint of Soviet Communists. It is based on their
belief in the creative power of the masses, in their political reason.
Communists regard the growing influence of the public forces on the
foreign policies of states as an expression of the increasingly bigger
role played by the popular masses in history, as a general law of social
development. They believe that this is of great importance for the
cause of peace, for the deepening of d6tente.

It seems that from this fundamental methodological position one
should approach the study of the dynamics of the development of the
public peace movements as a whole and of the major international
forums where new features in the development of these movements
have manifested themselves most distinctly. These congresses and
assemblies have no precedents in history both as regards their
socio-political composition and the scope of the adopted programmes.
The fact that representatives of hundreds of national and international

V. Shaposhnikov, Member of the World Peace Council Presidium. He is the
author of a number of anicles oninternationalpublic movements
that have appeared in Soviet and foreign publications. Among
them are: "Eiropean Security and the Role of the Public", "New
Vistcs.' Resulrs of the World Peace Congress", 'Ddtente and the
Public".
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organisations of differing ideological orientations were able to reach
agieement on a number of fundamental issues-of European and
international security reflects the new and deeper feeling of solidarity
of the peoples in their struggle for peace.

The influence of the public forces on the development of
present-day international relations is extremely diverse. It manifests
itself above all in the strong impact of the world revolutionary
process, of the peoples of the countries of the socialist community
on the destiniei of peace and social progress. A considerable
influence on international relations is also exerted by the public
movement for the removal of the threat of a world war and for the
reconstruction of international relations on the basis of a lasting peace
and peaceful coexistence of states with differing sgcia! systerns.
Although this movement has more limited goals it involves broad
strata of the population.

Ever new- oiganisations and groups are constantly joining the
peace movementbn the basis of a general democratic programme and
ihe role played in it by workers, peasants, intellectuals and the middle
strata, i5 giowing. The international realities created by the existing
correlation of forces and the development of d6tente have led to a
situation in which certain groups belonging to the ruling class of the
capitalist countries and even individual representatives of monopoly
capital, displaying political maturity, share some of the movement's
aims (especially those regarding the complete removal of the threat of
a world ihermonuclear war and the need for peaceful coexistence as
the only conceivable alternative). It is the genuinely democratic,
popular mass organisations that form the peace movement's main
body, its principal drlving force.

The new factors in the character and structure of the antiwar
movement, which reflect the considerable extension of its basis, by
no means remove the fundamental differences which exist both in the
ideologies and in the political positions of various sections of this
movement.

Today there is no longer any need to prove the great contribution
to d6tente and to the democratisation of international relations made
by the popular masses, the peace forces. A whole set of prbposals that
have either already been secured in international treaties and
agreements or are the subjeet of discussion, was first put forward by
public opinion, first arose on non-governmental level.- Still greater tasks confront the public forces with regard to the
materialisation of d6tente, to investing it with concrete meaning, in
other words, the realisation of everything valuable reflected in the
many recent bilateral agreements and in the Final Act of the European
Conierence. Of paramount importance in this respect is the activity of
the governrnents of the participating states. But very important too is
the role of the public forces.



Take, for instance, the problem of the realisation of the
understandings reached in Helsinki. The countries of the socialist
community fulfil their obligations scrupulously, which, however,
cannot be said of all their partners. And it is not accidental that the
proposal put forward at the Moscow Congress of Peace Forces to set
up d mechanism of public control over the fulfilment by the states of
their stipulated obligations is meeting with such active support today.

The public forces should participate in the realisation of the
Helsinki recommendations, notes the concluding statement of the
International Committee for European Security and Cooperation
which met soon after the European Conference. It follows froin the
Final Act of the Conference that implementation of a considerable
part of its recommendations calls for the initiative and highest activity
on the part of the public forces and non-governmental organisations.

That is one side of the matter. The other one is that the public
peace forces' activity itself is in large measure stimulated by the
understandings reabhed at governmental level. This aspect was
mentioned, in particular, by Leonid Brezhnev who emphasised in his
speech in Helsinki that the understandings reached at the Conference
expanded the possibilities of peoples to increase their influence upon
the so-called "big politics".'

The peace forces are becoming an ever more influential internati-
onal foice, which again bears out the truth, in the sphere of
international relations, of Lenin's words that "as man's history-
making activity grows broader and deeper, the size of that mass of the
populatioq which is the conscious maker of history is bound to
increase".'

The prestige and influence of public opinion, formed by the
activities of ihe peace forces and therefore reflecting the vital
aspirations of the peoples, have grown considerably in recent years.
Bourgeois scholars and politicians used to consider public opinion a
"negligible quantity" in world politics,_ though somelimes they
hyp-ociitically refened to "public opinion" to explaih their imperialist
actions and conceal their real motives and reasons. Today the role
played by public opinion in international affairs is a real quantity and
ihe attempts to falsify it in order to justify actions undermining peace
and the security of nations are proving increasingly unsuccessful.

No bourgeois government can now ignore in its practical policy
public opinion as a reflection of the ideological, political, socio-
psychological and, finally, military-strategic state of society, the
ilegree of its support for or resistance to the government's foreign
policy. This was most evidently proved during the aggression in
Vietnam when the rapid evolution of public opinion became a factor
of the crisis of the foreign policy pursued by US imperialism.

In the moulding of worlilpublicbpinion an ever more active role is
played, alongside the public forces within individual countries, by the
international democratic movement for the removal of the threat of a
world war, for the discontinuation of the arms race and for
disarmament, for the development of cooperation between states and
peoples.
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In its composition and character the movement has alrcady
outcrbwn ihe'bounds of the antiwar movement proper (in its
t 

"&iio"a 
picifist form which was typical of many liberalbourgeoio

;rgu"fitidi in the beginning of ilie.century qld. il.the period
Uritwei" the two world -wq1s). fnis is due not oqly to the fact, that
ioAay m"ny truly popular, deinocratic mass organisation-s participatc
i"ii, Uninio beiaus'e of the different scale of-fhe goqls tFat arise and
;;bt;tinned in the present historical conditionl.- Tod3v it differs
oreritv irom what the-mass peace movement used to be after the
sl*na World War. At that tlime it mainly bore the character of a

",ii"t"-""tii"ar 
struecle. That was determinid both by the demands of

[trC situation existiig in the late 1940s, and early 1960s and the
oossibilities of the p-uutic forces themselves who were coming out
inittr 

" 
programme cilling basically for a st{u8gle_to removethe threat

"f-;;'"rid 
wir, liquidaie the crilical local conflicts that threatened

uraer certain conditions to erupt into a world clash. That was thc
movement's main goal during the cold war. The s!ruggle-agqnst-thc
tninu"i of a theimonuclealr war was reflected in the historic
Stockholm Appeal, the decisions adopted at the Peace congresses at
that time. anil in other actions...- 

iir; ;irti*;r public movement intensified considerably its activiti-
es in the midil6 of the 1960s, especially under the impact of the
Vi"t""* events. The mounting stiuggle of the peoples a-gainst the ,

imoJrialist assression in Indoch--ina iniiuced various public forces that
iiu[ Litt 

", 
aitEd separately or had not been qctiv.e enough to lqke joint

aciionJ ana come out in s6lidarity with the heroic people of Vietnam.-- ffe 1!X7 Stockholm Confeiencp on Vietnam was attended not
orrty Ui mass Oemocratic organisatlllns but also by federalist, pacifist,
i"tili"ir* and other orcanisitions. The successful cooperation at the
SioEt t otm Conferenc!of Communists, Social-Democrats, Catholics,
birriiii"n-Oimocrats, of people with differing outlo-oks, political and
other convictions, destroyed the myth that such cooperatlon rs

i-moossiUte in prin6iple. Th6 Conferenie became a standing coordina-
liliiSoov of fhe w6rld solidarity movement with the struggle of the
peoDles of Indochina.'--fi; quatitativety new features of the peace-^m-ovement clearlY
1r1uniigstEA ttimselves in the late 1960s and darly 1970s at a number of
i"fiJ-i"t"rnational, regional and national meetings. The shift lrom
the-cold war to ddt6nte-that had begun by that time and the experience
.:i-ttre cooperation of various aitiwai movements in the struggle
;"il.t itr"'"ggression in Vietnam proved that it was both possible and
nEcessary tdExtend the socio-political range of-that cooperation'

At th6 same time the tasks to be resolved by the peace forces were
'becoming more complicated and the front of their stru88le was
expanding.-ft e intiwar orientation remains central to the movement's
Oevitopmint, determining its main goal. At the same time the range 9f.
internritionat problems to-wards which the attitude of different public
forces is eith6r a common one, or one that coincides i4 many respects
i. *ia"ni"s Thus, they are-ever more purposefully and actively



voicing the demand for discontinuation of the arms race; for equal
econoilric cooperation without any discrimination and to the mutual
benefit of all peoples; for the establishment of fruitful contacts in the
fields of science and culture, information and education for the sake
of peace; for an exchange of cultural and spiritual values, and for
effecting a number of ofher goals that are of consequence f-or the
presentlnd the future. Public forces are exerting every effort to
ionsolidate the positive changes in these fields, to make them
irreversible and to promote the further reconstruction of the system
of international relations on the basis of the principles of peaceful
coexistence

When ahalysing the programme documents and concrete actions
of thE peace forces one cannot fail to observe that they ever more
strongly emphasise the interdependence between the solution of the
problem of international security and the struggl€ for national
independence, the democratisation of social life, and against unem'
ployment and inflation, against hunger, poverty, disea,se and other
social calamities. The consolidation of the peace forces facilitates the
mobilisation of public opinion in support of the policy aimed at
deepening d€tentt and the creation of a new psychological climate
favourablt for the further advance along the road of strengthening
peace and international cooperation

All these major new phenomena in the peace movement
manifested themselves most distinctly during the Moscow Congress
in 1973. It was the largest international forum in the history of the
mass movement for peace. It was attended by diverse political and
social forces of our time-by more than 3,500 delegates and
observers from 143 countries; more than 1,1(X) national and 120
international organisations and movements were represented.

Besides Communists who made up about a quarter of all the
delegates, national-dimocratic, Socialist, Social-Democratic, liberal,
peasant, Christian-Democratic and other parties and political associ-
aiions, trade-union, youth, women's and religious organisations and
movements were represented at the forum. So many intergovernmen-
tal organisations showed great interest in the Congress. Among the
delegates were Ministers and other government figures, more than 200
MPs, businessmen from capitalist countries, scholars, cultural
workers.

In spite of the differences in views, the participants in the
Congress in assessing various political institutions showed a clear
understanding of the need to work out a programme for joint actions
in the main directions of the struggle. The discussion showed
naturally the existence of different approaches to concrete internati'
onal problems. Andthe fact that the Congress neveltheless succeeded
in working out a common platform was indisputably a great success of
the peace movement.

The participants' in the Moscow Congress characterised their
forum as "...the beginning of joint national and international cfforts to
strengthen understanding and cooperation among people of different
shades of political opinion for peace...".o The Congress worked out
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gommon positions of principle which continue to serve as a platform
of ioint dctions bv thi pea6e forces. The documents of each of the
Coigress commi-ssions graphically show how fruitful was the
discission, how broad arrti at the same time businesslike and
constructive is the programme for future work.

The Congress' Appeal to all people of the Earth to unite efforts to
secure a jusi and lasiing peace in the world formulates the demands of
the peoples to make the principles of peaceful coexistence a
universally accepted standard of international relation ; -t9 abolish
racialism,- colonialism and neo-colonialism in all their forms; to
achieve general and complete disarmament; to channel the resources
now useii for military purloses to the eradication of poverty, illiteracy
and disease; to protect human rights more effectively; to grant the
peoples the full and sovereign right to own and be the masters of their
nati-onal resources; to fulfil the UN decisions which serve the
interests of peace, security and justice.

The World Forum of Peace Forces convened in Mosbow on
January 14-16 on the initiative of the Council, enabled the r€presenta-
tives of mass movements of diverse political and ideological
orientations to sum up the results of joint actions on the broad
democratic and anti-imperialist platform worked out by the Congress.

It enabled its 500 delegates from ll5 countries to share the
experience of their many-sided activities and to chart new directions
of^cooperation in the stiuggle to extend d6tente and social progrgss.
What ient the Forum paft-icular dimension, as underscordA in'the
Communique unanimously adopted by its participants, was the high
level of representation both of the influential political parties from
most of the countries of the world and of international, regional and
national organisations.

The Moscow Conqress furthered the cooperation of peace forces
not only in the intilnational arena but alio within a number of
individual countries were the efforts of these forces had been
uncoordinated for a long time. Attempts had been made to intimidate
public organisations of the West by asserting tha! !h9 C-ongress was
illegedlytesigned to "absorb" them by creating a kind of superstruc-
turel Howev6r, neither the CongreJs itself,-nor the successfllly
fu nctioning International Continuing Li'!"on Council it established,
has ever infringed the independence of these organisationg. The
International Coirncil has notbnly been able to preserve the relations
of cooperation but also to deepen them, and to achieve a better
coordiriation of the positions takCn by various forces on ley problems
of international relations. The Council also arranged the necessary
measures for implementing the recommendations of the Congress and
its 14 commissi6ns, with -due account of the numerous initiatives of
various organisations.

The cooperation of various public forces is increasing- as- the
practice of Cooperation reveals the groundlessness of the prejudices,
estrangement and mistrust that separated them for a long time.
Representatives of organisations, that did not have stable contacts
forherly, are now diicussing concrete problems in a businesslike
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atfuosphere. Having acquainted themselves with each other's posi-
tions they find a common language on a wide range of questions. Such
cooperation corresponds to the interests of both large mass organisa-
tions and of organisations that have a smaller inlluence but feel
associated with a great common cause.

The joint efforts of the peace forces in respect to disarmament
acquire special significance. This is conditiongd by a number of
fagtors. First, as a result of the efforts of the Soviet Union, the world
socialist community and of all peace forces, many seats of military
conflicts have been eliminated and the threat still existing in some
"hot spots" reduced, which is essential for further fruitful efforts in
the field of disarmament.

Second, the state of the disarmament issue itself has changed
considerabiy as a result primarily of the conclusion of a number of
major agre6ments betwden the USSR and the USA. The already
exiiting set of international agreements in the field of disarmament,
the coiltinued US-USSR strategic arms limitation talks, the Vienna
negotiations on mutual reduction of the armed forces and armaments
in -Central Europe can considerably facilitate the solution of these
vital problems.

Tfrird, the public is now more acutely awar1, of the--extremely
dangerous natrire of the arms race under present conditions: the
quaititative stockpiling of thermonuclear weapons has been supple-
irented by the gieatl! increased qualitative modernisation of the
weapons 6f masidestruction and mians of delivery; there is a danger
of new types and systems of weapons of mass destruction appearing
now.

The rapid development of the mass campaign to stop the arms-race
and for disarmament that was launched on the basis of the New
Stockholm Appeal, as also the broad public support fqrJhg World
Conference t-o- Stop Arms Race, for Disarmament and D6tente in
Helsinki (Septemb-er 23-26,196), speak of ttre grgat Poslrbili-ties of
cooperation by the public forces. The preparations forthe Conference
oroiroted the expansion of the social base of the disarmament
inovement, the drawing closer together o! the positions 9f its
participants on many cardinal issues. A consiilerable contribution to
ttris wis made by th-e international symposium of scholars in various
fields on the theire '"The Role of Scientiits and of Their Organisations
in the Stnrggle for Disarmament" held in July !!7!-!n Mosco-w-on the
initiative o-ithe World Federation of Scientific Workers (WFSW).
The free discussion, the constructive exchange of opinions between
scientists and specialists in different areas helped the participants to
better realise ttig responsibility the development of the scientific and
technological revolution imposes upon scientists, pa1tigltlarly in
questioni of disarmament. In our times when new possibilities have
abpeared not only for halting but also for reversing the arms race,
pr6gressive scieniists see it as their social duty to promote in every
wai possible the measures taken both by governments and by public
opi-ni-on to achieve mankind's'sacred goal-general and complete
disarmament.
a

In this connection one cannot but stress the importance of
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uu,x$t'$r;fi $i,|rjt-st*!,p:i-iru:,m
considerably to overc-omi'it " 

oiti"r"nceJ oi opinion o-n a number of

issues between tf,J-iii"*"iiot J A"*o"ruti"'f"d"tqtions and their

iltdi-il;iJail;''.oi"th" q'"; ttu"o' and the trade-union'

*tiiiit.,'v"*it, iiJitiri-"rid- ottr"r orcanisations that had been

Je"ri*ii,i'tfi"r"-6r;-q"il"iot "-"""t"*1 
on the other hand' For a

bng time tnese twJ#ffi; il;"btil-t i.iirnents, far from coming

['u,"*$:xil":*"*:r'.Hi[ettg,iTt"i,#]fl ffi#:":::I
' The expansion of non-governmental coruacts rrr 
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streitgthens mutual understanding among the peoples of the continent
and thus advances ddtente. This applies also to fhe traditional youth
rallies, !o the cooperation of women's organisations thai has
increased considerably due to the important eients of International
Women's Year, to the fresh contacts between trade union centres.
Regional non€overnmental organisations which tmite men of science,
technology, medicine, the arts and other specialists now cope with
tmks of European significance

The accumulated experience of joint public actions in Europe
enabled the Second Assembly of Represenlatives of Public Opinion
for Security and Cooperation in Europe, held in April lg5;to s6t new
targ€ts. The Brussels-Li0ge Assembly showed thrt in the three years
of its development the- movemeni for European security- and
cooperation had become part and parcel of Europe's socio-p6litical
life.

The All-European Conference has created the prerequisites for a
considerable expansion and intensification of the cboper.-ation betwe-
en the peoples of our continent in the fields of econbmics, science,
technology, qn{ in the humanities. Public organisations play a
significant role in the realisation of these possibilities. fireie is a
number of problems that cannot be solv6d without their active
participation.'fhese include the development of scientific contacts,
the. preservat-ign 9f the cultural heritage of the peoples and th6
enrichment of its humanistic and demociatic trends'.

Peaceful coexistence is not the privilege of a specific geographic
reglgg. D6tente will expand, deepCn andspread io all aieas oithe
world. The peace forces realise that the progress 'of d6tente
pres_uDpos€s the involvement of all the continents and states, and
making d€tente global.
_ _ The programme of action for the public forces adopted at the
Moscow Congress and which is now-being put into eifect, fully
corresponds !o tlrig tryly y1iv91sal task. The i-ntErnational meetings iir
Samarkand, Baghdad and Delhi have shown that world public opiiion
is ready-to spare no effort in order to firmly establish th-e princifles of
peaceful coexistence in the international rdlatipns of Asialn couitries,
to draw all states, large and small, into this proc€ss.

The General Declaration adopted bv the XIIth Session of the
Council of the Afro-Asian Peopl6s' Solidarity Organisation in 1975
exp-ressed satisfaction with the iesults of the Conference on Security
ald 9ooperation in Europe and emphasised that the principles of thb
Final Act can be implemented in ihe other contineits as-well. The
work and documents of the Session were another demonstration of
the.Afro-Asian peoples' striving for unity with the forces of world
socialism in the common struggle for a peaceful future, for the
freedor4, independence and socEl progress'of peoples.

Colonialism and neocolonialism, racialism and apartheid are
dgng.erogs solrrcgs oJ international tension and conflicts. fne urgent
elimination of this offspring of imperialist policy remains a majoriask
of the pe?ce movement. Recent dbvElopmints lhow that this is being
immensely facilitated by d€tente. and ttrat growing tension and
6

conflict situations, on the contrary, are,,as a rule, used by imperialism

ffi-di;;k;;itfic and exerting pr6ssure upon the. Ypun-g states'
^"' fi;;;;ii";*1il";';;'nioiJ-i["'tv tt'at ii is tf,e circles and

it"JtiJlfliu,iiimShi:x;in:H3"'::"J#ff rii"*"it*""'3;;
fi""'ili";;ili;;ifi ;;i-ioi"i 

""iio"9 
by plblic organisation!- *c."in.t

ktli;ui"F*m:l'1ilm"l'"::::"Jlili:':effi ':",-ii!{ii},:l;demanding the boycoitift;i;*gt.t ind colonial r-egimes, is constantly
ii".i;i", i[t".tionio ;h;?t dit6firpetrated by tho.seregimes. It is
ffi;i;;;;ilil;';; it"p'i6t coritri6ution to ihe isolation or the

;;;ii"""4r-ioi"", in'itrJ worto arena, to the. -completion of

decolonisation. By d"*on.o"ting its- solidaritv with the People's

Reoublic of Ansola ;iTd;"t1iilffi"- ot ih" e'a5 p"oples leinst the

iii;Jri "iJ* 
; ;i;1,; bt';;"iti -niiE -tt'e 

terror in Uru guav' Nic aragua

ili-ifr"s";r,it"'gJiiJi-aJ"in-soutpitXfilili,T;f,?T,1'".111:

$li"l;tr'''lm"i:t#ii?*tr- s* l,i'*x"-':l i* *'
For many peoples of tfi" *6itO pe?99 means not- only a durable but

*::::k$:T:{*ti"#?:t*"{t:'ff*'isorution6rsuch"?"i'il
ffi ilt"i,d-"r""t"'oit";;;*li'lilit'p'";'1"'1f,{'"*i:i}i3r;l#i:il
inii6iri- "i 

jnternationaf attention' Up-on

mi1;st?t$if'tF:*y"1tt':*lr*ell*l,o:ll+"s,'w
oeace and devetopmeii*i"i emplisiqed !Y the World Conference on

ffiffffi;t h;ia'ilfr"d;F;i,-d;i"ber iy76, on th.e initiative of the

ff.;ie"iil;"i;;;;ii.-niiiip'b.s"rtativemeiting_discussedthewide
range of development tasks facing pub[c oDlnlon'

The actrve ,nr"*"r,f,ii".:fiiiliri"utii.irf world affairs is also of

il""-rr"T:##"rl,ii'm*p51;g1lgg*g11Iql:;ui
science, informatioi ;; ;;;*"ai contalts' Not 

- 
only political

lii.lirl.itiili r ffi Ali ioi".!io. J unio* s and s c ientif ic as so ciation s

have recentty 
"*pr".i"f,-tliiiirr"reused 

d-esire to establish contacts on

ouestions "or,""*indit'"'t'ffi;iffit"g 
of international cooperation in

ili.iiiliri. ;i:-&;;iil' unl ""ii.ii", "i''d 
the expansion of ec onomic'

scientific and technical ties'
Public opinion is paying ever greater attention to environmental

orotection. The deterinination to put 
"" 

et'd to the wasteJul attitude

I;il;.ffi;d;;;;;;iiiiyi"rrnt-t6infiaseitsresourcesisbecoming
a factor of the tuppi*i,lti';ffii peo-ples and of growing solidarity'

vffiffi -;"b-i[-;I'til;;;;il;{ a69u the deterioration of the

envirohment ur" ulJo*iii;;"iG.i that ttre solution of these

flift$#trfr lii*:'lt-tffi *ImLH=$:I{'*lT{l[socio-po[itical issues of the day' un rne orr€ uaulr' truD .re 
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possible for the broad ecological movement to become an active
participant in the struggle waged by the peace forces, and on the
other, this promotes the expansion of the basis on which the
cooperation of peace forces of differing orientations is founded and
develops.

-. Th.e struggle for social progress and human righ(s is an important
direction of the cooperation of the peace forceJ in our tim6s. The
who-19 weight 9f tlre crises and inflati6ns under capitalism falls on the
working people. In many capitalist countries thetivil and economic
riglrts of the workir,rg peoplg are violated, the inequality between men
and wornen still exists-, racial discrimination is preservld, fighters for
peace, democracy and national independence are subjected-to brutal
repreSsions. The solidarity movement has helped to sive the lives of
many patriots, to resgue them from fasci'st t6rture-chambers.

The 25th Congress of the CPSU in its Statement ..Freedom for the
Prisoners of Imperialism and Reaction!" called 'hDon all the
Communists of the world, the working people of ail cduntries, and
publib- and political organisations to join siill more actively iri ttre
gtruggle 

^to 
end the terror and reprisals directed againbt the v-anguard

forces of_ progres s, -democracy and socialism, to joln in the stnrgfile to
free all those imprisoned by ieaction".5

_The solidarity movement with the people of Chile has assumed
truly universal scope. This was demoristrated, in particular. bv the
19/5 International conference in Athens. Life itself has confirmed the
view expres-sed in the documents of the Moscow Congress that ..the
forces which_ are against d6tente, against consolidatin! international
security are the same forces. which attempt to hinder thE march of the
pcoples {ong tle road of national liberation and social progress".6

$oqinen! figrues of various political parties, trade -unions,

lcadgmic and religigus -circles coopelate fruitiully and effectively ii
the International Commission of- Inquiry into ihe Crimes of 

-the

Military Junta in Chile. The Commission has made an essential
contribution to the work of the UN Commission on Human Rights.

- The international public peace movement is developing under the
slogal of strengthening the unity of its various streams. N-ot only the
social structure of the peace movement has changed. Also its political
base has expanded considerably in the last few-years.

There are all grounds to believe that this base will coqtinue to
-expanp, for life itself raises new complicated problems which require
joint decisions and joint actions, anddictate ihe need for the further
development of the cooperation of all peace movements. With this
aim in mind the participants in the Conf6rence of the Communist and
lVolkerq' Parties of Eulope held in Berlin in June lg6 stressed in the
final document that they "advocate constructive dialogue with all
other democratic forces, each of these forces fully ietaining its
6E

idcntitv and independence, so as to arrive at fruitful_cooperation in
the stirggle for peace, security and social-progress".'

AsseGing thd achivements of the last few years in tt-t19 field the
peace forces-at the same time see the big obstacles that still have to be
'overcome. Leonid Brezhnev noted in his report to the 25th Congress
of ttre GPSU: ."The opponents of ddtente and disarmanlent still
dispose of considerable-fesources. They are highly active, operetlng
in iifferent forms and from different angles. Though imperialism's
oossiuitities for acrressive action are now considerably reduced, its
iature has remaiiEd the same. This is why the peaceloving forces
must be hiehly vigilant. Energetic action and unity of all the forces of
peace and goodwill are essential." o

Imbued with the spirit of internationalism and genuine humanism,
ttre-itocramme of Further Struggle for Peace and International
E"o"er"iion. and for the Freedom and Independence of the Peoples
outti-niA UV ttre ZSttr CPSU Congress is further proof of the vit4ity
anO iorisigtrt of the plans of Sov-iet Communists. These plans reflect
ttrJ"it"t iriterests of fhe peoples, take into accognt the_positions of the
oe"ci iorCes of variousirerids ivho are regarded by Soviet people as

iheir natural ally in the struggle for peace.
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Int ernatio nal C o o p er atbn
and Ddtente

Peace Forces:
Principles and

OLEG KHARKHARDIN

Forms of Cooperation

The growing framework of the public movement for a just and
democratic peace opens up new areas in which common positions
may potentially emerge-and do emerge. as practice shows-on
many cardirtal problems in international relations. But the vital need
for cooperation among public forces of differing political and
ideological orientations and the shaprng of the objective potentialities
for doing so do not at all mean that this kind of cooperation easily
becornes a reguladty in international life. It would be an oversimplifi-
cation to assume that this process develops without difficulties or
vacillations. The need arises steadily to work to break up the ice of
wariness and mutual mistrust, and to overcome the stratified
alienation of many years in an effort to make these give way to a
dialogue, to mutual understanding and a readiness for concerted or
joint action for common goals.

The present period sees deliberate and at times highly active
attempts to frustrate the developing process of d6tente and mutual
understanding among the public movements. Characteristically, these
attempts are provoked by the same reactionary circles who hate the
idea of d6tentb and who hamper the establishment of the principles of
peaceful coexistence in relations among states with opposite systems.
At the same time these same circles keep saying that cooperation
among differently oriented public forces allegedly has no prospeets
beforE it becadse of the class contradidtioris and ideological
dlffe-rences among their members.

O. Kha*hardin is Vbe-President of the Soviet Peace Committee, and General
Secretary ol the International Liaison Forum of Peace Forces;
specialises in the. history of international rclations in the recent
period and is the author of several works, including Contribution
to the Cause of Pcace and Cooperation in Europe, The Peace
Movement and National Independence, The Peace Movement at
a New Stage.
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However, the development of cooperation among various political
and public forces on an ever wider range of general political problems
whic'h are of concern to the whole of mankind has resulted in an
understanding of the fact that joint action is quite realistic when it is
based on cooii will among all the participants and on an effort to seek
mutually -acceptable decisions, dn mutual respect for the positions
and viei+,s of the parties. It is far from easy to realise in practice this
principled approaCh to the idea of cfi)peration, but the process of
achieving such cooperation among the various sectors of the peace
forces has nevertheless been making headway.

It is under the incipient ddtente that a qualitative change has taken
place in the establishdrent of contactq among various peac_e forces on
the urgent problems of international security and peaceful cooperati-
on, and thls has become one of the component elements in the
restructuring of the whole system of international relations.

The W6dd Conggess bt Peace Forces in Moscow is an
expression of the funiamentally new qualitative chan-ges not only in
th6 scope but also in the very character of cooperation.

The. preparations for the Congress are of undoubted interest. The
meetingS arid conferences held oi a regional and national level before
the Congress hammered out the principles on the basis of which it was
held. Ti-ey were: open and public character, democratic methods of
work, joiirt formulition and adoption of concerted decisions. The
importint thing to stress is that these principles, which had been
tested in pracdce, also provided a basis for subsequent action in
implementing the Con$ess decisions.'In the hisiory of puEfic movements for peace various organisations
had united dnd had held congresses which were large-scale according
to the standards of the perioil. Still, in terms of the spectrum of trends
in social thought represented, the range of problems discussed the
principles taken as a basis for its preparation, and, finally, in terms of
its siope and organisational forms, the Moscow Congress is
unorecedented. Lef us also recall that its decisions were taken with
thri approval of all the participants. That is what makes it possible to
regard-its decisions as a genuine expression of international public
opinion.- 

Because a "formula" for cooperation had becn worked out before
the Congress through the efforts of the various movements and
organisafrons involvEd ir1 its preparation, a bdsis was created for
fruitful.work at the Gongrets and for further consohdation of the
public forces, a process embodied in joint action in realising the
idopted decisions. The Congress was pieceded by two international
consultative meetings on the character of its work and its procedures,
and also a series of international and regional conferences on
problems included in its agenda. The initiative came from the World
Peace Council, but the Conggess was prepared as a ioint measure by
all the organisations and movements concerned. In a message to the
Second International Consultative Meeting for the World Peace
Conlress, UN Secretary{eneral Kurt Waldheim wrote: "I am glad to
note that the World Congress has socured support from a broad range



of various international and national public orgarfsations, and that it
is to consider urgent and important problems."'

Preparations for the Congress wert carried on by a representative
International Committee. Reviewing in retrospect and analysing the
exDerience of its work, one could say that it took much effort to
ut-fuirb_- it" m"in thingi, namely, to work out an agenda and the
standing orders, and toiolve a gieal many other important problems,
taking the fullest possible account of the wishes of all-the participants'
dialedtically comEining these wishes with the general purposes, tasks
and potentialities of the Congress.

The success of the Congrels is largely due to the positive changes
in the international arena, and to the fact that the initiative for
convening such a broad forum of public forces so different in-political
and ideol6gical orientation proveii to be timely and_had good g-round
prepared f6r it bv the whole of earlier development. Let us emphasise
itrai ttre organisations taking part in the Congres-s took a constructive
approach t6 the joint preparaiions for it. Each of these grganisations,
wliether big or sirdl, ian-rightly claim the Congtess for its own: it was
prepared o=n the basis of complete equalrty, it was open to all the
|u6tic forces with a sincere concerr for strengthening peace and
'seeking to make a contribution to this cause. -Adtlregsing 

thc Second
International Consultative Meeting for the World Peace Congress,
Secretarv4eneral of the World -Peace Council Romesh Chandra
noted thit "the special characteristic of this Congress !9 lhat it is to be
prepared and heid iointly by numeroug _organisatiollq"-.'- A mere enumeration of the problems on which a common
aooroach was found and agreed 

-decisions reached shows broad
pbisibilities available todav for cooperation among the most diverse
btiticA and public forcei acting fbr peace. Special decisions and
iecommendatibns were approved on questions like peaceful coexi-
stence and internationaf 

-security; Indochina; the Middle East;
security and cooperation in Eur6pe; peace and security in Asia;
disarmiment; the national liberation hovement and the struggle
against cblonialism and racism; development and economic indepen-
d6nce; the environment; cooperation ln the field of education and
cuftur6; economic, scientific 

-and 
technological cooperation; social

progress and human rights; cooperation among intergovernmental and
non--covernmental orcanisations: and Chile.

lire Congress deiermined the general principled approach and
platform forihe action by the peace-forces, and these were expressed
in the documents it adopied. The communique summing up the results
of its fruitful efforts- says that "it is- necessary actively and
concertedly, having set aside everything that diyidgg us, to promote
the incipient advance towards peace and security-." r - -

Ttre Congress urged all thebrganisations involved,,both national
and internatlonal, td endorse the practical recommendations and to
imolement them to the extent and in the forms which accorded with
thd methods, traditions, status and conditions of their work.

Guided by the principles of respect for the independence of the
organisations and irovements concbrned, the Congress also addres-
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sed a call to all of them to deveiop the same. spirit-of cooperation,
;il;;ild ioint aciion which wai characteristic of that forum. As

d;;f-R'ifi;;A Go;i quitC ri$ttv said, .new discussions and

;;;iil";*nilr,o onrv-ttin lead- td qrutual accord when their
iliii""Tii"t. il;;""d;A in rising above their closed world and reaching

"#;;a'.,rilddilti," i,J."ir"ttins' on the need for joint action for
the sake of seeking ways to Peace.'"'-Tlr;-d;stii. 

"ioit6o 
a o6ciiion on organisational matters, which

e"ri i-piu""ii"J6;.[i;1s continuation. Jtre Stee{ng Committee of
it" Coigiess was tranJtormeA into the Stee$ng ClmqrittT^of the
ili;;i6;"1 Continuing Uaison Committee. Since October 19-4 this
ilid, 

-fii. 
UJintnown ai the Continuing Liaison Council of the World

A;;'"r;;;ii;;;; F"ieJ (clc). It was also decided t9 se! up lhe
nil;fiil; C"r".i..i."-consistinC of the President of the Steering

Cl"ri,'iiiiit"",--t-fiJ-Vi"" 
-Presideits, the Executive Secretary, the

d#ffi;;f i-tie Cone6eis Committees and representatives of .all the
international organisations which are members oI the steenng
Committee.---fl"-- 

"iti"""v 
of this mechanism Sreatly dgpends on how

."""t'.-.to'ilttiil-Ci. in selecting from tf,e mais of views and ideas

il;i;il;A bta;-t"ti""s orlanisations those which can unite
evervone.-'-idih;;'characterising the public forces which constitute the
,n""tu"iirr.-ot-ioopii.:tion airong various peace. f-o.*": that is
il;r;;;A;;tea in po-tiiicit Ureadttr oie must mehtion in the first place

tffW;;id ii;ace eouncil, which has existed since 1949 and has been

;il; d,[t;;is;ilins Uoriy of the peace.movernent.In its activity, the
Vi;;id- p;ila Couricii-i6nsistenily relies on the democratic and

iiriffip-"iiuri.t t"iCtr, e;fiaii,g-iai political, geographical and sociai
iasis from vear to year through the ihvolvement of,new puplic strata
;hilh;;;6r;;fie ttre viibilitv and justice of the stand taken bv
this most massive movement of our day'*-Si""itfrEil*erii""i, 

a substantia1 contribution to the p-eoqfes'

strucc-l;1;p"""e 11f. Gtn made by international democratic bodies,
;i,f[-;;tflo"-;;; organisationi like the world Federation of
iffi; drii"r, ttri Wo.ei'r International Democratic Federatio:t, the
irr;rla fia-Ji"rti." of Democratic Youth, and the International Union
of Students.* 

ir-tfr" iirt few years, ever greater importance within the system of
internaitioiaf non-foverimentil organiJations is being as-sumed ty
*tio-oCfiii"A mo-rCments and olrganisations of tlie dev.eloping

ffi;tffi;i Ari", Atri"i and LatiriAmerica, where an active role
;;fi;1;-puttii. ttii trare become the ruling parties-.in their
;il;i"ri".;.4 tfise itrat Jtill have to carry on a national liberation
itruscle aeainst colonial and racist regimes.

important phenomenon characteristic of the present

utuoi i" it 
" 

dJnetdpt*"t oi cooperation amo4g various p-eace forces
i'.-""rti"ipution in their ioint or concerted action of numerous
lrrg'*ii-"ti'""i *O hJn"ments, both tmditional and newly emerged,

;f,idr;; either liberal, pacifist or Social Democratic. Among them is
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the International Peace Bureau, the World Association of World
Federalists, the Women's International Lea-gue for peace and
Freedom, the International Federation of Wonien.in Legal Careers,
the International union of Socialist Youth, the European-Federatiori
of Liberal and Radical Youth, the World Federalists Youth, the
Organibation oJ Afriean Trade Union Unity, and many others.

There are limits to the joint action by various publii forces within
the framework of the general democratii moveme-nt, andthese are setby the fun4gmental ideological positions which rub out any
compromise. The objective class, political and ideological contradic-
tions remain. The purpose and 

-historic 
mission 6f ttre general

democr-atic public mirvernent is not to regulate in any way, lei alone
reconcile, these antagonistic contradictions; it emerged arici has been
developing _in order to promote the deepening of the international
d6tente and to make it irreversible, so ireating an atmosphere in
which these contradictions are channelled into i course which doesnot threaten mankind with a thermonuclear conflict and the
destruction of human civilisation.
- Speaking-of joint action by the Communists and other parties and
democratic -fo1ces._L.I. Brezhnev said in his Report t6 the 25th
congres_s of the CPSU that the basis for such 6n association is
provided "by u-common concern for the security;i the peopf"r, a
wish to curb the arm.s race, and to repulse faicism, ricis'm and
colonialism. It is precisely on this planeihat we displayed and will
continue to display initiative and gdod will".s

The experience- of the past tio or three years testifies to thb
growing premises for_ developing fruitful coopeiation among various
peace forces, pri_marily in the fie-ld of disarmahent, the pivoial line in
the activity of the International Continuing Liaison Cbuncil of the
Wo{{ Congress of Peace Forces. The public forces of the whole
world actively prepared for the World Conference to End Arms Race,
for Disarmament and D6tente (Helsinki, September 1976). Th6
Conference was -prec-eded -Fy a number of iniernational m6etings
wtrich. helped to lay the political and organisational foundations f6r
what is perhaps the most important undertaking of the CLC after the
Moscow Congress_. Such meetings on the basic aspects of the
disar-mament problem were held in Warsaw ,in September lgl5
('$altfng the Arms Race, Arms Reduction, Dsaimament and
D6tente"), in Paris in October lg75 ('"The Economic and Social
Consequencgq of th9 Arms Race and of Disarmament"), in panama in
December 1975 -("Disarmament and the Developing Countries"), and
4"4ty !n lranlfort on the Main in January 1976 (rDisarmamerii and
Social Institutions in a Changing World").

The Steering Committee came out with a number of other
initiatives on qroblems !i!ie development, energy raw materials, and
foqd; gconomic, scientific and technological-Cooperation and the
rational use of natural resources; the enErgy crisis and worldwide
interdependence; the holding of an Int6inational Culture and
Fducation Y_ear; a broad inteinational campaign for the spread of
knowledge about human rights and basib freidd-ms, and for'ratifici-
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tion of the international pacts on human rights; and on the convoca-
tion of a representative conference of international no.n-govern-
mentat organisations to work out a programme for joint action
with the UliteO Nations. Many of these initiatives have already been
realised, while others have been set in train.

The Continuing Liaison Council of the World C-ongress of Peace
forcJs aiso made-a contribution to implementing the program-me gf
intei"atio"a Women's Year, notably tlie holdingln Beilin of a World
Congress on International Women's Year.

The Steering Committee was presented with the draft of the
charter on .peaceful coexistence, international security and-coopera-
tion, ptepiied by an international working group (which met in
fiirlri iir tvtarch 1974) and which was discussed at an international
J"minui in *arsaw in October of that year. It was decided t-o publish
itJ aritt and to start a broad discusiion on it in international and
national organisations.

In accordance with a proposal approved by the S199riqg Commit-
tee, an International Conference on Cyprus was held in l-ondon on
May 10 and 11, 1975, which showed thattroad circle-s of peace forces
i"r"dt"ty insist on-fulfilment of the relevant UN resolution, and
speai oi,t strongly for the national independence and territorial
integrity of the Republic of Cyprus.

The organisations and movements represented on the Continuing
Liai;; Ciuncit of the World Congress of Peace Forces took part in
*a -i"ri iitinsive support to ihe ses-sions of the International
e-omfiiitee for Investigatrng ttre Crimes of the Military Junta in th4e,
*tri"t 

_*Cre 
held in HElsinlii, Copenhagen and Mexico City, and also

i. it i l.i"i*tional Conference of Solidarity with the Chilean People,
which was held in Athens in November 1975.

The Plenary Meeting of the Steering Committee of the Continuilg
Liaison Couniil of thE World Congrqss of Peace Forces held in
Viennitiom November 27 to 30,1975, was attended by representati-
ves of 25 international and 44 national organisations. They discussed
ouestions like the role of non-governmenial organisations and publiC

fbrces in implementing the decisions of the European Conference in
Helsinki, and economic cooperation in the light of the principles
established at that conference. They considered a number of new
initiatives coming from various orginisations, and. adopted recom-
mendations conc6rning participation by other organisations in imple-
menting these to the eit6nt to which thiy accord with their own plans.

In connection with the initiative of the World Peace Council on
startlng a mass campaign in support of the New Stockholm Appeal to
end tfre arms raie, -the Steering Committee recommended all
international and national organisations to study the possible forms of
their participation in the campaign. The World Association of World
Fedeialists informed the Comhittee of the efforts aimed to strengthen
cooperation between non-governmental and intergovernmental
bodies. 

fi



Other proposals were also considered for joint or concerted action
by organisations represented on the Council to deal with the pressing
problems of our day (the Middle East, Cyprus, Chile, Spain, Angola,
South Africa, Zmbabwe, Namibia, and so on).

The Steering Committee noted with satisfaction that the program-
me of joint initiativbs outlined for 1975 was, in the main, successfully
realised, and stressed that the forms of cooperation and dialogue
between organisations of different political orientation would be
improved and developed in the future in the course of fresh joint
measures. On the whole, the Vienna meeting once again served to
bear out the effectiveness of the system of interaction and
cooperation of the peace forces engendered by the Moscow Congress.

The question of the principles and forms of cooperation among all
the orgafusations taking part in the general democratic movement of
the peace forcer tends to acquire ever greater practical importance as
the 

-tasks facing the movement become more complicated. The
movement itself took shape to some extent in the spirit of consensus,
as the organisations involved had to find a common approach to many
pressing problems of our day, without grvrng up their own program-
mes oitheir own aims, through a search for mutually acceptable
decisions. To entrench this tendency, and to fulfil the adopted
wide-ranging programme for joint action, there is need to go on
elaborating the organisational forms' of interconnection.

Considering the multiformity and growing diversity of the political
and public forces displaying a readiness to continue cooperation, the
Steeiing Committee worked out, back in 1974, a draft Declaration of
Principles for Cooperation Between Peace Forces.

Adbpted after wide public discussion the Declaration envis?ge-s
"Respeit tor the independence and autonomy of the various political,-
socidl, piofessional, 

-cultural, 
scientific and other org_anisatbns ard

associaliois, .their ideological, political and other differences, and
al so their org anis ational 

- p rinc{ple s and regulatb ns, th eir national
peculiarities and the specific cottditions of their activities". T\e
proclamation of this principle puts an end to the earlier discussion
about whether the International Council is some kind of new
"superorganisation" designed to suppress its members' sovereignty
and to dissolve them in some kind of "superstructure'n.

"A wide-ranging and constructive dial6gue, democratic in form,
which implies ihe- free exchange of opinion on current problems
without any pressuie being brought to bear on others ot any imposing
of views and positions."- The wholb practice of preparing the Moscow Congress, its
proceedings and- its results,-and the subsequgllt aclivltrgs-of its
igencies show that scrupulous observance of this principle lqrgely
hElps ensure not only ttie maintenance but also the.steady enlarge-
meirt of the political,-geographic and social basis of cooperation, and
involvement in it of new peace forces coming to realise the benefits of
suctr broad contacts.

"Complete equality in the forrnulation and adoption of concerted
decisions- and recommendatbns regarding ioint initiatives and united
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and parallel actions." The high authority and the high degree of
effectiveness vested in decisions and recommendations adopted
collectively with the observance of this principle are seen from the
available experience in fulfilling the action programme by the peace
forces.

"The unlimited right of each organisation to select the tonns,
means, orientations and methods o/ irs activities and to determine the
nature and'degree of its participation in ioint or agreed action with
other organisations and movements, as well as the right of each
organisation to act on its own initiative." This principle it would seem
does not call for comment, but I should like to add, however, that the
practical activities of the CLC have already clearly revealed and will
evidently establish in the future such a form of preparing a collective
action programme under which individual organisations and move-
ments propose for joint action various planks of their own platforms
which are of universal interest.

It is important to emphasise that the Declaration brings out two
principles, which, I believe, are now of especial importance:

"Mutual trust and the desire to overcome theprejudices andbiased
attitudes, dogmas and myths of the 'cold war' period.

"Rejection of all ideas and actions which oppress and divide people
through the spread of fascism, militansm, violence, colonialism and
racism" . Observance of these principles fully opens up the possibility
for advancing along the path of stronger cooperation among the
various forces represented in the multilateral non-governmental
contacts, in the interests of consolidating peace, national independen-
ce and the security of the peoples, in the spirit of the current
democratisation of international relations. Their observance will help
to overcome the alienation and even the outright hostility in relations
among some organisations, movements and trends working for peace,
although relapses into the past do occur from time to time and have an
effect not only and not so much in virtue of the internal processes as
under the sustained impact of the forces hostile to the spirit of mutual
understanding and cooperation among the nations.

The last principle 1s a "wide-ranging exchange of information,
mutual assistance and support in the execution of joint initiatives;',
and it determines the practical aspect of interaction among the various
peace forces. Its application will immensely enhance the effect of
action by each organisation individually and by all of them together.

The Declaration of Principles for Cooperation Between Prcace
Forces is the fruitful result of collective effort and the comparison of
various standpoints. It sums up the experience already gained in joint
action by the world peace forces and lays a long-term foundation for
further advancing the consolidation of the differently-oriented public
forces.

This is a process that is of exceptional importance for the future of
tho world, a promising but complicated process. There are still many
obstacles in its way. Here is an example of resistance to the
development of cooperation among the peace forces. Take the forum
for disarmament at York, Britain. The idea of such a forum, as an



international measure, was put forward by one of the oldest pacifist
organisations, the International Peace Bureau, and met with broad
support from dozens of diverse public movements, organisations and
individuals, including British trade union leaders, many members of
the British Parliament, and so on. The refusal of the British
authorities to issue entry visas to several members of the International
Preparatory Committee for the Forum prevented its being held on a
broad international basis. As a result, it was held as a national British
affair, attended by representatives from a number of international and
national non-governmental organisations.

But despite all the obstacles which the peace forces have to
overcome in their efforts, as their joint action programme is
implemented on the basis of the principles mentioned above, there is
an ever more pronounced tendency to make world public opinion
strongly aware of cooperation in the interests of building a just and
lasting peace, which is of common concern for the whole of mankind.

As L. I. Brezhnev said, "the long years of the cold war have left
their imprint on the minds not only of professional politicians; they
have resulted in prejudice, suspicion and poor knowledge-even a
reluctance to acquire knowledgd-of the real position held by others
and their possibilities. Certainly, it is not easy to turn over a new leaf
but this has to be done; it is essential to learn to cooperate".6 This
naturally implies a search for new forms of such cooperation and their
steady improvement with an eye to the aims and tasks of the peace
forces at this or that stage. And this also implies collective
formulation of acceptable organisational and political principles on
which such cooperation could rest.

The general democratic movement of the peace forces, enriched
with new content and new forms of interaction, has been making an
ever more tangible and positive contribution to the denrrocratisation of
international relations.

NOTES

I The Soviet Coinmittee lor the lVorld Congress of Peace Forces, Bultitin No. 3,
August, 1973, p.9.

2 bia., p. s.

-3 Pravda, November 3, ln3.
a See ?he Soviet Committee for the World Congress of Peace Forces, Bulletin No. 1,

193, p. 16.
5 L. I. Brezhnev, Report o! the CPSIJ Central Committee and the Immediate Tasks ol

the Party in Home and Foreign Policy, 25th Congrcss of the CPSU, Moscow, 196, pp.
55-56.

6 L. I. Blezhnev, Our Course: Peace and Socialism, Moscow, 194, p. 177.

***

The Economic Crisis in Capitalist
Cou ntries (1e74-1e7s)

(Statistics)

In the second half of Lli,4,theeconomy of the capitalist world was
plunged into another crisis of overproduction, which has proved to
be theigravest and deepest since th'. crisis of 1929-1933.In contrast to
all the earlier postwar crises, when ttre {ecline ftr production in some
states and industries went hand in hand with growth in other countries
and .{rew industries, when the crisis in the production sphere was
parallel.ed by a more or less favourable situation in the services, and
by a growth of international trade, the l%l4-1975 world economic
crisis within the capitalist system was truly comprehensive.
_ Within two y-ears, industrial output in the capitalist world fell by
8.1 per cent, including 11.6 per cent in the capitalist countries. HerL
and below all the data indicate the drop from the peak of industrial
production reached on the eve of the crisis to the lowest point of its
decline- The crisis decline in production affected virtutlly all the
industries, including electronics, petrochemistry, manufactrire of the
means of automation, and so on. It is estimated that steel output in the
capitalist world declined by 70 million tons (14.5 per cent), cement
orllput by 71 million tons (14.8 per cent), passenger car output by 5.4
million (18.6 per cent), and truck output by 1.5 million (18.3 per c-ent).
Oil production fell by 237 million tons, or 10.1 per cent.

The most marked decline was in the industry of the developed
capitalist countries. In metallurgy it came to 26.8 per cent, in textiles,
garments and footwear to 17.7 per cent, in transport engineering to
15.2 per cent, in the chemical industry to 13.8 per cent; in
metalworking to 11.6 per cent, and in general mechanical engineering
!o 10.2 per cent. The manufacture of electronic and radio equipmeni
fell by more than 20 per cent, and of instruments by 12 per ceni. The
production of plastics dropped by 25 per cent'. Theie were two
exceptions: coal and electric power. The acute energy crisis forced
the capitalist countries to start reviving the coal industry and to
develop the power industry on that basis and also on the basis of
atomic raw materials.



In the two years, total volume of private investments in fixed
prices throughoirt the economy of the dev-elo-pe-{ capitalist countries
dropped by an average of 10.1 per cent,. including investments into
proilirction by 4.5 pefcent, and into housing construction by 32.5 per
ient. In som6 countries, the fold-up of capital construction was on an
even greater scale. ki ttre USA, tottl investments by private
corporations fell by 19.8 per cent, including investments in production
ty tg.t per cent, and housing construction by 43 per cent. In-Japan,
piivate investments dropped, respectively, 21.5 pet cent,_22.7 per
ient, an{ 22.0 per cent; and in the FRG, 18.6 per cent, 16.1 per cent
and 23.0 per cent.

. Bankruptcies among iqO"*Tlql, financial and commercial comp-a-
mes were on a masslve scale. Within the two years, more than 121,000
companies with a capital over $1 million each went bankruPt in 10

couritries of the capit-alist world'(USA, Japan, FRG, France, Britain,
Italy, Canada, Spain, Australia and Sweden). In the USA, the number
of liankruptcies in 1975 was 73.4 per cent up on 1973, and in the FRG
66.8 per cent.

Unemployment assumed tremendous proportions. According !o
the Inteinational Labour Organisation, in late 1975 the crisis had made
redundant a total of 18.5 million persons, or double the figure for
tn3.

The decline in the real incomes of the population led to a sharp
reduction in the purchase of everyday consumer goods.

In contrast to all the garlier world crises of overproduction, the
ln4-1975 crisis led to a further intensification of inflationary
processes, apart from the usual contraction of industrial output and
investments, the growth of massive unemployment, and so on. Thus,
world export prices for raw materials went up by 2.8 per cent, fuel
was an average of 10.4 per cent more expensive, and manufactured
goods-32 per cent. The high cost of living soared: from July 1974 to
December 1975, the prices of food and everyday consumer goods in
the developed capitalist countries increased by an average of 18.7 per
cent.

The crisis of overproduction was accompanied by a sharp
disruption of world economic ties, a considerable reduction in
international trade and an acute sharpening of competition on the
markets. The quantum of exports in 1975 was 5 per cent down on
1974, and imports 13 per cenf down, including 1 .2 per cent and 11.6
per cent, respectively, for the developed capitalist countries. There
was a marked growth in balance of trade and payments deficits.
Within the two years, according to the OECD Secretariat, these
lotalled, for the group of developed capitalist countries, respectively,
$20,300 million and,$39,200 million.

Such are, in brief , the prellminary results of thc economic crisis of
tn4-975.

The statistical data published below were prepared by the Market
Sector of the Institute of the World Economy and International
t0

Relations of the ussR Academy of sciences on the basis of the data
ffitaiil4 in ite international ptiblications of the United Nations and

ite OSCO, and also of national statistics and various pltlications_by
iiii -.-o.i 'piominent research centres in the leading capitalist
countries.---Tha 

editors intend to retum to the subject in subsequent issues.

DYNAMICS OF INOUSTRIAL PRODUCTION
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Defeat of lmperialism in Angola

ARKADY BUTLITSI$

The first half of the l90s witnessed the final phase of the colonial
svstem's downfall in the African continent. Its main milestones were
tie victories of the peoples of Guinea-Bissau and the Cape Verde
Islands, Mozambique and Angola.

At no time and nowhere has the struggle against colonialism been
easy, but the events in the People's Republic of Angola were
patfrcularly dramatic. International imperialism and South African
iacism us6d force in an attempt to hinder decolonisation and turn
Angola into a springboard for a counter-offensive against free Africa.
Buf this attempt ended in a debacle.

For its natural resources Angola is the richest country in Africa.
For instance, it is the world's fifth largest producer and exporter of
diamonds (2 million carats in 1973).

From the moment that the inilustrial production of diamonds was
started in Angola their output and marketing were monopolised- by
Diamang, witf, the Portuguese government owning 1l per-centof its
shares. Rut the Portuguese name was a cover for the Formini0re
concern of Belgium, lhe De Beers South African monopoly, and
British and US capital. Diamang was a state within a state. In Lunda
region, which is almost twice ai large as Portugal, it wielded- all the
aulhority and laid down the law. Tlie roads leading to the diamond
fields w-ere patrolled by the company's private army-equipped with
helicopters, armoured cars and the latest models of firearms.

Mdreover, Angola is rich in oil whose explored rlserves and
output are steadily growing (in 1974 oil headed Angolais exports).
Mdst of the oil (roughly 7,600,(X)0 ions) comes from Cabinda, in the
northwest of the countiy, where the deposits are worked by Gulf Oil
of the USA. It is estimated that the oil reserves in this region add up to
300 miltion tons. Petrangol (Companhia de Petroleos de Angola), in
which US (Texaco) and-Belgian (Petrofina) capital predominates, is
the second largest producei. It is believed that in'the region of

A. Butlitsky, writer on toyeigry.attairs, author of -a seies of.articles on the
ecotpmic and political problems of the south ol Alrica.
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Antonio do 7.ake, where Texaco is working a concession, the oil
rcscrves are ten times as large as in Cabinda. ihe oil refineries (annual
capacity-1,(X)0,(X)0 tons) in Luanda also belong to Petrangol.

The Cassinga iron ore deposits are among the largest in the world.
The Companhia Mineira do Lobito, which was mining these deposits,
was regarded as the property of the Portuguese government, but
actually capital was invested in Cassinga by the Krupp concern and
also by Dutch, US and Austrian banks. Construction was started of a
new port at Mossamedes that could handle 7 million tons of ore
annually.

To ihis it may be added that Angola occupies fourth place in the
world for the output of coffee. and has enormous deposits of copper,
titanium and manganese ore.

Unlike most of the other African states Angola has a relatively
developed infrastructure: over 3,fi)0 kilometres of railways and
nearly y),0(X) kilometres of motot roads, of which 10,000 kilometres
are tarred. It has a network of modern airfields, ports and
communications.

Since the war, particularly during the last 10 or 12 years. there has
been a considerable growth of private South African investments in
the Angola economy. For instance, the De Beers monopoly has, in
addition to its shares in Diamang, 45 per cent of the shares of
Consorcio Mineiro de Diamantes which prospec(s for diamonds in the
pasin of the Kwango River. Another South Africhn company, General
Mining and Finance Corporation, was involved in prospecting for
uranium ore and other radioactive minerals. In 1973, a concession to
work mineral wealth in Angola was given to the Companhia Mineira
do Cunene, in which the South African Consolidated Investment
group held the controlling block of shares.- South African capital was also very active in Angolan banking.
The Industrial Development Corporation, a South African company,
gave practically unlimited credits to the Angolan Banco de Fomento
Nacional and established a large credit institution jointly with the
Totta Bank belonging to the Ponuguese CUF trust. Lastly, with its
participation, the Banco Portugues do Atlantico and the Bank of
Angola set up the large Bank of Lisbon and South Africa.

South African capital is the largest shareholder in the hydropower
project on the Kunene River. In Pretoria they spoke openly of their
intention to include Angola's power-generating capacities in the
power system of the entire Southern Africa controlled by the
Electricity Supply Commission (ESCOM), a South African state-
monopoly concern.

Another indicator is the South African trade expansion: South
African exports to Angola, which in 1964 amounted to 2 million rands,
increased to 44 million rands in 1974. In the light of these facts it is not
hard to see how much influence is wielded in South Africa and some
western capitals by forces interested in preventing progressive,
democratic circles from coming to power in Luanda.

With the liberation struesle mounting in South Africa, Namibia
and Rhodesia and in view of the decolonisation of Mozambique, the
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rulers of Pretoria and Salisbury and their patrons felt that Angola's
retention in the sphere of influence of the pro-imperialist, pro-

"oto"iutirt 
foices 'fuas almost the only means of giving the racist

dictatorships in the subcontinent the chance for a long postponement.
ei neir nieeting immediately after th9 revolution of April 1974 in
portuguat, vorsler and Smitli hastily discuss-ed -the 

possibility.of the
white-minority seizing power in Angola and-Mozambique with the
aooionriate sirpport fr6m Pretoria 1nd Salisbury, up to military
irit'ervbntion. tri itre sufnmer of 1974, South African troops began to
concentrate in areas bordering on Mozambique where decolonisation
wis procoeding apace. But in Septemter of the same year' when the
Mozimbique ultri attempted an uprising, they were not supported by
Pretoria.

There were serious grounds for this unexpected caution on the
oarrof the South Africai leaders who in effectleft their Mozambique
iriends to their fate. In this they were evidently induced by a sober
uriessmerrt of the situation in tlie region and the firm resolve of the
iortusuese Command in Mozambique and the FRELIMO to crush the
uorisi-ns and repulse anv attemDt Ct intervention, Also, Pretoria was
tritO Uict by the fact that the South African economy was heavily
dependent oh Mozambique communications, yhtglt wo-uld u.nq\les-
tioi,"Uii t 

"rJUein "ut 
foi an indefinite period, had hostilities broken

out.
Lastly, there is reason to believe that the *li.g circlesin?retoria

and in idrne NATO countries, who were showing a heightened
interest in the affairs of that region, came to the conclusion that in the
iiCt t of the complications springing from^similar actions in Rhodesia
itieit ttrJ attemfts to Rhod^esiiirise the former Portuguese colonies
were inexpedient.

Thev pieferred Katangasation, i. e., the use of local reactionaries
and traiiois of the Tshombe ilk, who proclaimed Katanga's "indepen-
dJnce;' in the early 1960s. But for various reasons in Mozambiqrr-e
noitring came of ttri Uid to set up small splinter African-groups which
could 5e depended upon in a struggle againqt !he- {BELLMQ. In the
iasi of Angicla, the freparations were carefully laid, with the result
itrit at the-needed time- two claimants to the role of an Angolese
finomUe could appear on the scene: Chairman of the FNLA H.
Roberto and the UNITA "leader" J. Savimbi.

In the course of the foreign intervention against Angola-and in the
intricate political struggle in ttre organisation of African unity light
*as streA on many Ailaits of a coi'spiracy backed by_ international
imperialist circles-who operated in unison with the south African
raiist.. It was revealed, in particular, that as early as 1961 in its _search
for a candidate to the roli of Washington's puppet in Ansola. the
CIA's choice fell on Roberto. After the April revolution in Portugal
lhe ruling circles oJ the USA decided to- place the pending
decolonisition of Ang'ola under rigid control and prevent that country
from becoming a -progressive,- democratic state. This attitude
itemmed logicilly frbrn-ttre USA's long-term strategy..relative to
the south -of Af.i"u. This policy, Le Monde diplomotique
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wrote in January 1976, was based on the postulate that the south of
Africa would r6main i critical zone where large US and Westerri
investments would consolidate the Washington-Pretoria alliance.
Furthermore, this alliance would be strengthened by the fict that
Africa and the sea lanes surrounding it were in the sphere of the US
Navy's "strategic calculations".

Characterisfic in this context were the recommendations of the
special inter-departmental group for African affairs. which was
alsigned by the US National Security Council to draw up recommen'
dati6ns reiative to the problems of the south of Africa. These
recommendations, approved at summit government level, are eviden-
ce of the intention to use the white minority regimes in thc
subcontinent to safeguard the. investments and profits of thc
American monopcilies. In one of th{ sections of this document, which
in the Washin$on corridors of powbr was nicknamedtheTar Baby, it
is stated: '"The whites are in Africa and plan to stay there.
Constructive changes can only take place with their assistance. The
blacks have no hopt of winning the politicalrights they want by foice:
violence would ody lead to chaos and more possibilities for
Communist interference. After making our attitude towards the white
regimes more flexible in some issues, we could secure some changein
the colonial and racial policies. By extending more substantial
economic aid to independent African nations.t. we could foster a
union of white and black states and influence thern... Underlying our
contacts in this region of the globe are our considerable interests, an{
we can safeguard them only 5y p"yrrrg an acceptable political price." I

Although in the document there is no dearth of assurances about the
desiraUlility of "peaceful changes" in Africa, it is clear that the policy
recommended in it is aimed at suppressing the liberation struggle of
the African peoples and maintain and strengthen US capitalism's
positions in the south of Africa.- This is borne out entirely by the implementation of the recommen-
dations approved by the White House in early 1970. The embargo on
purchaseS of Rhodesian chromium was lifted and more military aid
was given to the Portuguese colonialists up to the day of Qe Caetano
regime was overthrown; this found expression in the USA's triple
veto in the Security Council to prevent ihe expulsion of South Africa
from the United Nations. Lastly, this was seen in the undisguised
American support for the Souttr African intervention in Angola and
for the splinfei FNLA and UNITA groups that acted hand in glove
with the interventionists.

Following the failure of the neocolonialist gamble in,Angola the
American prtss lamented the "mistakes" made by the US policy in
African countries. The New York Times wrote: "Many ingredients
helped to bankrupt the policy: our own racism and lingering notions of
white supremaci: business investments in South Africa, Rhodesia
and Ang6la; obiessive hostility for any program that sounded like
Commuiism; obsessive concern for 'stability' and benevolence
toward regimes, black or white, that promised it". Between the lines
thcre is the obvious idea that the unfortunate part of the whole



business was not that the USA ioined in the Angola adventure and
supported thc racist regimes of Southern Africa but that from the very
oui6et the gamble was?oomed to failure as US policy was founded on
"incrediblv wronc Dremises".2

Bua itr'e US riting iircles thought differently on thg eve of the
invasion of Angola. Lccording to the foreign press, in January 19/5
thi Washingtoi Committee 5f 40, lhg ryorking organ of the qS
National SeEurity Council, whose juri.sdictfol c.overs Spproval of the

"t""i 
ior iecret eIA operations, sanctioned the immediCte granting of

'300,000 dollars each t6 Roberto and Savimbi. VirtuqllV. a month later
the splinter FNLA and UNITA groups started hostilitieg agailst the
MPLA. In June of the same year the CIA forwarded another 10

million dollars to them, not cdunting the supplies of weapons and
equipment costing so million dollars. Mercenarits were rained in the
tBA under ClA-patronage and sent to 4ngolt. US w.ars-hips with
orders to be prepa:red to c-arry out a special assignment in the course
of the Angoli c6nflict sailed in the diiection of Ar-rgola in D-egember
195. On -January 2, ln6, the Chfistian Science Monitor of Boston
wrote that despG tfie efforts of Congress to prevent US involvement
in the Angolan civil war, open US agtion was being escalated. Two
weCts htdr, the Rand Daily Mail of. Johannesburg reported, without
mincing words, that in Angola the USA had started a military
operati6n reminiscent of the iirst phase of the war in Vietnam, when
American military advisers wer€ sent to that country. - -

Nevertheless, ttre US ruling circles had to reckon with feeling in
and outside the Gpitol, particularly after US iqperialism's defeat in
vietnam. Despite 

-the eiforts of the white House and the state
Department, the Senate and the House of Representatives firmly
refused allocations.for the Angola gamble.

As regards the Pretoria raEists, they had no difficuhies of this
kind. Moie, inltially, when the prospecis for intervention in Angola
looked rosy it wai'welcomed by fhe entire.white capp-in- South
Africa: in one way or another the iegal opposition, namelythe-leaders
of the United aid the Progressive parties, supported the Vorster
government's Angola PolicY.- True, the Souti Afiicanieaders also had difficulties-. The very fact
of an alliance with the apartheid regime left the mark of Cain, and this
had to be reckoned wittr,by any Afilcan country or splinter group that
ooenlv coooerated with the Pretoria racists. For that reason every
eifort was made to disguise the intervention. In the meantime, on
October 23. lns. a motorised column of South African troops
crossed the Angola frontier. Its operations were preceded by an
invasion by a lirge contingent of mercenaries, whose- task was to
collect spy infortation an-d thereby ensure an escalation of the
interventidn. As a matter of fact, in Pretoriathey calculated that even
this would not be nccessary. Under the tim€-table drawn up by US
and South African strategisls, the combined forces of South African
regular troops, contingeits oi mercenaries and ENLA and UNITA
ca;cs were-to occupi Luanda by November 11, i.e., the day the
indipendence of AnL6h was to bL proclaimed officially.
s

These designs were frustrated by the heroic resistance put up by
thc MPLA's combat units. The motley forces of internal and
intcrnational reaction were halted at the nLar approaches of Luanda.
On November ll, the flag of the People's Republic of Angola was
raised over the capital. Four days later a new large South African
armoured force invaded this new independent country. In early
Deeember, yet another South African motorised unit appeared on the
battlefields of Angola. By inertia Pretoria continued to deny its
participation in the intervbntion, but after captive South African
soldiers were. shown at a press conference in Luanda" the South
African ruling circles felt that it was senseless to deny the facts any
longer. At a cabinet meeting on January 14, ln6, it was decided to
increase the South African military presence in Angola, while
parliament quickly rubber-stamped a draft bill authorising the
government io intervene with armed force in the affairs of African
states south of the equator if the security of South Africa was
threatened.

Pretoria's Angola policy was charted and put into effect in close
coordination with tilashington. On February 18, 1976, France Presse
reported from Durban that a senator representing the ruling
Nationalist Party in the South African parliament declared that the
USA had given definite assurances before South African troops
invaded Angola. He said that with US support South Africa would
defend whaf was considered then andwas stiil being considered Atlied
interests in Angola.

To this we may add the statements of foreign iournalists
soecialisinc in nrobli:ms of Southern Africa to the effect that US
niiiiiarv co-operition with South Afqlca began- long before the recent
events in Angola and that the CIA had long ago .c-ome to an

"naiiitunOirg-wittr 
ttre South African secret servlcgs, with cooperati-

on followingihe pattern of NATO contacts, The Observerof London
quotine seciet dicuments that fell into its hands, reported that US
aircraflwcre directly involved in the opcrations in Anggla, where they
droooed ammunitioir for the South African interventionists.s- ifrerc was a kind of division of labour also in Pretoria's and
Wasfringi'on;s icts of subversion against the Organis.ation of
African-Unity. In order to enginber a spli! i4.1h$ organi-satiotr South
lfrica launclred its notorioui 'beace safari" during which ranking
pretoria emissaries, including itime Minister Vorster, visited a
number of Africui capitals. Intimidation s'ith the bogey of a
"Communist thrcat' and promises of all sorts of aid were used to
incline individual African leaders to a "dialogue", in other words, to
an unprincipled comprornise and reeonciliation with the racists.

The "Deace safari" was deliberately conducted when the Portugu-
ese iolonial empire fell apart. The racists beg-an.planning intervention
;"iilt A"cola^ immediatelv after the revolution of April 194 in
Ftsrti"h.1-tieady then the South African strategists considered it
;ru;ii6 neutratise the Organisation of African Unity, to depriv-e it of
it.-"Uitiii to act resolutely -and as a united body. As the extraordinary

s,



OAU Assembly in Addis Abqba (Janugry 196) showed, their efforts
were not quite in vain. It will be recalled that the Assembly could not
reach agr&ment relative to the full and unconditional. recognition of
the Peoiple's Republic of Angola with the MPLA at its head. Some
Africanitates sdpported a drift resolution, which, behind a screen of
calls for "natiohil reconciliation", clearly pursued the aim of
bracketing the patriotic MPLA forces wrt! trait-o1s of Angola's
national ilnterest-s, with the FNLA and UNITA splitters. This was
what US diplomacy wanted. It spared no effort to influence the
participants in the Assembly. On i[s eve, US Assistant Secretary of
State W. Shauffele toured ihe capitals of 7-aire, Gabon, Cameroon,
the Ivory Coast and Senegal in order to persuade the leaders of those
countriei to support ttre US stand. The same purpose was-pursued by
the US Presid6rit's message to heads of African states. Sp-eakilg at
the OAU, the head of the liligerian government delegation called these
actions an insult to Africans.

It would be hard to overrate the victory of the Angolan patriots
who defended the young republic's independence aqd sgvereignty-
This victory, member of ttre Political Buieau of the MPLA Central
Committee Alves Batista said at the 25th Congress of the CPSU, was
won as a result of the disinterested assistancebf the Soviet Union and
other countries of the socialist community, the heroic operations of
the Cuban volunteers, and the solidarity and support of all
progressives forces in the world.

Angola was the burial groun4 of many myths, p.articularly the
myth ibout the total superioiity of the South African military machine
in-the African contine;t. Atihe same time, the striving to use its
military might to intimidate the independent African states and the
people-s of South Africa, Zmbabwe and Namibia fighting for
treedom, was far from the'last aim of Pretoria's Angola campaign.

As was noted by Yusuf Dadoo, Chairman of the South African
Communist Party, n-ew, promising prospects have now opened up f.ol
the liberation m6vements in the subcontinent. Never before, he said,
had there been such favourable political and material conditions for
the struggle to abolish racism and foreign nile. There is evidently
some apfreciation of this fact among the ruling--circles of Pretoria and
Salisbur!'. However, one can doubt the ability of. the racists to
assimilaie the lessons of history with any profundity. The South
African government ignores the inany pertinent decisions of the UN
and inteids to continie its occupatioir of NamiUia. With Ian Smith at
their head the Rhodesian ultra aie stepping up repressions agair.rst the
African population and are not ceasihg hostile acts agarnst-neighbo-
uring stitei. Having clparly lost theii sense of realilY,.the racist
regiires of Pretoria ind Sali-sbury are still hoping that the interest of
th6 Western imperialist circles inthe affairs ol that region will induce
the latter to have recourse to military intervention in the event of a
'tritical" situation.

In combination with the increasfuig solidarity of all the progressive
forces, the major chonges in world pblitics, the growing might of the
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socialist communitv and the successes of the national liberation
stnrggle are inaking it possible to crush the intrigues of international
reacllon. "Our Party,"-Leonid Brezhnev said at the 25th Congress of
ttre CpSU, "suppois and will continue to support peoples fighting for
their freedoml... We act as we are bid by our revolutionary
conscience, our communist conviction." a

NOTES

I Le Monde diplomatique, January 196, p. 17.
2 The New Yo* Tfmes, March 2, 196.
3 Sce Observer, January ll, 196.
4 L. I. Brezhn ev , Report ol the CPSU Centtal Committee and the lmmediate To-sks oJ

ihe Party in Home ind F6retgn Policy. 25th @ngress of the CPSIU' Moscow, 196,p.
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John Capodistrias
and the Greek National
Liberation Revolution of 1821

GRIGORY ARSH

The activities of John capodistrias, prominent Greek political
fieure and statesm&n, were cloiely linked with the liberation stnrggle
;f-th; Cieet people against Turkish oppression and for the national
indeoendence of their country.- - Ii ttre early years of the lfth century Capodistrias's homeland, the
Ionian Islandi, Lecame the centre of the national liberation movement
Jt instaveO Gieece. It was there, in the former Venetian possessions.
itiat ttre first Greek autonomous state of the new era appeared-The
Sept Insular Republic. Capodistrias was ono of thc founders of the
Ionian Republic and held tfie post of secretary of state for three years
(1803-1806).

After tlre fall of the Ionian Republic thc Grcek communities in
nuJJia- UJiami the temporary |entre of the Greek liberation
morirn"ri. in tgt+ the seciet na:tional liberation organisatigq "Philiki
Btairera't (..society of Friends') was formed in odessa and began to
il;il for an arrired uprising against the Ottoman yo!e'
' -O,rring thii perioa tfre GrEek-hopes of Russia's assistance in the
liberatioriof thdir country from foreign oppression, which had never
reallv faded. were revived."--i6t 

" 
bapodistrias arrived in St. Petersbu:gin !QQ9.at the invitation

of ttre Cuisilan government to accept a post in-the Ministry fo-r Foreig:r
,C,fi"iis. Six veirs later he becamd a secretary of state and from lt15
i;-ttt h;;a;d R"isiat trainistry for For;ign Affairs along with

G. Arsh,D. Sc. (Itist.), associateotthelnstituteotSlavic-andBqlkqnStudies
o, irre USSR Academy of Sciencei, specialist in Greek and
Albanian hisforv, authdr oi the monogrcplrs Albania and Epirus
at the End of the lEth and-Beginningbf ihe lfth Centuries, The
Secret Organisation "Philiki Etiireia", The Etairist Movement in
Russia, and other workt.

to2

K.Nesselrode. Capodistrias's rise to-prominence was due, in most

iln; t. Alexander I's liberal tendencies at the time.
The Greek patriot strove to utilise the prominent position h9 held

in the Russian lovernment in thq iqterests of his co-untry. In 18-14 he
founded the iational educatirindl society "Philomousos Etair-
eia" ("Society of Friends of the Muses") which promoted the spread
of education- in Greece. Capodistrias was also the initiator of the
diplomatic demarches of 181+1E20 by the Russian government in
defence of the Ionian Islands, which had found themselves under the
colonial voke of Great Britain. In the last four years of his life
(l 827-1 83i) Capodistrias was head of the Greek state during one of the
most tryrng an-d complicated periods in itshistory 

-
Histb*iat interest in Capodistrias and his activities in connection

with the liberation of Greece has been steadily growing in recent
years.- 

In our opinion, certain works by Greek authors portray Cpno$stri'
as's ideoblical aid political position on tle gne and at thg bgginning
of the Greek revolution of 1821-1829 as being more radical than it
really was. The material in Soviet archives is of paramount
imoortance to any study of his activities in Russia. lt provides, in
paiticular, the possibilit! of comprehensively examining the complex
iuestion 

-of 
eapodistrias's attitude to the Greek revolution in

igZt-tgZZ, when-he was still a member of the Russian government.
The pumose of this article is- to give a brief account of

CapodiSiias-'s activities in the period preceding the Greek revolution.-fn 
tgtg-tAZO the revolutionary mobd of Greek society heightened.

The question arose of direct prbparations for a liberation uprising.
With 

-that 
end in view the supreme committee of "Philiki Etaireia"

decided to appoint an authorifative and influential figure as head of
the society.-in January 1820 E.Ksantos, -an emissary of "Philiki
Etaireia", 

-arrived 
secreily in St. Petersburg for talksvithCapodistri-

as. Capridistrias, however, rejected tlie offer of the Etairist
organisition. Though a staunch ihampio! of the liberation of Greece
frdm the Ottoman yoke, he did not consider the Greeks to be either
educationally or morally ready as yet for independence. In addition,
being opposid to revolutionaiy methods of slruggle, he placed his
mairi'tr66es for the liberation-of Greece on Russia's policy. After
Capodistias' refusal Ksantos iurned with the_ same proposal to
Major-General Alexandros Ypsilantis, another^Greek P.alriqt in the
seriice of Russia. A man of piogressive convictions and ideologically
close to the Decembrists, Ypsilintis agreed to head the secret society.
The new leader of "Philiki Etaireia" based his headquarters in Odessa
and subsequently in Kishinev in the second half of 1820 and
immediatelj begin to lay the groundwork for the liberation move-
ment.----Tlie 

Danube Principalities be.bame the first centre of the national
liberation s!ruggle. On- February 2) -l-8?l 

(this-d-ate and all subsequent
ones are given according to the Old Style), Ypsilantis published in
Jassy his famous appeal'-"To Arms for Faith and Homeland". His call
evolied a fervent iesponse among dl Greek patriots. Hundreds of
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volunteers from all sides streamed into his camp in Moldavia. Within
a month an uprising had broken out in Greece itself .

News of the upilsing in Greece reached Capodistrias in Laibach
(Ljubljana), where he was attending a congress of the Holy Alliance
held to discuss the question of fighting the revolution in Italy. The
first report came from Ypsilantis himself . In a letter to the tsar dated
Februaiy 24, l82l,t he aniounced that he had agreed to lead the Greek
uprising against Ottomail domination, planned for a number- of years
alreadf bi the secret Greek society. Ypsilantis said his decision had
been motivated by the wishes of his deceased father and the request
of the Greek nation. He appealed to Alexander I to render armed
assistance to the Greek peoplt, drive the Ottomans out of Europe and
thus acquire the title of "liberator of Greece'n.

Simultaqeously Ypsilantis sent a private letter to Capodistrias. In
it he informed him o-f the motives prompting him to head the Greek
national liberation movement. The contents of this letter came as a
complete surprise to Capodistrias. In a private letter to his friend
A. Sirreder, c6unsellor at the Russian Embhssy in Paris, he wrote that
the news oi the Greek uprising came like a bombshell. TVo days later,
on instruction of the isar, Capodistrias sent an official reply to
Ypsilantis's letter to Alexander I. Ypsilantis's actions were condem-
ned. It was emphasised that the Russian government could not
support hirn sinCe the uprising was directed against a power with
whom "Russia, as she has stated and does herein state, firmly intends
to maintain stable relations of peace and friendship". Ypsilantis was
accused of deceiving his countrymen by promising them Russia's
help.2

Capodistrias's letter was written on the instructions given-him by
the tsdr. But at the same time it reflected to a certain extent his own
attitude to Ypsilantis's action. He considered revolutionary action
with the aim-of liberating Greece to be premature and dangerous,
since, in his opinion, the country was not in a position to win its
freedom by revblt and civil war. If we take into account the fact that
the beginning of the uprising coincided with the corlgress o! the-Holy
Alliance whiEh had gatihereil to fight revolutions, thq4 ip-Capoqi-sllt-
as's eyes this circuristance made-the actions of "Philiki Etaireia" in
Moldavia seem all the more like a dangerous venture. He reaffirmed
his condemnatiori of Ypsilantis's actions in a number of private letters
written during that period.

In a letter to A. Sturdza, his friend and closest associate,
Capodistrias spoke of Ypsilantis as a man with g99d intgnJions but
usi-ng wrong niethods. In upholding the class position of -the-tsaristgovdrnmenf Capodistrias defended the official thesis_ that_Yp_silantis's
action deservedto be condemned as it was organically linked with the
revolutions in Italy and Spain.

Nevertheless, despite his sincere conviction about the prematurity
and danger of the "Philiki Etaireia" undertaking, Cap_o-distrias felt
very unclmfortable when signing the official letier to- Yo-.silantis ort
Maich 14, l}zl.It was unpleasant and even agonising for Capodistri-
as, a Greek patriot, to iondemn publicly on behalf of a foreign
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government another Greek patriot, notwithstanding the_deep ideologi-
cal differences between them. This act, which put him in an awkward
position in the face of public opinion and his country, troubled his
conscience. The question of patriotic duty and official duty
confronted Capodistrias and the other Greeks in the official service of
Russia much more acutely than ever before. In a private letter to
G. Stroganov, Russia's envoy to the Porte, which he sent from
Laibach along with official instructions concerning Ypsilantis's
action, Capodistrias drew the envoy's attention to the highlydelicate
position of his subordinates-the Russian consuls in the Ottoman
Empire, who were all either Greeks by origin or had been born in
Gre-ece. He wrote that even if they did not yield to temptation and
followed their sense of duty rather than their emotions no one would
believe that sacrifice all the same. They would be blamed for not
speaking out against Ypsilantis's uprising energetically enough. He
siressedthat in speaking of the consuls he was expressing what he felt
in his own heart.

There can be no doubt that Capodistrias, like other moderate
figures in the Greek national movement, did not want an uprising of
Greeks against the Ottoman Empire, at that period at any rate. But the
uprising had become a fact. Dispatches reaching Laibach from
Constantinople and other places told of new centres of revolutionary
activity in the Turkish Empire and of the brutal mass repressions
which the Porte unleashed against the Greek population. These
dramatic events deeply troubled Capodistrias and heightened his
national feelings.

Following his patriotic convictions, he began in practice to defend
the just cause of his homeland. His aim was to make Russia's policies
more favourable for Greece and to prevent Britain and Austria from
intervening on the side of the sultan, especially since they had taken a
particularly hostile position in respect to the Greek revolution. On
March 14, 1821, in a private letter, Capodistrias formulated the
official point of view on these events as follows: "We do not approve
of the fact of the revolution, but nevertheless we will remain strictly
neufral provided Russia's friendly intervention is not needed to
protect the Greeks from the vengCance of the T\trks." 3 Here he not
only summed up the first official reactio4 of the tsarist government to
the Greek uprising but also set forth concisely the programme of his
future actions on behalf of his homeland. Execution of this
programme was to prove anything but easy.

Beginning with the end of 1820 foreign policy of the tsarist
govern-mentlook on an openly counter-revolutionary character. In
October 1820, at the congress in Troppau, Alexander I supported
Austria's intervention against the Neapolitan revolution. This spelt
the end of the pseudo-liberal phraseology and constitutionalist
manoeuvres charaCteristic of tsarism's European policy ever since the
downfall of Napoleon. This turnabout greatly weakened Capodistri-
as's personal status in Russia's government. Being an opponent in
principle to Austria's policy of armed counter-revolution he boldly
ilefeniied his own point of view at this congress thereby provoking the
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displeasure of the tsar and worsening his own position. Nesselrode,
coricealing his jealousv of and hostility towards his colleasue behind a
iiiaal of iiiei,oiinesi, informed hijwife in a letter from Laibach
daied March 4, 1821, that Capodistrias no longer enjoyed the favour
he had once held and that trC trad brought this upon himself by the
persistenst and imprudence with which he had express-ed his
bpinions. This was wiitten a few days before the news of Ypsilantis's
aitions in Moldavia was received. These actions further complicated
Capodistrias's relations with Alexander I. Metternich, who hated the
Griek patriot, wrote gloatingly to one of his colleagues on April 10,
l82l: 'iWe are leading Emperor Alexander... He has lost all his
counsellors. He considers Capodistrias to be the leader of the
Carbonari." a

Though Metternich was obviously indulging in- some wishful
thinking, Capodistrias's position at that moment realy- was serious.
Consid6iing 

-Alexander is mood it was difficult aqd dqngergus for
Caoodistrias to aooroach him on behalf of the Greeks who had
revolied. It was n6dessary to try to convince him that the movement
in Greece differed ideol6eica[i from the revolutions in Spain and
Italy. In order to influenEe th-e tsar in this directio-n. Capodistrias
decided to use sturdza's evaluation of the Greek uprisllg given in a
iltiii. Stioara felt ttrat the Greek uprising could not be likened to the
;;;i"t6;t i" ttatv ana Spain sincti the Greeks, o$lk" the Spaniards
i"b-itAi""i,weri'bound t6 the sultan pot py ties of his sutjects butpV
"iii;-d;A;'of slaves". They were fighting, he -m-aintained, 

not for

""Iim"ii"ut-piiritiAge. 
but f6r !if9, -p1op94y and.faith. Therefore it

;;-;;;; [o 
"o".iolt 

ihem unfaitliful zubi6cts rebelling against their
fu*luf *o-"arctr. fo iitin the Greeks who had revolteii to Europe's
;;aic"til;niO U" tt e same as to put the Christian governments on the
same level with the Porte, Sturdza contended.

In Russia's ruling circles Sturdzaenjoyed-the-solid reputation of
beine a zealous mon-archist and an adheient of orthodoxy. Therefore
ti. i.iti"i.rn ..from the right", if one may call it that, of the official
point of view on the GrEek revolution came very opportunely for
Capodistrias.

On his way back from Austria Capodistrias made a brief stopover
in Ustye, near Orsha, to discuss the Greek situation with Sturdza. He
return6d'to St. Peteisburg on May 26, t821, after nearly, a year's
absence. It had been a very difficult year for Capodiltria-s. The events
in Greece, the tumabout in Russia'l European policy in support of
open counter-revolution and his dissent with the tsar on this account,
aliso personal grief (while in Laibach he had learned of the death of his
fathdr), all thfi told'on his health. He had to muste-r every fibre of his
being, ind all his powers of intellect for the new, decisive stlge in the
struftle to chang-e Russian policy in the interests of the insurgent
Greeks.

In the spring of 1821, notwithstanding Alexander I's condemnation
of Ypsilantis's action, Russo-Turkish relations quickly- began to
deteribrate. At that time Turkish authorities were making a wide
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practice of searching Russian ships sailing through The Straits and
lorcirU them to sell their cargoes. This caused much damage to Black
Sea trade and shipping an! inf:inged upon the interests of the state
treasury and the landowners of the south of Russia.The economic
factor undoubtedly greatty influenced Russia's policy during the
pcriod of the East question of 1821-1829. However it would be
incorrect to link it witfr the specific demarches of tsarist diplomacy in
the summer of 1821. The mass repressions and executions by the
Porte of the Greek population in March and April of 1821 and of
which many ecclesiastics, including the Partiarch of Constantinople
himself , fell victim had immeasurably greater significance then. These
cxcesses infringed upon the tsarist government's status of protector
of Orthodox religionin the Ottoman Empire. This enabled Capodistri-
as to insist on decisive measures in the Balkans and at the same time
to appear in the role of defender of the established system of Russia's
patronage of the Orthodox population in the Ottomart Empire, ba'
sing himself on the Kuchuk Kainarji and other Russo-Thrkish agree-
ments.

The psychological atmosphere in the Russian capital was also of
great significance for Capodistrias's efforts in support of the Greek
Eause. it was quite diff6rent from the situation ln I-aibach. There
Capodistrias's voice sounded weak against the backgound of the
chorus of the frantic European reaction which heaped abuse and
slander upon the Greek fighters. In Russia, however, the upriling of
the Greeks had evoked tremendous-sympathy in the most diverse
circles of society. The Decembrists were fervent advocates of Greek
freedom and Decembrist writers and publicists, and the great Russian
poet Alexander Pushkin, whose idea6 were close to theiis, hailed thb
irational liberation revolution in Greece and sang the praises of its
heroes. They were also firm supporters of military action by Russia
against the Ottoman Empire, seeing in this the most effective way of
aiding those fightins in Greece. They hoped that 

- 
a victorious

camp-aign in theBalkans would hariten the overthrow of autocracy in
Rusiia.- But even the sections of the population alien to freedom'
loving sentiments greeted the Greek uprising, in which they saw
above all a struggle of Christians against the Muslim yoke. A number
of prominent digiltaries, governors and military men felt that_, orr the
basjs of the traditional policy of protecting the Orthodox population in
the Ottoman Empire- and proceeding from their own political
interests, Russia shbuld support the Greeks. This was also the point of
view of a number of minisiels. Capodistrias knew of this even before
his return to Russia.

Of course, it is impossible to suspect dl those high officials of
being sympathetic to the revolutionary movement. They spo& out on
behdf of Greece from definite traditions and the interests of Russia's
official policy. But the final word rested with the Emperor. This was
particulirly -the 

case in questions of foreign 
-policy, 

which
Alexandeil dealt with himsef to the end of his rule. The existence of
pro-Greek tendencies made Capodistrias bolder qn! m9r9 persistent.
IIe could speak out as a representative not only of Greek interests but
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also of a certain group of the ruling circles of Russia. In order to fulfil
the wishes of this group and above all to discharge his patriotic duty
Capodistrias had to wage a difficult stru6igle. He began it immediately
after his arrival in St. Petersburg. Capodistrias's correspondence with
Sturdza in the summer of 1E21 reflected the difficulties of this
struggle.

On June 4, 1821, the tsar approved the draft of a dispatch to
Stroganov and the text of the note he was to present to the Porte, both
drawn up by Capodistrias. The envoy was instructed to demand in the
form of an ultimatum complete freedom of shipping through The
Straits in accordance with Russo-Ttrrkish agreements. The Greek
uprising was condemned in the note, but at the same time the Russian
government resolutely demanded that persecution of the Orthodox
population in the Ottoman Empire not involved in the liberation
struggle cease. Stroganov was to state that non-compliance with these
demands would place the Porte "in an openly hostile position in
respect to all of ihe Christian world, legalise defence of the Greeks
and force Russia to take them under her protection, for she has the
right to do so, and render them assistance, together with all of
Christendom, for she cannot allow her brothers in faith to become
victims of blind fanaticism". In the eyent of an unfavourable reply to
his note Stroganov was to leave Constantinople with his entire
embassy stafff

Stroganov's new instructions signified a change in Russia's
stand in the East question. The insistence of Capodistrias and
Stroganov and above all the development of events forced Alexan-
der I, notwithstanding his fear of "playing into the hands" of the
revolutionaries and breaching the solklarity of the states o{ the Holy
Alliance, to take decisive aciion against the Porte. Capodistrias was
convinced that the Porte would iefuse to meet Russia's demands and
thus Stroganov's demarche would lead to a break in Russo-T\rrkish
relations 6nd, in the final analysis, to a Russo-Turkish war. Notes
about Russia's action were sent to Britain, Austria, Prussia and
France on June 22, 1821. Russia asked these states to support her
decisive steps in respect to the Porte and to give thorough
consideration to the Eait question in light of the possibility of a new
Russo-Thrkish war. Alexander I regarded this diplomatic demarche
first and foremost from the point oI view of preserving the unity of
the Holy Alliance and of reaching a mutually acceptable- agreement
wittr ttrC European states on the T\rrkish affair. However his secretary
of state, who directly prepared the corresponding documents, had
other considerations. Capodistrias viewed Russia's diplomatic
initiative as an important step towards neutralising the states hostile to
the Greek uprising. After the tsar had decided on his diplomatic
demarches in Constantinople and the European capitals, Capodistrias
thought that war would break out in the immediate future and
expressed this opinion to foreign diplomats. A break with Turkey
seemed inevitable and Capodistrias staked his entire political future
on it.
10t

The numerous dispatches from Russia's ambassadors and consuls
which reached the frinistry provided capodistrias with extensive
information, the most reliable under the conditions, on the co.urse of
the liberation strugsle in Greece and on the broad response it was
evoking in many Jountries. The letters and personal appeals which
reached the Grelk patriot from various quarters conveyed to him the
faision of the striggle and the patriotic ardour that infused his
countrymen---ir 

St- Fetersburg Capodistrias received Ypsilantis's re-plylo his
official letter of Mirch 14, 1821, sent from Laibach. In this highly
intereiting and hitherto unknown document the leader o'f the Greek
revolutioiaries declared once again that his actions were dictated -by
purely patriotic sentiments. He emphasised-very-strongly that for
heets ihere was no other way to li'beration from Turkish- despotism
ttran uv armed revolt. As the- "custodian" of the aspirations of the
Greek nation, Ypsilantis stated that Greece was determined to
continue the fight'for a radical change in her- position and expressed
the hope thai the tsar would render assistance in this matter.
ip.iiitiii. himself declared his readiness to go an-ywhere into exile if
ority ttre aspirations of his unfortunate homeland were realised.

News,of the response in Europe to the Greek strugglg and of the
hopes of public oplinion that Rulsia would come resolutely. to its
deience alio reachdd Capodistrias. Such information was contained in
the various private letters he received from Russia's diplomatic
representatives abroad.^ Almost all of Russia's ambassadors and envoys in the European
capitals felt that traditions and practical political interests made armed
aciion against the Porte necesSary. Soqe_ of the more influential and
independent-minded diplomats, such as Karl Pozzo-di-Borgo, ambas-
sador in Paris, and Yu-. Golovkin, ambassador in Vienna,- expressed
their opinions directly in official dispatches and memoranda intended
for the ministry. Others limiteil themselves -to private letters
addressed to iapodistrias. The resident minister- -in -Florence,
A. Sverchkov, voiied support of the Greek cause as did P. Kriidener,
charg6 d'affaires in Swil2erland, A.Italinsky, envoy to Rome, and
other diplomats.

The 
-papers, 

dispatches and letters placed daily-on Capodistrias's
desk tesiified to the fact that a change in Russia's policy in the
direction of decisive action against the Pbrte was impatiently awaited
everywhere" All this, of course, was moral support for Capodistrias in
the difficult struggle he was waging in the summer of 1821.

In August tglf the struggle in tf,e ruling cricles aroundthe future
direction 

"of Russian policyi-n the East crisis reached its culmination.
It was then that St.-Petersburg learned of the Porte's rejection of
Russia's ultimatum and of the arrival in Odessa of G. Stroganol' and
his entire embassy staff . The question arose of the future steps of the
tsarist government. Capodislrias considered that "measures of
compuliion" were needed in order to secure the P-orte's acceptance of
Rusdia's demands. He had elaborated a system of such measures in a
special memorandum even before the Porte's rejection of Russia's
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ultimatum. He proposed, among other things, to-send Russian troops
to the Danube'hincipalities to drive the Turks out by force. In
advincing such a prolosal Capodistriasacted as spokesman of the
"military-group" in- th6 ruling circles of Russia.

ffoweier, 'another hiChf influential group existed in. the *lire
echiions which considerdd it advisable to conduct a cautious policy
on the East question. Nesselrode was one of-this group (the obvious
dirergence iri ttre views of the two secretaries of state for foreign
attaiti manifested itself, in particular, in the fact that Nesselrode
iitusea to sign the mimorindum drqwn qp by Capodistrias on
Russia's evenlral steps in the event of the Porte's rejection of the
Russia ultimatum). This group reflected the interests of the more
ieactionary sectioh of Rusiia's ruling class for whom the preservation
of the ffofy eUiance, which had been created to fieht revolution, had
orioritv over other state Droblems.- 

Aldxander I fully shared the views of this 8r9uP, and this-played
thb decisive role in the outcome of the internal struggle within the
ruling camp. The unfolding of events and the pressure b.rouglt to bear
bv tht "militarv grouD." whose most energetic and actrve trgure was
eipoaistrias, alpplareritiy forced the tsar to go a little furtlrcr along.the

"rfitt" war wiitr'the P6rte than he himself would have liked to. And
6;id;r, Aex"naer I invariably proceeded frgm t!r9 possibility.of
ioordinited action with the siates of the Holy Alliance and with
Britain on the East question.However, feelers put oulin Puropean
countries in the summer of 1821 showed that a war by Russia against
turkev would not receive support from a single state qnd !ha! Britain
anO A'ustria would oppose if in every way p-ossible. -Beginning with
June 1921 both Metiernich and Castlereagh put joint pressure on
Alexander I, impressing upon him in every possible man-ner that a war
bv Russia igaihst thJ Pbrte would open a breach for European
rivolution. iondon and Vienna wanted in this way to keep the
St.Petersburg cabinet from taking new decisive steps in the Russo-
Turkish conflict.

The arguments of the allies were in accord with the tsar's own
sentiments-. His main foreign-policy aim at the time was to pre-serve
the Holy Alliance as a stro-nghold 

-against 
revolution. If we add the

fact of frussia's insufficient riititary preparedness, it can be sai9 that
from the beginning of the East criiii, includiry the summer of 1821

when it waI mosf critical, the possibility of independent Russian
military action against the Porte was not -vieq-e.9 seriously -bJ
Alexatider I. HowEver, taking into account the big differences_within
ihe rulins echelon over policy-on the East question as well as the fact
that man-y civil and miiitarf high officials were favourably inclined
towards war with the Porte;the tsar preferred to manoeuvre and keep
even his closest counsellors ignorani of his intentions to the very-last
moment. 'This mompnt arrived after the breat in Rus-so-T\rrkish
ielations: further decisive steps by Russia would inevitably lead to
war, while inactivity at that mbment was equivalent to retreat.-At an
otiiiiat briefing in 

-August l82l given by 
-both 

secretaries of state
Alexander I refected Cipodistriasl proposal to use military force on
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the Danube and the Black sea. Nesselrorie and capodistrias received
i"struiiions to prepare material for resuming -negotiations with the
porte and for ioniinuing talks with the allied courts concerning a

"ooiOinitiA 
poficy in thiEast. Thus ended Capodistrias's efforts to

"onvinii 
Ale'xander I to cut the eastern knot by sword.

This new change in Alexander I's policy on the East question
was an unexpected-blow for Capodistrias and one he took extremely
oainfully. Niver before, nor even afterward, did he express such
bpen d6ubt about the sincerity of the Emperor's intentions. This
rijection of monarchist piety shorvs how deeply shocked capodistrias
iilit, *""*hen he becaime ionvinced that the tsar had no intention of
conducting a determined policy in the East. His conviction was

"i"U"Utv 
"based not onlv 6n his understanding of the essence of

f,ussian- state interests but also on the widespread belief among the
CieeX Datriots that protection of the Greeks and other Christian
peopleiof the Balkani was not only Russia's right but also her duty.

Alexander I's refusal to act decisively on the East question meant
oolitical defeat for Capodistrias. After August 1821 his official status
iteaOiti deteriorated.'Relations between-the tsar and his-_ minister
uecu*i, strained. Metternich's intrigues added fuel to the flame and
the campaign against Capodistrias took on eYer. glealer scope.
Metterniih'Idisp-atches to the Austrian ambassador in St. Petersburg
oiie" Jipr"ssed ihe conviction that Capodistrias uilas the inspirator of
ihe Greek revolution. In order to reinforce this version various Greek
i*t"i. irt"tcepted by the Austrian police were forwarded to St'
Fetersbure. firev wer-e intended to prove Capodistrias's participation
in the activities of the Greek revolutionaries. Metternich's intrigues
were facilitated by the fact that similar- rumours were afloat-at the
iil;-. Th;, [io uitn ipreio uy the Etairists themselves, though for a
different purpose of course- They wanted to-use Capodistrias's
auttrority in the interests of their seiret society. These rumours often
ieactred-even the tsarist authorities. Alexander I, on receiving such
iioorts from various channels and knowing of the personal friendship
*hictr had once united Capodistrias and Ypsilantis, possibly began to
susDect his minister of taking part in the preparations for the Etairist
uprising in Moldavia. The esirangement of the autocrat andhis once
trirsted-minister grew. At the end of December 1821, an-exchange of
iJtt er sharp lette-rs took place between Capodistrias, o! the-one hand,
and Alexander I and Nesselrode, on the other. It was clear from these
Git"r. that Capodistrias was gradually being pushed aside from affairs
concerning Russia's policy -on the East question.6 The-thought of
iesigning ivtrictr he fiist b6gan to consider in August of 1821 was to
return more and more often.

Howcver, capodistrias delayed taking the final step. Notwithstan-
Oing tfrt i*ti1g 6t personal relitions and a certain mistrust displayed
io*"urO. itre Cieet< patriot, encouraged,-according to certain sources'
|-, b;ih-itr" vi"n"lj and'London-cabinets, Alexander I rendered
Clp.Ai.triui's intellect and diplomatig talents their proper-dYe and
;;i;;;-p;i"d to mite use of his services as before, on condition, of
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course, that he be 4o more than an obedient executor of the tsar's
will. Capodistrias himself probably did not lose hope that the course
of ire"t wciuld finally foice Ale-xander I to ag-re-e to "measutes of

"o*prt.lor," 
against the Porte. In any event heJelt that retainin-g lis

po.ifio" in th6 tsarist government was a certain guarantee of the
;ontinuation of Russia's independent approach to Gre-ek affairs.
However, these hopes and calculations turned out to be unloun-
ded.

In the spring o!.1822, despite Capgdistrias's categoric objections,
etiu"aeri aciepted Metteririch's 6ffer to convene a conference of
states on tt e Easl question in Vienna and for him to meet with the
Austrian emperor tb discuss these problgq.Is. A sppc!{ authorised
representativ-e, D. Tatishchev, was sent to Vienna_to hold preliminary
taliks. Capodiitrias regarded the tsar's new diplomatic steps as a
further suibordinating 6f Russia's policy to the {gstqan s{stem' He
iitt, J"A not withou-t reason, thata cl6ser coordination of Russia's
i;;id;,;itcy u"iio"i wiit-eiritrirn policv would have unfavourible
conslquincei for Greek affairs and leave an undesilable imprint on
ae"isi ins in Vienna and in Verona, where a new congress of the Holy
Alliance was to take place in the autumn oL l'822.

Caoodistrias decided to hold himself aloof from these diplomatic
me"irries and not to participate either in their preparations or in
4ilil;i,""J of th"m ai official briefings. Alexander I allowed his
iioiiit idris"rs to express their opinions, even when they differed
iio1n trir own. But he could not permit such an expressive though
iiti"i prot".t against the very foundations of his foreign policy.. After

" *t ife the t.-"r, during a private audience granted Capodistrias,
oroo*LOihat he'leave flor the mineral springs to restore his health,
ffiil;ity retaining his post. This decisioh on Capodistla-s'$. virtual
oirmii.it was tak-en in May of.1822. capodistriasls lreal$-dyring that

"iri.O 
tiiO indeed deteriorAted as a diredt result of his painful reaction

io the trend of Russian policy at the time.

At first his own withdrawal and then his formal dismissal from
affairi of state marked the end of an important stage in--the.Greek

iltriot'J po[tical biography. In the c-ourse of the year following !h.e
[ieinnins of the Griek'revolution that Capodistrias prese-rved his
p.iiiid, "i" it e Rusiian government, he useilit very purposefully and
'u"tiu"ty in the interestsif insurgent G_reece. In Greek works one can
iila ioitv and sometimes exaggirated evaluations of the irrrportance
oi CipoOirtnas's diplomatic-activity-for the fate of the Greek
ieuoiutior,. Howevei, it is beyond doubt that CapodiQtrias was
i".t*.i"tut-in promoting the aitivisation of Rus-sia.'s policy on the
East question in the firsiyear of the Greek revolution.

Ali of capodistrias's main activity_in 1821-1822 was concentrated
in the ipher6 of Russian diplomacy. But as a Greek patriot-he was
A;;ty-Afurned about the interhal strength.and possibilities of
in-sfrdent Cieece. Capodistrias wanted to help his countrymen to find
iiriiileuri"gs in a co-mplex international situation and to show them
iiiJ -o*t iritelligent, fiom his point of view, direction of internal

ll2

oolitical development. He strove above all to convince Greek figureS
ifr?-it 

"Vit 
o,iid noi purti"ularly place their hopes on the assistance of

official Europe in tht fight for liberation.
Having rid himself and wishingto rid the Greeks of any illusions in

resoect to-European policy, Capodistrias wanted at the same time to
;il;;if ttri creers' to ihis policy. of course to give the-Greek
ilu;;ai. ;otiticat advice and in general to maint?in qny relations
;ith"G;: *ntia"titg his offiiial position and Alexander I's
;;a"il;aion of the dreek uprising, *as a rather complicated and
i;iil;;;;Gr. Cipodistrias was veiv cautious in his contacts with
il.iE;;ici;""iriO preferred to deqiwith the Greeks in the service
oi-nrir.iu. He sent orie of them, A. Pini, Russia's corlsul general in
MoiOuui, u"O Walachia, a special injungtion so that the latter might
give the Greeks "salutary advice".

In that ..ho Memoria" capodistrias emphasised th-at- the Greeks
sfro"iliparJno effort to present the- aims_ and nature of their stru€igle

i" ifi Ue'.t iigt t. Furthermbre he set forth hi-s own interpretation of the
,iriillgte,-*tT"t the Greeks were to -a{opt and use as a practical guide.

Cup6-Oiriri". called this struggle a defensive one. They had taken up
;ffi b;ilaJitri io.t" had?echred war on them bv its khat-shenfs
iOii,i"". of the sultan), bv tlp,number of innocent victims in
donstantinople and the natuie of the repressiorls, qndp-ylhe system
;i A;ih aid destruction it was cariying out in Moldavia and
Wataitrii. Capodistrias appealed to the Gieeks to unite and stand firm
unOii tt J aegiis of the chirich. In choosing the forms of their political
oieuni.itiorrihe Greeks were carefully to avoid anything which might
irflt ten the Holy Alliance Europe. Ai pre-sent they were not to seek a
reiublican or airy other repreientative forms of government, they
w6re only to def6nd themselves from the enemy who had sworn to
destroy tirem. When, by their own means,-they were able to protect
thems6lves from that 

-danger, they could then begin to devote
iiiiriiir"r to their future d-estiny. ihey could consider this destiny
riiuie tro* the moment it no loriger was contingent on thd arbitrary
rule of the Turks and was under the protection of the European states,
and Russia in pirticular. But the Greeks, he- stressed, coPld count on
Europe's protEction only if they were carefully to guard themselves
againit revolutionary ideas. Pini zealously strove to disseminate these
precepts among the Greeks.

Irrevaluating the content of these precepts,it c-an be figuratively
said that he wi'nted to use such make-up on the face of the Greek
iiuotutio" as would render it less iepulsive in the eyes of

"tort"r-r"uolutionary 
Europe. At the same time this advice followed

irom the essence of Cap6aistrias's world outlook and from his
concept of the social and political d_evelopmelt of^Greece. These
precefts highly impressed moderate Greek political figures'

Capodistrias left St. Petersburg on August 8, 1822'-tle set out for
abroad in a palace road-coach; his apartment on Palace Squg.e
remained at his disposal. But in St. Peteisburg it was known-that this
time it was not a question of the state secretary's usual trip to the
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mineral springs. The political import of Capodistrias's departure was
clear to srlch a well-informed and thoughtful observer as N. Karam-
zin. On August 10,1822, he wrote his Moscow correspondent: "It is a
pity that the amiable and intelligent Count Capodistrias is [eaving us.
There are too few like him." A month later, continuing to reflect on
the same matter, the historian wrote: "Europe has buried the Greeks;
may God resurrect the dead!"7

Notwithstanding the hostility of the reactionary governments of
Europe, the Greek revolution continued to gather strength. The
subsequent political biography of the Greek patriot was inseparably
linked with its course of development. After his departure from St.
Petersburg Capodistrias settled in Geneva at the end of.1822 and lived
there for more than four years. All that time he continued to be
considered as being employed in Russian government service. During
his stay in Switzerland Capodistrias did much for the development of
the philhellenic movement in the European countries and rendered
assistance to the Greek refugee war victims. At the same time he
closely followed events in Greece and maintained contacts with the
leaders there. In 1825-1826 the military situation deteriorated sharply
for the Greek insurgents. Sultan Mahmoud II sent the army of the
Egyptian Ibrahim Pasha, a new army trained on the European model,
to put down the uprising. A considerable part of the Peloponnesos
found itself under the heel of the enemy once again, Missolonghi, an
important Greek stronghold, fell, and the defenders of the Acropolis
were holding out with difficulty. The situation was made even more
complicated by the incessant internal struggle among the Greek
leaders.

Many Greek patriots saw a way out of the existing situation in the
appointment of Jcihn Capodistrias, whose high position in Russia and
national patriotic activity had won him fame and authority in Greece,
as head of state. On April 3, 1821, the National Assembly in Trizin
elected him president (ruler) of Greece for a term of seven years. In
July 1827 Capodistrias requested to be officially relieved of his duties
in Russia's service and in January 1828 arrived in Nauplia, then the
capital of the Greek state.

By that time a change favourable to Greece had taken place in the
international situation. On June 25 (July 6), 1827, the Anglo-Franco-
Russian Convention, according to which'those states recognised the
autonomy of Greece, was signed in London. The convention provided
for measures of compulsion for ending the Greco-Turkish war. As a
result, in the battle of Navarino, which took place on October 8,1827,
the united fleets of Britain, Russia and France routed the Turkish-
Egyptian fleet. However, the position of Greece, which for seven
years trad waged an unequal struggle, continued to remain extremely
sertous.

Capodistrias took energetic measures to improve the military and
economic positions of GreEce and restore internal order and security.
A centraliied system of government was established which dealt a
blow to the hereditary ru1e of the large feudal families. The Greek
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armv and fleet became regular. The president made.every effort to
;;;;;-tfi;.ii."A "f 

kn6wledge. Uhder his administration -a state

ffi;;;fti"iiiirtuwlO"Cation-was set up in the country. All.these
H":;#; *"ii-iii*ttia-ui "ii"ting 

a ceintralised state and- had a
Ii,-iiiir.r-lti;;t: Bri C;p"Oi.tri"J tu"i far removed from the ideals of
,ff'e;;.;i.";;;;l.iid;d toor< little account of the constitutional
iii"iiii iit"Lri.ti"o dilil iir 

"g.ori". 
He dissolved the Chamb.-er of

ff;;i;;.;li'iiri.i"i.t"i. became mere executors of his will. In
r82"&i'8-ig ;i,; e;";[-w;-oi inaeperdence came to a successful

."-""fuiio.. in October' i A2t CupoAiitrias's di-plomatic lemarches led

io it" withdrarral of Ibrahim Pasha's army from tie Peloponne:so,s:

ftru 
-"resiOent 

made no small effort to liberate the Greek regrons

;fi"f,^.iiffi;ui""O una"i the rule of the Porte. Greek forces begal
iir;i;;6i-in Westein unA C*tr"t. Greece. These. operati.ons had

i."":t ,ifiIi"i .ie"ifid"c" ii tt i gritish government inttnded to limit
ii"'t""*iiiiiii;;";ilil;; "f 

tiiJGreek siite to t11e Peloponnesos and

the Cvclades. The nlriu-n".io-foikish w"t which-bpgan-in April of
iais"J"t1;ili"t fii"io ir,i pott" to withdraw a consideiable-part of its

i;il};.;'n ci"i"i rieiiiia ihe creeks gain success- on September
ii.-i-Sii. itJ Cr""X i5i""il 

"o**andled 
by Dmitros Ypsilantis,

etlxanOros Ypsilantis's brothel emer_g-ed victorious rn a battle near

i,ffi;;h, til" fina uiitti oiltie dreek War of Independence.-|l9t lglls
;;i;;;,;'$i;m# 2, tsi-q. apeace treatv had- been 

-signed 
in

eori""opi" between Rusiia anit ttlrqey under which the Porte was

i;;;;il;;;"o!niiJfi u"to"o.v of Gri:ece. Thus the Russo-Turkish
ii"i ot-igZ*i-gig *u. th" Oiiitine external factor in the successful

"*"rosi." 
of1h; Gr;;[;;tilnat tiueration revolution' on January 22'

l[30:-ih;'*1;il ;f 
-siiffi;, Fiince and Russia.srgned. a. protocol

iri"ionO-o"- fv *ni"[ Greece was proclaimed an independent

ttutir" 
Greek revolution was overbut the internal struggle in Greece

conti;ed. The ai"lutotia actions of the president aroused the protest

ii ii-i-"*ii" iii"f"r. Hootrei, in the ofposition that was formed the

i;;i;;-;;iJ uero"gla to 11,g',uig ship-bwners, feudal-particularist
Ji"li,i"i.' 

"ria- riioi?*iJ."i poli[ician1s, who used constitutional
ohraseologv in ttre 

-struegil io o"ettt i"w_ Capodistrias and seize

#;ilTft oiipi.itioi ffii supportea by Britain and Franc.e, wEo

[""i"'Oi..iiirilJJ ;ith tnJ-piiiiaent's f6reign economic .policv. In
i'8;i th;6;;4il;il;"i."d 

- 
armed -actiSns against -the . central

iuif,oriii".-iri u ",r*Uii-of 
regions o-f_Greece. Capodistrias was

".Jutii."t"O 
in Naupii" on S"p1?tnu"t 21, 1831, !v Co-nstantine and

a;;;; I\,i;;romixniriil tni.uir. of a prominent feudal familv in the

Flfio"onii"iiri.-Af6i his death civil ri,ar broke out in the country
;;i:i;ffi;; lblt*iil ttrJaicint to the throne of otto of Bavaria,

;il;;; f*"Ld on the Greeks by the "protector states"'

The national liberation revolution of 1821-1829 led to the

or"rttio*-of tt e century-old Ottoman yoke and to the establishment

;i;; ild;p;;d;ad;;ii *iui". rt 
" 

ind6pendence of Greece was first

"ia 
i"iJri"Jt the resuit oi u lottg and stubborn struggle by the Greek
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people and the selfless efforts of many Greek patriots. John
Capodistrias's contribution to the national liberation of Greece from
foreign oppression was a significant one.

NOTES

1 For the text of the letter see: A. Prokesch-Osten, Geschichte des Abfalls der Griechen
vom Tii*ische Reiche, Vol. III, Vienna, 1867, pp. 61{2.

2 rbid., pp.65-67.
3 A. Shidlovsky, "Correspondence of Count J.A.Capodistrias", Vestnik vsemirnoi

isrorii (Herald of World History), St. Petersburg, 1900, No. 5, p. 172.
a N. Schilder, Emperor Alexander the First, His Lile and Rule, Vol. 4, St. Petersburg,

1905, p. 471 (in Russian).
5 A. Prokesch0sten,,op. cit., pp. 89-101.
6 The texts of these letters were published by P. Pogodin. See "Report on the XXXVU

Presentation of the Count Uvarov Awards", St. Petersburg, 1896, pp. 32-35 (in
Russian). Recently they were republished by the British historian C. Crawley, who
did not mention P. Pogodin's publiiation, possibly unknown to him. C. W. Crawley,
John Capodistrias: Some Unpublished Documents, Thessaloniki, 1970.

7 Karamzin's Letters to Alexei Fyodorovich Malinovsky, Moscow, 1860, pp. 66-67 (in
Russian).

Significance of the Cultural Heritage
and the Ways of Preserving lt

BORIS PIOTROVSKY

A characteristic feature of the history of culture is the constant
employment and assimilation of the cultural heritage of past epochs.

Soon after the Soviet power was established Lenin said that in
building up the new, socialist culture all the achievements of world
culture that had formerly belonged to the ruling class had to be used
and made available to the entire nation. In a work headed The
Achievements and Difficulties of the Soviet Powerhe wrote: "We must
take the entire culture that capitalism left behind and build socialism
with it. We must take all its science, technology, knowledge and art.
Without these we shall be unable to build communist society." I

This thesis was lucidly formulated in the draft resolution of the
Proletarian Culture Congress in October 1920: "Marxism has won its
historic significance as ihe ideology of the revolutionary proletariat
because, far from rejecting the most valuable achievements of the
bourgeois epoch, it has, orrthe contrary, assimilated and refashioned
everithing 6f value created in the more than two -thousaqd 

years of
the tievel6pment of human thought and culture."2 Socialist culture
does not emerge in a wilderness; it assimilates all the finest
achievements of the exploiter society.

The handing down of the experience, knowledge, discoveries and
material and spiritual values of the past is an intricate process that
proceeded in different forms in the different epochs of human hlstory.
At all its phases there was an unremitting struggle between the old and
the new,-which brought to light the stable and unstable elements of
culture.

In every culture there are cultural layers of the heritage of
different periods. Some have their roots deep in the ages, others are

B. Piotrovsky, Academician, Director of the Hermitage State Museum, author
bf Archaeology of Transcaucasia; The Van Kinedom (Urartu);
Kirmir-Blur; 1; Urartd', Archaeologia Mundi, Genev a, 1969 (in
English, French and German) 
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new acquisitions.3 The fact of the eiistence of these elemenls of
Iiti"ri"i 

"noihs 
reflects the dialectic of the development of.culture:

on the one hand, strong elements representing the cultural herl_taqe are
preserved, tradition,-which is o-ften-an- indication of ethnic or
fiistoricat iommunity; on the other hand, obsolete elements, so-called
i"*i"ut. holding uf idvancement, are weeded out qn$ replaced by
ni* ete.e"ts coinfo^rming to the changed conditions of the given stage-di 

oJru"pnini- g"t pe-ople are noI alw-ays able.to. determine the
oionressift and regresiive elements of culture, and history provides
itrifii"g examples 6f advancement slowed down undertheimpact of
ietardiing suririvals. This is observed most frequently during the
transitioir from one social system to another. There are two ryay-s-by
wtrictr culture may be renoiated with new elements, -so_me 

of which
are transformed 6lements of the cultural heritage of the past-by
borrowing from without orty developing new elements in one's own
environmEnt without outside interference.- 

TfrJgradual development and transformation of the stable cultural
t oitug"l otitaUte traaitions, and the emergence of new phenomena in
cufturE mirror society's actual life.--. H"* ;;Jthe culrural heritage handed down in different epochs of
human historY?- - 

fn primitive society this was usually_linked with tradition that took
*r"lLi,,, of a grouphtual, in whichihe cult of ancestors, i.e., the
ii""iii. of exierience by inheritance was- clearly discerned. For
iniiun"", among the mouirtain-dwelling Tajiks pottery Yas a purely
ii."tJ occupation, and it was handed down by inheritance. from
ilifti to a"irCtter. The elder potter,w_as recog-nisbd as the custodian
oi-aii traaitiois, rituals and knowledge, anil she-represenled the
put-; spirit of the potters on Earth and-was the continuer of the work
^of decedsed potterS.a

The experience and knowledge of preceding generations were
traniier.iA'by ritual linked with i'he aniestor cult; tradition was the
most wiAespread form of the transfer of the cultural heritage'

Legends were passed on also by word of mouth f_rom-generation to
g""iru:tion, una itinu. easier to mLmorise them if they had a definite
itiyttrm, in other words, were a song.s

Pictorial portrayals known as mnemonic-symbols were also linked
wittr--ancieni-legeinds. These were the beginnings of .a written
language, which*made it easier to hand down the cultural heritage.

In the early states tradition was the principal condilion fg hgr$ng
down eiperiehce and knowledge to_future generations. Traditions
were pariicularly stable in Ancient Egypt. The mode of portraymg
;; il Evpii* drawings was the -iesult o! malv. centuries of
fi;iti"" itritrayAs implicit in the grt of all primitive peop-les.

[ioiiorit,'itli,no acci'dent that in the course of two and a half
mitt"n"iu it e Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs, dereloped-under the first
afi;;i, .f ptraraotrs, iasied on poir'-ayals of the-archaic period of
Egyptiin hiitory, and many of.them were no longer known to
Elyltians of th6 period of recorded historv.
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The festival of Sed (Hebsed), the festival of Egypt's reunifica-
tion, the rebirth of ttre pharaoh and the royal jubilee, which preserved
emblems and rituals originating in archaic times, were celebrated from
the first to the Ptolemy dynasty.

At the same time the tradition in the culture of Ancient Egypt did
not led to stagnation. The productive forces of society and the
material and spiritual cultures developed intensively, Ancient Egypt
influenced greatly the neighbouring countries, and rnaintained close
relations with many countries of the Ancient East.

Foreign influences were processed and, as new elements, entered
the culture of Egypt, which never lost its specific, inimicable
make-up.

Tradition was a way of preserving the cultural heritqge, a form of
ideology, in which the cult of ancest-ors, coming deep from the ages,
was clearly seen. The Egyptians felt this tradition in their day-to-day
life on account of the grandeur and stunning monumentality of the
rclics of the past, such as the great pyramids built by the pharaohs of
the III and IV dynasties.

For three and a half millennia the Egyptians revered their deified
architect Imhotep who built the stepped pyramid and temple complex
of the Pharaoh Znser.

Ancient Egypt was a model of an ancient Eastern despotic
monarchy, where all official culture was determined by the ruling
class. (As is known, in every civilisation Lenin distinguished two
culturei: one of the ruling classes, and the other of the exploited).

The next phase in the development of culture, which influenced a
huge area of the world, is represented by the antique world, chiefly
Ancient Greece. Unlike the ancient Eastern kingdoms, this was a
state without a despotic royal power and without the deep-rooted
traditions of prirnitive society and the Ancient East.

The culture of Ancient Greece took shape under the impact of
Egypt, on the one hand, and of Hither Asia, on the other. But this was
not merely borrowing but a creative assimilation of the cultural
heritage of the major states of the Ancient East. The art of Ancient
Greece was formed in constant struggle between the ideology of the
demos and the ideology of the aristocratic 6lite of the towns. Students
of antique art, who linked the florescence of classic art in Athens in
the 5th century B.C. with the victory of the. democratic forces are
probably right. This victory accelerated the development of realism
and destroyed the fossilised forms of frontal sculpture. A free pose,
movement and facial expression began to be conveyed in sculpture.
Although the Greek temple originated from the ancient temples of
Asia Minor and Hither Asia, which is seen, say, on the example of the
Urartu temple of the close of the fth century B.C. in Musasir
portrayed on the reliefs of the palace of the Assyrian king Sargon, it
acquired features of its own.

While borrowing and assimilating the foreign cultural heritage, the
Greeks evolved their own ideas about beauty, their own ideal
standards of art forms. For instance, the Ancient Greek architectural
orders were established in the 5th century B.C.: Doric, Ionic and
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corinthian, which strongly influenced the culture of the whole ancient
world.- 

Currorrt were evolved in sculpture in the mid-5th century B.C', and
this-iound expression in the- theoretical treatise Congn by the
o.rt.tunairrg sc-ulptor Policletus. This treatise set mathematicalfy^
i"U.iJ"ii"t"d rul6s for sculpturing the human figure. In the art of
e""ient Greece the canons^differEd qualitatively from those of the
e"ii""t East and the Middle Ages, when the interpretation of an
il& ard iconography were linked mainly with religiol and

traditional art tasteis oi tie ruling classes. Canons in Ancient Greece
;tri"ty mirrored the general trenld towards a scientific generalisation
6f a irultitude of elJments of culture borrowed from neighbouring
countries and assimilated into an integral and tlnique .system'---fn" 

Gieeks assimilated the wisdom of the Ancient East and
developed the cultural heritage of that mighty civilisation.- 

The' formation oJ the eripire of Alexander the Great ended a

brilliant period in the history of classical Greek art. when the towns
ioi-i tt eir former significancL and antique democracy declined, a new
art ctriracterised b] religious and artfutic syncretism a-ppeared with
ttre iormation of n6w m6narchies. Hellenic art (from the end of the
+ttr to the lst century B.C.) was unable to surmount_this syncretism
and eclecticism. Deslite the spread and influence of Hellenic culture,
btal iraditions, whilh proved to be very stable, gained strength in
torr"t i". embriced by^that culture. These traditions continued to
aivetop and in some cises even influenced Greek culture. This was a

"i* t,ir. of the cultural heritage that differed entirely f19ry the
t itit"ne of the Ancient East andclassical antique culture. Hellenic

""ii"iE 
po*irfully influenced the culture in Hellenistic states and in

neishbourine territories.- - 
TJra[el "with Hellenistic traditions, the traditions of antique art

werl iontinued in Ancient Rome, which traversed the long and
intricate road from the polis of the local Etruscan culture to a huge

"rnpire 
embracing a large- portion of Europe, North Africa with Egypt,

Asi-a Minor and Hither Asia.- ---etbnCsiae 
the development of true Roman ar!,-narlicylarly portrait

sculpturE, Roman artisticopied noteworthy models of classical-Greek
,rt rit i"t't uve been preserved to our day,-and in this was manifested
an orisinal form of ritilisine the cultural heritage of past ages.- 

A tew period of the his[ory of culture in the East and in the West
op"r"O wiih the fall of Rom,e. Already at the outset of the Middle
Ages the Eastern peoples had mad-e great.advances in culture; many
diicoveries were made in the field of technology, there, were
phiiosophical and religious lystems and incre-asingly close relations
iuiii pio1noted betwe-en regi6ns. D_espite the huge herltagg -received
Uv ttuiin from Hellenic culttire, the Eaitern peoples evolved their own

"itt,rr" 
independently, and the borrowed Greco-Roman art acquired a

"i*'meantig. 
Tradiiions and innovations, the-surmounting of local

,rurrowre.. iln the system of diversified international relations and the
CouiinJ assimilatioir of a heterogeneous cultural heritage, indicative
oi ttr" mediaeval cultures of Asian and North African countries, were
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shown, for instance, at the exhibition of mediaeval Eastern painting at
the Hermitage State Museum (Leningrad) in 1967.

Rome was superseded by Byzantium whose culture consisted of
an intricate intertwining of various traditions and heritages: this could
be seen, in particular, at the exhibition of Byzantine art in collections
in the Soviet Union, which was held at the Hermitage in 1975. A
creative assimilation of the antique heritage with pronounced
spiritualistic elements in religion and mysticismls clearly ieen in the
art of Byzantium.

Byzahtium was superseded by mediaeval feudal states with a new
culture. Intolerance of everything non-Christian and of the culture of
the ancient world began to take shape among the ruling feudal class
and in the church. But this intolerance was non-existent among the
masses, among the urban population. This is exemplified by the
mediaeval towns in the Transcaucasia, where Islam and Christianity
not only lived peacefully side by side but established close relations.

Many outstanding antique monuments were destroyed in the drive
of the ruling class for a new ideology. In the culture of this period the
ascendancy was gained by elements of the cultural heritage for which
antiquity was alien. Nonetheless, antique influence is clearly traced in
the dogmatic art of mediaeval Europe. The renunciation of antiquity
in the Middle Ages was just as natural as the return to monuments of
antique culture during the,Renaissance.

European Renaissance culture 4rose with the birth of capitalist
relations, in the struggle against mediaeval feudal culture; it shed the
dogmatic ecclesiastical character inherent in mediaeval art.

The new bourgeois world outlook led to the appearance of national
consciousness, to patriotic sentiments and, at the same time, to the
wide utilisation of the national cultural heritage. Humanism, a
characteristic feature of Renaissance ideology, contributed greatly to
turning attention to antique culture characterised by secular art and to
art centred on man. But this process was by no means a return to
antique ideology.

Humanism pursued the aim of combating feudal ideology and
helped to evolve the ideology of a new historical epoch, of the epoch
of capitalism. Here, too, the vigorous utilisation of the cultural
heritage had a specific form.

The Renaissance witnessed the beginning of a scientific study of
ancient monuments, and this ushered in a new phase in drawing upon
the cultural heritage of the past. Italian writers and scholars studied
Ancient Greek, looked for old manuscripts and made collections of
antique articles. That was the period witnessing the first scientific
excavations of ancient monuments. For a long time afterwards the
term "archaeology" was applied solely to the study of antique
monuments.

Spectacular discoveries were made in the middle and the latter half
of the lfth century when the great relics of Ancient Egypt and the
monumental sculptures and reliefs from the palaces of Assyrian kings
were found. This was followed by the discovery of totally unknown
cultures-Crete, Mycenean and Hittite. Archaeology began to
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accumulate considerable material shedding light on the high level of
art and culture in forgotten and newly discovered countries.

In Spain archaeologists discovered astonishilg monuments of
distant primitive art; among them were the now famous Paleolithic
drawings discovered in the Altamira Cave in 1876. Then followed the
discovery of cave drawings in France; those- were examples of
remarkatrle primitive art, ii'geneous and appealing.

Major sdccesses were sc-ored in the study of ancient art also.by
ethnogiaphy, particularly in America, Africa and Oceania. The relics
of pri-mitiv6 

-a-rt 
proved io be, to some extent, in harmony with the

quests of artists who departed from pomposity, intricate forms and
profound detail. There was simplicity of form in primitive art which
|ortrayed the characteristics of human beings, animals and plants.
ihe rdpid development of archaeology and ethnography thus led to
the dislovery of hew relics of the ancient cultural heritage that had
been forgotten by men. Science began to popularise thgs.e relics, while
artists used them in their work because at the close of the lfth and in
the 20th century art was in search of new forms.

Many outstanding modern artists used antique art and West
European painting of the 16th-l8th centuries as thebasis of-study. For
instaice, Auguste Rodin had his own collection of antiquities. In the
lfth century- Russian artists sought inspiration in the halls of the
Hermitage, although externally their own works were far from the
models to be found there.

ln The Evolutbn of Moilem Sculpture, Tradition and Innovation
A. M. Hammacher analyses how modern artists-and sculptors use the
heritage of ancient and-contemporary cultures.6 He distinctly-shows
the harmony and direct dependence of some works of Picasso,
Matisse, IUodigliani and othei masters on examples of primitive and
ethnographic art. He reveals the link between the work of the Italian
sculptbr Alberto Giacometti and the archaeological relics of Etruria
dating from the lst millennium B.C.

Hammacher compares some sculptures by Rodin, Bourdelle and
Maillol with the ancient art of Europe, including antiquity, the Middle
Ages and the Renaissance. Sciencb has opened for artists splendid
models of ancient art relating to different stages of development and
conforming to the aesthetic requirements of given epochs, with
requirements that have not lost their significance to this- day.__-Let 

us glance at the work of the eminent British sculptor Henry
Moore, who created such remarkable sculptures as "Atom Piece",
"King and Queen" and "Family Group".

early in his career Moore t6ok a kEen interest in modern African
sculptuie, then in the 1920s and 1930s his attention was attracted
by ahcient Mexico. He created a number of monumental sculptures
whose affinity to Mexican sculpture is seen at the very first glance.
Later, primitivism began to predominate in his work, and he turned to
antique- prehistory, to Cycladic sculptures. Alter a period of
fascihation with constructivism, which.brought him close to Naum
Gabo, a Moore came under the influence of strict Romance sculpture,
and under that influence he worked on a sculpture of Virgin Mary. He
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showed me works produced under the impact of antique art-a
prostrate warrior with a shield, and recumbent women in folded
clothes, which echoed the sculptures of the Parthenon.

Also, my breath was taken away by the exhibition "Picasso and
Antiquity" in the Karlsruhe Museum, which I visited in 1974. With
enviable doggedness Picasso worked on antique images, this being
shown by many of his sketches, some of which were crossed out by
his own hand. The museum's department of antiquities contained
lithographs by Picasso while on display in the hall devoted to his work
were samples of antique ceramics, and this proved to be quite
compatible.

Studies of the work of famous modern artists have convinced me
that no major contemporary artist can do without samples of the
great heritage of the past, despite the fact that his own work may be
ultra-modern.

A feature of human thought is that it cannot create an idea of
somethilg absolulely un|nowi. Logical thought is based on experi-
e_nce and knowledge, and it develops by making secure and combihing
the accurnulated understandable knowledge and discoveries. Without
-drqying upon the achievements of preceding epochs it is impossible to
build a ne'w- culture; advancement can be speeded only byborrowing
from a neighbour with greater experience and knowledge, by drawin[
upon his cultural heritage.

That explains why the question of the ways of preserving and
developing the cultural heritage occupies such an important place in
human history. This question touches upon the national cultures of
the republics of the Soviet Union and the cultures of the developing
nations that have shaken off colonialism and foreign yoke and
embarked upon independent development.

The cultural heritage is an historical category, and if by its
character the development of a national culture does not conform to
socialism and clearly hinders economic and cultural union and
cooperation, the cultural heritage acquires the form of nationalistic
survivals and an idealisation of the past. In this case it will be
gradually rejected.

This fully applies also to the new developing states, where various
development tendencies are to be observeil. Many of them face the
difficult task of givrng effect to major socio-economic reforms while
preserving and developing the progressive features of their national
cultures.

The native language (in an environment with a large range of
languages of different tribes) is sometimes an obstacle to union, in
which case recourse is made to bilingualism with the language of the
former colonialists adopted as a common language.

Ethnographic and historical data indicate that in all epochs of the
existence of human society there were many cases when bilingualism
and trilingualism were a reality. Multilingualism became particularly
pronounced in the motley urban population of the Middle Ages and
the subsequent epoch. 
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In view of the fact that many cultural workers of the new states
studied in Western Europe, there have been cases where West
European art that has no link whatever with the cultural heritage of
their-homeland was transplanted directly to their countries.

Take the example of the Arab Republic of Egypt-,-where the-local
intelligentsia begari to develop rapidli in the latter half of the lfth and
the flrst haH df the 20th ientury. The noted Egyptian sculptor
Mahmud Muhtar (1891-1934) studied in Cairo and in Western Europe.
While strongly iniluenced by Rodin, he did not depa,rt in his work
from the pri-n6iples of Ancieit Egyptian art. From-the heritage of the
past he tobt< ttrti monumentality, gbneralisation and expressiveness of
iorrn. The breath of antiquity is felt in his sculptures, but at the same
time his work is very modern.

On the other hand, Ramses Younan, an artist of a younger
generation, brought to Egypt abstract painting which was totally alien
[o the heritage bf the past. In the art of modern EgyPt one can
frequently find not only stylisation in keeping with ancient culture
(the worls of Kamal ibeid, conveying pre-dynastic, dynastic and
islamic ceramics) but also a faithful copy bf antiquity (decorations in
the work of Aida Abdel-Kerim).

On the example of modern Egyptian art one clearly discerns three
orientations inh6rent in the new developing states: utilisation of the
basic principles of the national art of the iast, the transplanting of
afien, borroived art, and the copying of ancient art. A bitter struggle
rages between the first two- brientations, and in that- -struggle
trinsplanted foreign art sometimes gains the upper hand and local art
loses'its national-colour. The dev-elopment of a national cultural
heritage or the assimilation of borrowed art cannot but affect the
destinv of a national state.

Sticialist nations develop not through fusion and assimilation,
but by drawing closer to other nations while -pr-eserving their own
culturE with tf,e entire wealth of its national forms and socialist
content. National forms are determined by the cultural heritage
developed entfuely in conformity with ttre socialist ideals.

Suci, in brief, is the role of the utilisation of the heritage of the
past in the culture of different epochs ar_rd some regularities of that
inocess. It is quite evident that no culture can be built without
ileveloping the achievements of past generations.

NOTES
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The Nature of the Aesthetic Sign

iIIKHAIL KHRAPC}IENKO

The place and role of sign phenomena in art culture has been
appraised in different ways by various representatives of presentday
philosophy and art studies. The opinions expressed range from a
complete denial of sign processes in literature and art to their
recognition as the main feature of'artistic creativity. Those who hold
the latter stand proceed from the idea that literature and art as a
whole, like other forms of man's spiritual activities, possess the
nature of a sign. Charles Sanders Peirce, one of the founders of
present-day global semiotics, has emphasised the universal significan-
ce of-signs; he holds that "every thought is a sign",r thereby eitending
the _sigrt concept to all areas of human thought. In his opinion, sign
qualities are inherent, not only in thought but in the emotibns as well.
"Everything in which we take the least interest creates in us its own
pa{icular emotion, however slight this may be. This emotion is a sign
and a predicate of the thing." 2 Since artistic creativity is inseparadle
from thought and emotions, it should also be seen as 

-a 
sign

phenomenon.
A.. Cassirer, who advanced the symbolical theory of human

consciousness and behaviour, saw- mants main feature iir his being a
creator of symbols (animal symbolicum). In his opinion, any spirit[al
culture is nothir-rg brrt a sign, a co!e. Similar ideas were dev-etoped Uy
I-. Vygotsky, -the Soviet psychologist, who wrote: "...Signifiiatbi,
i.e., the creation and-use of signs, is man's main and m"osdgenerai
activity,. that which, in the psychological sense, distinguishEs man
from animal...".3

Academician M._Khrapchet*o is Academic Secretary of the USSR Academy
o_f S.cte1gis' Department ol Language'aid Literature, and 'a

Lenin Prize-winner. He has writtei numerous wo*s on iroblems
pf .RLlsi,cn classical literature and the theory ol literaturc,
including_The Writer's Creative Individuality arid ttre Devebpl
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However, as we see it, the principles of slobal s-emiotics cannot be
recoinised as correct and well-grounded: th€y do not-stand -up-to
critii-ism from the positions of prbsentday science and the methodo-
locv of dialectical materialism. The interaction between man and
Nilure, their interlinks, develop on the basis of human consciousneag
Ueinc a relativelv equivalent ieflection of actual phenomena. It is
Uecirse thinking-is nbt divorced, in principle,,from-!e!ng, and-that it
registers and suirmarises features of the aCtual world that mankind is
able to penetrate ever deeper into the secrets of Nature and make use
of her iesources to sqtisfy its needs and achieve technological and
social progress.

Leiin'I theory of reflection, which has established the umty 9f
Uei"c ind thinkini, attiims man;s activity, the reflectiorf of realiiy in
nis riina being neither contemplative nor passive: it contains a lile[V
reaction to min's surroundingi and is a soirce of action. In this, it is
social practice that provides-the touchsto:te to the degree-in which
represdntations of rellity that have taken shape or undergo change are
tnre or false.

It does not at all follow hence that signs play no significant role in
the cognition of reality. Their signi:licance consists, first and
foremoit, in their accumirlating seieniific experience, the outcome of
numerous researches. In tliis capacity, they are an -essential
component and an effective means oi gaining an understanding of the
worlh around us.In science,however, signs and sign systems are

created, not with the aim of substituting I fixed system of
conventional symbols for a cognition of reality grgunded in the
reflective capacitv of man's consciousness, but of continuously
developing aid peifecting that cognition. The systematic employment
of sig"i ii varibus areai of scie-nce does nof affect the essence of
cosnftive processes. In this sense, sign systems in sciQnce do not
poisess th^e universal ontological significance that some adherents of
itoUat semiotics would endow them with.- While aesthetic signs have a specific function to perform, they,
too, do not possess properties of universality. Only those phenomena
in art havda sign irature whose meaning and essence consist in a
mediated "testitony" to reality in the hurnan thoyght they are
indicative of. However, the great variety in the deyelopment of art
c"nnot be reduced to iust tf,at. Judgements on the universality of
aesthetic signs are not,-in our view, grounded in actual facts.

At the sime time, while theories that defend the global sign nature
of man's spiritud activities cannot be regarded as vqlid, the same also
applies to i,iews that deny the significanfpart play-ed by signs and sign
siStems in everyday [fd, for we quite frequently come up lsaiqst
ficts of their eiistbnce.'As we s-ee it, thCre is no room for the
viewpoint that sign processes are alien to literatue and art by the very
nature of the latter.

It should be stressed that a denial of signs and sign systems in art
culture is voiced from two completely different angles. The adherents
of extreme subjectivist arrd abStract-iormalist trends in art eschew all
and every 

. 
coielation of works of art with actual objects and
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phenomena. From their point of vicw, any product of creativity ir
absolutely autonomous, self-contained, and independent of social
life. That is why they rise up against the establishment of any nexuseg
and correlations between art and reality; they are also opposed to tho
recognition of aesthetic signs designating existent objects, as well as
to actual phenomena expressed in art culture. Thus, some semiotici-
ans are doubtful of the link between signs and objects and processes
of reality, whose independent existence and significance they
emphasise. It is obvious that any sign that does not relate to the
phehomenon it signifies, to some idea, is a logical absurdity. Still
more remarkable, however, is the rejection by some researchers of
the sign notion itself because of its denoting something that actually
exists. Such views have been most consistently voiced by the French
scholar J. Kristeva,.for whom, as an adherent of an abstract-formalist
approach to literary phenomena, any "presence" of reality in a work
of 

-art is unacceptablt.a
The denial of signs and sign phenomena in art and literature

coming from those who stand for the concept that works of art should
contain an ext6nsive roproduction of life is bdsed on the premise that,
in one way or another, literature and art refleet actual processes in
reality, man's life; at least, should convey them. Anything that
infringes the principle of a truthful depiction of reality, of man's life,
lies, in essence, beyond the realm of genuine art..From this point of
view, phenomena that are called aesthetic signs haVe no direct bearing
on an aesthetic cognising of the world.

While the falseness of ideas of the non-contiguity of art and reality
is fairly obvious, the views on sign processes in art harboured by
those who stand for the identity of the truth of life and that of art
deserve critical comment. Scholars who deny the role of aesthetic
signs do not take sufficient account of the variety in art forms, which
is revealed in the historical development of art. There can be no doubt
that an aesthetic cognition of the world is expressed, not only in a
realistic analysis and synthesis of phenomena of reality. With all the
specific features in the links between social life,on the one hand, and
mythological art, Romanticism and Symbolismron the other, the latter
are also particular varieties of an aesthetic attitude towards the world.

Even a superficial glance at the history of art will show that, in
different periods of history, artists have made extensive use of such
aesthetic signs as symbols and allegories, without which it is
impossible to understand European mediaeval art, for example, or the
art of other times and peoples. In mediaeval literature and art,
symbols and allegories were that inherent mode of embodying ideas
and emotions which gave the fullest expression of the essence of the
artistic thought of the period.

Many other kinds of aesthetic signs also exist. For instance,
stereotypes hold a predominant place in the presentday mass culture
of capitalist countries. In essence, these are undoubtedly signs of a
special kind. The mass-produced characters in the numerous
detective and psychopathological novels and films, far from reflecting
reality, provide substitutes for it or, to put it more precisely, divert the
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reader or viewer from the actual processes in life, from its
contradictions and conflicts. Gaudy and obstreperous variations of
one and the same characters, motivations and situations do, in fact,
exert a strong influence on the mass "consumer" of art.

Aesthetic-signs also differ in some of their inner propertie-s and in
the function they perform. At the same time, they- possess features
which draw thein-close to other categories of signs. "A sign...is
something which stands to somebody for something in-spmg respect
of capaclty.... The sign stands for somethi{r8, ils obiecf is how
Charl6s Peirce has desiribed the essence of signs.s A representation
of reality is how the French linguist Emile Benveniste has described
what he'considers the most impbrtant feature of signs in general and
laneuaee sisns in particular. "Ii is the role of a sign to represent and
takE thl plaie of aihing operating, as its substitute to the mind." u This
is a thotight it is hardlo argue with, but it should be supplemented.
Signs ar6 substitutes, not-only for actual objects-but-also for
pr6cesses, as well as human representations and ideas. Its substitutive
iunction ii one of the main indicatlons of a sign, but not the only one.
A sign possesses other properties and functions as well.

I; ionsidering the 
- feitures of aesthetic siglts, one should

emphasise that ttie process of substitution in the sphere of art often
takis the shape of 

-a personification of phenomena and of human
qualities and ideas. As a mode of the artistic cognising o!-r.eality,
rjersonification is to be met in the art of different periods of history.
ihior to the Middle Ages, it was widespr€ad in the art of antiquity.
With artists of the Aenaissance and the period of Classicism,
personification appeared in another quality. For instance, Albrecht
^Diirer, the outstanding German Renaissance artist, made frequent
recourses to allegory as a form of personification to embody his
creative ideas. In his telebrated "Apocalypse" series of woodcuts, the
artist allegorised such things as wain plague, justice and courts of law,
and so oi. His well-known woodcuts'"The Knight, Death, and the
Devil", and "Melancholia" were in the same vein.

In its concretely sensual indications and in its function, personifi'
cation, like other i<inds of aesthetic signs, quite often comeq into
close contact with synthetic art images that have no mediated link
with reality but are d-ynamic generaliiations of life's phenomena and
their deveiopment. If is often hard to distingrrish exte-rnally between
synthetic arf images and aesthetic signs, bgt that should not lead to the
c-onclusion that no clear-cut line of division exists between them.

While aesthetic signs are substitutes for actual phenomena and
embody human representations and ideals, a synthetic artimage is a
reflection of procEsses taking place in the lives of people. This is
uridoubtedly a trigtrty important distinction. To understand this
distinction 

-correcily, it ihould be borne in mind that both a
substitution of aestlietic signs for reality and the latter's reflection in
svnthetic art images have numerous facets. Reflection of reality is not
one and the sam;first and foremost in various branches of art. While
it is most often effected in literature, paintrng and sculpture in the
form of a depiction of man and the world about him, reality is
ta

reflected in the field of music and also of lyric4 poetry by meanq.gf,

the expression of human emotions and ideas. The reflection.ot lrte
iii" iitiiii i. the modCi in which it is effected in different periods of
triitorv and in different art trends. The direct links between a'.rriifi6ti" irt i.aei and actual reality in no way precludes,-not only a

b6;A;;"ci oT-u"tttietic generalisations but- also their unequal
expression in volume and-dePth. .-.-'ifre 

itrougtrt is sometimei voiced that it is difficult and- even
i-oosiitte tddra* a line of distinction between a synthetic art image
unfi "" 

u".tt etic sign, on the basis of the attitude towards reality. Just

liil ;-.d;; u"-ntt-imuge is, as it were, a substitute for objects and

,t ino*Jn" of reality. A picture, sculpture or literary work acquaints
i. *itt .o."thing'fre did not know-before. In a certain sense, the
i*"nii-nir"" rti"pl in these works are substitutes for the reality that
ffi;-foll;ii iilteciio" in them and which they present to the. reader or
viewer. According to this viewpoint, an art image is nothing but an

iconic sicn.-- i;#";r, all this is far removed frorn the truth' As we have
AreaOv poinieO out, an art image does not always possess depictive
featur6s. Thus Charles Morris, the US scholar, attempt€d_to examlne
ffi;[ f"i"ilitJp"Jiii"". of its depictive.signs,.whi'ch did.not and

;;rlA;;i i;aa trim to any serious cbnclusions, since music has long
been known to be an expressive art. T-he link bet{veen a musical lmage
;a;;;iit, h diflerent fiom that of an image in 4rain{ing., for exa{Ple'
-.- gut 

"{"n 
when a sinttretic art image iontains depictive qlali1iel,

its s-eise;;i ;ili"c c"""ot be reduded to a Substitution -of what is
;;"t- 

-Sil;-riseatcti"rs, 
who insist that ar1 iryagg performs the

i""itio" of denotation and substitution, emqhasise its similarity to
what it reflects. This stand, however, is quite insufficient lbr any

creative generalisation.--tir" 
"l.""ii of u i,nthetic art image consists, not in the simple

r"niiii"tion oi tt " extLrnal features o-f actual phenomena but in a
iiiltitio" of their deep-lying qualities, the trends in the-development
lif'"i"ii-i.O io"iety. it i. dUrious that, in-any emb.odiment of the
ilri;;i: considiraUi" import"r"e also attaches-to a depiction of the

;fi;b[ -;ffi;;i;iitti|s' that distinguish one .phenomenott, from
uno:rtro. However, suCh traits are highly useful-and essential only
;ir;-ihtt heip cbttney the leading-nlnciples that determine the
i'ri"tiJ id"t,iiii of r"atitv and peoplE'6 [ves. 4! l9"g as thev rgm?m
merelv indications of similarity, they play a definite part in reducrng
art to the level of unpretentious illustrations.
--itrJ-Oiiiinttions liet*een an aesthetic sign and-a synthetic art
irn"n" io- noi'i,6ii1irt-Jnii i" J oittli"nce beiween the principles of'iiiuiiitrii.. 

ot-pt inorn"ni of reality, and their reflection. There exist
il;,1ili afifftiv; indications, irimely, that an aesthetic sign is'riil"ri i"rrJ.ii"nal, while a synihetic ait image cor-rlains- something
;";;;d;;;ipiiiea'wnich aff6cts and changes established notions of
reality.---e6sttretic 

signs are conventional because of their inner nature. As
Oenot":ti6"i oi-ilUjecti, pfienomena and ideas, they can function with
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full force only if understood and recognised by certain social strata or
at least by some group of people. Without this recognition an aesthetic
sign is non-existent. Its conventional basis can be very broad and
quite narrow. An aesthetic sign is often used by various strata of
society and a vast number of people, but it often caters for a fairly
exclusive circle of connoisseurs. All this, however, does not change
the essence of an aesthetic sign.

Of course, an understanding of an artistic image by its art
'tonsumers" is essential for its effective functioning, but in this case
that is not the outcome of some socio-aesthetic convention but is a
dynamid absorption of the results of an artistic cognition of the world.
Bosides-and this is very important-major creative generalisations
are often denied immediate recognition by readers, viewers and
lsteners. Without ceasing from being profound artistic discoveries,
they may be latent for a time because they are not objects of active
ptblic interest and do not exert any major public influence.

An essential distinction between an aesthetic sign and an artistic
rpage is also re.vealed in the structure of their.meanings. An aesthetic
sign posscsses a property which can be described as a striving for its
npaning to be invariable. A sign usually F)ssesses a stable
significance and resists any multiplicity of interpretation, at least for a
definite period of time. That is natural. Any multiplicity of the
meaning attached to a sign hampers its existence, a certain constancy
of understanding being an important condition for a sign to function.
Indeed, if a denotation changes its meaning, its relation with what is
denoted loses the permanence which determines the regular func-
tioning of a sign.

In the Middle Ages, signs, including the aesthetic, often had
several meanings, which however were themselves canonised. The
possibility of their being interpreted in different ways was in certain
measure constant. Yet the stability of an aesthetic sign cannot be
regarded as an absolute magnitude: its conventional uhderstanding
can gradually ctagge under the impact of various social causes, so
that it is perceived and interpreted in a new way. However, it is a
definite norm for an aesthetic sign to have a single meaning over a
definite period.

In his defence of a symbolical interpretation of art, the French
semiotician Roland Barthes insists that, as a symbol, a work of art
contains a plurality of meanings. "A.work," he writes, 'tontains
several meanings simuhaneously because of its structure, and not
because of any disability in those who read it. That is exactly why it !s
symbolical: a symbol is not an image but a plurality of meanings."T

Barthes's ideas are erroneous, first and foremost, because he
attributes a symbolic nature to all art and to the most various of its
phenomena, this running counter to the real facts. At the same time,
Barthes is not inclined to regard symbols as a mode of the artistic
cognising of the world, from the historical viewpoint. He has
transferred to aesthetic signs the plurqlrty of meanings that is actually
inherent in a synthetic artiitic image. This is untenabfe as a whole, and
is an expression of the shortcomlngs in the universal theory of 6igns
illO

EL'i'x:F3F-"t;fl 'HHL$i*i-f iffi tffi?*,{i'"1tql1i
i."i- in the spirit of subje-ctivism; he

obiective content undiir" ii:Olni"iiii<it al nature-of the generalisation

IJi,iiili ri'ilil#ti;-fii.iil il;-Ce' It is these that-make for the

;;ilfiiil,y ;r'it;'dffifi;;T;;d ;q q,a;;'t;d in dirrerent term s't
'--g-;.idli everythirig'else, a synthetic art image \as !he. notable

Hfr[r?it*'i',;:r?5:#:t::'llmi'*tr[B1:f;iiln'l.".lf't"1i
,'i#'rrt',.i,vil;;.' miti,.;-fi iiissing various f eature s related to the

ft;"";tl;;6'oi u" ",ii.ii"'i..ii, 
it-"r" phenomena of reality endow it

$i,h;;;;il"rd;I;iff ;,i.il;i.tuTff.,'J,il,i:if, 
,:iT$'3Jr',:eniuing generatioir s of re aders, view ers and,li.s!?l :Il ;, -1 111,t^t^ P3-t .

il;il?:i. its most rutio.rs manifestations,life literally pufsates in an

JIilii iiriig,i ffir" too--t*", on a differdnt olane-the distinctions

il;;iihffirif*. UJtin"e"-u,i ,ttntd image'and an aesthetic sign,

ffih itr ;iriting towards stability of meaning'

*{.:i

The adherents of the global congept- of symbols and signs plac-e

narticular stress on tti'idnlmunicaiird functions. of signs in general,

Iffi; Jl;idffi".i"ing tiriii- mail r""t r" in this. of- course, their

;ffi il"i;;ti; iG"fi d' il u.o-"e ttt". chief propert'"-:- ol 
?"^'.ft "'i"iii"il-Brl"whenthevembodv-aesth"i",nlrr#;yfJ,5i"ilr"Hr$i

disigned to enable people to communicate
signs beins 

"n "r."rriilui-d*iiiiJ 
Ji-ihat intercourse. Howevgr, far

ilffi b;ffi diitinct iii'*'ii6iiottrer iurrctions., the c.ommunicative

iiri,&#i'' Sti""JiiiliiJ Jiil. iiJ"tot"tv linked with the latter' ryith all

iilJii"'r,ii"iii" t""li"r"-r, utiit itl" signi cannot be fully separated from

an artiitic cognition of realitY.

Man's striving to assimilate his world in terms of images and to

n"niiiii.l ii-iild; b;ia;$;;ion already in the early stages of the
ifiliiiiiliit-"i-"n-iiiii ;d foremost in primitive man vividlv
;ili#r#;'";;"4;dil; *a iiiiie"'ines thi wild animals he sees

;'d-dffi?r.-tt" imui".Eiiiiuti. 6t ttte various animals reveal a

i'".ir"io i"giit"r-fi?i6"Uiy-t* titua^ p"looses -their characteristic

features, movement; 
"ia-U&r"ri"ui.-e't 

tt-re sam.e time, cave drawings

often show *or" io'"r"ntii"aiJJa ano mediated forms of links

between man and Nature.
I{ere is what A. Stolyar, a student of -primitive artr-has had to say

"b#itil-pril;iieJoi 
Liu,iritications of its relics: "If we-take as a

Ii"oiriii"*t'"riiifio" 
-gf -ft-rriti"C art its division according to its

L%ilii;;"il;iiilLt[ir'n irOi, how individual aspects of its creative
oeiceotion is conveyed) we shall come up against three basrc.g1oxps

6f refics: those thaf convey definite topics, sign or symbo[cal rellcs,
and the rhythmical ot ornamental."" 

ff'



A definite interest is presented.by this schorar's opinion, not onryas. regards the three types of priniitive p66riJ;ft]tfi' aiso ttrerelations between ttr-eni. "The rbre oi ia^ctr "i th"*'c;;;piin theoverat inception and developme-nt of 
"rJ"ti"iiy il;[.l;;;;al. Anexceptional place belonss to the pt"i irli-i *t ii,ri ii'-til timedoubttessrv presented thl basic striam ;i 

"'L,"tiity, Jipi'"'i"rii-ii
apRraiqed with the yeardstick of aesthetic enrichmen[.;' et-it" .u,n"tlme, this researcher goes on- to remark, ..tiieiJis iiaso, io'ietievethat, in the earlv .114:,,of the develofh-dt of ;ri,iirl.' jiot'torr,
which .was based dirEct$ on an image'-ot reality and reliected the

['i!iijl,f:i*i"qi.?:,:,l;ffi _ll[:l:''':,i,,*.t.t*i*"::t:extreme degre.e 9f generalisalion in tni aipigiigiiol i" J"ii." ,,iui""t,
gl i BT lhat,is important in- meaning, and ttriirLi"-*tio" to-tirl r"reror a finear scheme oroduced sign symbols, while the rhythmiial andthe comp^ositionat iepetition 

"iihl iaitii muttiplied the ornamentatmotifs."lo
other researchers-have also noted the appeaiance of aestheticqignp on the basis of .pictoriai prin"firir.,'-ii.,;i;E;i^.Jt".utic

depict-ions in the devel6pmeni o? ;"li';; and art is distinctly to be
.:::lrr-r.l l1:!1nc€, in the' wide .p.*o oi lieri rii,ioiii, i"iii"'Sr",wnlch vanous peoples lave depicted as dis-s, wheels,lnd so on. Atthe same time, there ha.s tak6n phce an lmportant process of the
!y{igl:f sigls, consisting 11 it;Eri"ssi'on of ttrE properties otone oDJect or Dhenomenon with the aid of a depictioir oi anottrer

i+tttilff*:T,11'J"ff i.LlTs.ii,,li 
j"T,:i;,11i":i"iTJ,,tr;:,"fj

art' air was deoicted pictori-ally i,ittr tr,J-"io;i6,i;a-iE;;,1liilvater,bv drawings,it risnl. vl-rioui .prii." J rt'r,""ii'. ii6;;i;"i"picteo
throu-gh drawings of trees, and'so on. 

--
what was "invisible" to the eye, less comprehensible and farremoved from the mind found exprdssion witt iiiE 

"iu-"?iiiJtiiiihiiithe.tangible- and the obvious. a ri".Lii6r sirioiirs i[iiri"iii"iti*1".and metaphors were- -the mosi ;"idi means of the aestheticperc-e-ptlon- of the wortd. A metaphoiwtriin rrau ui";;;;";i, t".,established came into frequent'rG, irfii-idl,lili;"i:,.ii"irJ'sign.
Folk poetry, as is common't<nowG-oge;T. t ifi of i.t"urirt,iirpitt 

"tr,similes and metaohors depicting afia;; ;. uiiii,-6""i.ti irtt., o,plants. Surely thii is a noiabre ina"u-tiir" of the way aesthetic signsappeared.

^,^3-: _lT_T",..^ expresse{ in.an established metaphor is no doubtcrcsery rerated to personification which, howev-er., invotvio a iiirlvwide range of pheiromen" i" ifiJ""ifv-.it"g", of the development ofculture and art. rt was intlmat"ii rir*ih, i"Tl, iirfil";;, ;tii'i,"n',
&!tl:ii":'"*i::ill'.ffi 

u?iiil3.*sJo;*"*lFii$t"t*"x'Jli
personification.

,_-h "h*lcterising 
distinctions and continguities in synthetic artistic

l?:fff ,"fi ','Jf l,rl"jl,'j*t?,il,,rmim:i*,#iiit",3ii*[*,r:r,;
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pointe{out, include-s "the possibifiiy of the flight of fantasy from
-me-'." -t'rom the angle of its results, a "flight of fantasy" may iirdicate
both a broader depiction of.reality- and ateparture fr6m any attempt
to reveal its actual proDerties, a departureinto the labvriritti of tfie
illusory.Such "divergencies" make tor i better dde;6;aine of the
essence of aesthetic-signs and iheir historical i;te. In iilTurtte,
developm-ent of a4, aesthetic signs, which owe their ippiu.-"e to
the need for-artisticgeneralisatiois, on the one hand pr"i'eiuJalin oni
ryay or another, their specific link with an embodimdnt of the rlal ind
char-acteristic, but on-the other often appeared as oenoiatlons ot
e,stablished.re.presentations of the supra--sEnsual and ttri-irreriisticl
they operated as canons of stereotypes which replace a genuine
picture of life.

^.-T?!: ,yB p.rocesses were constantlV-iqtertwining and clashing,
lle persorurrcatlon of phenomena of life and of ideas-theii
"humanisati6l"-pf[sn pioving, not simply a mode oiitriii--denota-
tion, a kind-of sienal, but also iineans of ehuooying proiouna truman
emotions, thoughts arrd aspirations. A substituti6n ior aCiuat ouii"tr,
or an e-xprqs-sion of ideas referring to the illusory and the unreat"otteri
merg-ed- with_ 3 direct revelation of men's 6arty quaiiiies, ttreir
psy-ch-ology. of course, the degre-e in which an aesttretii sign is iepGl;
with dynamic human content differs in various tristoriia Eiicumstan-
ces,_depending lot so much on the features of the aenotation iisetf as
on the impac! of the earthly, the sensual-on the artistic consciou.ness,
its contraposition to the abstract and the illusory.

The dual nature of aesthetic signs perhaps stairds out in particular
relief in the role syrnbols have pliyed in ari. e iimuoi mailiaa tnc
reader or viewer away into the spliere of the irralional, tt Jtauvrinttr
of !!e mystic4_, whilc at the sami time being a mea"s,irgildrtild;
reality. ASt"ul human qu{ities, man's inner iorld, htv;bE;;i;itffiii
expressed in many mythological symbolical imiges of antique art
created by _Dante,-Goethe, Byron, and many other 6utstandine ivriters
an{ poets. Powcrful expression of man's erirotions ano iipiraEons areto be seen in the religiq,us paintings_of such outstandinf p.i"tirs asGiotto, Raphael, Micfrehndeio i"fi-nu-ttev.
- The history of world art shows that an aesthetic sign now departs
f.rom a synthetic artistic-image, now approaches it. lt?ten taip"ns
that .an aesthetic sign, which-becomes iiansformed togethei wifii the
mobile non-canonic principles that have penetrated iI, acquires the
teaturesrand properties of an artistic image. on the other-hand, an
artistic. imagq sometimes turns into a sigi as a result of iiiquent
repetitio-{r and a kind of attrition and autoiatism. In particular, irany
outstanding-wqr-ks of Russian icon-painting. may be citeo ai ivprcdt
ex-amples of a blending of aesthelic sign_s iith dncanonic princii,tii.
Like many other paintings on religious-themes, icons are-u'ndeii'tood
and appraisgd lo{ay otherwise than they were in the past, includins
the times of their appearance. However, changes iri the aesthetiE
lmpact ot slgns.-ln this case, of such canonic signs as icons_depend
less on..their sign.properties than on the measure and the degr6e in
which they embody non-sign qualities. 

tn,



To anyone who is religious, an icon is an obje-ct of worship that
ur*ii.?i,Irini'iiri*"i -J.Jn3" of communion with the kingdom of
t'"i"!";"i. "., ifrCy pre.i"i nA"e and interest only.if. thfY Brle vivid
;;;;;fi;;';*'i;;iioni andthoughts. his siiqtual wbrld' It is
;;h-i;;6tii it at were profoundlv expressed in the works of the
H.iiri;;iirJ-Ji nuiiiuli icon-paintin!, this alongside the canonic
ideas.'--rt" 

stability ln sign-meaning rye have-spoken of should lot bc
iAentitiea wittr it e natirre of the objects and phenomena they refer to.
A sisn denotes not oniy what has laken shape in some measure, but
;h;-';h;iilalvJtoping; it indicates, not only the conservative aspects

"fiftJ 
-U"t 

"tso 
iti dynimic features. For initance, a laure.l wreath has

;ffi;t" ;i;t;iiri'J" outstanding-achievement; a torch stands for
;i[it,#d;ia"a piogre.s; a reilbanner symbolises the revolutio-
nary struggle, and so on.
--LiiJr"ffit"'and art often contain symbols and signs that character-
ise piotJst a"O a stnrgel, for a bettir world, a siriving to establish
iir.ti* 

-".i 
h,irra"i.,".T)rpical of such aspirations are such works as

's1"Jir"r;i'-liri*t-t rrt -tliaowa and riistorical Writings of thc
ffi;;lLlr il";ffi;i nvrcvi" . Prc metheus IJnb o und is f ull of svmbols

"nO 
oeisoniiications, tiiityricat drama containing -such.characters 

as

Eaitt: oiei;: o";il';b'uiigtiets, the Phantasm 6f Jupiter' t[e spiril
of the Earth, the Spirit of the Moon, the Furies, and so on. Ijacn oI
ifr"-rii. 

"ri-i111&ai:mg;i 
of some principle of life, and manv of its

iii""it6it"tlo"i. fne mui, 
"t 

araitei-nbmetheus is ulte$y opposed
i; M;;G;]J "n.i"i*il"i, 

tritCfeur 
""0 

deception he is suSiected
;;. A;-;d;a tieht".ioifiEeoom ot thought and fibertv, he-dreams of
the triumph of iustice, love and truth throughout the -world'"'-Til;;;tte.'al.itiuing the liberation of Prometheus and the
e1n"iioni*O tropes-Uorn-of that liberation are a view of a-radiant
il;;;-.;ri;n tJ5f mankind's future. Together with certain ele-ments

;i';t.;pl"ffi; i*,-"ri"t i" Prometheus 
-rJnbound,- Shelley's lvrigl

Oi"ru'ai-i-*t oG, u"O it. iharacters as mythological symbols, contain
ceneralisations of an imposing scale.
'-il.iririt;J-Hi;ii;;i'witTit also contain a number of forceful
n"roJ.-iiii, rii" il"ti""r, Uui, rintiie Shelley,-he has endowed acttral

iiislori"a pirr6n"g"i t"itfr, itiihn"fti"J of feiiless patrioas, he.ralds of
ideas of ireedom and fighters against social evil. In thrs case'
friiiorical Dersonases are iot depiited in their actual lives .but as

;;fr;;-rf;;tt"fi-t.ft, emotioirs and aspirations., this with the

il;;; ;f t-h;;ft iti,L to the poet's contimporaries as models of
clvlc courage.-- 

u.inc th-e method of romantic art, Ryleyev generalised the various

"t "r-aciEriiti"J 
oi trisioriial personiges, 

-attributing features of an
iGil;";"titi to itre connibt some-ot dtrgm yef. eqgaged in against
ifii-ruiiir of ttrisocieiv tt 

"y 
lived in. In this, the id_eal, as depicted by

i{"tivev- was often fir reinoved from the actual. Thus Artemeus
nei;ili,i. 

" 
piomini"t politician of the times of Peter I, Cath-erine- I,

;;';il};il";* A"nu-to""novna' wa-s in n9 way distinguished for
rAcA 

"o"fictions 
or clearly expressed sentiments of social protest.
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His rivalry with tlie royal favourite Biron ended in his execution.
With Ryleyev's Volynski the historical figure is not only a patriot and
devoted to good works but is also a sworn enemy of tyranny.

Similar principles in the depiction of the main characters are also
to be seen, with various modifications, in several of Ryleyev's other
historical works. A depiction of an historical character as one
cndowed with ideal features was a sign of the lofty nonns of human
behaviour which the poet considered essential to his contemporaries.
In this case, aesthetic signs were a kind of characteristic of
progressive features that were qppearins in society and had a strong
inlluence on the youth of the time.

The sign features manifested in some of Shelley's and Ryleyev's
romantic works do not mean that Romantic art possesses a sign nature
in essence. Its forms and content are far more complex, since
Romanticism has revealed various creative trends.

Its emotional key is a most important feature of an aesthetic slgn.
While many other signs are marked by neutral representation,
aesthetic signs contain, internally and structurally, a definite emotion-
al factor. This refers to all and any modes of aesthetic
denotation: personification, symbols, allegories and so on. Any
sphere of aesthetic signs that has taken shape in one way or another
gfves vent to various kinds of ernotional expressiveness, often ranging
from the tragic to the comic, and from the sublime to the repulsive and
horrible.

Besides a non-homogeneous mode of denotation, the above-
menti6ned instances of aesthetic signs often reveal differences in
their dominating emotion4l ideas. While Prometheus Unbound is a
blend of lyricism and tragedy imbued in the finale with notes of joy
and radiance, a number of Ryleyev's historical writings have a
different tonality-the heroic, or rather the heroic imbued with a
sense of self-sacrifice. The struggle against tymnny and for the
triumph of reason and liberty called for great sacrifices, which
Ryleyw considered fully justified. He was sure that the example set
by those standing in the forefront would be taken up by the others
who followed them.

The distinction between an attitude towards reality as expressed in
synthetic artistic images and the emotional key registered in aesthetic
signs is beyond doubt. In synthetic artistic images, the tonality of a
work and its various parts merges both with the depiction of man's life
and with the expression of his emolions and strivings. At the same
time, the emotional key in aesthetic sign conveys, in one way or
another, principles of duty or else characterises actual objects and
phenomena in a mediated fashion.,- For instance, the difference in the tonality of the eight allegorical
figures standing in the Place de la Concorde in Paris and symbolising
Fiance's main cities are indirect denotations of differences in actual
phenomena of reality. Any analysis of works of art on religious
themes, for example, will show that Christian symbolism is marked by
a poetical treatment of humility, forgiveness and suffering, while
TiSeto-Mongotan religious symbolism is dominated by a cult of cmel
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and menacing forces of the other world, a cult of fear of such forces.
The prinEiples of obligations were expressed differently, for

instance, in the emotional key marking allegorical depictions of
human virtues and vices in the period of Classicism. The very
sequence in which human qualities were divided into positive and
negative, as well as the emolional character of the allegories testify
eloquently to an embodiment of what ought to be accepted. Norms
reveal themselves distinctly in the depictions, not only of positive but
also negative qualities in man.

The-emotional key of aesthetic signs, and the attitude towards
reality expressed in iynthetic artistic images, with all their differ-
enceC, uniloubtedly draw signs and images closer together. They do so
far more than the principles of artistic generalisation which, in certain
circumstances, arb also present in aesthetic signs. This affects a
certain comnlunity of structure in works embodying synthetic artistic
images, and works in which aesthetic signs are predominant.

Of course, the artistic concepts of a period, the aesthetic views of
individual maestri, and the range of phenomena and problems they
deal with all influence the structure of creative works. At the same
time, however, a very important part is played here by the aims and
purposes of the omotional impact on readers, viewers and listeners,
ihese being a constant and ai the same time variable ingredient of
artistic creativity. Such aims and purposes, while changing in content
and nature, exert an active influence on the structure of creative
works.

Works dealing with problems of semiotics in literature, folklore
and art reveal a fairly wide variety in the understanding of the basic
forms of aesthetic denotation and the kinds of aesthetic signs. Thus,
to Roland Barthes a work of art as a whole is the predominant
sign-symbol in literature. Ts. Todorov regards as a basic sign-uni! now
a narrative sentence, now an utterance. In his Morphology of Folk
Tales, which is widely read and has influenced many researchers, the
Soviet author V. Propp has come to the conclusion that the situations,
the functions of the main character, are the most stable typological
element in folk narrative creatlvity. The sien character is most typical
of them. The Soviet writer M. Bakhtin has also dealt with sign
situations in his book Frangois Rabelais anil the Folk Cultare of the
Midille Ages and the Renaissance, but he has also noted the sign
significance of images of the body and its nether parts in Rabelais.- The one-sided and contradictory nature of some of these
viewpoints is readily discernible. Even if we disregard the universal
signiiicance that some semioticians attach to symbols, it will appear
evrident that symbols and works of literature canRot be regarded as
identical in rhe sphere of art, in which sign phenomena play a
predominant part.-This is also untenable, because a work of art is a
non=homogenbous whole in internal structure and essence. It reveals

ltr

the clash between various principles that oppose or counteract one
another. An embodiment of conflicts in their infinite variety of forms
is an inalienable feature of literature at various stages of its historical
development. Reducing the meaning and significance of a literary
work to a single symbol (even given a wide range of interpretations)
greatly simplifies and distorts the content of a creative wOrk.

Just as unjustified and contradictory is the idea of a narrative
sentence or an utterance being fundamental sign categories. In literary
language, just as in everyday speech, Todorov points out, one
meaning can be chosen from numerous others. However, the problem
of meaning is far more complex in literature than in speech.

In essence, Ts. Todorov has himself admitted that the framework
of an utterance in a work of literature is very vague, as are its links
with the other artistic elements. Its meaning is hard to establish, since
it depends on many correlations with other utterances in a work of
literature. All this reveals the amorphous nature of the categories the
researcher operates with. In his propositions, the particular acquires a
self-sufficing role, the individual elements failing to create an overall
system.

As I see it, using the idea of narrative sentence and utterance to
explain literary phenomena is unproductive because neither of these
categories characterises the specific features of literary creativity.
That is why an utterance as understood by linguists is not that
component in a work of literature that can serye as a basis or point of
departure for an analysis of an aesthetic sign's properties. -

In their analyses of works pertaining to various kinds of art, the
adherents of global semiotics have in recent years made constant use
of the concept of "artistic toxt", with emphasis on two aspects of the
phenomenon: its structural features and sign nature. Some semioti-
cians operate with the more general concept of "text", to which they
attach an extremely broad meaning. From their point of view,thisis a
fundamental concept in present-day semiotics.

However, the range and the limits of this concept are very vague
since it unites phenomena that are absolutely non-homogeneous.
Besides, its content fluctuates with the views, tastes and intentions of
individual researchers. Characteristic in this sense is a statement by
Maria Renata Mayenowa, the Polish scholar: "The concept of text i-s
very important to semiotics. It does not refer without fail only to
language structures. Any sign structure which conveys a definite and
integral meaning is a test. [Italics mine- M.Kh.]. A picture, a rite, or'
a definite behaviour are texts, from the semiotic pbint of view. In
many respects, it is difficult to give a precise definition of a text. It
can change together with the researcher's point of view and with the
particular major cycle a text is considered in respect of ." R

The question of necessity arises: if no clear understanding of the
pnge a_nd-qgtual content of the concept exists, how can it present any
basic significance? An obvious contradiction exists here.

In this approach, a "text" can only be something with a definite
meaning. On this basis, one can of course brine tosether and unite
such phenom_ena, for instance, as marriage rites aid Rembrandt's
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paintings,road signs and Beethoven's symphonies,various kind.s o!
iooarel and GoeIhe's Fausl. Such comiarisons, however, can lead
nbhtrere: their significance for serious semiotic conclusions is
not creat. and thei are quite unnecessary for the understanding of
outsiandiirg works-of art. The absence of actual links betweg4 the
phenomeni under comparison obviously determines the shakiness
ind the.questionablenesi of the conclusions usually drawn from such
compansons.

Attempts to semiotically define the conte:tt and the meaning of the
term "artistic textn' also lack conviction. For instance, here is how
B. Uspensky explains the essence of this concept, in his article "The
Structirral Cbmriunity in Various Kinds of Art, bn Material Provided
bv Paintins and Literature" : "...The words artistic, text, and nanativ e
aie unders-tood in the broadest sense and can be applied, not only to
the art of literature but also to pictorial art...and other kinds of art
immediately linkeU with semanfics (i.e., the representation of some
actuality tlken as what is denoted). (Thus, the BPssLar,r word
khudozhestvenny is understood in the sense of the English word
"artistic" and thb word textas any semantically organised sequence of
signs...)." la
- As we see, art in this interpretation is intimately linked with a

simple representation of actual phenomena and with an understanding
thaf claims to operate as a denotative. But, as hqp -already been
pointed out, this ipproach cannot explain the specifii features of art
is a whole and, 

- in partibular, suCh areas of art as music and
architecture. No semiotician has been able to explain, for instance,
which particular phenomena of life are represented in works of
architeiture. Besides its disregard of the particular features of art, the
theory of "artistic text" also plays down the qualitative -non-
homogeneity of its various phenomena. From the viewpoint of this
theory, the term "artistic 1ext" can apply in equal measur€ to
Tolst6jr's War and Peace and the paintings, say, of Salvador Dali,
Mozart's symphonies and Western films, and so on.

By itself, [he concept of "text", evqr if taken together with the
word"artistic", contains a definite meaning which, however, does not
actually correlate with works of music for example, and, moreover,
distort6 their specific features. Further, what is there in common
between a tex[ and, for instance, portrait painting? A semantic
sequences of sims? But that is an abstraction which provides nothing
for an understinding of the essence of art, or of what can be called
aesthetic signs.

Any coneept or scientific generalisation should embrace those
generai featurds in phenomena that shed light on their-characteristic
properties. In the given instance, certain structural-qualilies il works
6f fiterature are arbitrarily imposed on other branches of art. In view
of its internal contradictoriness, the concept of "artistic text" in the
broad sense can hardly yield any tangible results in any investigation
into various branches of art.

As has already been said, sign phenomena in an artistic culture do
not in full measure comprise a particular area, but they are not
13t

separated by a gulf from the other spheres of that culture. The facts of
tha history-of art show that sign processes-lrsually extend to those
kinds and-forms of the aesthetic understanding of reality which are
also inherent in a generalisation of that reality in terms of images. In
resDect of literature, this refers, first and foremost, to the characters
in i story and the conflicts they live and act in. This also refers in
considerible degree to paintings depicting some-particular subject.
The attention of writers and painters is constantly focused on man and
his relations and links with the world around him, his orientation in
that world. There is therefore nothing surprising in sign processes
taking place within the mainstream of the leading branches and forms
of aelitretic experience. That these proc€sses have meaf-rings and
importance diffrlring from those of synthetic artistic generalisations is
another matter.

However, sign phenomena in literature and art reveal themselves,
not only in the ;ai-n fields of the aesthetic embodiment of life lut also
in oitr.ir and more "particular" forms. Literature and art absorb a
multitude of ready-made signs that have arisen gv-er a lengthy period
of time. Thus, mediaeval -and Renaissance paintings often contain
heroes of mythological antiquity and characters from later religious
legends; these miy be depicted grapling with dragons and other
m6nsters; at the saire time ihese characters act, in such cases, as sign
embodiments of definite ideas. The monsters depicted are signs
symbolising the evil existing in the'world.- 

Besides such 'tompeting" signs, mediaeval and Renaissance
paintings also contained a- large number of concomitant signs
'depictiig birds, beasts, flowers, plants, various-otje-cts and so on.
These vlere sometimes prominent in the composition but were more
frequentlv details conviying a definite meaning. Thus, Giovanni
Batiista Tiepolo's paintinC lie M adonna and the Int ant C-hris tdepict-s
the latter trotaing a goldfinch in his left hand. Anyone unfamiliar with
the meaning of sfois used by Renaissance painters will hardly
understand ivtry ttrli bird should appear in the pailt!1u; in fact, the
bird has a speiial sign significance, because lhe -goldfinch was for a
long time a symbol olgrie-f and suffering.In this picture, it symbolises
Christ's future passion.

Certain symbolical details were an essential part,of Buddha
sculptures in-ancient Indian art: the slight elevations on the crown of
Buddha's head and between his eyebrows, his retracted ear lobes and
the like were all signs of his wisdom and omnipotence.

The symbolical use of plants, flowers, animals and birds was
widespredd in European as well as Eastern art. Thus, in certain
circumstances, the eagle symbolised resurrection, the owl-the
demonic and the kingilom of darkness, the peacock-vanity and
amorality; the chestnui symbolised purity and virtue,,the olive branch
was (and often still is)-a symbol bf peace, a circle stood for life
without end, eternity, while scales symbolised iustice and equality.
Sometimes a sign was a means of distinguishing people from others in
a picture. Thus, a halo round the head symbolised saintliness. 

ilil,



Descriptions of details and objects often acquire a symbolical
function in literature. In Pushkin's poem The Dagger, for instance,
this weapon is a symbol of political struggle, vengeance and
retribution.

Even particular words that are "focal" in a text sometimes become
"signals" in lyrical poems. Examples are the use, in Decembrist
poe4s, of ,such words as "tyrant, despotism, law, citizen, the public
weal, and freedo-m". These denoted integral and different spheres of
life; they stood for definite convictions and ideas. On the one hand,
they were signs for social and political despotism and oppression; on
the other, they were indicative of the new kind of "citizeni" who were
olrt to establish new principles of life ("law", "the public weal", and
"freedom").

Such sign-words were used in the poems of a number of
Decembrists, including Ryleyev's Citizen.

. Of course, the personification of an idea and a sign detail in a
pqntlng, a personage as a symbol and a sign-word are far from
identical phenomena, but when they appear in Elose contact with one
another and togcther with sign-situations, they are indicative of
various roads and means of aelthetic denotatiori.

The interlinks between signs and their relation to extra-sign
syste_ms are also matters of debate. Here is what Emile Benvenist--e,
who has been quote^d above, has to qay on the links between language
signs: "The value of a sign is determin-ed solely in the system in irtridtr
it is integrated. There are no trans-systemic signs."ls On the other
hand,-however, he-goes on to assert: "In reality, ihe world of signs is a
closed one. There is no transition from the sigi to the sentenceleither
through syntagmas or otherwise." 16 In respect of the world of
aesthetic signs, neither of these propositions is tenable.

- Tra-ns-systemic signs are to be met fairly often in art. For instance,
the-Delacroix painting "Liberty Guiding the People" is highly realistic
in its treatment of the subject, including the allegorical figure of
Liberty. pespitg its seeming dissonance wlth the othEr compoients in
the painting, this figure is inherent in the entire structure, and in many
respects determines the overall appeal. In just the same way, works iir
which .aesthetic signs predominate oftdn contain artislic images
marked by an emphatic 'teality". Some of Hoffmann's novels can
serve as examples.

- Fy-sJqryic-links are indubitably important in revealing the meanings
of individual -signs, but it is hard to agree that th;ir meaning'is
determined only in a system. This can hai-dly hold for languages,-and
is still less true of aesthetic signs. If we talie such aesthJtic-signs as
ciaracters-in-a story or situatibn, their special role in a systein and
their definite- independent significance are obvious. While undergoing
the impact of an aesthetic system as a whole, they themselves eiert a
considerable influence on its definiteness. Ai for the systemic
relations of aesthetic signs, one should constantly take accouirt of so
important a factor as the invasion of trans-sign phenomena, which
quite often impair the "purity" of sign processes.

l{0

The spread of sign phenomena in literature and art and the
measure of their sign function in various historical periods are not one
and the same. That measure was the greatest in antiquity and the
Middle Ages, in the first place because of the role then performed by
mythology and religion in society's spiritual life. However, even later,
during the Renaissance and the periods of Classicism and the
Enlightenment, sign processes were quite intensive in literature and
art, though in forms different from the previous. In fact, the
mythology of antiquity exerted quite a strong influence on European
artistic culture until the beginning of the lfth century. Of course, the
images were modified, acquiring a different content and significance
and entering into close contact u,ith the development of social reality.
Nevertheless, the images of ancient mythology played a tangible part
in the aesthetic consciousness and culture of the time.

Sign phenomena in Renaissance, classical and Enlightenment art
obviously did not consist merely in an acceptance and development of
images of antiquity and the experience of mediaeval art. New ways of
aesthetically denoting, by means of signs, such things as social
phenomena and man's life had appeared, these new ways standing in
special relationships and interaction with the synthetic artistic
generalisations of reality. New aesthetic canons were created and
stable artistic forms and traditions developed.

Folk art creativity and, first and foremost, folk poetry saw the
appearance of stable modes of using signs in the field of aesthetics,
modes that were greatly distinct from those which had taken shape in
the art of urban cultural centres. The outstanding Russian scholar
A. Veselovsky devoted much time and effort to the study of
migratory subjects, typologically cognate motifs and stable poetical
formulas (epithets, metaphors, epic repetitions and parallelisms in
oral and written poetry).

However, what was done by A. Veselovsky does not fully cover
the range of what we now call sign phenomena. The scholar's
attention was focused on the repetitiveness only of some elements of
poetic creativity which he examined, in many respects, in isolation
from one another. Nevertheless, A. Veselovsky was a major initiator
of historical poetics, in which considerable attention was paid to those
crystallised kinds of poetical expressiveness which have come to be
called toposes.

He was inclined to think, though with some hesitation, that these
stable and repetitive means of artistic expression were the building
material used by writers of various periods and trends. ','Is not
poetical creativity," he wrote, "restricted by certain definite formulas
and stable motifs adopted by one generation from the preceding,
which itself received from its predecessor, whose prototypes we shall
inescapably meet in age-old epics and further at the level of myths, in
concrete definitions of primitive language? Does not each new
poetical epoch work with images passed down from ancient times;
does it not revolve within its framework, permitting itself only new



combinations of the old ones which it merely fills with a new
underst_anding of life, which comprises its progress as against the
past?" "- Veselovsky expressed his viewpoint in the form of a question.
BeSides, he emphasised the role of actual life in the evolution of
poetry, and in instilling fresh content in the traditional images and
lormC. It was later that universal significance was attached to the
ideas of the repetitiveness of the fundamental elements of artistic
creativity. These ideas have blended with the assertion that all
phenomena of literature and art are of a sign nature. Many
semioticians lay heavy stress on the need to reduce what is fresh and
original in artistic culture to what is already known, in other words, to
a change in lnformation codes; Here is what Umberto Eco, -a
prominertt ltalian scholar in the field of semiotics, has wrilten on this-matter: "...It is the task of structural poetics to establish in artistic
solutions that, are considered original the presence of rhetorical
'schemes. ...This will make it possible to reduce to the social many
things that have been hastily assigned to manifestations of individual
genius." lt -

"--'fir; discounting of what is original *d'indinidual is highly
characteristic of adherents of semiotics. This sometimes goes hand in
hand with a defence of the social nature of artistic creativity, as has
been done by Umberto Eco. It is common knowledge, howerrer, that
the social nature of art is in no way equivalent to the predominance of
platitudes, of accepted rhetorical schemes. The strength of Marxist
iheory lies in its revealing the social nature of the creations of great
masters, of geniuses who have created inimitable images and works.
Common statements, toposes do, of course, exist and their role is not
insignificant. However, to reduce the entire development of art to
varibus combinations of them means denying the major achievements
of art.

On the other hand, it would be wrong to identify aesthetic signs
and sign systems with toposes. Diirer's artistic allegories, Shelley's
mythol-ogiCal symbols anil the depiction of certain historical charac-
teis in Ryleyev's poems are no doubt aesthetic signs, but it is qlrite
impossible fo regard them as toposes. Topodes, canons, are only a
variety of aesthetic signs.

This is clearly minifested both in the artidtic culture of the
16th-18th centuries as well as in later art. For instance, we can see in
Romanticism, especially during its decline, the growing inlluence of
'tommon statements", a unification of characters and situations, and
stereotypes in language.

But that is noi all there is to sign phenomena in Romanticism,
which have revealed themselves most fully in what is sometimes
called the metaphysical trend in Romantic art. A marked feature of
this trend was ihe-striving to affirm the idea of the existerrce of two
worlds, the possibility of escaping from the realm of reality into an
other world. Embodiments of the irrational and the supernatural were
prominent part in works of the metaphysical trend,-whose "lr-t-sight"
into the unknown often proved grounded in signs of illusory
ta

representations regarding the supernatural.as existing in the minds not
orily of the writeri themselves but also of their readers. Couched in
reaiistic terms, such signs encouraged a conviction in the unrealistic.

The new features-in the aesihetic signs created by the social
Romanticists expressed their social ideals; w-hat was o$Y emergent in
the life of society or was simply thought of as possible or 9esirable
was often depicted as something already consummated and lrrevoc-
uUfl.-firi u"thorJ' social utopiaJwere o'ften marked by a keen sense

of history. r r^r,-^ ;ffiil already noted [.omantic art extended far beyond lhe stgn
Drocesses occumng rn it. Even when the supernatural came into thc
iricture, a point of-departure had to be found which was based on a
fepicti6n of the munGne and ordinary: that was how the outstanding
Romanticists were able to penetrate deep into the facts of everyday
life. oarticularlv when thei were dealing with a range of problems
ttrev tett proforindly involved in, which Sore upon the main traits of
huriran nature and man's inner world. In their striving to understand
the specific in man, irrespective of the ever-changing concrete
conditions and circumstancts matking a particular period, a!d- to
aesCribe his poiential abilities and possibilities, the Romanticists
created works-containing, in terms of art, generalisations of enormous
value.

Sign processes influenced realism i, u4, gspecially in the 1fth
centu;y, in far lesser degree. That was otly -t! be -expected, since
realisni has always been distinguished by a faithful reflection and
profound generalisation of trenils and- p-rocesses in the develoqment
'of reality.its perceptiveness and sensibility to ney-pfrelomena in life
has made it eschew canonic principles and establish denotations of
reality that have become obsticles tb a generalisation of changes in it,
this in terms of images. Realism's direct links with the world about us
in no way precludei an 'tndirect" reflection of the latter, this finding
expressidn-in an extensive use of certain conventions in depicting
chiracters and events, this by means of showing how'these are seen
through the eyes of other people in the story, and of the -employment
of tnE principles of the pirabolic in the development of a narrative
dramatic action; and so on.

Realism often "debunks" signs functioning in social life, whose
actual significance lies in the reinforcement of illusions and
superstitiSns, and the deception of self andothers. A-good example of
this is provided by many pages iq tlre writings o! L-9o Tolsto;, for
instanca.in the deicripti6n-of a religious service in Resunectbn.---il;t* 

"astigaieisigns 
indicati-ve of membershiP oJ the social

upper crust, as w-ell as w-idely accepted srgn fglp-s of behaviour that
oiter, serve to gloss over falsehood, utter selfishness and hostility
towards others. In this sense, special significance attaches to his story
The Death of lvan llyich, which provides a scintillating analysis of
sign forms of usual beiraviour and intercourse among lhe social dlite, a
siln system that is also characteristic, il yrt-Vr"g-d98ree, of .other
se-ctions of society. A criticism of signs lnked with the assertion of
social conservatis-nr, prejudice and injustice is also prominent in the
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writings of other realists, such as Gogol, Saltykov-Shchedrin,
Thackeray, Anatole France, and Thomas Mann.

Though realistically minded artists have disfavoured sign pheno-
mena, processes connected with the latter arise periodically in realism
as a trtnd. They manifest themselves whenever newly discovered
characters, the ways these are depicted, structural principles in a
work of art, and the language they are couched in become trite and
stereotype. In that case, the reflection of new phenomena and
charactels and a search after effective ways of depicting them yietd
place to cut-and-dried images, situations, and det?ils, which have
herely to be brought together in a semblance of a work of art.
Repetition of what has already been discovered, and imitationof what
is well known mean a divorce of art and literature from reality, and
the transformation of images into signs denoting not so much real
objects as abstract ideas.

Sign processes of this kind occur in different periods in the
development of Realism. They, were clearly to be seen, for instance,
during the emergence and efflorescence of the Natural School in
Russi-a, whefe dogol's innovative writings opened up a road for
interesting creative seekings by other outstanding Russian authors
such as Turgenev, Nekrasov, Ostrovsky, Dostoyevsky and Tolstoy.
At the same time, however, Gogol's Dead Souls and The Inspector
evoked a wave of sedulous imitations in prose and play writing of the
late 1840s and early 1850s. The stereotypes that became the vogue in
the depiction of characters, the choice of detail, and the language used
were far removed from the real truth of synthetic artistic generalisa-
tions, despite their external verisimilitude. The same was to be seen
when the popularity of Zola's works led to widespread and unbridled
imitation.

Twentieth-century art has seen a marked growth of sign processes,
this, in my opinion, being linked in the first place with a mounting
mythologisation of contemporary social phenomena, and secondly,
with the ever greater alienation that is a feature of capitalist society.
When they wtre coming to power and capitalist relations were
developing and flourishing, the bourgeoisie were marked by the
calculating sobriety of their view on reality, and scathingly criticised
dogmas and myths of all kinds; in the epoch of imperialism, with the
upsurge of the class struggle of the working class, they are
assiduously glossing over the actual nature of many social phenomena
and, primarily, the essence of a political system which the bourgeoisie
would present as the triumph of democracy, and are camouflaging the
machinery of their rule and of the exploitation of the working people.

The bourgeoisie have created numerous myths that find expres-
sion in works of art.Among suchmyths are manythat idealise and
embellish capitalist reality, but there are also such that hyperbolise
what is claimed to be the old Adam, and insist on the inevitability of
the repellent and frightful manifestations of man's I that capitalist
society engenders and fosters. Religious fanaticism and mysticism are
being intensively implanted by the bourgeoisie of today. Imbued with
all these myths, which it propagates, and under the impact of
t4

bourgeois ideology, art is being drawn ever more into the realm of
signs, which does not prevent it, however, from exerting qrrite a
considerable influence on various strata of society, especially the
lower ones. The nature of the aesthetic signs changes in accordance
with the features of the various myths, which idealise the reality
depicted or else are marked by a'sombre cruelty, a cult of the
superman, or ascetic religious ideas.-The impact of alienation processes on the development of.-s1S.n
phenomend in 20th-century ait should also be regarded as manifold.
Full of contradictions, intricate conflicts and sudden developments,
today's social reality, in the first place in capitalist society, is seen pY
many outstanding artists as something strange and incomprehensible,
the frocesses theiein lreing perceived not only as alien to,man and his
spiritual make-up but as a formidable, uncontrollable and blind force
wtrictr invades and then sways human lives. Hence the appearance of
symbols of fate, foredoom, the impasse of human destiny, gloom, a
bottomless pit, and the like.

The phantasmagorical nature of developments in social life was
often equated by artists with an illusoriness of its content and all its
foundations. In its turn, this brought forth the idea that what really
matters is not the external reality about man, but his inner world, in
which the subconscious is predominant. That was why the Surrealists
asserted that art should address itself to a re-creqtion of dreams,
states of insanity, deliria, and all mental procesSes that are not
governed by reason.- The non-acceptance of reality and its acute discord often leads
creative minds into the realm of fancy, inducing them to create scenes
of ideal harmony and consummate beauty. On the other hand, ideas of
an illusory world about us serve as starting points for an analytical
resolution of what meets the eye, and a search for the basic elements
of the material, which lie beyond the bounds of what the senses can
perceive. Such was the road iaken by the Cubists, those harbingers of
abstract art. Pictures of ideal harmony linked in some measure with
"pure" colour lines and patches and with colour combinations were
called genuine art creativity by the abstractionists.

In t-hese creative trends too, as followed by writers and pictorial
artists, the sign forms employed were naturally nol the same. In the
modes of denoting ideas and the phenomena of reality, the Symbolists
differed from the-Futurists in the same way as the Surrealists did not
resemble, in this sense, the Cubists and the representatives of abstract
art. At the same time, certain common social sources characteristic of
various 20th-century art trends gave all of them a definite cognation.

What has been said above regarding the various kinds of aesthetic
signs and sign processes is all designed to emphasise that, while
possessing sbme features in common, sign phenomena are also
marked by a considerable range of change. The nature of aesthetic
signs is to be seen not only in their invariable properties but also in
thlir development and transformation, in a relationship with synthetic
artistic generalisations. The historical approach to sign phenomena,
one thaiis alien to adherents of global semiotics, is iust as essential as
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their theoretical treatment is. It does not follow, however, that the
two approaches should be blended on equal terms. The present article
has placed stress on an elaboration of some theoretical problems
connected with a study of aesthetic signs.
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Ph ilosoph ical Orientation
of Linguistic Research

YICTORIA YARTSEVA,
AililA UFIIiTSEVA,
GEl{ ilADY KO LSI{AI{SKY,
YURI STEPANOV

Linguistics has become one of the key -sciences n-owadays' Its
intense- dcvelopment is primarily explained by- the fact that the
s"ierrtitic and tichnologicil revolirtion has brought into the foregro-
dd ; number of lingulstic trends and problems involving no! ofly
ouieiv iechnologicalfields, but also some areas that previously fell
wittrii, the dom-ain of philosophical theory. These include, amolg
oih;i;, problems of informati6n, the condtruction of automatically
i6"iroitdo systems, profounder studies in the psychology of llrinking,
itrJdevelop-ment of-national languages and systems of-writing, thq
i"fu .t i"n'cuice in internationai-communication, and the eff,ect of
soeech on Sehiviour in mass communication. At the same time, the
#J" of finguistic investigations proper extended considerably,
coverins noliadavs the stuiiv of about 5,000languages. As a result,
iauouriUte condiiipns were created for rapid plo-gres-s in linguistic
iiudies. The probidm of structuralcomplexify and development of the
humanities has also acquired vital importance.

Under these circumstances, a clear theoretical oridntation of
linsuistic research becomes essential to determine the real prospects
ioiioiui"g rhe enigma of the speech-and-thought mechanism and
other applied problems to name the major questions. The latter largcly
OipenOs'o" tlie results obtained in the6retical linguistics (information
syitems, machine translation, automatic control systems servicing,
etc.).

V. Yartseva, Conesponding Member, USSR Acodem) 9f S.gieyn; A.
utimtsevi, D. SZ. @hilol.); G. Kolshans*v,-D. Sc- (Philol.);Yu.
Siepawv D. Sc. (Phllol.), ary erperTs in t-h-eoretical linguistics
ani authors ol numetous works in this field.
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_ ?hilosophical orientation of theoretical linguistics must be regar-
ded the primary area of language study. Philosophical orientation
a-long. can- provide the basic criterion for evaluating and selecting
the direction of research which promises truly poiitive, profound
results.

However varied the modern scientific approaches to language
phenomena may be (descriptive linguistics, glo ssematics, transf6rma-
tional grammar, generative semaniics, etc.), each branch is in fact
based on-philo-sophical principles, for these are the point of departure
for any linguistic theory. None of the particular scientific theses
formulated within a special theory, none of the more concrete
methods taken in itself, can be regarded as independent propositions.
They are incorporated into the entire system of knowl6dg-e about a
given subject, resting upon certain common foundations. The
common foundations of a given theory form the philosophical basis
which determines its orientation and eventually ifs prosfects.
- Two basic principles may be regarded as-fundameirtal for the
further dev-elopment of Marxist-L?ninist linguistics, the social
cha.racter -ot language and the intimate connection betwleen language
and thinking.

Taken separately, these principles may be interpreted differently
and accepted-by most diverse dirdctions in lingiistics (e. g., the
principle of the social character of language iri glossematiis, the
princip[e of connection between language an-d thinliing in generative
linguistics, etc.). However, only Maixisi linguistics al6ne firovides a
materialist interpretation of the social charicter of language and its
connection with thinking, and of the mutual interdependinc-e of these
essential attributes of language.

- Materialist linguistics must proceed from the principle of the
integral connection between the social and the communicaiive nature
of language which is ultimately determined by the social character of
human consciousness. The problem of the subjective and individual
character o-f language (speech) may be solved, in the long run, only on
the basis of the social functioning of consciousness of any memb6r of
the social group.

^ I,n elnlicating the principle of the soci4l character of language,
soviet linguistics procteds irom the Marxist-Leninist. interpre-tati6;
of language as a sotial phenomenon. All functions of language may be
characterised as a manifestation of man's social activiiy. -

Karl Marx pointed out that "the human essence is no abstraction
inherent in each single individual. In its reality it is the ensemble of the
social relations".r Language as one of the manifestations of social
coh-esion between people ii determined by the concrete conditions of
a given historical period.

The Marxist thesis of the social character of language is realised
theoretically and practically in implementing tht stite language
policy. In the SoviCt multinational stite, the fitErary languages 6t tfie
peoples of the USSR are a most important means oi Ora.tivin! the vast
masses of working people into tlie social and cultural ffie of the
1rlt

country. The forms in which language exists, the division of language
into territorial and social dialects, the stratification into genres and
styles and the development of terminological systems are all of them,
after all, the outcome of conditions under which language is
functioning in playing its role of the most important means of
communication. The history of development of every language is
unique, for it is intimately connected with the history of the people
speaking that language.

The policy of the Soviet state on the national question was the
foundation on which all languages of the USSR flourished. In the
process of the development and convergence of socialist nations,
national languages are mutually enriched; common features are
developed and they interact with Russlan which serves as the
language for inter-nation communication. Contacts and interaction
between these languages provide valuable material for scientific
generalisation and serve as the basis for goal-directed language policy
from the standpoint of proletarian internationalism. It is a well-known
fact that Soviet experiences in implementing the policy on national
languages and the development of education are a guideline in solving
problems of language and nationality policies for many countries of
the world. The connection between theory and practice, characteristic
of Soviet science, is the motive that explains the prominence given in
Marxist linguistics to such vital problems as the functioning of
langpage in bilingual social groups (schools, professiorlal groups,
families, etc.), the specific features of language development in the
age of scientific and technological revolution, the role of language in
enriching Soviet man's gultural life. The driving forcq behind
intensive development of socio-linguistics is the vital needs of the
society.

Soviet linguistic .science has always laid special emphasis on
problems- of formation and development of national literary lan-
guages.Materials for work in thisdirectionwere drawn bothfrom
languages of -the Soviet Union and from foreign languages. An
important achievement of Soviet linguistics was tf,e publication of a
number of historical studies in different literary languages in the
specific historical context of their functioning.

_ Another significant achievement of Soviet linguistics was the
elaboration of the category of dialect as a socio-linguistic phenome-
no!, determined, firstly, by the inner features of language itructure,
and secondly, by definite socio-historical relations. - -

. Sovjet lingu-ist_s regard ttre formation of national languages as an
integral- pa+ o,f the formation of nations. Taking intolcJount the
socio-historical conditions of language developmEnt guarantees the
correct solution of the problem of the relaiionship between the
language of a nationality and that of a nation, the conn-ection between
t-!e pnquage of the entire people and the territorial dialects, the
distribution of dialects in cognate langlnges. A national language, as a
definite historical period inlanguage deielopment, incorfloraiei the
literary language (in its written-anil spoken iolloquial foims) which



has complex and variable relations to non-literary speech varieties
(dialects, semidialects, various forms of P-oPular speecF, etc-).'- Th; -il of dialect, which serves as the basis foithe formation of
the literarv lansuagi in its early stages of development, was
irpp"i*oit'in th; ri'inas of Soviei lingriists precisely because the

"i6UGm 
of constructing a literary language was extremely vital for

-m.rrv 
oeoples of the -Soviet Union. For quite a few of them,

favourible conditions for the functioning of their languages aq literary
onei aia not arise until the Great Octo6er Socialist Revolution. The

""tio"A 
fterary language with a unive_rsal sphere- of ap.plication may

be based on a-diffeienl dialect or dialects than the writtgn langUage
itrat traO been used by the given people. Of course, in this case,.too,
il;t;eilntJ of ttre ou-writt6n^Enguage may enter.the national
fitlrirv language, sometimes acquirinf a iertain stylistic colouring'
RCseaich doni Uy Soviet linguists has shown t!qt:. if. a.literary
ir"o"rre is to function withoul a territorial or social limitatbns, its

"oi-.J-.".t 
be unified. A literary langUage functions within a nation,

on"Jit has been formed, as a commbn national norm. Under these
conditions, the literary langUage is actually cqllei upon to represent
ttJti"g"i.tic unity oi thiwf,ole people-and play the role of the
common language of the PeoPle.- - $riet liigui"sts, concintr'-ating on the social conditions of the
funitioning oi the ianguages of peop-les of the Soviet Union, have
agsgriGd fhe forms ofieielopmdnt 6f literary languages i-n a socialist
rt"te. 

-1't 
ii-concerns not oniy langgages with x relently acquired

""*tim 
of writinc. in which case thE crEation of writing systems and

ifii}-ormition of-i literary norm were the direct outc<ime of Leninist
;;6;"tiit poti"y, but alio hnguages with old-estq,blished.systems of
*riii"t ttiai Uetirie the Great-Ocfober Socialist Revolution did not
cover-all the spheres of social life.-- 

ftr Jxoticatihs the thesis of the connection between language and
tt o"ititlSo"iii finguistics proceeds from the -pringipfe of mat-erialist
epistEmotogy whidh definbs the essence- of -thinking, of . human

"'oor,itiot 
is ttre process of reflecting the objective world. The

O"i"top*ent of finluistics within a period of more than one hundred
ilil-1ffi;oniir111":6 quite convincirigly the well-known thesis of the
classics of Marxism-Leninism abou[ iangUage bein-g the immediate
ii"tity of thought and the most important mEans of communication
between people.- gv viiwiric language as the immediate manifestation of thought,
*" iio eiptailn thE fiinction of language in society as the only and
onerall:me-ans of communication capable of conveying, through the
rt-ct*, oi hrrguage matter, thc wiole content of human thinking
it at is Ueing coritinially enriched.in the unintemr.pted process of thc
practical anld theoretical exploration of the world.
'--Uoaern linguistics has t6 solve many methodologic{ nroblems in
the licht of the-theory of reflection, onebf them being the problem of
it i eilsi""" of ttre liriguistic sign. The development oflinguistics aftcr
ii. A" Su"r.ure and th-e rise of-semiotics as tht general science of llgl
sysiimJ posed the acute problem of the specfiicity of the linguistic

1g)

rign as compared to the set of all possrble 
-signs of one or another

rc-miotie syitem. Unjustified extehsion of .the -c-orlcePt of sry
irrespectiv6 of the riature of the syster! in which- the- sign ls
funciioning, in other words obliteration of the bggn{ary- between
natural and'conventional sign systems, is fraught with the theoretical
danger of identifying the n-uman language-with-a symbolic.code or
tdch-nical sien syitems. In some trends of modern linguistics, this
aooroach divorc-ed language from thinking and reduced its status to
tfiit of a complicated but essentially engineering system-of signs. The
very significdnt demarcation line betwein human consciousness (and
laniuaie) as phenomena of reflection and all secondary sigp systems
wai aisiegarded in scientific investigations. langqag.e was thus
included imong technical instrumeJrti whose description requires
nothing more tf,an good mathematical formalism.

Nu-merous wor[s abounding in rich symbolic ornamentation,
however, remained peripheral with respect to t!re- -main Fq-{V ot
linguistics, achieving 

-partial 
successes in marginal fields but failing to

construct an adpquate theory of language.
Exeqserated- e inphasis upbn f ormalisation of language arising-f rom

an incdfrect interpietatiorr of the nature of language can -only be
rectified through Lomprehensive and prolould analysis of human
language as the-material vehicle of expressing human consciousness.

if inv conventional semiotic system agtually exists insofar- as it
can be iiterpreted by means of thb natural language, it would be an
obvious coitradicti6n to identify language itself with semiotic
systems of the same type, without setting it aside, from-the very
outset, as a necessary siage and the basis of the existence of all other
man-made semiotic systems.

Some vagueness iir the interpretatioq of language as the material
implementati-on of thought mighl give rise to numerous views about
thd identity of the lingristic sign with any.othe-r srgr: fr9 essential
iCature of natural laiguage, i'hat was pointed out uy classics of
Marxism-teninism as ltre-bisic one, is-the inseparable connection
between language and thought. This feature is taken into account by
the maiority] if-not by all, ffnguistic trends, including idgalistic ones.
ii;;;;; fr" iriiitptLt"tib"s-oi tttis basic'propertv-of language and
the conclusions draivn in this connection are diametrically opposed to
each other. It is quite obvious that the gleateq the variety.of
interpretations and sbhtions of this basic proSlem, the more pressing
is thi need for a systematic and compreh-nsive study of this feature
of language from [he point of view of materialist dialectics.

fn iratirialist lingrristics, the basic epistemological p-Toblem gf the
correlation betweenlanguage, thought and ob5ective reality i.s-taken to
be unambiguously andionsiitentli solved oh the basis of Marxism.
As foi detErminiirg the mode of eiistence of language qs aq tpteglal
phenomenon, the iorms of its structural grganis-alion and social goals,
ihise are prolbms that have yet to be sol{d within the framework of
the Marxist theory of language. There is no tniversally.accepted
interpretation of thL ontolo[y oT language in modern linguistics, since,
apari from the solution oi ttre bisic philosophical problem, the



definition of the nature of language also depends upon the choice of
some language aspect (dynamic or static, behavioural or structural,
communicative or nominative) as the basic and sometimes as the sole
feature defining the essence of language in the given linguistic trend
(cf . the definitions of language system by F. de Saussure,
L. Hjelmslev, N. Chomsky and others).

For example, the objective-subjective nature of human language,
social in its origin and functions and individual in its implementation,
which is reflected in the two-dimensional structural-semiotic organi-
sation of language, is completely ignored by certain linguiqts,
continually debated by some, and rel6gated frorn the sphere of
ontology to that of description by others. But it is precisely this
feature of natural language that reveals most fully the dialectical
nature of language (of systemic language means as nominative-
classificatory categories and of speech products as actual utterances)
which is a simultanbous unity of two opposites which define each
other-of the historically inherited and the actually existing, the old
and the newly born, the universal a^nd the individual.

The basic Marxist theses on language have a direct bearing on a
number of special problems of language theory.

There are several factors that make the linguistic study of language
ontology on the basis of Marxist dialectics and historical materialism
particularly vital.

Some idealist trends in modern philosophy (linguistic positivism
and physicalism, general semantics, a priori linguistics of the English
philosophical school, some existentionalist trends,hermeneutics, and
others) have chosen language as the primary object of study, the only
means of obtaining knowledge about reality. Thus, philosophical
definitions of Ianguage that are the outcome of declaring the various
aspects of the natural or artificially created languages to be absolute
continue to influence the understanding of the essence of language,
the direction and method of studying it in linguistics. One need only
point out such facts as the exaggerated interest in the formal aspect of
language, in logical schemes and models, the diminished interest in
the objective and categorial content of concrete languages, the
extension of purely philosophical and logico-mathematical concepts
to linguistics, the preference for the operational definition of linguistic
meaning to the detriment of the substantial one, etc.

One of the most important tenets of materialist epistemology, that
serves as the guiding principle for linguistics, is this: whereas the
content of the sign belonging to an artificial conventional system is
ascribed to it or given by the conditions of a certain theory, the
linguistic sign is not formed by an act of man's will as, in itself, it is
the immediate form of existence of human consciousness. All the
offshoots of the abstract logical trend ultimately result in a purely
formalistic interpretation of language phenomena, in which the
meaningful aspect of language proves to be divorced from conscious-
ness itself.

Semantics came to be regarded as a mere feature of the formal
system of language which is realised in a certain formal arrangement
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of l-anguage units. The distributional an<i transformational directions,
in linguistics as the- major schools of descriptivism actualtv reieciio
the interpretation of semantics in terms of the materialist efistemolo-
gy of thinking, and instead tried to construct a theorv wtiictr would
describe the dynamics of the combination of linguistic forms.

The transformationalist trend sets itself an elven more complex
task, that-of penetratilg into the mechanism of language competence
through the construction of a generative grammai of-laneudee that
would be capable of generating an infinite set of wEll-f"ormed
sentences from a set of strictly fbrmulated (formal) rules, in other
yoJd!, a g-rammar supposedly gapable of functioning according to a
definite algorithm, without the participation of "man's 

"re"atiueconscrousness.
The realisation that obvious errors were committed in negating

semantic aspects of the language took different forms within virioui
linguistic trends in recent decades. some of them tried to find the way
out of the situation by going back to Cartesian philosophy, otheri
ynpeloo-k a''major overhaul'. of the concepts of sfructural linguistics
bringing.back semantics in its full extent irito the system of la-nguage
(generative semantics). However, there is no rieed for Mirxiit
linguistics to evolve ne^w theoretical principles to resume the study oi
th_e. semantic. aspects of language. The conientration upon semantici,
which. brought about theoretiCal upheavals in structuial and genera-
tive linglistics,- is an organic and uninterrupted major trind for
Marxist linguistics.
.. Therefore, one of the major problems nowadays is the categorisa-
tron oI the. most important concepts of lexicology, semasioloEy and
grammar in terms of the general philosoph-iial orientati-on of
linguistics-namely, the thesiS that the content and structure of
thinking are fully manifested in the units and categories of language.

The discreteness of language is another important probleni of
modern linguistics; it entailS the necessity of analysine,'apart fro;
words and word-combinations, the relitivety compietJ'units of
langulge*utterances, that are independent iir their'structure and
meaningful . in. their content and, 

-consequently, 
unambiguously

inter-preted in theprocess of communication. This 
-may 

serve is a key
for the solution of the problem of correlations between different uniti
of a language system and their role in constructing communicatively
meaningful segments of speech (correlations bed-ween morphemes,
words, word-combinations, sentences-simple and comolei).

The basic principles of Marxist linguis-tics also have a direct
bearing on the set of problems involving the functional and
performative aspects of language

There is little doubt that the study of language structure
presupposes the investigation of the functional loadbf Ihe pertinent
language. elements and language as a whole, as a nieins of
comrnunication. Modern. linguistlcs (psycholinguistics included; ri-
verts to the interpretation of language as th-e overall meani of
expressing the human consciousness and psyche, introducins sound
mentalism into all research irrespective of variois linguistic"trends.



As concerns the main trends in American and West-Eu{qpe-an
tinsuiitiiilitre-deiire io supplement the structural principle with the
oriiciole of performance, fhe study of the "cognitive" element (the
[o"ie'pt of 'generative semantics,-the idqrq gt dee-p and. surface
structire, thivarious attempts at a formal definition oI meaning, etc.)
broupht ibout a diastic change in the fundamental notions about
hngulage (the replacement of istatic structure-b-y a generative one).
ei-tor-trfirxist lingUistiCs, the consideration of the performative and
functional aspectJof hnguage has always been an organic develop-
ment of its basic propositions.

However, Soviet ftnguists still have to solve some vital problems
in the study 6f these asp?cts of language. There is little progress in the
study of p6rformative ?spect of linguage, and to some extent it has
Ueen negiected although it determines not -only_ semanti.c 

-c.ategorics
(anO aUo:ve all the char-acter of lexical meanin-g), but also indirectly its
internal strucfire of language. In considering the problem of
relationships between language, objective reality and thought,
iniutticien:t attention is paidto-the practical cognitioq of speakers of
that language and the-registering of results-of this cognition in
language units.

iitite account is taken of the fact that language is a social form of
human activity through which objective realityis transformed. in a
practical and ioal-oriEnted way, and that socio-historical experience
involves the o,-bjectification of 

-instruments 
of labour, -natural pheno-

men", etc., its iesults being registered in language units, elements of
linguistic systems and speech units. We must also bear in mind that no
tiniuistic system can express any results of cognition regardlessof its
relition to-the tasks of sensual--practical activity of the users of that
i"""uaee ivitem. ltre primary talk of studying the semantic aspect of
ianiuiEe ii to determiire the ways in which thl meanings of systemic
i"nErliEe units add up to the subsequent synthesis of t-he content of
spiZih-units, and to'establish the degre-e io which the meanings.of
nbminative linguage units represent tlie functions, external form, the
method of usinE thE object, the subieot or the obiect of an action, etc.,
it"f is, the resflts of rirast'ering th6 world throdgh practical activity.

Any approach to language, any interpretation of functions of
language urilts must continually resort to the communicative content
of l=an$rage which is ultimately determined by epistemology.

The substantive intemretation of the lexical meaning of the word
has yet failed to explairi, from the pgint of view of tf,e process of
cognisirg the objeci-worid, such widely used concepts -as "logico-
*-iiJrirf and ,.lo'ci"o-obiect" content foiming the basii of the lexical
meaning of the ford; the relationship between the sensual (impres'
sions, imotions, etc.) and the rationil in the meaning-s of words has
not been cleared up, ttre various classes of words have not been
stuAieA from the fdint of view of their semantics, and in their
denotative, significative and connotative aspects.

The philosophical interpretation -of language also touches.upon a
difJ;6;i area; itre correlaiion, results anil foims qf expression and
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interaction between the material and the ideal in language. Not
explicated are lhe frequently used definitions of language as a
"secondary material" system, an'tdeal-material", "structural-
substantial" formation and the like.

The creative aspect of human consciousness is not sufficiently
emphasised by linguists. Accordingly the creative character of
languale is not fully brought out.

Theoretical linguistics must not lose sight of the fact that the
functional approach to language cannot be divorced from the natural
properties of language as the expression of consciousness, and not
only in the sense that each particular speech unit realises a concrete
semantic content, but also in the sense that the language as a whole
must be considered as the vehicle of individual and social conscious-
ness.

The communicative and semantical structural approach to langu-
age or, in other words, the investigation of language f.rom the point of
view of its nature and functions, essentially forms an integral aspect
of language study both in general theory and in all the concrete and
applied fields.

The increasing interest in the study of the performative aspect of
language goes hand in hand with the study of its semantic aspect.

The present stage in the development of linguistics gives ample
proof for the need for a consistent development of a unified
socio-epistemological theory of language, an interpretation of the
accumulated facts and research results on the basis of the Marxist
definition of language.

The fact that linguistic research is directed not only at the
functioning of certain units in a given language, but at general laws of
the functioning of language as well, may be regarded as an objective
tendency within science to return to the task of creating a universal
theory of language on a new basis. Here language is conceived as an
essentially uniform means of communication between people irres-
pective of their national and linguistic background. It is a tendency to
study the absolute and implicit universals of languages and their
typologieal investigation. Marxist epistemology, which studies forms
and laws of thinking, sets the primary goal of linguistics as that of
fundamental study of the essential and universal quality that
determines its relations to thought. That is why the development of
studies in linguistic universals is of considerable interest not just for
typological or structural-typological research, but also for the
determination of the universal properties of language. This must be
viewed as one of the most important problems of general linguistic
methodology.

The problem of methodology and research methods is one of qhe
most essential components of Marxist science of language.

Soviet linguists have always made a strict distinction between
methods, the method, and methodology. Methods are concrete ways
of registering the basic language facts and introducing them into
sctrclarly discussion, whereai ttie method includes both a generalisa-
tion of special methods and a linguistic explanation. The task of



methodology is correlating the category of method with the general
iiiriiJi"ptiEil method, diilectical mat-erialism, thereby correlating
inethod and theory with Marxist world outlook'---- M;a;* iinguiitics abounds in a variety of special ling,istic
meth;d;, some" well-e stablished (d, g., the como-arative-historical
;i;iil;Ai'and some developed within recent decades (the distribu-
tional, iransfornational, statistical methods among others)'

Otirer approaches to language study are also taking form, among
ttr"rn-it" friitorico-typologiial, arehl,- contrastive-comparativ-e and

ii*iotogicat mettrodi. All- of these -special linguistic methods and

6;;;;"il4 have the right to exist and have been successfully applied
in linguistics.-- 'ifi" Muiiist interpretation of the relationship between the. method
and-methodology eiplains the requirements of Marxist_ philosophy
*itt ii.pl"i toiiie cuiegory of special linguistic methods. It is obvious
itrui'ipil"iut linguistic -meltroOs in themselves cannot serve as the
uttimuie sancti;n and substantiation of certain views on language.
M;i-h;dr Cannot be placed in the category of methodology or.of the

"iptu"utori 
theory'of languqSe; insofar a9 tfrey are.specifically

ti",-g"iiiit, bne cannot appt! ttr--e same standards- and philosophical
evfluation procedures to h-ethods as to methodology.

Rt tt e same time one must not forget the actual and stimulating
demands made by the Marxist outloo[ upon every linguist and, in
particular, theore[ician, namely, the requirement to take into account
itre metnoaological balis of the various methods used in research
work. This re{'uirement makes it imperative to work constantly to
generalise specific categories of particular methods.

The natural tendency towards generalisation arises in every major
tinguiitic iesearch and even more io in the work of an entire linguistic
J"fioot or trend. The resuhs of the process are presented in the form
oi- generat categories and concepti of-modern linguistics. Lenin's
dict-um about tie natural sciencls applies to these results as well:
;Thi resutts of natural science are- concepts, and... the art of
oneratins with concents is not inborn, but is the result of 2,fi)0 years

of tt 
" 

de-velopment oi natural science and philosophy."' The p.rocess

oi 
-gineialisation 

and categorisation engendered the new field of
genEial problems of linguistiic theory and method developing in close
contact with philosoPhY.

. Linguists working in this field use such concepts, from different
sclences, as meanrng, sign, invariant, isomorphism, orgalisation,
system, symmetry, -asymmetry, structure, algorithm, probability,
eic., as well as society, collective, social group, class development,
historical process, etc.

Owing to their relative independenc-e, these concepts, ol the one
hand, fdrm an autonomous field of research arising from the
geneialisation of the results of special linguisti-c investigations, and on
ihe other hand, being relatively ihdependent of concrete philosophical
doctrines, become in area oi intense conflict between materialism
and idealism.
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Among the shortcomings in this fields is a certain lag in the
development of general linguistic methodology as compared to the
achievements in the special fields.

Thus, there are sometimes unjustified attempts at extrapolating
special linguistic categories to general or even philosophical categori-
ei. These attempts arE mostly made by modern positivists presenting
concepts and methods common to a number of special sciences
(nowadays this mostly concerns the systemic-structural and the
generative ideas) as categories of general scientific methodology and
philosophy. As is shown by research in the fiel( of Marxist
philosophy, no general scientific system of methods can replace the
universal method of dialectical materialism, and these attempts are
untenable both in principle and in particulars of content.

A special scientific system cannot be raised to the status of a
general-scientific method- However, the dialectical systems principle,
ihat was originally elaborated and applied by Karl Marx to social
phenomena,lnusi occupy a fitting pbiition in the methodology of
linguistic research.-The recent decades were marked by intense and, on the whole,
fruitful work by Soviet linguists in the field of linguistic theory and
general linguistic methods. Soviet linguists have succeeded in givilga
profound inalysis. of all basic general linguistic categories proceeding
Irom the standpoint of dialectical materialism.

The achievements of Soviet linguistics in this fields stem not only
from its fundamental philosophical sthndpoint, but also from the fact
that it inherits best old traditions of linguistics in our country and uses
the achievements of modern world linguistics.

Constructing a unified positi"e theory also implies criticising and
overcoming the defects, blunders and flaws in all the other concepts
of language, not infrequently equipped with a detailed system of
methods for empirical research.

Further devtlopment of language theory on a dialectical'
materialistic basis presupposes, apart from general methodological
adequacy of theory to the object itself, i.e., language, the co4sidera-
tion-of the entire concrete specificity of language data obtained by
scholars belonging to different directions through different methods
from most varied languages.

NOTES

I K. Marx and F. Engels, Selected VTorks, Moscow, Vol. l, 1969, p. 14.
2 V. I. Lenin, Collected W'orks, Moscow, Vol. 3E, p,264.



Developing Countries:
Neu, Researches

The Afro-Asian Solidarity Movement
for National lndependence
and Peace

eL#hl-A,trnfi R SZAS0 Kllol,

The mainstream of the struggle waged by world public opinion for
universal peace and security was augmented in the late 1940s by a
torrent of peaceloving forces from the developing countries. It is a
main feature of the peace movement in Asia and Africa that it spread
to these continents in the course of their peoples' struggle to cast off
the colonial yoke. The historical and political realities led to the
struggle for peace in this area developing, in the first place, against
colonialism and imperialism, against all and any forms of suppression
of the liberation movement of the peoples. Further, with the mounting
successes of the rtational liberation movements, Afro-Asian mass
organisations have been linking their actions for peace with the
struggle against colonialism and neocolonialism and for the political
and economic independence of the newly free countries.

These bodies include representatives of public opinion in the
countries of the two continents, including countries and territories
that are still under colonial and racist rule. The Afro-Asian public
bodies representing broad circles of society maintain direct links with
international democratic mass mov€ments and form part of the
worldwide front of the peoples' stnrggle for peace and security. The
high assessment given by Leonid Brezhnev in the Report of the
CPSU's Central Committee to the 25th Congress of the Party, to the
role now played on the world scene by the developing countries is
fully spplicable to the activities of the bodies mentioned above. "It is
norv quite clear," said Leonid Brezhnev, "that with the present
alignment of world class forces, the liberated countries are quite able

A. Dzasokhov, Cand. Sc. (Ilist.), Vice-President ol the Soviet Atro-Asian
fulidarity Committee and author of the book Solidarity of the
Fighters. His moin theme is problems of anti-imperiarist unity.
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t to resist the imperialist diktat and achieve just*that is,
equal-economic relations. It is also clear that their already
considerable contribution to the corhmon struggle for peace and the
security of the peoples is quite likely to become still more
substantial."r

Throughout the existence of the Soviet state,theGovernment and
public opinion in our country have supported the struggle waged by
the peoples for national liberation and social progress: the freedom
and independent development of every people is a guarantee of
durable peace in the world. This idea was clearly expressed as far
back as our socialist state's first foreign policy document-Lenin's
celebrated Decree on Peace. The liberation from the colonial yoke of
peoples oppressed by imperialism, and their collaboration with other
peoples on terms of-equality have always been advanced by the Soviet
Government as an essential condition for the consolidation of world
peace and of peaceful coexistence between states with differing social
and economic systems.

Closer cooperation between the USSR and other socialist states,
and the developing countries; consistent support of the struggle the
peoples are waging for national liberation and social progrCss; a
resolute rebuff to the imperialists, and the elimination of remnants of
colonialism and of manifestations of racism and apartheid-are main
lines in the implementation of the Peace Programgre advanced by the
24th Congress of the CPSU. The Programme of Further Struggle for
Peace and International Cooperation, and for the Freedom and
Independence of the Peoples, as formulated by the 25th Congress of
the CPSU, is the logical continuation and development of that policy
in the conditions of today. All Soviet people give umeservcd support
for the active and dynamic peaceable policy pursued by the CPSO and
the Soviet Gsvernment. The active participation of the Soviet public
in the solidarity movement of the countries of Asia and Africa is a
vivid manifestation of the Soviet people's internationalism, and of
their unswerving resolution to work for peace and friendship of all
peoples.

The first steps to give organised form to the solidarity of the
fighters for freedom and peace in the two continents were made in
Asia, where , in 1947 and 1955, conferences of Asian corrntries' public
forces were held in Delhi,.with the active participation of lawaharlal
Nehru, India's outstanding statesman and public figure. The 1955
conference led to the establishment of the International Committee of
Solidarity of the Peoples of Asia, which initiated the formation of
national committees of solidarity in many countries of the continent.
The Bandung Conference of Afro-Asian Countries, which followed
the Delhi Conference of 1955, gave a fresh impetus to a broader
unification of the forces of peace.

lSD



A number of international factors promoted this movement. The
threat was srowins ever greater of US intervention in the domestic
affairs of lhe peoples of .{sia, especially Southeast Asia. The
imperialists launched acts of aggression against a number.o_f Arab
cointries, the most dangerous of such acts being the Israeli-British'
French aggression against the Egyptian people in 1956.

The decisive action of the Soviet union and other socialist
co,rniries prevented the extension of the Middle East conflict at thc
iirni. T't "'.ight 

and international prestige of the Soviet Union and
otlier sogialisi countries became a [ulwaik of the national liberation
mor"meirt and the strusgle for peace and world security.-It was
asainst this backerounA- that *re decolonisation of Asia was
i-ornptet"a, and thinational liberation movement in Africa irreversi-
bly ivent fiom strength to strength.

The social forces of both continents realised the need to pool all
efforts and give one another support in the common struggle for
freedom and'independence, peace and social progress. This oliective
historical need f6und'exprelsion in the establishment of -a broad-
based and representative non€overnmental organisatio-n involving
both continenis, i. e., the Afro-Asian Peoples' Solidarity Organisation
(AAPSO). which was set uD at the first Solidarity Conference of the
ieoples iri ttre two continehts held in Cairo at the end of 1957.

In keeping with the specific features of the political set-up in both
continent6, dElegates troin +S dependent countries and territoiies took
part in the Con-ference on a footing of equality with delegations of
iountries already liberated. The Conference's main document
declared that the principles of peaceful coexistence as adopted at
Bandung in 1955 

-should remain the foundation of international
relation5, and thaf the prerequisites for durable peace could not be
created unless international tension was qliminated. The Conference
voiced the hope that Asia and Africa would become zones of peace,
and it supportad the idea that a World Congress for Disarmament and
Peaceful eoexistence should be held (in 1958). In a special resolution,
it condemned imperialism in all its forms and manifestations, and
called for concrete action against all its intrigues.

The Afro-Asian Peoples' Solidarity Organisation is a broadly
representative body, membership in which is open to ,movements,
parties and solidarity committees in which progressive forces h lhe
iwo continents are united. An institution of associate members also
exists. Since its inception, the Organisation's membership has grown
to 86 countries. Representatives of the socialist countries of
Asia-the USSR, the Mongolian People's Republic, the Sociblist
Republic of Vietnam and the Korean People's Democratic Reput-
lic-are active in the organisation. An important part in the solidarity
movement is also played by revolutionary-democ.ratic parties that are
in power in Angola, ihe Congo, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Mauritania,
Mozambique, Sierra-Leone, Somalia, Tanzania and a number of other
countries, in all of which important social and economic changes are
being effected along the road of non-capitalist development.
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AAPSO's activities are ever more pfomoting coopeqtion between
tfre'riuiionutlitiiation movements and the countries of the socialist
;;ffi;itr:rtJiotiaaritv movement is not only closely linked with
;;;;;i.uii""" in the socialist countries of Europe, but has.also
a;;;;6;organisational ties with solidarity committees in those

couniriii-*triclihave been AAPSO-associated members since March
if+r--ifr" p":rtiiip"tio" of such mass organisations in AAPSO is an

iii""tir" tJr.;f'*hi"ri"C aims shared 6-y the socialist countries and

the national liberation movements.-"-.iil-e -preamble to the AAPSO Constitution -points_out that the
Orca;iiation is part otihe world anti-imperialist front. The solidarity
ii""fiiir-"rii-"lt itri-piopi"J of the two coirtinents p-resupposes mutual
;;;;;d;"d ui ttie piopt". that are fighling fof liberation,national
i.a#;A;ie-'ana .biiut ptogress. Aithe-same time, AAPSS is
;;r[i; to *tieu" ever cibse-r cooperation with progressive forces
iirii.iii."t ttre *orld. These two aspects of the solidarity movement

are clbsely interlinked. . .. i!-- ffriJ"iiO"iiiymoviment blends the concrete interests of individu-
at nationaf mov6mentJ*ittr ttte overall aims of Afro'Asian solidarity
;ffiiiilihtitruggti for peace and security_throughout the world. It
*ii t"iitiii te"s6i that, Lven prior to the us aggression agai-nst the

r"pt;; ;fi.4;[ir", aersoplovided the patfiotic forqel oj,South
Viii"urrr, tt i oerno"iaiii Repu6lic of Vietnam, I-,?9., "l.d 

Camb.odia,

;ir-i,ffiil6fit;d in ttre itruggle for.national liberation, with the

;;;;; ;i;;r;;-lfrt ioworta pu$frc.oprylgn the aggressive imperialist
;li;i;. ;";.uio ifi'southeasf Asia bi uS ruling circles' rn IS1., thq
fiiff- S'"[it:"rtty 

-bo"i"."""e, held 
- in Mg{ti, Tlnza.nia, .initiated

i"iJ*utio"A iii,reie"tation of tt e National Front foi the Liberation
;i--$;ih vietriam; ii was with active AAPSS- sup-port that the
iiutio-*t U"iieA fr'oni of Cambodia won international re-cognition."-i,"iiti- p"opi"J of 

-thJ 
two continents,. int-ernational solida-ntY

actiloi-againiiif,i US aggression in Indochina became an excellent
,"iiiii"fi"ttool, which c-dnfirmed that the strugqte f.or p-qge was a
ffij;il;t* ;.ril""-tirg eapSo, inasmuch as.it.lielped mobjlise broad
.o]i"t tor""s to couritir the irirperialist policies bf aggression and

colonial adventurism.'lAiSO his developed ever closer ties with the World Peace

Co.in"ii. O"fig th" Si,irtt otm Conference on Indochina, ties were

"riuifi.fr"A 
*itfi marry ott er international and national bodies that had

"o*" 
oot for an endto the war in Indochina'---eeiSO-trai invariably come out firmly for a just and- peaceful

,"tUi.riinioi ttre MiaOte'East conflict. On the v_ery first {ay -of 
the

ffi;;;;-"f ig6Z,-i[ rileased a statement condemning the Israeli
;;;.;;. anOlfreir imperialist patrons. A month later, the Organisa-
tie';;;;dd;d an extrabrdinary conference in Cairo,-in suppqrt of the
;;;b;;t* a"o *itt the-participation of delegates.from 49

Ai;-d.ffi 
"ouoiri"., 

a numbei of iriternational_organisations,_ and'riJ*ii"t"iives of niais organisations of the Euiopean. socialist
ilr;tri;;. Thi Declaration isJired by the Conference emphasised that,
i" giri"g ."pport to thC Israeli aggrissors, imperialism *as defending
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its monopoly exploitation of the natural wealth of the Arab and
Afro-Asian countries and its own military bases in this part of the
world.

The conferees had high _praise for-the assistance and support given
by the S-qy-pt Union and other socialist countries to the Aiab pe6ples
at that difficult hour. The Conference mapped out a Drocramme of
dction ll stp_port o! the just dem4nds of ihe Arab iouitries, and
emphasised the need for a united stand by international democratic
organisations.

4,APpO. prqceeds _ftorrL the principle that no durable peaceful
settlemeht in the Middle East ii posiible without respect for the
national rights of the Arab people oi palestine. This starid has found
expression^in the_Palestine Libe-ration organisation (plo) being a full
member of AAPSO.

The latter's ever broader contacts with various inter-governmental
bodies such as the uN, rlNESco and ILo are suppleminted with iti
active collaboration with the organisation of afiican unity and its
Liberation committee. rts close contacts with the world peace
Council, the World Federation of Trade Unions. fnt"r"aiiood
Democratic Federation of Women and other inteinational non-
governmental organisations has helped to turn the solidarity move-
ment into an important factor for gieater unity between the national
liberation movement and progressives throughout the world.

Social and political acliviiy developed apace in the Afro-Asian
countn€s when preparations got under way for the world congress of
Peace Forces in Moscow, and during the congress itself. Tlie close
links between the solidarity movem'ent and 6ther detachments oi
peaceful and progrpssive foices, -anq th9 common tasks pursued by
them were forcefully manifested in the fact that the deledates to th-e
World C-ongress of Peace Forces (Moscow, lg3) included about one
thou-sand representatives of revolutionary{emoiratic parties, nation-
al liberation movements and mass orginisations in ?2 efio-Asian
countries.
_ A-s member of the Steering Committee of the International
9q{rllitrg Li$.son Council of ttre World Congress of peace Forces,
AAPso is making a major contribution to the-implementation of th6
documents and recommendations adopted by the Congress. In lg5
4jr,.", AAPSO r-epresentatives took pait in pr6paring and holding over40 international meetings and conferentei conloked for -these
purposes.

The. striving 
_o_{ A,f-rolAsian progressives to continue the policy

_pursued by the World Congress of peace Forces with the aim oi
bringing together various detachments of the liberation movement and
to achieve united action by the patriotic forces was clearly expressed
in the deliberations of the Elelventh (Baghdad, 1.9la\ ind i\relftli
(Moscow, !975) Se.ssions of the AAPSO Council.'These highly
representative- meetings continued the work done by the Moscow
Congress. D-elegates ionfirmed that the solidarity-movement of
democratic forces in the two continents is at th6 same time an
essential part of the world army of fighters against imperialism.
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Important changes have been made of late in AAPSO's strueturt
in viCil of ili mo-unting role played by mass organisations in thc

"o"ditior. 
ofinteiratio"il detente, arrd also of the .p""lli" features of

ifrJi"rre"t stage of the national liberation movement. These changes

iii"J pi"i,iA"O"tresh opportunities to expand th-e social and political
i;fidftiir";f the iofidirity movement ind to further strengthen its
A-"l-*ilh piogiessives thr6ughout the world who are working for
Deace.'--Th" World Congress of Peace Forces gave a-fresh impetgg to the
Uroaa-UaseO hoveirent to popularise anl imple-mgnt lhe i9eas of
ciit"iti* iicurity in Asia. the Congress approved.the idea of setting
uD a system of cdllective security in the Asian continent, grynhasisiry
ff"t J,i"t u rrsta;, open to all Asian states irrespective of their social
Jyitems, shduld be based on the principles of peaceful coexistence,
the principles, of Bandung.

A special international meeting om tlre lh9me-"The.Strug$le for
peace and security in Asia Is a vital Task of ou,r Times" was held in
Samarkand in lci74 within the framework of the movement of
,tiro-esian solidarity, and with the aim of implementing the World
Congress's decision-s. Its participants devoted much attention to
vario:us aspects of buildinf up ailround cooperation. and achieving
mutuA untierstanding amoig the peoples of Asia. Serious considera-
tions were advanceii for Closer 

-economic ties between the Asian

"o""t 
i"s and those of the socialist community, this with the purpose

of ensuring independence from the multinational monopolies. It was
imphasise[ tha't economic cooperation - 

could provide a sound
fou-ndation for the establishment of durable peace among nation$.

Many of the speakers pointed out that implementation oJ the ideas
of collective secririty in the continent could not be put off until the
solution gf all problems created by the dffi"..t g approaches of
individual countries to various social and political phenomena was
achieved.

The Samarkand discussion showed that peace and security in Asia
was not a problem only of relations between states; this stands in
urgent need of active support frbm various quarters of society,
anil the extensive mobilisation of public opinion. The participation
of a wide range of social and political organisations in the solida-
rity movement-organisations such as Communist and revolu-
tionarydemocratic parties, national liberation movements, reli-
gious and peasant associations, scientists and so on-holds out the
promise of a successful struggle in support of the principles of
collective security in Asia, and for drawing ever more extensivc
social forces into that movement.

An important aspect of AAPSO's struggle for world peace has
been its active support for the demands coming from the peoples of
Asia and the Indian Ocean area that imperialist ffitary bases in thc
Indian Ocean should be dismantled. Numerous facts testifying to the
dangers foreign military bases present to peace in Asia and the world
were cited at the International Conference called by the World Peace
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Council and AAPSO in Delhi in November tg74 under the title'iFor
the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace".

The numerous events held in many countries to mark the twentieth
anniversary of the B4ndung Conference testified to the important part
it played in the social and political life of the two continents. -The

International Conference, held in Cairo in 1975 on AAPSO initiative,
on the theme "Bandung and Afro-Asian Solidarity" testified to the
attractive force of the ideas of durable peace and collective security in
Asia. The conferees called for concerted action against the imperial-
ists and their accomplices, who are responsible for over 50 

-armed

conflicts having flared up in the Asian continent during the last 25
years alone.

In its General Declaration, the Twelfth Session of the AAPSO
Council (1975) called for further development of the mass movement
for peace, security and cooperation in Asia and for the disbandment
of aggressive blocs, the withdrawal of foreign troops from South
Korea, Thailand, Japan and the Philippines and the liquidation of
imperialist military bases, as well as for consolidation oI the newly
independent countries' sovereignty.

The task of the complete liquidation of colonialism is most
pressing in Africa. The downfall of the last colonial empire-the
Portuguese-was decisively predetermined by the success-es scored
by the patriotic forces of Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique and Angola in
the course of rnany years of national liberation wars. The-close
connection between the struggle for peace and the movement for
national liberation has won widespread recognition and has been
registered in a number of UN resolutions.

Soon after Mozambique won independence in 1975, a broadly
representative International Conference of Solidarity with the
Pcoples of Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau, the Cape Verde Islands,
Islands of Sa6 Tomd and Principe, and also Angola was called on
AAPSO initiative. Representatives of fifty countries and a number of
international bodies ivho had come to ihe capital of Mozambique
discussed problems determining the future of Asia and Africa, and
called for closer unity of the national liberation movements.

As is common knowledge, the imperialists used the tactics of
gplitting the national liberation movements in Angola. That country's
independence was proclaimed in conditions in which puppet group
ings: the National Front for the Liberation of Angola (FNLA) and the
National Union for the Full Independence of Angola (UNITA), both
of which were backed by imperialist forces and their accomplices,
unleashed l wa! aqainst the genuine representative of the Angoian
people the Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola (MFLA)
and its governm€nt. when the Angola problem came up t6r oiiiuisiori
at the Extraordinary Session_ of tf,e oieanisation of African unitvin
{anuqry 197-6, AAPSO called upon the OAU to support the peopie's
Republic of Angola, condemr RSA aggression, 'aird recognise the
MPLA government.

On AAPSO initiative, an Extraordinary International Conference
of Solidarity with the People of Angola wai held in Luanda, capitat ot
ta

thc People's Repubtric of Angola, early in February 196. In his
message of greetings to theConference,'Leonid Brezhnev emphasised
that '"the Soviet Union is in solidarity with the Popular Movement for
the Liberation of Angola, with the legitimate government of that
country, with all fighters for the national independence of the peoples
of Africa. This stand of the Soviet Union is in full conformity with the
many decisions of the United Nations and the Organisation of African
Unity on questions of decolonisation and the elimination of racism
and apartheid."2 The Conference unanimously condemned the
criminal acts of the imperialists and the world reactionaries against
the Angolan people, and expressed complete solidarity with their
struggle to build a new life.

In its message to Agostinho Neto, President of the People's
Republic of Angola, the Conference stressed that the movement of
AJro-Asian solidarity was bending every effort to render allround aid
to the Angolan people in their just struggle. Its appeal to public
opinion throughout the world pointed out that the aggression against
tf,e people of Angola, launched by the South African racists with
support from international imperialist quarters, was a grave threat to
the vital interests of all the peoples of dfrica. The participants in the
Luanda international forum voiced full support for the patriots of the
RepirUlic of South Africa, Namibia and ZimbaUwe, and also with dl
peoples fighting for their national and social emancipation.- It should be noted that the national liberation organisations that
head the anti-colonialist struggle of their peoples, these including the
African Party of Independence of Guinea and the Cape Verde Islands
(PAIGC), the Front for the Liberation of Mozambique (FRELIMO),
the Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA), the
African National Congress, the African National Council, and the
Sbuth-West Africa People's Organisation (SWAPO) are all full
members of AAPSO. Since their very first steps on the international
scene, they have made a tangible contribution to the solidarity
movement of the peoples of Asia and Africa.

In the spirit of the recommendations of the World Congress of
Peace Forces for closer cooperation between international non-
governmental rnovements and inter-governmental bodies, the AAPSO
is developing contacts with the Organisation of African Unity, with
which it haC conductOd a number of joint measures, including the
International Conference in Support of Victims of Colonialism and
Apartheid in the South of Africa (Oslo, 193).

The successful process of decolonisation has presented the
democratic forces with new possibilities of wirging the struggle against
racism in South Airica and of the further isolation of the Pretoria and
Salisbury regimes. In its Resolution on Africa, the Twelfth Session of
the AAPSO Council pointed out that the radical shift in the alignment
of forces in the South of the continent in favour of the national
liberation movement had strengthened the positions and the pos-
sibilitles of the patriotic forces of the Republic of South Africa,
Nami6ia and Zimbabwe. At the same time, it emphasised that the new
situation obtaining in that part of Africa was forcing the racists to
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manoeuvre. In their attempts to preserve the statusquo, the Pretoria
and Salisbury racists were resorting to the nolorious policy of
"dialogue", without, however, discarding the methods of naked
aggression against a number of independent African countries, while
al-the same-time increasing represSion within their own countries.
AAPSO is giving consistent support to the just struggle waged for
independence by the peoples of the South of Africa, and is unmasking
all attempts to pass over in silence the genuine nature of the
contradictions between the exploiter and racist minority, on the,one
hand, and the masses, on the other.

The continuing process of d6tente, the mounting might of the
national liberation movement and the exacerbation of the contradic-
tions among the imperialists are creating ever more favourable
conditions for economic and social progress in the new Afro-Asian
states, which have become a strong force in the struggle for the
consolidation of peace and for the extension of the sphere of equal
international cooperation.

In recent years contacts have been consolidated between the
Afro-Asian solidarity movement and the non-alignment movement,
which has become an important factor in support of peace. AAPSO
representatiVes attend conferences of the non-aligned countries in the
capacity of observers. Characteristically, the PLO, which is a
member of AAPSO, was accepted as a full member of the
non-alignment movement in 1975.

AAPSO has invariably greeted the appearance of new-in$ependent
states on iUJpoUtic4 mab6t Asia and Africa; in its-practiql activities.
ii ffi tried id tate account of the new problems facrng the national
liberation movements.

The tasks confronting the organisation in the socio-economic area

weri--givJn detailed eiamination at AAPSO's Fifth Conference
(diro:192). The discussion showed that, in consequence of the
irnoeriilists'-increasing neocolonialist machinations and also under
iiie' ionuence of the-world revolutionary process' the views of
iepresentatives of the progressive public iri tlie Afro-Asian countries
.rE unaiiioing a consiierible evolirtion towards a clearer and decper
understaridiqtof the aims facing the present stage of the.national
iibiration str[ggb, and of the need for ever closer cooperation of all
fichters acainii the imperialism and a firmer alliance between the
ri'tii.A iTUeiution mo'vements and the forces of socialism and

democracy throughout the world.

,,I"o?3i3f lr:ii"I':'1i$pll6ttll"iHti:,t*,#:f::il"frttil
ii,OipenGndv disposb of their national we

"i-iri" 
eto_Asiarr .oua"riii.ovement they are. making an imp_ortant

;;i;"J.iiffi t" l.f"ti*S-'of tt e cuqelt problems of social and

ffiffiil?rJroi.i"rii.' r"-ln :,tt" rry,i"i'i"e bv AAPSO.and the

if;id-i;"* coi,""ii--ies"t*t itt the hol-ding' iir-Baghd{, 9f an

i"tirri"fio""f te.inur which members empha-sised the great interna-

ii.iiiI"Jiliitri""ri"J "t the strussle waged by the peoples of the
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oil-producing countries against the system of neocolonialist exploita-
tion of their national wealth.

In accordance with reiommendations from the World Congress of
Peace Forces, progressive organisations throughout the world
returned to the problem of oil and other natural wealth at the second
international seminar held in 1974, agun in Baghdad. Facing the
seminar was the task of the further and deeper study of the problem of
raw materials, with due account of the experience gaintd by the
developing countries in the struggle to gain control of their natural
resources, oil in the first place. The seminar highlighted the
usefulness of friendly relations between the oil-producing countries
and the socialist states, which helps the newly free countries in their
successful struggle to establish their sovereignty over their raw
material resources and is the most important prerequisite of their
successful social and economic development.

The common determination of the solidarity movement to give
support to the Afro-Asian peoples in the area of their economic
construction found exprgssion in the deliberations of the Sixth and
Seventh Special sessions of the UN General Assembly. These were
attended by an AAPSO delegation, whose documents on these
problems were widely distributed in the United Nations.

Emphasising the interlinks between the two fundamental lines of
its activiti-es--support for the peoples! s_truggle for national indepen-
dence and social progress, andthe struggle lor peace, AAPSO stlted
in a resolution of the Twelfth Session of the Organisation's Council:
"Participating in the world movement for peace and security,
disarmament and d6tente, the Afro-Asian countfres regard a democrl-
tic and equitable peace as the main prerequisite for the onward
movement along the road of progress."l

The Afro-Asian solidarity movement has become one of the
leading fighting detachments of the world's progressive forces in the
stnrggle for freedom, peace and social progress on our planet. It
possesses considerable possibilities of rendering effective aid and
support to the forces of national liberation, and will continue to play
an active part in the international democratic movement of the forces
of peace.

NOTES

I L. I.Brezhner,Report-of the CP9UCentralCommitteeanitthelmmediate?oslcsof
the Party in Home and Foreign Policy, 25th C;ongress ol the CPSU, Moscow, 1976,i,',,

2 havda, February 2, 1Y76,
t havda, September 20, 1Y75,



DISCUSSIONS

ln-Depth Analysis of the Objective Laws
of the Development of Socialist Society

A round-table discussion arranged by the editorial board of the iournal Voprosy
llterutury (Problems of Literaiure) brought together the editors-in-chief ol
sciontific periodicals on the main social disciplines: economics, philosophy,
history, Party history, and literary criticism. They discussed th€ probloms which
today conlront social science as a whole and which are as meaningful and
important for literature as they are for ths humanities. They considsred what
scientists, writers and artists can and should do for the further improvEment ol
social production, consolidation of the socialist rules ol life and fulfilment ol the
other tasks facing Soviet society at the pr€sent stag€. L. L Brezhnev's report at tfte
25th Congress ot the CPSU specilically notod tho effoctiveness of research at the
coniunction of diflerent sciences and the need to coordinate these and to take an
inteidisciplinary approach in tackling the key quostions of social development.
Below is a summary ol the round-table cliscussion (yoprosy riteratury, No. 3, 1976)
which roflects the views of sci€ntists on how to achieve such coordination and
coopgration.

*ti{.

In his opening speech at the Round Table, V. OZEROV, D. Sc.
(Philol.), Editor-in-Chief of the journal Yoprosy literatury, emphasi-
sed that cooperation among the humanities is an objective tendency in
presentday social development and is an expression of the demand of
the times. Today, as never before there is the acute problem of
moulding a new type of man, which is of ttemendous practical
importance in implementing current plans for the allround develop-
ment of the Soviet people's economy and culture.

There is no doubt that each of the social sciences has its own set of
problems and its own methods of tackling these. But ever more
frequently the problems that are of concern to scientists in this or that
field turn out to be also of primary importance for other social
disciplines, and for writers and workers in the arts.

Many contemporary problems require a systems approach, and
new methods of research originate at the conjunction of the sciences.
Literary criticism has traditional ties with philosophy, history and
sociology, and these should be further consolidated and multiplied.
Mutual exchanges of experience will help each of the disciplines to
r6t

improve its methodology, to add to its instruments of research and
gain a deeper insight into the objective laws governing the develop-
ment of mature socialist society and its spiritual culture.

Creative effort in art, with its specific means, is capable of
bringrng out in life the tendencies which become the subject of
scientific analysis, and also to some extent of bringing together
scientists in all the social disciplines involved in the general effort
aimed at studying the man of the new world, and fostering communist
consciousness, that is, at tackling the main task which now faces all of
those who work in the social sciences.

The fulfilment of this task will be facilitated by the coordinated
efforts of scientists and artists, and by their creative exchanges and
experience.

The pooling of efforts by scientists in the various social sciences
will also help to cope with the great tasks of cortsolidating the socialist
rules of life which at the present stage of communist construction are
especially important.

Academician T. KHACHATUROV (Voprosy ekonomiki [Prob-
lems of Economicsl), emphasised that contacts between the five
journals represented at the Round Table are useful and have been
predetermined by the fact that they have a common profile: they are
theoretical journals designed to deal with the basic problems in the
humanities. These contacts are all the more necessary in view of the
fact that with the passage of time ingreasing importance attaches to
the organic .inlerconnection between the social disciplines and the
need for scientists in the various fields-economists and philoso-
phers, literary critics and historians-to work together. Ever more
frequently vlrious problems require exit into allied fields of
knowledge and coordination of the efforts of many specialties, and
turn out to be of interest to scientists who may, at first sight, not be
directly concerned with the range of questions. He went on to
consider the various aspects of economic development which
economists believed to be of key importance.

The Guidelines for the Development of the National Economy of
the USSR for 196-1980, adopted by the 25th Congress of the CPSU,
sum up the results of the Ninth Five-Year Plan period and show that
the country has advanced in all spheres of communist construction.
The document emphasises that the main result of the past few years
has been the creation of the necessary conditions for fulfilling new
larger tasks in accordance with the Communist Party's long-term
socio-economic policy.

The Congress materials stress that it is necessary above all to
identify the outstanding questions which are of especial importance in
ensuring fresh successes and a fresh upswing. Much attention must be
given, for instance, to enhancing the efficiency in the use of resources
available in the economy, for the purpose of continuing the dynamic
and proportional development of the Soviet economy and improving
our workmanship in every field.

These tasks are formulated in very broad terms, but they include a
number of concrete questions on which economists have now focused
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their attention and which are also of much interest to specialists in
other fields, notably, sociology and philosophy.

We are justly pioud of thC fact that we have bee-n developing ou1
industry at a fast iace, especially the branches which are the basis of
technofogical proiress : el6ctrical engineering, instrument'making and
organic dtremistrl. We already leaii the world in the production of
stdbl, cement, feitilisers and many other products. At the same time,
our use of raw and other materials, fuel and electric energy is not
economical.

Elimination of these losses depends to some extent on capital
investments, on the installation of better equipment, the creation of
new Droduction capacities, elevators, refrigerators, and so on. But at
the sime time, a sizable part of the losses can be eliminated through
an improvement of the work of men and women, of planning and
economic incentives.

This country, its economy has vast reserves which we have-yet to
learn how to irse. These reserves, in particular, are latent in the
organisation of labour and the attitude to work,-and in the creation of
co-nditions for a sharp increase in the quality of workmanship.
Sociolosists call this the "human factor", a factor which is now
becomiig of primary importance. And not only in the -economic
sense, foi it involves the riroulding of the new type of man, the man of
the communist society.

There are many wdys of boosting labour productivity. For the time
beins. our orsa;isation of labo[r falls- short of 

-the 
scientific -

requiiements oT our day. This means not only the aspects of the
scilntific organisation 6f labour which are usualY designated as
'\rorking conditions", "ergonomics" (lighting, cleanliness, temperatu-
re, colo-urs, fitness of machinery and mechanisms, and--so-on),
although it would be naive to ignore these, fo1lhey -are a{ -nigttty
importlnt. But of equal importanee is the other side of the probleml it
is impossible to bobst laSour productivity only by creating better
working conditions, only througlr material incentives; there is need to
organisE the work corre-ctly, ant to direct it in such a way as to make
the work interesting and creative.

It would be wrong to assume that economic considerations pr-oper
now tend to move into the background. On the contrary, the role of
economic factors is steadily growing, as economics forcibly intrudes
into fields like ecology, a fieid which the uninitiated may feel to be
irrelevant. We all faiirur the preservation of forests, water and air,
and this is necessary for the present and future generations.

The long-term peispective butlined by the CPSU Central Commit-
tee for the develofmerit of Soviet society, Academician Khachaturov
went on, has ecoriomic problems ever mbre closely tied in with social
and moral problems. 

- This long-term perspective involves the
construction bt tUe material and tEchnical basis of communism, the
scientific and technological revolution, the improvement of social
relations, the fostering of a communist attitude to work, improvement
of planning, greater ef=ficiency, highel productivity and better qu-ality,
Wd have lidre a whole complei of interconnected and interlaced
1?0

problems. Accordingly, the development of each of the social
disciplines can hardly be imagined today without ever broader
interaction with other sciences.

And not only with the sciences but also with literature and the
other afts. dfter all, a long-term perspective for the development of
our society implies allround growth of the economy and of the
communist consciousness and communist morality. If our economic
plans are to become reality, we, need people with a social
consciousness in the true and precise sense of the word, men and
women capable of harmonising their individual and social interests,
free from what we call the relicts of the past like moneygrubbtng and
the consumer, and other philistine attitudes.

In a sense, this is also an economic task, but it is also a task facing
literature and the other arts. This is a highly relevant topic anil
requires a hlsh level of aesthetic creativity, and the ability to excite
the interest of a large audience. Now and again, this is being done, as
it has been in the film called The Bonus, in I. Dvoretsky's play entitled
Cal_ling In an Outsider, insome of G. Troepolsky's novels and essays,
and other works. Academician Khachaturov went on tormphasise ihe
following: "I make mention of these writings and these authors not
because they have brought up problems in which I, an economist, take
an interest. I do not think it is the task of literature to indicate to
economists various shortcomings in the organisation of production or
in the provision of material incentivep. Ai any rate, it does not boil
down to this. In my view, literature must have as its subject above all
the process in which the new type of individual is shaped, .the
fostering of communist consciousntss, a process which siould be
presented in all its complexity, without confining oneself to a
presentation,of our successes alone-which are, unquestionably,
great-but also boldly showing the negative phenomena, in order lo
warn people, and to show, for instance, how a man who lacks civic
awareness eventually slides down to the philistine level and becomes
a 'drop-out'-fqom lile. By showing the negative sides of life together
yi!\the po-sr1i1e phenomena, the writer dbes a great and usef[l job,
helping to fulfil the tasks set before Soviet society."

L FROLOV, D. Sc. (Philos.), (Voprosy tilosofii [Problems of
Plilosophyl) noted that economic problems and problems connected
with consolidaling the socialist rules of life are how becoming ever
more closely tied in with each other and constitute an indissoluble
whole.
- Lenin used to say that success in the competition with capitalism
depends on the extent to which we are ablt to boost ouf labour
productivity. A higher level of productivity than that obtaining under
c-apitalism is only a means for fulfilling the main task put fonJard by
the communist doctrine: man's free, allround and harmonious
development..The development of the human personality is the only
and abiding aim which Marxism recognises in-historicalterms.

In presentday conditions, economic, cultural and human develop-
ment are interconnected and interdependent processes. In many
instances, the solution of economic problems cails for man's furthei
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develofment as an individual, with higher cultural standards, culture
being iaken in the broad sense of the word, including the culture of
labour.

We have entered upon a five-year period of efficiency and high
quality, the latter being directly connected with the "human factor",
witH the development of the individual and a general rise in the
people's cultural standards. lhe contribution by the social sciences to
ihe solution of the problems arising from comprehensive social
development will prove to be all the more tangible, the more effective
and the higher the standard of quality of the effort put in by the
scientists, writers and other workers in the arts.

In this context, what is meant by quahqr? I. Frolov believes that it
implies the establishment of some standard models of culture, but not
in terms of formal workmanship, but of high standards of thinking,
both aesthetic and scientific.

Marxism is known to have produced the highest standards in
thinking, and we discover these standards and models in any sphere
we care to look at, including economics, philosophy, sociology and
literary criticism. Indeed, one of the decisive advantages of Marxism
is that when it emerged it had already risen to summits of
philosophical, sociological and aesthetic culture. Even those who
contest the ideas of Marx and Lenin, have to admit that these men
were truly outstanding thinkers. We need to cherish, enrich and
further develop this remarkable Marxist tradition of skill in starting
from important practical tasks to formulate and solve fundamental
problems in various fields of knowledge. This also helps to solve the
practical problems most effectively and up to a high standard of
quallty.

Frolov went on to say that preseptday philosophy is able to tackle
comprehensive problems on a wide plane. Formerly,_back in the lfth
century, new fields of science emerged through a detailed fragmenta.
tion of the objects of research (whether of nature or society). With the
start of the scientific and technological revolutiron, new methods of
research came to play the crucial role, so generating new branches of
science, like biochemistry or biophysics. Over the past 10 or 15 years,
it has not been so much the emergence of new branches of science
(although this process still cont'inues), as the identification of
comprehensive_problems requiring concentration of efforts by many
sciences with their specific methods.

In present conditions, philosophy to some extent fulfils the
function_ of identifyinS such comprehensive problems because very
frequently it is philosophy that provides the basis for a synthesis ol
many disciplines.

The speaker went on to say that in some instances there has been a
certain separation of the sphere of philosophical knowledge and the
sphere of culture in the broad sense of the word. Philosophy has
somewhat moved away from culture as a whole to become an
excessively specialised area; philosophers are concerned almost
exclusively with professional matters. On the other hand, in literature
and the other arts there is frequently evidence of a lack of the
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necessary philosophical knowledge, so that critics are much too
generous when they say that some writer has produced a trulv
philosophical work, whereas philosophers fail to find any serious
philosophical matter in it.

?erhaps, the time has come to raise the problem of more intensive
a9$ profound assimilation of the philosop-hical legacy and modern
philosophy by our workers in literature and thc otf,er arts. For their
part, the.philosophers should make a more serious acquaintance with
mankind's aesthetic history and contemporary trends in literature.

Let us add that while the philosopheri anOitre tiiJraw 
"riii"i 

t uu"
different methodologies, they- lravc q common subjecf of analysis:
man,_ society, social regularities of contemporary developnient,
the destiny of _th_e world in -this age of scientific and technological
revolution, and the future of culture and humanism.

- 
In -our day, the problem of man has become the chief one, and not

only for the humanitarian sciences. The rapid development of the
sciences, notably, the biological sciences, has led to a situation in
which man is also becoming the central object of analysis within the
system of the natural sciences. Let us bear in mind that mankind's
knowledge tends to-9ouble roughly every 10 years; but in biology it
now djrullss every five years, and in genetics, every two years.-The
intensive -developmenl-of human genEtics has pos6d a gieat many
social and ethical problems.

- A grglp.of scientists, including Nobel Prize winners published a
letterin 1974 proposing a moratorium on some types of experiments in
genetic engineering. This moratorium was obs6rved for 8- months. In
lebruary 1915, an international conference at Asilomar, pacific
,Groye, in the United States, adopted a decision to ban experiments
leading. to a 

_ 
growth of oncogenic viruses and suppreising the

immunity of the human organism; these experiments w6re clasiified
according-to the degree of danger, although the grounds for such a
classification are fairly relative.

. Thi. is perlaps the first time in the history of knowledge that
scientists, who had once been inspired bv the idla of the bouidless-
ness and "immensity" of knowledge hav6 now proposed to limit and
even to stop research in some fields for ethical and humanistic
reasons. But how did they approach the problem? Did they consider it
as. a purely mqral p^roblem and the individual concein of every
scientist, or as that of an autonomous community of scientists? Is it
altogether possible to solve the problem with such an approach? The
fact that an outstanding scientisl has decided to aband6i research in
molecular biology in the belief that the results could be used to harm
mankind is evidence of that scientist's excellent moral motivations,
but it does not solve the problem itself . His place will be taken by 2d
scientists who are unburdened by any ethical considerations and ivho
are capable of carryir,rg the research to an end, so obtaining the same
results endangering the future of mankind

Consequently, it is not a matter of the individual ethics of Scientist
A -or lcientist_ B, but of the social and socio-ethical regulation of
scientific development, and of the problem of "human lactors" in
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science. That is where writers and other artists should have their say
and produce works designed to quicken the social conscience. Of
course, under socialism these problems arise and are tackled in a
fundamentally different manner, but even there the responsibility of
scientists for the future of science-of all science-has been steadihi
growing.

The humanistic and moral set of problems is now also coming to
the forefront in the sphere of the scientific and technological
revolrttion. It is becoming ever more obvious (for everyone, including
scientists) that the development of science does not exhaust all the
forms and areas in which men are able to display their creative
eapabilities. Meanwhile, blind adoration of science, and its treatment
as being of absolute importance in mankind's general culture
frequently leads to a loss of the humanistic orientation.

'T think that the discussion of these key problems," I. Frolov said
in conclusion, "should now be carried on not only through interaction
by scientists from various fields, but also through interaction between
sciencq, literature and the other arts. Only then will it be possible to
gain a profound and comprehensive (instead of a one-sided)
understanding of these problems, which are exceptionally intricate
and responsible problems of man, that we are confronted with by the
processes of communist construction, the development of science and
the whole of mankind's culture."

Corresponding Member of the USSR Academy of Sciences, V.
TRUKHANOVSKY, (Voprosy istorii [Problems of History], said
that like other participants in the meeting he was interested in the very
idea of establishing broader contacts between journals dealing with
the social sciences. The interaction between the humanitarian
sciences has been growing broader, and the need to strengthen ties
between them and tackle the common problems through joint efforts
is becoming more obvious.

Of all the social sciences, he said, history is, perhaps, closest to
literature and the art of the writer. Everyoni knoivs thit the classics
of historical science were always excellent writers, while the literary
classics as a rule took a tremendous interest in history and had an
enviable knowledge in this field.

It is also common knowledge that in our day historical subjects are
very popular in Soviet literature, for many talented writers work in
the historical genres. In the past few years, there has been growing
public interest in the key events of the past, the intricate problems of
history, its outstanding events and its remarkable men.

Purely scientific works on history are being ever more widely read
not only by professional historians. But the prevailing view is that
historians tend to be dull in their writing, because they lack the
necessary literary skills. Nor can one say that this is mere prejudice,
for the literary level of many of our works certainly leaves much to be
desired.

The historians, for their part, frequently say that when writers deal
with historical subjects they allow'themselves excessive freedom in
the treatment of the facts and so tend to transgress the historical truth.
t7a

Thgy ar9 also concerned about the relaxation of class criteria by somc
writers in evaluating the activity of various historical personilitieJ.

It has become common practice in documentary writings and
biographies to add "conjecturb" to the documents, wiih the afiitgam
of fact and fiction being presented to the reader as authentic]Of
course, writers of fiction-hCve the right to flights of fqncy, which are,
in fact, necessary, but these should not clash with the ficts, and the
invented episodes should accord with the spirit of the times. The
speaker sai{ it was time to tackle the problems of the aesthetic
education of the readers more actively than had been done in the past.
The moulding of a new type of man, of the man of the commirnist
society was -a key task which the Party put forward before all
scientists, writers and other artists.

Historical science can and must make a contribution to fulfilling
this task, becausg lvithogt a knowledge of the past it is impossible t6
gain a true knowledge of the present. The current very high interest in
hr.lory is, apparently, due to the much higher spiritual requirements
of Soviet people, who are conscious of being the legitimate hcirs of all
the lasting values that their country's history has-accumulated over
the many centuries. Writers are aware of this interest and there is a
growing number of historical works, which are of course ouite
ditferent in character, range of problems and aesthetic value,'but
which now constitute a spCcial field- in the literature of the recent
period. There is an ever marked approximation between history and
literature, and this is an internal process involving the principies of
analysis and generalisation of the facts.

One could gain the impression that all that this amounts to is a
penetration of historical science into literature, but there is also a
revers-e process, which in literary criticism has for the time being gone
virtually unnoticed or unappreciated. In the past few years, histoilans
have prepared and published serious and soliil studies on the historical
views of the Russian classics, like Pushkin, Gogol, Tolstoy and Blok.
Some works analyse the hist6rical conceptionsiefiected in literature,
and slow-the conceptions of history by our outstanding writers. This
provides fresh confirmation of what previous speakerfat this Round
Table have said about everyone here having many problems and
interests in common, which is why our contacts should ble more solid.

After all, are not writers interested in the problems on which
historians now concenrate? Take the problem of the subjective factor
in history. Soviet historians have given much attention to the basic
regularities underlying the historical proc€ss, and that is quite natural.
Here our science has important achievements, even consideringthat a
great deal still remains to be done in the methodology of historical
analysis. But the subjective factor, the mentality of the masses in
periods of great historical changes, the impact this has on the course
of various events, all these are problems, whose importance was
emphasised by Lenin, and which, it is quite obvious, have yet to be
adequately studied. Only in the past few years have we had some
works in which the epoch is seen through the activity of some
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remarkable personality, like A. Manfred's Napoldon Bonaparte and
N. Molchanov's General de Gaulle.

There is no doubt that this is a field which also belongs to
literature. The contact between historians and writers whose works
contain an analysis of the psychological motives in the behaviour of
the individual in various historical circumstances could be so fruitful!

Indeed, other problems on which historians have been working are
of more than historical interest, for these are highly pertinent
problems which also face other humanitarian sciences and the arts.

Marxist historical science, Marxist philosophy, economics and
literary criticism have been taking an active part in the battle of ideas,
which continues to rage in the modern world, and in our prlncipled
ideological dispute with bourgeois scientists seeking to denigrate the
Soviet people's past and its life today. Here again it is necessary to
have the skill to cull the facts from the diverse humanitarian sciences
and from the most diverse walks of life in order to present an even
more vivid and convincing picture of the greatness of our ideals and
the Soviet people's accomplishments.

Primary importance now attaches to the elaboration of the history
of Soviet society in the epoch of developed socialism. The formation
of the socialist social formation, and the ways and regularities of its-
development constitute an exceptionally responsible and importanf
complex of problems. Of course, one must consider these as a
complex of inter-related economic, philosophical, historical and other
problems. After all, the moulding of a communist consciousness, a
communist attitude to work, the problem of efficiency and quality is
one that historians find as important as economists and philosophers.

In conclusion, Trukhanovsky declared: "Marr in the epoch of
developed socialism, Soviet man in the closing decades of this century
is now the chief topic both for scientists and artists."

A. KOSULNIKOV, D. Sc. (Hist.), (Voprosy iirorii I(PSS
lProblems of the History of the CPSUI), noted that he found it a
noteworthy fact that representatives of the various social sciences
had met tbgether for discussion and that in the course of it they had
been constantly referring both to literature and the other arts.

The sciences, including the humanities, are now entering upon a
new period of development and are faced with exceptionally
complicated and crucial tasks. The material of the 25th Congress of
the CPSU orients us towards an analysis of theoretical problems of
developed socialism, the regularities governing its development into
communism, and the mechanism of their operation and use. It is now
hard to imagine any genuine progress in any of the social sciences
without steadily growlng contacts with other humanitarian and natural
sciences, without a constant exchange of experience, ideas and
methods of research.

When considering the tasks of the social sciences at the present
stage, L. I. Brezhnev pointed to the need to continue work in the
scientific generalisation of the CPSU's worldwide historical experien-
ce, and this should be a guideline for th€ whole of the science dealing
with the history of the Party. After all, there is a need to show the
rt6

substance of the Leninist stage in the development of Marxism in our
times.

This important task calls for the generalisation of the vast
socio-historical experience of this country, of the other socialist
dountries and of the revolutionary struggle of the peoples of the
,world. Its fulfilment requires an in-depth analysis of the key
regularities of world development and the important changes in the
balance of strength on the globe, together with the growing
attractiveness of socialist ideals for the whole of mankirrd. Of course,
we must tackle the task with due account of the complexities of the
current stage of ideological life, giving a principled rebuff to all
manner of attempts to distort the theory of Marxism-Leninism and the
practice of communist construction by bourgeois ideologists and
various revisionists, whatever their camouflage.

The speaker said that every work, whether qcientific or artistic,
should give one a sense of b6ing made "to order by the times". It
should take full account of the tendencies which are in evidence today
and which will develop tomorrow, and give a clear-cut evaluation of
new phenomena. It should assimilate all the experience accumulated
in the ideological struegle and take account of its key lines at the
present stage; finally, it should visualise the readership, who expect
of the author not just a rehash of home truths but a creative analysis
of the problems of today from Leninist positions.

Only if all these conditions are observed, can one say that our
work is up to a truly high standard of quality. In the field of the
humanities and aesthetic culture, the criteria of quality are not as
obvious as they are in the sphere of material production, but thete,
too, these are of primary importance. Scientific and artistic scrap is so
much more dangerous because it cannot be as easily detected as
rejects are in production. We have yet to develop a more implacable
attitude to drabness, primitive thinking, inability to raise topical
problems, poor writing and cliches both iir thesocial sqiences and in
literature. Nor are we always duly aware of the fact that all of this has
a direct bearing on the quality of scientific and artistic works, wbich
means, on their effectiveness as well.

The most important task facing the science of Party history has
been, is and will be the elaboration of the ideological and theoretical
legacy of the Marxist-Leninist classics. Lenin's ideological legacy is
an inexhaustible treasure-house, to which we return again and again in
our search for the answers to the problems posed before us by life.
Like the writer, the historian needs to gain a deep insight into the
historical situation and the concrete conditions of the revolutionary
struggle at the stage at which a given work was written by Lenin, so as
to show his thipking from inside, in a manner of speaking, into the
very circumstances in which the given work originated. But even this
is not enough: while Lenin's,text was meaningful for the period in
which it was written, it continues to have lasting importance for future
decades, and for the development of Marxist'theory as a whole. This
means that the historian or the writer must show how the propositions
formulated by Lenin in the given work were translated into practice,



how they helped to build the new life and how they help us today in
fiehting bourgeois ideololy, opportunism and revisioniSm. Only if a
study or literary work dealing with some Leninist topic is analytical
and presents the problem in depth, can we say that it makes a
substantial contribution to the development of Lenin's ideas.

Today, the speaker went on, it is especially important to show
more fully and vividly in art Lenin's great humanism, his exceptional
motlesty, dedication, and boundless devotion to the cause of the Party
and the revolution. One article about some new Soviet films saysthat
in this period when material welfare standards are rapidly growing and
the scientific organisation of labour is being ever more extensively
applied, there is allegcdly less and less room in our Iife for
self-sacrifice aad heroic labour endeavour. That is a deeply erroneous
view. Of course, the Party has been doing a great deal st6adily to raise
the Soviet people's living standards and to make their work easier,
labour more productive and living conditions better. We cannot but
talce pride in the great achievements in this field, but the sources of
heroism have not run out in any sense. Nor will they run out when the
construction of communist society is completed. On the contrary,
moral factors now tend to be ever more important, so that the key task
is to work for the purity of socialist moial principles and sodialist
spiritual ideals. Of course, the current processes in our society have
become more complex, as has our people's spiritual world. But never
before have readers yearned for a hero whom they could regard as a
real hero to imitate. That is why, possibly, biographies of revolutiona-
ry leaders and remarkable C6mmunisti of the past are so popular
today. In conclusion, Kosulnikov said: "Let us hbpe that our wiiters
will be able to produce on the strength of modern and living
material-which is fascinating, complicated and abounds in romanti-
cism-images of men and women who are in the forefront of
communist construction, who are inspired by the revolutionary ideals
of older generations and translate these ideals into practice. Our
heroic period itself calls on art to produce such a hero."

CRITICAL STUDIES AND COMMENT

Bou rgeois Historiog raphy
of the Three Russian Revolutions

YLADITIR SALOY

Forergn bourgeois literature on the history of the three Russian
revolutions represents a historiographical complex the creation of
which was begun during the first revolutionary onslaught of
1905-1907. In this complex it is easy to detect two basic trends which
determine, in fact, its historiographical colouting. The one is the
modelling of the conception of the three revolutions aqcording to the
thesis of:the inherent backwardness of Russia, the other- attempfs to
predicate the revolutionary transformation of Russia on the "theoty
bf modernisation" which is supposedly leading to a single industrial
society.

CHe of the basic propositions of Leninism was that the revolutions
-in Russia took placef in-the Qra of the very advanced development o{.
bapitalism throughout the world and of its comparatively advanced
development in Russia".r The high degree of the concentration and
centralisation of industrid capital, the existence of big monopolies
which controlled up to 80 different kinds of production (coal, metals,
oil, the output of the light and food industries, etc.), was a significant
feature of Russian capitalism. There were more than 150 such
monopolies, among them the Frodamet, the Produgol, the Prodvagon,
and ihe Gvozd. V. I. Lenin characterised Russian capital as
monopolistic capital.z

H6wever, advanced industrial and finance capital in Russia was
combined with an extremely backward semi-feudal agrarian system

V , Sahv, D. Sc. (Ilisr.) , associate at the Institutc of the History of the^USSR,.
USSR Academv of Sciences. Authdr ol themonogtaphsGerman
Historiography- oI the Great October Socialist Revolution,
Modern-Wist German Historiography, of articles on toreiga
historiogrophy of Soviet society atd other wo*s on histoiogra'
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and semi-feudal absolutist power- the tsarist autocracy. This result-
ed in a deepening conflict between rapidly progressing capitalism and
tfre gnm survivals of serfdom, "between capitalism, which is highly
developed in our industry and considerably developed in -our
agriculture, and the system of landownership, which remains media-
eval, feudal".r On the eve of the 1905-1907 revolution a contradiction
arose in the country '\rhich most profoundly of all explains the
Rrrssian revolution, namely, the most backward system of landowner-
ship and the most ignorant peasantry on the one hand, and the most
advanced industrial and finance capitalism on the other!"a

To this concept, to the materialist thesis of the growing and
deepening conflict between the productive forces and the relations of
production as the underlying cause of revolution modern bourgeois
historiography contraposes the anti-scientific model of the i[eep-
rooted backwardness of Russia, a backwardnass which allegedly
predetermined the "specific" features of the three Russian revolutions
and the establishment of Soviet power.

The thesis of the age-old backwardness of the country was
advanced still by Menshevist historiography; this thesis underlies the
Trotskyist falsification of the history of the Russian revolutions. The
American historian, Professor Martin Malia in his'iBackward History
in a Backward Corintry", in fact admits that the pattern of Russia's
backwardness devised by the Mensheviks is used 5y Western authors
in their works; it is basic to Trotsky's "law of combined and uneven
development" and his thesis of "permanent revolution".5

Compared with Western countries, writes the French historian
Ren€ Girault, "Russia, it seems, was incapable of overcoming her
turpour and more and more became a part of Eastern and
Southeastern Europe-underdeveloped, agrarian and archaic."6 At
the beginning of the century Russia, writes Marcel Liebman, a
professor at the University of Brussels, "was dominated by an
anachronistic power and was herself an immense anachronism",
"being still completely in the Middle Ages".7

The bourgeois historiographical model of the age-old
backwardness of Russia also includes the Menshevist thesis of the
backwardness of the Russian working-class movement and its
immaturity compared with the working-class movement in Western
countries, the incapability of the Russian workers for political
struggle. Thus, the American historian Donald W. Treadgold in his '

'"The Seeds of Revolution" includes the working class and peasantry
of Russia among the undeveloped classes of the country.E Discussing
the specific features of the revolutionary movement in Russia
Professor K.-H. Ruffmann (FRG) asserts that one cannot speak of the
Russian workers as proletarians in the full sense of the word.e Here
Ruffmann and his numerous followers ignore a characteristic feature
of the growth of Russia's industrial proletariat-its early and high
degree of concentration which considerably increased its strength and
conditioned its revolutionary character.

The number of industrial workers in Russia on the eve of the
1905-1907 revolution totalled three million (together with miners and
rE0

railway workers); more than half of them (52.2 pgr-cent) were
conceitrated in large industrial enterprises employing 500 workers or
more, and more 

-ihan one-third (35.1 per cent)--in. the bigger
enterprises employing 1,fi)0 and more workers. Millions of the
exploited empl6yed it small urban and rural industrial enterprises
united around this proletarian nucleus which, moreover, consisted
mostly of hereditary workers. At the close of the lfth century the
total humber of prbletarians and semi-proletarians (hired woikers
with allotments) was 63.7 million of whom not less than 22 million
were proletarians.

Bourgeois historians explain also the victory of the October
Socialist Revolution by the age-old backwardness of the country,
drawing from this the conclusion about the inapplicability of the
Marxist doctrine to the conditions of Russia. "Could a direct
revolutionary transition to socialism have taken place in economically
backward countries by following the analysis of Marx and Engels?"
asks the earlier mentioned Girault.lo The West German historian
D. Geyer writes: "If Russia had broken with her monarcho-
despotic and patriarchal past and become a bourgeois-capitalist state
the revolutionaries would not hav€ had any chances of being
victorious."lt Developing this thesis the Amirrican scholar Allai
Wildman writes: "...the Bolsheviks succeeded because they were
willing to 'exploit' the backwardness of Russian conditions and
capitalise on the inherent buntarstvo of the uncultured Russian
misses".r2 He is joined by his French colleague Marcel Roncayolo
who writes in the fitst volume of Histoire du monde contemporain:
"In less than a year Russia passed from a monarchistic regime of an
autocratic trend to a republic of the Soviets, from a structure patently
pre-capitalist to a society that has taken the path of collectivism" and
draws the conclusion that "the evolution is an abrupt and unexpected
one because it is precisely- in the least developed Great Powers that
the workers win power".r3 This anti-Leninist thesis also underlies
Isaac Deutscher's Trotskyist book The Unfinished Revolutianand the
writings by the Austrian revisionists Ernsf Fischer and Frar:z Marek,
which is indicative of the intertwinement of principal Western
historiographical concepts. These are levelled at the Leninist doctrine
of the unevenness of development under imperialism, of the
possibility of the weakest link in its chain breaking, that is, the
possibility of the sociqlist revolution being victorious initially in
several or even in one country.

Bourgeois historiography's thesis of the supposed backwardness
of the Russian proletariat is part and parcel of the anti-communist
thesis according to which it was this backwardness that allegedly
played a fatal role in the development'of the working-class movement,
depriving the working class of independence and enabling the
Bolsheviks to capture that movement. This is the view of the
American historian D. Treadgold who writes: "Perhaps, in retrospect,
it was the failure of an independent labour movement to take root that
was most fateful of all in determining the outcome, since it was the
capture of that movement by the Bolsheviks that made possible their
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seizure of power." ra This is an instance of gross distortion of the role
of the Bolshevik Party which headed the working class, the leading
force in the three Russian revolutions. The thesis of the backwardness
of the Russian working class acquires yet another anticommunist
nuance when bourgeois authors try to prove that the working class, by
eradually evolving along the path of the working class of Western
countrles could have achieved victory without the Bolsheviks as the
Ar4erican scholar Reginald E. Zelnik believes.r5 In this case, too, the
thesis of backwardness is directed against the leading role of the
Communist Party.

Zelnik attributes the intensification of.the revolutionary activity of
the working class at the end of the lfth and beginning of the 20th
century to the considerable replenishment of the working class from
the. ranks of the peasantry who, he say.s, constituted the most
militant part of the proletariat. He ampiifies this idea about the
"specific eharacter" of the Russian workin:g-class movement with that
about th9 paradoxicality of the country's socio-economic develop-
ment which, according to him, was reflected in the fact that in tlle
period from the middle of the 1880s and up to the eve of Bloody
Sunday (190, St. Petersburg took on many of the characteristics of a
modern urban industrial centre which was not the case elsewhere in
the country.l5

Speaking of the "specific character" of the working-class move-
ment in Russia Professor Jacob Walkin draws the conclusion that "at
the base of the revolution was the emergence of a primitive, elemental
and anarchistic force, the agrarian disorders of the peasants and the
factory disorders of the half-peasants who constituted the bulk of.the
workers", and that the Bolsheviks in 1917 capitalised on "this
primitive and anarchistic force" that 'taged on unchecked".rT This is
yet another instance of the numerous attempts made by bourgeois
historians to cast a shadow on the Bolshevik Party whose ideology,
they would have us believe, imbibed anarchism.

In their efforts to authenticate the model of the age-old
backwardness of Russia and its working-class movement, bourgeois
historians fall back on references to certain erroneous propositions
advanced by Soviet historians in the discussion on the character of
Russian absolutism and in some works on the history of the
working*lass movem€nt in pre-revolutionary Russia. The American
historian Th. Esper, interpreting the statements by some participants
in the discussion in a vein that suited him, writes that in the couise of
the discussion the existence of the capitalist stage in Russia's
development was called in question and that the conclusions following
from the discussion testify, according to him, to the convergence oi
Marxist and Menshevist views. On the basis of such an interpretation
of the facts he infers that up to 1917 Rgssian society was still a
serf-owning or semi-serf-owning society.rE

No less indicative in this respect is Zelnik's "Russian Workers and
the Revolutionary Movement", mentioned earlirer. He does not
conceal his satisfaction in connection with the erroneous propositions
on the backwardness of the Russian working-class movement
It2

contained in the book fte Wo*ing Class and the Wo*ing-Class
Movement iz Russic. 1861-1917 (Moscow, Nauka Publishers, 1966, in
Russian), and draws the sweeping conclusion: "If one accepts some
picture along the lines of the one just sketched, then the weakness of
Lenin's early concept of the Russian workers as a class likely to fall
victim to bourgeois-liberal ideology... becomes apparent." re

A characteristic feature of all works of this type is the total
absence of the principle of strict scholarly verification of this or that
proposition: the conclusion about the age-old backwardness of Russia
does not correlate with the concrete objective process; it is based on
subiective statements by individual historians. Consequently, the
bourgeois theory of the age-old backwardness of Russia and its
working+lass movement would not stand the test of verification; it
cannot disprove and shake the truth of Lenin's theories regarding the
capitalist development of Russia and that the strength of its woiking
cliass was in the leadership of the Bolshevik Party. Herbert J. Ellison
in his work "Soviet Historians and the Russian Revolution" admits
that because of a politicised interpretation of the writings by Soviet
historians many of the articles on Soviet historiography are not
scholarly reviews of the historical literature.4

The model of the deep-rooted backwardness of Russia is heavily
leaned upon by a number of historians to substantiate their
far-fetched concept of so-called "specific Russian socialism". In his
work La rdvolution russe ile 1917 the French Slavicist
Frangois Coqui! writes: "The fact that the revolution took place in
backward agiarian Russia wa6 bound to have consequence'for the
destinies of socialism in Russia and for the purity of the revolufion",,
which alegedly did not acqgire an international character. According
to Coquin, the revolution did not go beyond national frontiers. Hence
the appearance of "Russian socialism" or "Bolshevist socialism"
which the European proletariat supposedly finds difficult to under-
stand. In developing this anti-cornmunist thesis Coquin and his
colleagues are prepared to acknowledge certain facts, in particular the
popular character of the October Revolution, the existence of the
worker-peasant alliance, etc. But when speaking of the masses tho
accent is on the "specific character" of their actions compared with
those of the masses in Western countries, as allegedly mailfested in
the non-acceptance of the parliamentary form 6f gbvernment and
democratic liberties. "The workers and peasants," Coquin asserts,
"accepted only a social revolution, only it had value in their eyes. Not
parliament, nor democratic liberties; nor a Constitution interested
them but the land-for the peasants, the factories-for the workers
and Russia-for the working people".2r As we see, the recognition of
some facts and their biased interpretation pursue a definite purpo-
se-to give credence to the thesis of the undemocratic sentiments of
the Russian working class.

The second trend of bourgeois historiography, as already noted, is
linked with the so-called "modernisation" theory. Russia's
backwardness, in the opinion of some Western historians, could have
been overcome through economic and political modernisation of the
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country, leading to a single industrial society. The first path to
modernisation, writgs George D. Jackson, the liberal path of capitalist
industrialisation, was not available to East European countries
because of the lag established already in the Middle Ages betlveen
East and West, and the latecomers cannot industrialise according to
the same patterl as their West European predecessors because the
cost of borrowing capital has soared and the capital available is less
likely to be drawn to them. The path suitable for only these countries
is th-e Russian communist model of state-controlled industrialisation
and rural collectivisation. As they ward off the threat of the lag
becoming a permanent state such countries, the historian reasons,
inevitably pass through chaos and revolution which in this sense is
historically conditioned and logical, and which acquire epochal
significan6e.22- We might also note that the advocates of the "modernisation"
theory hav-e put forward the concept "revolution of the type of the
developing countries". Some (the English historian John Keep among
them) writl about the revolution of 1905-1907 as the first revolution of
this type and others, like the American historian Theodore H. von
Laue, 

-believe that this definition applies more to the O-qtober
Revoiution of 1917 than to the firsf Russian revolution.23 The
historical experience of Russia is presented in the latest bourgeois
writings (Mfia in particular) as the experience of "the first nation to
make it from the 'third world'into the'second'-indeed as the pivotal
case in this fashionable division of the planet". While admitting that
this experience "surely has relevance for still later developing
societies" Malia hastens to add that Western historians "mustbe wary
of literally projectiog the Russian experience elsewhere".24It is all too
obvious that the bourgeois historians seek to distort the objective law
of development of the October Revolution, the common peculiarities
that are of enduring significance for all countries and peoples, for they
embody the characteristic features of the revolutionary process
connected with the breakrng-up of the old world and the establishment
of a new social structure, with the building of socialism.

The modelling of such "modernisation" is directed against the
Marxist-Leninist doctrine of the objective law of development of the
socialist revolution, it is linked with the interpretation of the October
Revolution as a "specifically Russian" model. This is admitted on the
pages of the ten-volumed A Comparative Encyclopaedia of the social
iclences, publication of which began in 1972 in the USA and the FRG,
and iri which such leading Sovietologists collaborate as Zbigniew
Brzezinski, Alex Inkeles and Boris Meissner. The article on the
October Revolution in the sixth volume of the Encyclopaedia
("Marxism, Communism and Western Society"), expounds some
theories on modernisation which recognise the inevitability of the
October Revolution on the way to global industrialisation
(C.E.Black) and the creation of highly industrialised affluent
societies (W. Rostow), to the realisation of agrarian reform
(B. Moore, E. Carr and others) and various structural changes ("social
revolution" i la Coquin).25
184

While recognising the inevitability of the October Revolution the
authors of vafrous iheories.of modernisation are at the same time
trying to find what were the chances of transforming the old system
without,resortrng to violence. In the words of the English historian
Paul Dukes, to a large group of Western historians who are called
"optimists", "the reign of the last tsar is of greatest interest not as the
final stage iq the relenfless march towards revolution but as a period
when thbre were many opportunities for the old regime--to reform
itself by peaceful means anil thus to avert destruction...."^ All kinds
of objective and subjective facts and processes are used as pointers in
the reconstruction of these probabilities. That is why to most Western
historians Nicholas II is the central figure. His overthrow in February
1917 is seen as a tragedy which lay in the fact that he lived with the
temptations of the moment and therefore was pragtiqally not- in a
position to choose a way of escape. Among works of this trend is the
|sychoanalytic study 6y the American writer Robert K. Massie
Nichoras dnd Alexandia (New York, 1967). Martin Malia, for
example, believes that the Russian autocracy, allegedly devoid of a
class 

-content and rising above civil society, was able to compel
society to compete for modernisation since in Russia, he says, it was
precis-ely the itate.that completely replaced the dynamic Anglo-
French bourgeoisie.''

When speaking of the possible ways of peaceful transformation
some historians sliift the accent from'the backwardness of Russia to
its Westernisation and Europeanisation, referring to the dynamic
process of modernisation that allegedly unfolded in Russia on the
initiative of foreign capital at the close of the lfth and beginning of the
20th century. Actording to these historians, foreign manufacturers
brought a spirit of dynamism into society which was in a state of
lethargy and stagnation.zE

This problem is treated differently in the works of the French
historian Ren6 Girault, mentioned earlier. Although foreign capital, in
particular French, played a significant part in Russia's economy its
development, he notes, was based nevertheless on Russian capital,
and he'concludes that: "Russian finance capital evolved in the
direction of the shaping of the classic structure of monopoly
capitalism, which --more and more approximated the Western or
American model."R

In many works the view is expressed that at the close of the lfth
and beginning of the 20th century Russia became an integral part of
the world economy. John McKay and Paul Dukes, referring to the
experience of tsarist Russia, declare, for example, that it is possible
for the developing countries to cope with the problem of dependence
upon foreign capital and in this connection assert that the rate of
industrial growth in Russia at the turn of the century was somewhat
higher than in the West. According to the French historian Pierre
Pascal, Russia in 1905 was more and more becoming an European
country.30 This natural process, it appears, was inteilupted by the
revolutionary euphoria of 1905-1907. And as for the first Russian
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revolution-it was allegedly caused by the Russo-Japanese war (A.
Spector, E. Htilzle, K.-H. Ruffmann, and others).

The period following the first Russian revolution is characterised
in bourgeois historiography (P. Scheibert, T. Laue, L. Kochan and
others) as the "Witte era", that is, the period of intensified
industrialisation at the expense of agriculture, when obvious preferl
ence was given to foreign capital invested in heavy industry.3f
Recognising the high {egree of industrial development in Russia on
the eve ol ihe First World War, the advocates oi the modernisation
theory adduce that the initial cause of the fall of the autocracy in
February 1917 should be sought in the crisis provoked by a
destructive war.32 In the 1960s, w-rites the American icholar Leof,old
Haimson, a conception began to crystallise "that between- the
Revolution of 1905 and the outbreak of the First World War a process
of political and social stabilisation was under way in every major
sphere of Russian life which, but for the extraneous stresses that ihe
war imposed, would have saved the Russian body politic from
revolution-or at least from the radical overturn that Russia
eventually experienced with the Bolshevik conquest of power".33 This
conception is prevalent in Western historiography. Thus, another
American historian, G. Stephenson, believes that given time and no
war the industrial revolution in Russia would have made possible the
peaceful transformation of Russian society.sa

Many bourgeois authors, however, while noting the high level of
Russia's industrial development, put the accent on the country's
economic backwardness owing to the structural crisis in agriculture,
as they put it, and to the extremely low level of agrarian production.
In the opinion of the West German historian J. Notzeld it was
impossible to overcome this crisis with the help of foreign capital, as
was done in industry, and thus create the necessary balance between
industry and agriculture. What is more, says Geyer, continuing this
idea, the foreign loans, simply brought Russia, already burdened
down with enbrmous loans, closer to a semi-colonial status.35

The conclusion is drawn from the specifics of the Russian
econonly that the attempt to model the country's agriculture along the
lines of market capitalism was foredoomed, since even the Stolypin
reforms ignored these specifics. According to the same Geyer,
Russia's domestic policy in 1907-1914 was a repressive pacification
strategy (Pazifirungsstrategie), which did not mirror the social and
economic specifics of the country. As a consequence, this policy
b99ame ir"rgnsignly irrational, reflecting the steadily growing-insta-
bility of the traditional6lite. Geyer and ofher supporters of thittheory
then go on to say that in the conditions of the age-old backwardness of
Russia the Bolsheviks opened up new opportunities for action while
the Mensheviks' and the Cadets' search for a social-reformist solution
h?d noJ_the slightest chance of success.s6 From this point of view the
First.World War not only did not internrpt the process of growing
stabilisation and progress but it also tempoiarily sialled the revolutio-
nary eruption of a structural crisis in Russia. Such is the trend of
thinking of a number of Western historians on the agrarian problem.,
1t6

Speaking of the political measures which allegedly could have led
to the peaceful reconstruction of Russian sociefy Einst Birth in his
work The Octobrists On5-1913) writes that the Manifesto of October
17, 1905, was a chance to modernise the Russian state without the
sacrifices and violence of a revolutionary transformation.3T But this
supposedly existing possibility of evolutionary transformation was
not used and was subsequently lost.

Attempts are made to find alternatives of a constitutional-legal
nature. For example, the English historian G. Hosking in his book fte
Russian Constitutional Experiment. Govemment and Duma 1fr7-
1914, characterises the Stolypin programme as a kind of constitutional
nationalism which resembled what Joseph Chamberlain advocated in
England several years earlier. According to Hosking the "model of the
Octobrists" and not the "model of the Cadeti" was the most
successful.3s

_ . It . is interesting to note that some present-day bourgeois
historians and lawyers when characterising thb "constitutional mddel"
of autocratic Russia consider that - the thesis of preudo-
constitutionalism is an erroneous one in application to the cbnstitu-
tional-legal order that was established after the revolution of
1905-1907. The West German lawyer L. Schulz in his work ?he
Constitution of Rnssia in 1906takes issue with M. Weber who rrrote
in 1906 that this constitution was a fiction. Schulz considers this
characterisation incorrect since the Constitution of 1906 in his view
was a decisive turning point in the constitutionalJegal development of
Russia which in this respect was evolving in the direction of the
West.3e

Today bourgeois historians, adapting themselves to the new
situation of d6tente, fall back; in woriis of P. Dukes,to the so-called
balanced appraisal of the part played by the Soviet Union in the
contemporary phase of world history.{

The answer to the question what does this "balanced appraisal"
really amount to may be found in Dukes's latest work, reflecting the
process, of ago{sing rejection by some Western ideologists of the
crude cliches of the cold war and a more sober treatmenf of history.
Dukes is prepared to recognise many indisputable facts. Tlie
institution of the Soviet Union he writes "was the result of the
Russian Revolution of - 1917", and "made a profound impact
throughout the whole of the terrestrial globe". ile writes: "Few
Western historians would deny this, although not many of them would
qhogse to agree with their Soviet colleagues that 'the Great October
Socialist Revolution inaugurated a new era in the history of the Soviet
peoples and of all mankind, and marked the beginning oi the transition
from the old, exploiter society, to the new socialist system'.

'"Ihe Union of Soviet Socialist Republics was the first major
society t-o_ announc€ its creation accordirlg to a coherent ideololy.
Since 1917, the claims of this ideology-Marxism-Leninism-to-6e
not only a-scientific, Slqbal and progressive explanation of history but
qlsola guidg to iE transformation have come to be widely accept-ed in
the Second and Third World and to a considerable extent in th6 First.
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The events ot l9l7 and subsequent years have therefore been a
subject of great controversy among both supporters and opponents of
Marxism-Leninism." al

It should be noted that in this "great controversy" Marxists, true to
the Leninist principles of consistent defence of historical truth, aim to
bring the truth of the October Revolution to millions of people. The
acceptance of certain facts as a means of construing arbitrary
concepts can hardly be regarded as a repudiation of anti-Sovietism.
Such concepts are, if anything, a form of so-called "democratic
anti-communism".

In his account of events Dukes pfoceeds from the fact that the
Revolution of 1917 was part of the organic evolution of Russian
history and in no sense an unfortunate accident or avoidable tragedy.
At the same time he proceeds from the thesis of Western
historiography that the modern and even the mediaeval periods of
Russia's history weighed very heavily upon the new society and
prevented it from fully justifying the great hopes laid upon it. Indeed,
Soviet society did not justify bourgeois historians' hopes of its
degeneration, its rejection of the intemational principles proclaimed
in October 1917.

The selection and interpretation of facts in the historiography
reviewed here are modelled according to the cited concepts.Ihe facts
are ignored if they do not fit into these models. In his revlew of the
collection of materials of the colloquium of Western historians on the
1917 Revolution the French historian P. Sorlin noted with good reason
that the reports of R. Pipes, E. H. Carr and M. Rubel, although they
proceed from different premises, coincide in their basic content and
argumentation, for these authors have little regard for the facts as
such and are more concerned with the selectiroir of facts from a
definite political point of view.a2.

Finding the application of Marxism to an interpretation of the
history of Russia to be an impossible taska3 bourgeo-is historians are
now trying to propagandise a slightly modernised version of the
historiographical concepts of the Mensheviks, Cadets, Socialist-
Revolutionaries and Trotskyites.
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MAN AND NATURE

Human Problems
of lnternationa! Cooperation
EVGENY FYODOROV,
YURI FYODOROV

Alongside the efforts to strengthen international security the
present-day peace movement pays increasing attention to problehs of
cooperation, which are of importance to all mankind.

The problems that are already exercising or may in the foreseeable
futule- e_xercise,a profound influence on the trends and prospects of
mankild's development include: environmental pollgtion; preisure on
natural process€s that is today reaching dangerous limits; the situation
taking shape in the sphere of the utilisation of natural resources; the
food shortage and the rapid population growth in some regions of the
world. Taken together, these problems are often referred to in
literature as the "ecological crisis".

As has been shown by modern Marxist studies, the crisis character
of these phenomena and processes is due chiefly to the contradictions
of the present capitalist mode of production, mainly to the chaotic,
ungovernable development of the capitalist economy and the drive of
the monopolies for maximum profits.t

The sum total of "underproduction" crises in definite branches of
the capitalist economy (raw materials, energy, food), and also the
spreading pollution- and degradation of the environment are directly
affecting the conditions oi the existence of huge sections of ttrb

E. Fyodorov, Academician, Director of the Institute of Applied Geography ol
the Main Board ol the HydrometeorotogicAt Service itnder"thb
USSR Council ol Ministers; author of numerous wo*s on
geophysics and also on interaction between society and rwture.

Yu. Fyodorov, Researcher at the Institute ol the World Economy and
International Relations, rhe USSR Academy of Sciences, ituthor
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world's population. Environmental pollution and the energy crisis are
lowering the level and quality of life in industrialised capitalist states,
while in the developing countries food and demographic problems are
creating serious difficulties. In itself this fact alone is evoking a fairly
sharp reaction among various social forces. At the same time, the
most serious apprehensions are aroused among the public at large,
scientists and political leaders of many countries by the long-term
trends and prospects of the crisis processes of interaction between
man and nature.

The International Scientific Symposium held in hague in
December 1973 under the auspices of the International Peace Institute
and the Academy of Sciences of Czechoslovakia aptly defined them
as global problems of modern civilisation. Whereas 15 or 20 years ago
problems of this kind interested only a relatively small circle of
scientists, today they are increasingly attracting the attention of
broad public opinion, are the subject of international talks and
agreements, comprise an entire trend in the work of the UN and many
other international organisations and are becoming a sphere of air
acute ideological struggle. The struggle waged by piogressive forces
for an international solution of problems affecting all mankind with
consideration for the legitimate interests of all countries and peoples
is a major component of the overall struggle of these forces for a
lasting peace, peaceful coexistence and broad international coopera-
tion.

A growing number of people are coming to the conclusion that
concrete, sustained and purposeful actions are needed in order to
solve ecological problems, both global and local. A reorientation is
taking place in the work of Western public organisations and even a
new type of public movement is appearing, which, with some
reservations, may be called an "ecologiCal movement". It consists of
numerous organisations set up on a national and international basis
that embr,?ce growing sections of the population and pursue activities
that are diversified in scale, orientation and potentiality. On the one
hand, this movement includes various "trtditional" -societies 

and
organisations for the protection of nature, the animal kingdom and so
fo4h, tlrqt are winning a steadily growing influence and widening the
scale of their work. "Specialised" organiSations are also springing up,
for instance, a movement calling itself "Save Our Seas;. -This
movement is attracting youth, trade union, women's, religious and
other organisations.

The problems of ecological crisis also receive much attention in
many international scientific organisations and are widely discussed
at meetings, symposiums and seminars. They are a standing issue of
the discussions in, for example, the Pugwash Movement and at the
regular Dartmouth Meetings of representatives of Soviet and
American public-op.inion. These problems are being closely studied by
the International Peace Institute which has sponsored two semi-
nars-in 1973 and in 1975-to discuss them. stddies in this direction
are organised also by many other authoritative nationii and
international scientific centres.
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Relatively small, closed organisations uniting somo political
leaders, the heads of large companies and leading scientists have
appeared in Western countries over the past few yeats. They are
endeavouring to evolve the conception and strategy of a solution to
the entire range of problems of the ecological crisis on a long-term
basis. The best known organisation of this kind is the Club of Rome,
which is associated with definite academic circles and with large
Western corporations.

Ecological problems today occupy a major place in the interna-
tional peace movement. It will be recalled that they were discussed at
the World Congress of Peace Forces in Moscow in 1973, at the
representative international symposium held under the heading'"The
Role of Scientists and Their Organisations in the Struggle for
Disarmament" in 1975, at the 1972 and 195 Brussels assemblies of
representatives of public opinion for European security and coopera-
tion, and at many other international meetings and forums. Coopera-
tion among the different public organisations in ecological problems is
unquestionably widening the social basis of the general democratic
movement and offering the forces participating in the movement new
areas for joint action.

Effective measures to resolve the new, vitally important problems
confronting mankind can only be taken through equal and mutually
beneficial cooperation and the concerted efforts of all the countries
and peoples of the world. The mainn decisive condition making such
cooperation realistic is d6tente. This was clearly and lucidly stated by
Lconid Brezhnev, General Secretary of the CPSU Central Commit-
tee, at the World Congress of Peace Forces held in Moscow in
October 1973. "Peace," he said, 'ts not only a question of security.It
is also the most important prerequisite for solving the most crucial
problems of modern civilisation. And here the very future of
humanity is involved... Here it will be sufficient to mention but a few
of the problems that are beginning to cause many people concern:
energy supply, environmental protection, elimination of such blights
as mass hunger and dangerous diseases, and development of the
resources of the world ocean."z

heciseiy this is the foundation of the conception defining the
activitieS of the progressive peace forces today. The interconnection
we have noted makes it possible to go over from the struggle against
the direct threat of a thermonuclear conflict to a struggle for the
materialisation of d6tente, of which the struggle against the ecological
crisis is undoubtedly an important element. The peace movement is
well aware, to quote a document of the Commission on Cooperation
for Protection of the Environment set up by the World Congress of
Peace Forces, that "anxiety about conservation and the desire to
optimise inter-relations between man and nature are an additional
stimulus to the efforts of society to strengthen the principles of
peaceful coexistence and obtain conditions that would exlude war
Irom the life of man".3

The past decade provides innumerable examples showing that the
antithesis of d6tente-the arms race, the aggravation of international
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tension and international conflicts- sharply exaccrbates the ecologi-
cal, raw material and food problems and, in most cases, renders their
solution impossible.

While only a few years ago the negative impact of the arms race
and the cold war was interpreted as heightening the threat of a
thermonuclear war, public aitention is today increasingly attracted
also by many other adverse effects of that impact. In particular,-the
arms race absorbs huge intellectual and material resources needed for
the solution of all ecological problems, beginning from the preventioq
of ;;"il;;*tat potiiii6n an? enoine witti'ttre el'imination 6t tt e foo<i
shortage.

Wiih the arrns race in progress the military industry unpioductive-
ly and irrationally expendi enormous irreplaceable natural energy and
raw material resources. Moreover, it swallows vast funds needed to
work out and make practical use of alternative sources of raw
materials and energy.o'

The manufacture and, particularlyl th9 tqsting.and-storage of
chemical and nuclear weapons are seriously damagrng the environ'
ment. Enormous danger emanates, for instance, from the use of the
world ocean as a dump for the waste from nuclear and chemical
industries orientated on military aims. By devouring enormous sums
of money, the arms race hinders the development, among other
things, oi purifying installations and the provision of all industries
witti such installations. Serious anxiety is caused by fundamentally
new types of weapons, including those using natural processes or
influencing the nafural environment for military purposes.The arms
race leads to the spending of colossal funds that could and should be
allocated for aid to liberated nations with the purposes of helping
them to resolve their food and demographic problems and surmount
the growing gap between the development level of these countries
and that of the economically advanced nations.

At international symposiums and meetings of representatives of
public opinion the vidw is being moulded that with the normalisation
of relations between countries belonging to the two different social
systems and with the limitation and subsequent reduction of military
elpenditures there will be greater possibilities for allocating substanti-
al 

-funds for the solution of problems affecting all mankind.
Even local military conflicts, as was eloquently shown by the US

aggression in Vietnam, inflict serious and frequently irreparable
damage on the environment. Breaking out in regions with rich natural
resouices they inevitably reduce the output level; in any case, they
raise the level of international tension, and this always affects the
world market of raw materials and fuel; they lead to the squandering
of available reserves of raw materials, fuel and so forth. They have a
particularly adverse effect on the agriculture of all the countries
involved and thereby aggravate the already difficult food situatien
existing in the developing countries.

Armed conflicts nullify the possibility of resolving the entire range
of problems of the interaction between society and nature. This
underscores the pressfurg need for all the forces, movements and
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organisations worried about the ecological situation to take action to
pre_vent international conflicts. Special significance, therefore, at-
taches to the creation of systems of Collective security in all
conflict-prone areas, notably in Asia, where, as everybody kn-ows, the
food and demographic problems are acute.

A specific tegture of all the processes and problems forming the
ecological crisis is that they cannot be entirely iesolved on a national
scale. Environmental pollution, for example, cannot be surmounted
because-large quantities of pollutants are Carried from one country to
anot-he-r b_y air and water streams. Moreover, large-scale joint action is
needed also in the world ocean and elsewhere.

The world's reserves of energy and other raw material resources
are -.distribu!_"9 y"ry unevenly, and they can be rationally and
profitablv utilised by all countries only under conditions of peaceful
development, on the basis of mutually beneficial trade and ioopera-
tion. Any attempt to resolve the problem of resources by force 6r by
threats_to, say., oil-producing countries, such as are mad-e at tirhes by
-some-US 

politicians, is not only extremely reactionary and dangerous
but also futile. Such an-attempt can only aggravdte the problern and
will on no account resolve it.

The situation in this sphere is today complicated also by the need
for extraordinarily large outlays of maierial alnd intellectuafresources
iLapy attem-pt to solve ecological problems. To develop reliable pu-
rifying installations for modein inilustry requires addiiional inv6st-
ments amounting to at least frgm 15 to 20 per cent of the total
investments in bisic industries.s The cost of reiearch growj iieipii
and this raises the cost of all the systems and projects tintea with thir
ecological- crisis. Most countries cannot afforil the entire complex of
expenses involved in.surmounting that crisis. It is perfectly clear that
for their solution these problerns require the concerted- efforts of
many countries, and this is only posiible in conditions of peaceful
coexistence of states with differing social.systems, d€tente and
discontinuation of the arms race.
-- The-emergence o-f new problems of world development affecting

all-mankind do not, however, evoke similar response-s from differeni
p-ublig movements. The views on the reasons-for their emergence,
development trends _and ways of their settlement are freqirently
antipodal. This is due to the fact that the deterioration bt ttri
environment, the shortage of 

'food 
in developing countries arrd the

elergy and raw-materials crises in capitalist countries directly affect
the interests -of practically all classes, strata and groups of the
population, tell on the conditions of life of the broad masses and on
the state of the economy, and acquire internatibnal significance. It is
qllite natural, therefore, that the inain trends of the c-iass struggle in
the.world today are expressed in the battle of opinions or"ith"r.
problems.

The motley character of the ecological movement, which reflects
its treterogeneous social basis, the involvement in it of a large number
of the most diverse social and political forces and organisations create
many difficulties in its development and the dang-er that at certain
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periods it may be used in the interests of monopoly capital. In many
6ases ecologiial problems are raised by bourgeois ideologists in order
to divert the ma5ses from the political struggle and foster pessimism.
Reactionary circles try to make capital out of the anxieties of the
man-in-the'street of the Western countries, seeking to antagonise him
against developing nations and the national liberation movements,
w-lrigh they depict, for instance, as the direct cause of the energy
cnsrs.

The neo-fascists suggest resolving ecological problems with
atomic bombs. For instancl, a certain Garret Hardin believes that it is
unlikely that civilisation and nobility of mind could survive everywhe-
re. It would be better, he says, if they survived somewhere rather than
nowhere. In his opinion, the privileged minorities should take charge
of civilisation, which is being threatened by good but unfounded
intentions.6 Elsewhere he asserts: The worst we can do to help one
country or another to avoid over-population is to send it food. Atomic
bombs would do much more good.'

In working out a scientific approach to new problems of world
development it is of the utmost importance to ascertain what caused
then:. bn[ on this basis is it possible to give shape to a realistic
programme of public activity capable of helping to solve these
problems.- In their quest for ways of directing the ecological movement into a
framework acceptable to capitalism, boulgeois ideologists attempt to
prove that these problems are either an immanent outcome of-scientific and teclnological progress and the economic growth
stimulated by it, or the result of the rapid population growth in the
world, or of-the one and the other taken together. Various methods
are being devised to surmount the ecological crisis in the capitalist
world.

Some of these methods are simply curious, to say the least. For
example, the British ecologist E. Goldsmith su8gests a return to a
primiiive way of life. However, realising that this is impossible and^seeing no way out, he maintains that caiastrophe is inevitable.t

Barry Commoner, who is chiefly worried about environmental
pollution, suggests a way out by removing unnatural technological-processes anil materiali from industry, for instance, synthetic
nrbstance. He contends that a return to natural products that enter
lnto the natural cycle of the rotation of matter in nature would ensure
ttt acceptable int-eraction with nature.e

The-conception evolved by the US experts J.Forrester and
D. Meadows is influencing public opinion in the West. They suSgest
Out development should in general be halted in order to protect
mankind; ttiat the population growth and industrialisation should be
$opped (needless to iay, in the developing countries); and that thc
consumption of natural resources should be cut to a minimum in order
to achi6ve the so-called "global equilibrium".ro This viewpoint has
become widespread among bourgeois scientists and publicists.

The idea of halting development has been sharply criticised by
many segments of puUtic opinion. Marxist scientists have noted
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that it would be wrong tolpread the development trends of capitalist
so-cjity-tp all mankind." Iir the developinf iountriei scieniisis ano
political leaders have justifiably pointed to t-he enormous differenci in
the.living starulards of the diff6rlnt peoples of the world, a difference
which cannot be overcome withotit iirdustrialising thi oiveiopini
nations.

_--A.somgqhat different conception is propounded by M. Mesarovic
(USA) a1d E. Pestel-(FRGl in ilankind at'the Tumirig poinr, i worf
that haq become well known in the west and written for the'club of
Rome.r2 Their point of departure is that economic 

-"Araniement
cannot be halted, and they understand the distinctions betweeri the
e-xisting social and economic systems. The gist of their theory is that
the economic development of all countries could be coordinated on
the s-cale of the gntire planet. They attempt to prove that cooiiinated
development is not only the sole possible coirrse but that it is aiio
nlofitable to all countries, bearing i-n mind not the immediate interests
of individual groups,- particularly the monopolies, but the long-term
interests of the majority of the world's population. Thev-make
provision. for a delibbrate slowing down of th6 economic grirwth of
industrialised countries and high rates of growth in the o:evebting
states.

. Organised_by the C-lub of Rome, a group led by the eminent
scientist Jg finper-gen is currently working ori a proj6ct called ."The
New world order", in which thby s'rgge-st a nirm6er of concrete
measpres, whose adoption would,- they-believe, ensure mankind;s
transitioir to controlleil organic development.

.., \Ieptiog.qay be--made of some otf,er proposals advanced in thewest, ln w.hrqh ap-effort is made to find the possibility of surmountinr
rne ecotoglcat cnsis by "improving" capitalist society. Their underlyring theoretical_postdlate is, as-a rilJ, til-;;;6na;ion-oi tt"
aggravatlon of the crisis phenomena in the relationship belween man
95r$ .13ture- bv the oppodition and contradictioni- ueiivien' solarrea
;Il"_I-_ll9 p,o,gr" nations.. Conceptions of this kind can only
orsorrentate publlc movement.

Attempts have been made to interpret the ecorogical crisis and themeasures to resolve it from the standloint o-f the co-n"Jrgdnii tfieorv.In these attempts it was ignored th;[,-;a diJiir"i t-ni't[t-Juiit"ri.t
svstem, the socialist svstem with itl pubhJ.il;;ih6';i-iaturat
resources and means of production and lbng-term plann-i-ni &;ii"ilypresuppose-s and.ensures a solicitous artitude'to naiire-il4 it',resources.r3 More and. mor" piofti- are beginni"s 

-G- 
#i' tr,efundamental and oracricar adva'ntigii oi tti. "priii,'3,rri rty"-jriaeadevetopment of sotiaris, ao"i;ty i;-iti-inieractron with nature.

of course, we are. as .yet no! entirery satisfied with the state ofeqvironmentgl protectioq in ttre Soviet uhion. we stiti iiavii" 
"ertain:iLllg"--{1i!rd., inheriied from the past, to ifi ;itr;;;iv-,i"t

narural resources of our country.

. 
Although in the Soviet UniqT, the problern we are considering isnot as acute as in other industrialised states, ttre ceniiat boin.liieioi
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the CPSU and the Soviet Government are at present devoting growing
attention to the thrifty utilisation of natural resources an<I to thE
protection.of thq environment.r4 With the grorrth of tlre Soviet
economy, increasing funds are allocated for environmental protecti-
on. Public opinion in the USSR shows a keen interest in the protection
of the environment and the rational use of natural resources. On the
initiative of public opinion special attention was given to Lake Baikal,
a unique natural preserve. Since 194 measures for the protection of
the natural environment and the rational use of natural resources have
been inlcuded in the state plan for economic development. The
Nature Conservation Commissions of the Soviet of the Union and the
Soviet of Nationalities of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR annually
analyse the plans for industrial development from the angle of
protecting the environment and rationally using natural resouices.

The importance of this problem was underscored at the 25th
Congress of the CPSU: *With the development of the national
economy and the,grofih of towns and industrial cenffes ever larger
funds will be required for environmental protection-in the curent
five-year period alone 1 1,000 million rubles are being allocated for this
purpose. The trend towards increasing these allocations will continue.
In view of the rapid rate of growth of the economic potential and the
people's living standard, the funds for environmental proteciton can
only be obtained by enhancing efficiency in production." 15 Speaking
of the work of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR in this sphere, Leoniil
Brezhnev noted that "legal provisions have been prepared for spheres
of life which had earlier remained outside the framework of legal
regulation, like protection of the environment, including bodies of
water, the earth, the air, and so on. It is a very good thing that we have
now well-grounded legal rules making it possible to carry on
prrrposeful work for the protection of nature." 16

A viewrthat has become widespread in the West over the past few
years is that the international cooperation needed for the solution of
ecological problems is bound up-with the renunciation of national
sover^eignty, with a limitation on national independence'and, above
all,.of the right of the peoples of the developin! countries to control
their reserves of energy-and raw material rEsources. This view
objectively serves the lnterests only of the neocolonialist circles
eager to preserve their direct or indirect control of the natural
resources of these countries.

Most of the theories and conceptions being evolved by Western
specialists and used in an effort to influence the attitude and activity
of the public forces of capitalist countries in this area do not
essentially bring to light the most significant aspects of these
problems. They ignore the fact that in the interaction between society
and nature natural-scientific, technical and socio-economic factors
closely intertwine. The latter play the decisive role inasmuch as they
either create favourable conditions for the solution of these problems,
as in socialist society, or reduce them to a crisis state, as in capitalist
society.

To some extent the substance of the crisis mechanism in the
tn



interpction between society and nature lies in the fact that parallel
with'the development of concrete crises of "underproduction" in
capitalist society qualitatively new problems arise because the
exponential growth of all aspects of human activity suddenly, as it
were, leads to a situation where the resources and even the very
territofy of our planet cannot be regarded as limitless. The quantity of
natural resources consumed annually has become perceptive compa-
red with the size of the total resources or balance of each of them. The
indirect influence that we exercise on the natural environment
through production processes in some cases changes its structure, the
natural rotation of matter and the energy balance to a larger extent
than. elemental phenomena.

The social movements and organisations in the West are
particularly worried over the energy crisis, which is due not to any
physical shortage of oil but to the structural specifics of the energy
industry in the capitalist countries that have led to a rise of the price of
oil products.l' In their hard and long struggle for political and
economic independence the oil-exporting countries'have won the
possibility of removing the incompatibility between the prices of raw
materials and of the equipment purchased in industrialised states.
Meanwhile, the oil monopolies have taken advantage of the situation
to raise the price of fuel and make considerable additional profits.
This rise of the prices of fuel, energy and raw materials has drawn
public attention to the problem of natural resources generally,
to the incredible rate of their exhaustion and to more rational
ways of utilising them.

The food crisis is seriously alarming world opinion. In terms of per
capita of the world's population, the av:erage increment of food output
has always been insignificant. Lately the world's reserves of grain
have simply been diminishing, while prices in the world food market
have been growing.r8

It is well known that backward social and economic relations are
the main reason for the inadequate eff.icacy of agriculture in the
developing countries. However. many Western specialists prefer to
disregard the socio-economic reasons behind the aggravation of thc
food situation in those countries and try to explain them mainly from
neo-Malthusian positions.

They link the food crisis with the rapid growth of the population.
The rate of this grofih is seen if only by the fact that according to UN
forecasts the population of the developing countries will have
increased by over two thousand million by the year 20(X), with the
Indian subcontinent and the Southeast Asian countries accountingfor
half this increment.le

The rapid population growth is unquestionably giving rise to many
difficult problems in the developing countries, which seriously worry
their peoples and governments, and also world opinion. The
demographic situation inescapably increases the shortage of jobs for
the able-bodied population, complicates the task of ensuring adequate
supplies of food and deepens the existing socio-economic contradic-
tions in the developing countries.
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Many Western scientists and also public and political figures are
inclined to explain the exacerbated food problem and the backward-
ness of the developing countries as being solely due to the
demographic explosion.2o Their suggestions boil down to reducing the
birth-rate. Needless to say, a planned birth-rate may yield a definite
effect, but it can under no circumstances serve as a means of
resolving the entire range of difficult demographic and social
problems. The way out can only be found by speeding the economic
development of those countries.

Lastly, a difficult problem is to influence the environment, to
rtduce its pollution level which during the past few decades has
reached a considerable magnitude in the industrialised capitalist
states.

O! c__ours_g, one _of the most serious questions being asked by
practically all peaceloving opinion is; how and by what irean$ can
these problems be resohied? Even if natural wealth is used most
effectively and a solicitous attitude is adopted to the environment,
each of the specific resources continues to be depleted, while the
influence on the environment mounts. This raises the leeitimate
q_uestion: 

- 
are there groqnds, after all, for the numerous bd'urgeois

theories widely circulated in the ecological movement in the West
maintaining that mankind cannot ultimately avoid a conflict with
nature because tho planet, with its limited size and mass, cannot
support an unlimited population?

It should be borne in mind that parallel with the exhaustion of each
of the riatural resources the possibilities continuously arise of
satisfying man's requirements with fundamentally new means. For
instance, at present clothes are made not only of flax, wool or silk;
approximately half of them are made of synthetic materials, most of
which are produced from petroleum. Energy is derived not only from
coal, oil or rivers but also from nuclear and other sources.

The uses of secondary raw materials are being steadily widened.
In effect, mankind does not irretrievably expend any of the elements
it takes from the natural environment. Technological processes only
transform these elements into some different form neeiied by society.
Scientific and technological progress constantly increases this abiliiy
to transform matter from one form into another. In the foreseeable
future mankind is thus in principle not threatened by any crisis of
exhaustion of natural resources. Matter taken from the environment
will be converted into various forms and used an unlimited number of
times.

There is the problem of renewable natural resources such as
forests, the biological wealth of the ocean, fresh water and so on. The
proportion of some of them used at present is approaching the total
magnitude of the credit section of their natural balance. However, at
the level now reached by science and technology mankind is able to
change the balance of at least some renewable natural resources. On a
small, local scale this has been proceeding for a longtime. Essentially
speaking, agriculture is based entirely on cultivated, i. e., high-
yielding varieties of plants and species of animals. Today this practice



could be spread to vast regions of our planet. For example, it is quitc
possible to begin the experimental breeding of food fish in the entire
world ocean. Ambitious projects are already being proposed for
remaking the natural conditions of large regions with the purpose of
trsing their natural resources more effectively.

Environmental pollution which greatly worries public opinion in
some Western countries, is by no means an inevitable result of
industrial development and economic growth. Science and technology
steadily improve the methods and equipment for purifying the waste
of enterprises. Such for example, is the purifying equipment installed
at the Baikal Pulp and Paper Mill in the USSR.

However, the principal way of solving this problem is to usc
closed technological cycles that exclude pollution altogether. Clean
variants of many technological processes that had formerly been
responsible for much of the pollution, for instance, the production of
paper, have now been evolved.

There are major obstacles to the broad use of these methods in
practice, mainly ihe high cost of te-equipping industry. B.Commo-
her estimates that'the ecological reconstruction of the entire US
industry requires about $600lhousand million,2l that is, only six or
seven US annual military budgets.

In analysing the debates over the food problem it should be borne
in mind that the spread of the current highly productive technology of
cultivating the land to all the land used for agriculture would provide
the entire population of the world with adequate food supplies by the
year 2000.

A similar situation is observed in other areas affecting dt
mankind. For most of them, natural-scientific solutions have been
already found or are being successfully worked out. The implementa-
tion of these solutions, however, is slowed down and even blocked by
capitalist social relations.

However, reality is already today dictating the need for serious
steps to solve all the problems linked with the ecological crisis. Thesc
steps are by no means only technical; they have many social aspects.

Modern civilisation's global problems can ultimately be solved
provided mankind is able to chart and reasonably achieve definite
aims and regtrlate its development. This is only possible under the
sociatst mode of production. This is borne out by the steps being
taken in that direction by the socialist countries. Many Western
scientists and public figures are likewise beginning to understand that
to end the crisis in the relations between society and the natural
environment it is necessary to direct and even plan the future activity
of all mankind.

The close link between the steps to regulate the ecological crisis
and the socio-economic changes in the capitalist countries is opening
up new possibilities for widening the social basis of the anti-monopoly
struggle. These possibilities are founded on the inner incompatibility
of capitalism's inherent striving for maximum profits and the efforts
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needed for the optimal solution of the problems of resources,
environmental pollution and so forth. The mainsprings of these
problems are linked directly with the contradictions of the capitalist-mode of production. As a result of these contradictions, th9 material
possibilities for satisfying mankind's requirements clash with actud,
lractical possibilities. Understood to one degree or another, this link
ireates favourable conditions for the appearance of new mechanisms
of cooperation between progressive, democratic forces in the
capitaliit countries in the struggle agaigst monopoly rule, for
dehocratic changes and the rights of working people.

To sum up, it may be said that developments are increasingly
bearing out Leonid Br6zhnev's words that "it is-imposstble to make a
good start in resqlving the problems that affect the future of all
inankind or to fulfil thd manyurgent tasks of today without a system
of international relations based on peaceful coexistence"." The
deepeiing of ddtente makes practicable the solution of these problems
for the good of all the peoples of the world.
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VIEWS AND OPINIONS

Dante, Galileo, Einstein
BORIS KUZNETSOV

In this triad-Dante, Galileo and Einstein-the latter symbolises
a certain modern quantum-relativist retrospection, an attempt to look
into the past, towards the prologue of classical science, in the light of
new and non-classical ideas, an attempt to reply to a question that is
linked with the first two names.

What is it that binds Dante and Galileo together? What is the idea
that runs through the pre-Renaissance and post-Renaissance periods,
and unites the sources of the Renaissance with the classical science of
the lTth century that stems from it? One who would try to reply to this
question in the light of presentday science must deal with the more
general question of the invariant nature of the ideas of space, time and
movement, the all-pervading cosmological idea which runs through
the history of human thought from the Divine Comedy down to
Einstein's theory of relativity.

In the early years of our century, attempts were made to bring
together Dante's cosmology with the ideas of non-Euclidean geomet-
ry, atrd, somewhat later and this time directly, with the general theory
of relativity. The non-Euclidean geometry in the Divine Comedywas
the subject of writings by Weber (1905), and Simon (1910). lnl922,in
a work entitled The Imaginary in Geomefry, Florensky identified with
Einstein's twisted space the space Dante returned from, after
macroscopically travelling in a sihgle direction and visiting Inferno,
hrrgatory and Paradise, back to the starting point of his travels. This
appraisal of Dante's cosmology excludes classical science, with its
Euclidean world space, from the Dante-Einstein transformation and
makes Galileo's name alien to our triad.

In reality, however, this transformation was continuous, a far
more general idea proving the invariant. That is because, with Galileo,
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space was also twisted in a certain sense: the ptanets, left to
themselves (Galileo did not know the idea of gravity), travel round the
Sun in circular orbits; in his Dblogue, inertial movement is not
straight but curvilinear. From Galileo's principle of circular cosmic
inertia it follows that space is uniform along the orbit of a planet. That
is all that there is to it. It is the uniformity of space (along circular
orbits, with Galileo, and along the direct trajectory of a body left to
itself, with Descartes) that was the most general idea in classical
science. With Galileo, the circular space in which planets move is
uniform; with -Descartes and Newton, tri-dimensional Euclidean
space is uniform. This uniformity of space is expressed in a
conservation of an impulse, whereas the uniformity of time is
expressed in a conservation of energy. Further, the law of the
conservation of impulse as dealt with in the special theory o-f relativity
expresses the uniformity of pseudo-Euclidean quadri-dimensional
space-time, while the general theory of relativity summarises
uniformity in a quadridimensional non-Euclidean continuum. Thus
we find, in Galileo, an initial variant of the principle of uniformity and
correspondingly (because of the Netter theorem) of conservation
which, together with its modifications, displays the transformation,
the change and the evolution of ideas of the world and the existence of
the history of science, and at the same time forms a self-identical
substratum of change, the subject of historical evolution.

It was not only this self-identical historical invariant of science
that was a precondition of classical science and its later non-classical
transformation. While transformation loses all meaning without an
invariant (the predicates of a certain self-identical subject undergoing
change), an invariant is meaningless without transformation: conser-
vation is meaningful given a certain change. For centuries ahead,
Galileo provided science with idea of uniformity and conserva-
tion. But who was it that gave science its impetuous soul, its constant
urge towards modification of its own conclusions, and not only of its
conclusions but also initial principles, methods and style? Who
imbued science with this romantic drive to bring about transforma-
tion, Spinoza's arnor intellectualis, which is the emotional accompani-
ment of cognition?

Peripatetic thought was bent on seeking for the static harmony o{
the universe: for instance, the location of "natural places" in
Aristotle's cosmology, the mediaeval and fixed canons of morality,
logic and beauty, and even of economics (a "fair", i.e.,traditional rate
of profit and so on). This static harmony could yield place to the
dynamic harmony of classical science (which had become still more
obvious in non-classical theories) given integral change in the criteria,
not only of truth but also of good andbeauty. TheDivineComedywas
an encyclopaedia of this integral change of criteria. In populating the
circles of Inferno, Purgatory and Paradise, Dante was guided by his
likes and dislikes, his ideals, his notions and, first and
foremost, his love. To him, his friends, and Cavalcanti, love was a
supreme expression of the autonomous, inimitable and free nature of
man's personality, his freedom from tradition, authority and univer-
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sals. That love was directed, not towards a realistic (in the mediaeval
sense) absorption of the individual by universals but to the inimitable
image of the living Beatrice, not to a symbol but to the living Bice
Portinari. In this sense, tlrie Divine Comedy was an immediate sequel
to Dante's New Life.

To Dante, Beatrice was the embodiment of the most overall
universal, of all existence, the entire universe, in the most concrete,
tangible and colourful sense. What could have been more concrete to
the poet than the image of the young Florentine girl he had once met
on the Lungarno near the Ponte Vecchio? A fiction of the reality of an
idea outside of things-that most official version of mediaeval
thought-could not withstand a synthesis of thought and a concrete,
art-inspired and emotional understanding of the world. In the first
Canto of Paradise, Dante learns from Beatrice her concept of the
world, and is unable to tear his gaze away from those lips and her
emerald-green eyes. This scene is an introduction to the profound
ideological and psychological shifts that were part and parcel of the
Renaissance, an introduction to a return to the oppositional stream in
mediaeval thought, to nominalism, with its apologia for the concrete,
an introduction of a Natiirphilosophie that strove to find embodiment
in an image, an introduction to an artistic world-perception that
wished to become intellectual.

In the 17th century, scientific thought left the multicoloured and
concrete world discovered in the 15th and 16th centuries, setting out
for the ever more monochromic world which was so dryly expressed
as a kind of drawing in Newton's Pnncipia. However, the mechanico-
mathematical thought of the 17th century and the one that followed
was a new form and a direct outcome of what mankind had received in
the 15th and 16th centuries. Lagrange's equations seem very farfrom
the highly personalised and emotion-charged polychromous culture of
the Renaissance; with Galileo, however, the quantitative and
mathematical trend was intertwined with what stemmed from Dante
and Giotto. Here the point of ontogenesis follows the same direction
as the phylogenesis of science, making it compressed in time and
therefore directly discernible. His Dialogo is still reminiscent of the
Nattirphilosophers of the Renaissance, but his Discorsi anticipated
Newton and Lagrange. The Dialogo even contains a kind of
embryonic form of the mechanico-mathematical thinking of Newton
and Lagrange. That is why the epithet of "dry drawing" is used
conditionally in respect of Newton and Lagrange, because the colours
of the Renaissance still emerge from that drawing.

But let us return to the fundamental idea in the Dialogo-to the
principle of inertia in space. In his Dialogo, Galileo went over from a
fixed position of a body in its natural place-the cornerstone of the
peripatetic harmony of the world-to the constant velocity of a body
left to itself -the cornerstone of the kinetic picture of the world. In
his Discorsi, Galileo now spoke of invariable acceleration-the
foundation of the dynamic harmony of the universe. Thus there
appeared prototypes of the first and second temporal derivatives from
the position of a material point, prototypes of a differential idea of
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movement from point to point and from instant to instant, a notion of
the finite as the sum of an infinitely large number of infinitely small
segments, integrals defined by the relations between the infinitely
mlnute, variablE quantities, the infinite variety embodied in local and
infinitely small objects. Beginning with Galileo, tAe infinite was no
longer a universal but something directly observable.and reproducible
in Cxperiments. Variable quantities in their infinitely minute points
and instantaneous being figured in the imaginary experiments
discussed in the Dialoso and the Discorsi. Infinity as a universal did
not disappear but merged with the nominalistic and local "here and
now". That blending had already made fleeting appearances with the
Paris Nominalists of the 14th century; in the 15th century, movement
became an object of art under the brush of Leonardo da Vinci, whose
Treatise on Painting substantiated such a programme for art, drawing
it close to the dynamic programme of science.t

However, it was with the Divine Comedythat infinity as embodied
in the local, concrete and sensually perceptible, an infinity that had
become an obiect of logical and at the same time artistic perception
entered man's thinking and emotions. This was an invariant of the
transformation from Dante to Galileo.

Here we have another "invariant", a somewhat peripatetic one
which is reminiscent of the "natural places" in Aristotle's cosmology.
In the history of culture, FlorEnce has become a "natural place" for
the masterpieces of the Renaissance, and not only because they are
located at the Uffizi and the public squaf,es of the city. When our
contemporary wanders about the streets and squares of Florence, he
is accompanied by the shades of the exile who recollected his native
city from Ravenna, and of the prisoner of Arcetri. Their tragic fates
did not break the links betrveen Florence, and Dante and Galileo,
which was why their fates remain so tragic.

But what was the specific feature of Florentine life which made
the city the birthplace of so vast a number of great thinkers and
artists? What were the overall features that reflected the special
quality of their birthplace? This is a question of the invariants in the
links between different genr€s, a question of what survived in the
transition from one area-of cuiture to another. We would at present
refrain from discussing the question of the special features in thc
development of Florence during the later Middle Ages and the
Renaissance, the city's economy, social relations, political events
and culture, for that would lead us too far astray from our subject.
The analysis should take as its point of departure the highly dynamic
economic and social development of the city, not only the rate of
change but also what might be called the level of the dynamism or the
profound qualitative changes: the universality and the inertia (or
rathef the "inert mass") of canons infringed by economic, social,
political and cultural changes. It was not only the subjects, the
palettes, and the compositions that had changed in Florentine
painting, but also the principles of perspective; in production, the
change affected, not only the capacity'and number of'looms and water
wheels but also the principles of their desig4; in science, lt was not
N

only a matter of the number of facts explained but also the initial
principles of scientific explanation, the very notion of the explana-
tion. The higher the level of dynamism and the more the geneial
fundamental foundations of action and cognition were subjected to
reconsideration, the more energetic the impact on other branches of
culture and the stronger the influence on other areas. In particular, the
emotional and aesthetic impact of science is proportional to the level
of dynamism in science, while the development of science in a
country is in proportion, in rates and sweep, to the radicality of the
economic, social and political changes characteristic of a country in
any particular period. From the 14th to the lTth centuries, Florence
was a state marked by profound changes in all areas of culture, this
predetermining an impact of art on science more powtrful than in any
other city in Italy. That impact led towards each other an
abstract-logical and sensualist perception of the world. But this
drawing together, and eyen merging, of the Logos and the Sensus is
the foundation of cognition, since both forms of amafuamation signify
the emergence of a new stage in the history of knowledge.

A somewhat more concrete idea of what has been said above can
be got if one will recall non-classical retrospection, Einstein, and
ideas making it possible to see in a new light the relation between the
Florence-born world-view of Dante, and the Florence-born concept
of Galileo.

Though Einstein was no Florentine, he was linked with the
Florentine spirit by certain important.views on the nature of scientific
creativity. In his autobiographical notes (1949), Einstein spoke of two
criteria in the choice of a scientific theory: extemal confiimation and
inner perfection. The former consists in a given theory being in
keeping with empirical observations; the latter consists in a natural
(with no supplementary ad hoc assumptions) and logical link between
a given theory and the most general principles.z

The theory of relativity arose as a blend of these two criteria.
Classical mechanics had lost its external confirmation and was
running counter to the results of experiment. The Lorentz theory was
in keeping with those results but contained no inner perfection. In it,
the lengthwise contraction in the length of a moving core is deduced
from electrodynamic hypotheses specially proposecl for the purpose.
Einstein deduced that contraction'from the more overall bhysical
statements, from ideas of the relation between time and space and the
quadridimensions of the world. But, in applylns the criteria of
internal confirmation to the Einstein's criteria themselves, we shall go
over to the history of science and see that present-day criteria are a
natural historico-logical conclusion drawn from the most general
long-term appraisal of cognition, which is tobe most distinctly seen in
the specific features of the scientific thought of the Florentine
Renaissanoe.

Florence was not only a city in which the Academia del Cimento
had raised hieh the banner of experimental cognition of the world; it
was a city in which Nature came in for closer scrutiny than anywhere
else, a city of passionate sensualism in art, in which vision has
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become a religion, and religion had jnconsiderable measurQ become a
matter of seeilng. The worli was'se'en through the eyes of the artist,
with uplift of the soul and a worship of beauty. This was no lo4ge1
mediapval nominalism and not yet the intellectual sensualism which
was to come later. There was no hint here at any contrasting sensual
impressions with logical understanding. This view of the world, this
blehd of a transformed nominalism and a transformed realism-a
"sensualist 1snlis1n"-1ryas not only a feature of Florentine artists.
Anyone who has walked the streets of this city andlooked into the
eyds of the living prototypes of the paintings of Boticelli and Lippi has
aipreciated theiharmirigly pensive attention, the attractive blend of
keen gaze and placid thought that makes these people so reminiscent
of the Uffizi canvases.

However, a keen-sighted pensiveness is not only a living reflection
of a deep and thinking sensualism. Was not a lovitrg and a! times sad
glance into the past a psychological component of humanism? Were
not earlier recofections of the world of antiquity and an interest in it,
an acceptance and purification of the heritage of antiquity, that kind
of component? And was not humanism a preliminary preparation of
"inner perfection" in science, a striving to blend new ideas with
natural and logical links (and consequently historical links as well:
Renaissance thinking cognised logical universals in rerum)?

Florentine humanism, like that of the 14th and 16th centuries in
general, was a highly complex phenomenon, the term itself bring:1g
fogether a variety of interlinked Renaissance trends and currents. The
iniiial collecting of manuscripts of antiquity denoted a revival of
interest in studia humana, in man's inner world and creativity. This
most general definition of humanism in the 16th century was rqlected
in Natiirphilosophie: no longer was the Universe the City of
God- civira dei-Nature now being seen from the viewpoint of civifa
terrana.In it were sought causal schemes that man could understand
and were accepted into terrestrial applied mechanics. Sixteenth-
century Natiirphilosophie had humanised Nature itself .

To compar6 this piocess with modern science and to discern what
might be termed the humanism of science in the l6th and 20th
centuries, we shall have to add a few words on Einstein's criteria of
Truth: external confirmation and inner perfection, concepts that
possess a certain moral equivalent. The ideal of a scientific
explanation corresponds to a moral ideal. The topography of Dante's
Inlemo and the structure of his Purgatory and Paradise stem from a
recognition of fidelity and courage as supreme virtues: traitors are
locattd in the centre of Inferno, between the jaws of Satan, the
apportionment of places in Purgatory and Paradise being in direct
aciordance with tht Florentine exile's moral ideals. A re-reading of
the Dialogo gives one a sense of the closeness between Galileo's
ideals of knowledge and the moral ideals of Dante. The ideas of
Sagredo and Salviati were attractive for several reasons: their bold
rejEction of logical schemes, their fidelity to empirical impressions
(their apologia for the historical antecedent of external confirma-
tion), and at the same time their fidelity to logical conclusions leading
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up to a bold denial of an empirical picturb of an Earth in a state of rest.
This blend of correctness and boldness in respect of.the Logos and the
Sensus always underlies a revolution in science, whigh inv4riably
possesses a moral equivalent. In respect of the Dialogothat had come
three h-undred years earlier, in the Divine Comedy, while in another
three hundred years the concept of an "equivalent" acquired a new
form. Non-classical science has most vividly displayed the ideal of
scientific cognition, a synthesis of external confirmation and inner
perfection leading to fundamental changes in science. Yet the nexus
between that synthesis and moral ideals has become less distinct,
which is why the ascertainment of that link-the determination
of science's moral value-is now proceeding on the plane of
historical retrospection.

It is within the same framework that the aesthetic value of
science-the link between truth and beauty-is determined. By way
of example, let us follow Spinoza in regarding freedom as an act
determined by a subject's inner essence, not by some external
impulse. The subject possesses no freedom or individual being if his
attitude to the world about him is restricted to a passive contemplation
or a passive perception of universals. Cogito becomes proof of being
(cogito ergo sum'1 when th.e content of consciousness includes
autoeomous and active appraisals of what is cognised, emotions,
will-that which united cogito with ago and leads to ago ergo sum and
to ago ergo sunt. Therefore truth "as an object of knowledge is
complemented by good and beauty, and it is then that the. subject
acquires freedom and individual being. Neither an understanding of
universals nor a conternplation of concrete rerum frees man from
being absorbed in the abstract, from a concrete man being equated
with the abstract universal of a vessel of original sin in the
interpretation of St. Augustine and St. Thomas Aquinas. In this sense,
the Renaissance was a revelation of man's individual being through a
blending of searches for the truth and a moral and aestlietic
perception of the world. This merging may well be called Dantean,
although it is also characteristic both of the l5th-16th and the 17th
centuries; it may be called Florentine though it was inherent in
thinkers of the Renaissance period in all its centres. The names
register, not boundaries but the times, places and forms of the most
intensive and manifest synthesis of truth, good and beauty; as for the
very achievement of truth, they register the most intensive concante-
nation of external confirmation and inner perfection in the new ideas
of the world.

Renaissance aesthetics were rationalistic" The rationalism of the
Renaissance (and, in respect of the 17th century, its prerationalism)
was an aesthetic one. The evolution of Renaissance painting was an
ever greater transition of composition under the authority of the inner
essence of what was depicted, the inner logic of the colours used, the
chiaroscuro and perspective, an ever greater shedding of external and
a piori traditions and allegories'that determined composition; this
was not a shedding of composition but a liberation of composition in
the Spinozistic sense, a similar liberation of universals in Renaissance



Natiirphilosophie ftom a pfiori criteria of dogmas and authority, this
through their blending with the earlier antecodent of the Einsteinian
external confirmation.

A. Gorfunkel, the Leningrad historian and philosopher, has
written a treatise on the evolution of Renaissance ideas from Andrea
da Firenze's fresco "The Triumph of St. Thomas Aquinas" in the
church of Santa-Ir{aria Nueva, .to Raphael's "School of Athens".
Highly realistic in the mediaeval sense is the former fresco, which
depicts St. Thomas overcoming Averro0s, with its strict hierarchical
distributiron of saints and angels floating over St. Thomas'head. But
this was a realism that was embodied in painting, an embodimentthat
changed it, bringing it closer to the nominalist tiend and infringing on
the severely allegorical nature of the figues, which was whblly
subordinated to the universals. It is not only the hryhly individualised
and qgite non-allegorical Averro€s, who is nominalistic in this picture:
when it is scrutinised by one familiar with later Renaissance painting,
the entire picturc seems bathcd in i kind of translucency. To our
contemporary, it is a reminiscent of da Vinci's "Last Supper", where
the composition, which is free of any allegorical exprCssion of the
exlernal and theological scheme of the figurcs of Christ and His
Disciples, is subordinated to the play of light, to the qualities of
natural light and air, and the play of colour, thereby expressing the
character, the personality and the peculiarity of each figure. Our
contemporary will go on to recollect the "School of Athens", in which
the emphasis lies on inner perfection, not on external confirmation,
with a new scheme that is harmoniously linked with the characters
and what is individual, and in which very principles from which the
logic of painting deduces all the details in the picture have become
oolvchromous.^ ttre intellectual saturation of Renaissance poetry and painting is
another aspect of the emotional saturation in the NoJdirphi[osophie of.
Dante, da Vinci, Telezio and Bruno, which was implicitly preserved in
Galileo's Dialogo and was hardly discernible in the Dircolsi, in which
it had not disappeared but was embodied in something completed or
seeming completed, objective and true, irrespective of the ihinker's
emotions, volition and activity. Style as an eipression of individuali-
tyr lhe times and the country in question, as an impress made by the
subject of cognition, now became a methd prompted by the obj&t of
cognitioq. Florentine lSth century intellectualism, V. Muratov says,
was distinct in principle from the later rationalism in what was most
precious in it-a lofty intensity that was never later repeated.3 This
intensity, which draws into scientific creativity the emotional,
stylistic and subjective components of conscibusness, became
manifest at moments of the most profound transformations in the
picture gf the world. Such ransformations not only reveal most
accurately the world structure but demonstrate the might of man's
mind at moments of peak intensity, and is imbued with humanism in a
sense standing very close to science.

The mind's dynamism becomes most manifest when it reveals with
the greatest profundity the dynamism of being. Revolutions in science
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are, first and foremost, expressions of the-nery a-n4 most pr-ofound
aspbcts of that dynamism-. The theory of relativity revealed the
dynamism of bein!, movement as a component of being in-a most
piofound form-hence the depth of the historical retrospection and
the revision of the entire history of thought. The theory of relativity
raised, intensified, summarised, and gave concrete shape -to lhe old
aporia of being, which had been already expresse.d in antiquity: the
pist is no mor!; the future has not yet come, -while the present is a
iero line separating a zeto past and a zeto future, it is a nlught
between naright ani naught.-The history o! tfrought is a consistent
emergence from this aporia, the theory of relativity being its masterly
sohtibn: it revealed the quadri-dimensional nature of being, and the
relative, approximate and, in a general sense, the fictitio-us natureof a
structuie ftrit is only tridimensional, instantaneous, and at a standstill
purely spatially. Tlie "present" is merely a tri-dimensional section of a
iuaGdimensional wbrld. Being includes time, movement and
ihange; the actual world exists islpace and time; it is causal and its
beiniis irreversible, Reason is a reflection of being, a unidimensional
ie-iii-oii 6f 
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qdAriairneniionat world; it moves-ivith the latter and

expresses the'irreversibility of the world-pJoqess; it is itself causal:
raib sive cawa, as Spinoia put it. The mind's retrospection is not
reDetition but an irreversible-movement along the spiral that Lenin
u"iote of in his Phrllo sophical Notebooks; the history of philosophy,
the history of science aid the history of reason are just as-ilre-versible
as are ttie history of space and the history of mankind. Their
invariants are dynamic, not the results of science. They undergo
change, its effoits being flights of creativity, which never die but
presehe their transforminf function throughout-the ages. The
immortality of reason can be revealed and undelstood only in the light
of the docftne of the reality of space and time, the doctrine of reason
as a rellection of the devel6pment of material being, in the liglrt of a
doctrine which embodies the tiving dialectic of being and cognition.

NOTES

I See P. Val6ry, Lcoturd a lcs ghilosophes, Les divers essais sur Leonard da Yinci,
Paris, l93E; V. p. arU", l,qiardo dC Vinci, Moscow, 1961' p' 320 (in Russian); Bt
Kuznasov, 'The Rationalism of Leonardo da Vinci and the Dawn of Clagsical
Science", Dbgerus, No.69, 190, pp. l-11.

2 A. Binsteirr, 'Autobiographical Notes", Albert Einstein, PhilosophebScirnrisr, ed. by
A. Schilp Thdor, New York, 1951, p. 25.

3 See V. Muratov, Imoges ol ltoly, Vol. I, Moscow, 1917, p. 157 (in Russian).



SCIENTIFIC LIFE

I'ESSAGE OF GPEET,,VGS

The Presidium ot the USSR Academy of Sciences has awarded
L.l.Brezhnev, General Secretary of the CC CPSU, the Karl Marx
Gold Medal for his outstanding contribution to the development
of Marxist-Leninist theory, to the scientific elaboration of current
problems of developed socialism and the strategy of the world-wi-
de, historical struggle for Communist ideals, for a lasting peace
among nations.

On the occadon ol hlr ?Oh blilhdey th. USSR Acadcmy ol Sclcncct
h.3 ront Lconld llybh Brezhncy tho lollowlng Herragc ol Grcctlngr:

Dear Leonid llyich,

The USSR Academy of Sciences and all Soviet scientists send their
warmest greetings to you, staunch Marxist-Leninist, wise leader of the
Communist Party and the Soviet people, outsianding figure in the
international Gommunist and working-class movement, ardent champion
ol Communism, peaoe and social progress of mankind, on the occasion
of your 70th birthday.

All your life is closely linked with the magnilicent historic achieve-
ments ol the Soviet people, with the epoch of the building ol a developed
socialist society and transition to communist construction. Your name ig
inseparable lrom the steady growth of the might, consolidation and
international prestige ol the world socialist system, from the triumph ol
the Leninist principles of proletarian intarnationalism. Your contribution
to the elaboration o, tho strategy of the world-historic struggle lor
Communist ideals, lor world peace is universally acknowledged.

Dear Leonid llyichl Soviet scientists, Maxists all over the world are
well aware ol your outstanding theoretical activity which marks a new
stage in the cr€ative development ol Marxism-Leninism. Your works
lurther develop the Leninist principles ol the home and foreign policy of
2rt

the CPSU in relation to the present-day situation, enrlch tho thoory ot
goclalism and serve as a lodestar in comprehending the processes ol
world development.

Of special significance for Soviet scholars is your proposition on
th6 leading role of science in the economic and social progress ol
socialist soci€ty, on the organic link of theoretical studies with the vital
tasks of practice, with life and interests of the working people. The
constant concern of the CPSU Central Committee and of the Soviet
Government lor science, lor the work ol ressarch institutes sorves as a
powerlul stimulus for further creative work of Sovfet scientists, mobilises
them to new scientilic achievemonts for the sake of our Great
Motherland.

Ths USSR Academy of Sciences, all Soviet scholars are sincerely
grateful to you, dear Leonid llyich, for your tireless concern for the
allround development of Soviet science, for creating conditions for
fruitful scientilic quest.

On your birthday we wish you, dear Leonid llyich, from the bottom of
our hearts, good health, new success in your creative multi-faceted
activity for the benefit ol the Soviet psople, for tho revolutionary
renovation of the world, triumph of the great teaching of Marx, Engels,
Lenin,

Ihe USSF Academy of Sciences



ITANSL/\TIONS OF WORKS OT S(rcHL SCIENTISTS

In May 193, the Soviet Union
joincd the World (Geneva) Con-
vention on Copyright. The Copyright
Agency of the USSR (VAAP) was
s€t.up, and one of its for$ders was
the USSR Academy of Sciences.

Bclow we publish an intcrvicw
with Yrd[ Sltnlkov, a deputy chair-
man of the VAAP Board.

a. Could you characterise
VAAP's rolc in developing internati-
onal scientific ties, including those in
the field of social science?

A.The turn in international rela-
tions from the cold war to peaceful
cocxistence among states with diff€-
rent social systems has been having a
beneficial effect on the extension of
contacts in the field of science and
cuhure as a whole, on the scale,
geographical structure and the quan-
titative and qualitative aspect of
book exchange, in particular. The
consolidation and diversification of
internationat scientific and cultural
ties has, for its part, helped to
deepen the positive changcs in the
world arena, offering an example of
how ddtente is being filled with
concrete content, and serving to
improve mutual understanding
among nations, advance humanity's
spiritual enrichment and promotc thc
cause of peace and progress in the
world.

Following the USSR adherence to
the World Convention on Copyright
and thc cstablishment of VAAP, thc
lattcr has becomc an itnportant ele-
ment and an active participant in thc
international exchange of intellectual
values. One of its central tasks is to
ensurc favourable legal and econo-
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mic conditions for Soviet authors (in
this casc, social scientists) abroad,
and for their foreign colleagues in the
USSR. VAAP has worked to overco-
me the language barrier and to hclp
lfterature in the humanities and the
social scicnces to acquire a readcr-
ship among other nations.

VAAP's specific position, and its
role of catalyst and accelerator of
exchanges in scientific values has
enabled it to cxert a real influence on
the quantitativc and qualitative as-
pects of this process so as to make
the important resuhs of scientific
research abroad accessible to Soviet
readers, and to provide foreign rc-
aders-in thc socialist, the capitalist
and the developing countries-with
an opporhrnity of acquainting them-
selves with the important achieve-
ments of roscarch centres and indivi-
dud scientists in this country in thc
philosophical, economic and histori-
cal scicnces and in the study of the
social and political problems of our
day.

Q. What are the concrete lines and
forms of this work?

A. We fegard as our primary task
extcnsive and swift acquaintance of
foreign publishers with great diversi-
ty of books in the social sciences
being published in the USSR. The
typcs of information being published
by VAAP are highly diverse in
content, form and purposes. There
is, first of all, the regular illustrated
bulletin, the gcneral catalogues and
reference manuals, the prospectuses
and booklets prcsenting a rangc of
books on a given topic (for instance,
thc scientific and technological revo-

lution and the economy of the
USSR; progressivc movements of
our day; the 3fth anniversary of thc
victory in Great Patriotic War) and
advertising handbills for individual
publications. All thcse are published
in Russian, EnglisS and French, and
some are also translatcd into Spanish
and German. A special feature are
the annotated catalogucs dcscribing
the most important works in a whole
branch of science, and sometimes
also in a number of allicd sciencce,
and addressed, apart from thc tradi-
tional partners of VAAP, to scicn-
tific centres as well. In the prepara-
tion of such catalogucs on US
etudies in the USSR, sociological
and historical litcrature, acadcmic
institutions have taken an equal part,
including the Institutes of US and
Canada Studi€s, the World Economy
and International Relations, World
History, Sociological Research, the
Far Ea-st, I"atin America, Africa, and
Oriental Studies. Finally, in fulfil-
ment of special orders from foreign
publishers and copyrigfit organisa-
tions, VAAP has worked in close
contact with scientific establish-
ments ln the USSR to draw up
recommendatory lists on specific
problems to meet the special inter-
csts of various companies.

Being informed of the current and
long-tcrm plans of Soviet publishers
and of the general lines of scientific
rcsearch in academic institutcs,
which are expected to yield results of
intcrcst to specialists and to wider
circles of rcaders, VAAP has willin-
gly shared all the information at its
disposal. For instance, speakers at
the 25th conSxcss of the CPSU have
notcd the importance of the indepth
rcsearch into matters relating to the
dcvelopment tendencies of Soviet
socicty and its productive forces; the
Soviet state system and thc forms
and methods of educational and

ideological work; the environment
and population; scientific analysis of
thc cardinal problems of world deve-
lopment and international relations;
the revolutionary process, and the
intcraction and unity of its main
strc&ms, and the relation between
the struggle for dcmocracy and the
struggle for socialism; and the con-
test of forces over the main issue of
our day, the issue of war and peace.
Wc are awarc that somc of the works
being writtcn under this prognrmme
at the lcading scientific centrcs of the
USSR are close to completion and
will soon be handcd over to the
publishing houses. Thus, scientists at
the Institute of thc World Economy
and Internatinnal Reletions are about
ito completc thc following mono-
graphs: Thc hinciples of the Thnry
of Internatiotul Relatbns, The Dbi-
pelnry of thc Gcwra, Crisis of Capi-
talkm, Environnental Problems in
thc Vtorld Economy and Politics and
A Ctitfit c of Pruent-Day Bourgeois
Politlcal Ecotrr.my. Scientific wor-
kers at the Institute of State and Law
of the USSR Acadcmy of "Scicnces
are working on The fuvld State in
D*cloped Socialirt Society, allrd The
hrdividwl and Respect ol the Law.

On thc whole, VAAP's informati-
on and consultative activity, which
rests on a solid basis of its Lusinesg
contacts with Soviet publishers, aca-
demic institutcs.and editorial boards
of iournals, helps foreign companies
to find thcir bearings in the vast flow
of Soviet scientific publicatigns and
to learn well in advance about the
coming publication of books and
their objective merits. [At the end of
this issue we give a list of the books
brought out in 196 and planned for
publication by the central publishing
houses in 1977.-Etl,l

At the same time, VAAP collecb,
chssifies and sends to Soviet publis.
hcrs information about new publica-
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tions abroad on socio-political to-
pics, and also specimens of books
already published, frequently ac-
companied with authoritative con-
clusions and recommendations by
the scientific centres and specialists
concerned.

Q. Could you give some data on
the republication of works by Soviet
scientists abroad and by foreign
scicntists in the USSR [after the
USSR's joining rhe World
Convention on Copyrightl?

A. VAAP's just over two years of
work show that there is great interest
all over the world in the publication
of works by Soviet social scientists
on the terms laid down by the
Geneva Convention. Suffice it to say
that in 1975 and the first quarter of
19/6 VAAP conceded publishing
rights abroad on 12fi) works in the
social and economic sciences and in
the humanities. But Soviet literature
on economic, social and political
problems is naturally published more
widely in the socialist countries.

Among the books by Soviet social
scientists soon to appear abroad are
monographs by A. Melnikov and A.
Bogomolov on the presentday class
structure and bourgeois philosophy
in the USA lBraziU, B. Topornin's
The Soviet Political Sysrem
/Finland/, E. Pletnev's The Cosmo-
politanism of Capital anil the lnter-
nationalism of the I'roletafist
/Greece/. American readers will be
able to acquaint themselves with a
collective work by scientists from
the Institute of the US and Canada
Studies of the USSR Academy of
Sciences entitled Soviet-US Relati-
ons in the Global Context: the Final
Quarter o! the X)th Century; R
Bolhovitinov's monograph rThe For-
matbn of Russian-American Relati-
ons. 1775-1815; the fundamental
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works by Corresponding Member of
the USSR Academy of Sciences M.
Sladkovsky. China and lapan and A
History of Trade and Economic
Relations Between Peoples oJ Russic
and China (Until 1917).

The number of works by foreign
scientists and journalists to which
Soviet publishers have acquired
rights through VAAP has been gro-
wing. We expect that the number of
books by foreign authors published
in the USSR will increase as the
publishers bring out books by foreign
authors which appeared in the origi
nal before the USSR adhered to the
World Convention. Thus, the 1976
plan of Progress Publishers,
the leading Soviet prrblishers of
translated literature, in the main
contains books dating from l9l-
1973. Consequently, the books pub-
lished abroad in 19[4 and 1975 will
mostly appear in Russian in 1978 and
1979. In tlis context, one should take
account of the relative size of the
printings put out by Soviet publis-
hers of books by foreign authors,
which range from 10,00 to 150,000
copies, averaging about 25,(n0-
30,0(X) copies. Meanwhile, works by
Soviet social scientists are, as a rule,
published abroad in printings of
3,000-5,(m0 copies. Of course, large
printings tend to shorten the list of
books one would like to have trans-
lated and published, but they have
one big advantage which is in line
with our policy in the sphere of
culture, and it is that they help
broadly to circulate books and to
make them accessible on a massive
scale in terms of cost.

Apart from books which are tran-
slated from cover to cover, Soviet
readers also have opportunities of
acquainting themselves with separa-
te chapters and extracts from
works of foreign authors, as publis-
hcd in some of our journals, like

fl S A : E corcmic s, Politic s, Ideology.
Q. You speak about books. And

what can you say about publishing
separate articles?

A. Articles are a special sphere of
exchange characterised by an excep-
tionally high level of activity. These
are works of "minor forms" which
are frequently harbingers of funda-
mental works, above all embodying
the key immediate results of elabora-
tions, some aspects of key problems,
and analysis of current events and
important international develop-
ments with extensive impact and
long-term consequences. In 1975 alo-
ne, something like $0 articles by
Soviet social scientists went abroad,
and nearly 6fi) articles by foreign
authors were published in Soviet
periodicals through VAAP. Some
deals in this field are truly large-
scale, like the agreement with the
American company, Internqtional
Arts and Sciences Press, on publica-
tion bry the latter of 14 topical
reference collections on the basis of
63 central newspapers and socio-
political and literary journals of the
USSR.

Q. What, in your opinion, are the
prospects for the development of
cooperation between the USSR and
foreign countries in the field of
scientific-book publishing, including
the field of social science?

A. The facts given above show
the interest displayed abroad

in the writings by Soviet scientists
on a broad range of problcms in
Soviet and world history, econo-
mics, politics, philosophy and other
branches of the humanities and the
social sciences. The writings of fore-
ign social scientists enjoy a well
merited demand in the USSR, and
this can be easily understood beca-
use men yearn to understand each
other's spiritual world and to have a
better knowledge of various aspects
of life on the globe. The favourable
premises which exist in this field give
ground for hope that international
cooperation in scientific-book pub-
lishing will grow and gain in depth,
covering more and more subjects
and lines of thought, and making use
of progressive organisational forms
like joint preparation of books and
their simultaneous publication in se-
veral countries. Here, a great deal
depends on how consistently and
honestly the countries which had
taken part in the European Confer-
ence in Helsinki are guided in their
activity by the provisions of the
Final Act. For its part, the Soviet
Union is prepared and able, as
VAAP's practice shows, to work for
the materialisation of d6tente, to
meet its commitments in the sphere
of international scientific and cultur-
al cooperation with the attainment of
positive results, and to translate into
life the principles and understand.
ings reached at Helsinki.

CERTIFICATION OT SCIENTTFIC WONKER.S IN THE USSR

In the past few years, the system scientific collectives and individual
of certification of scientific workers scientists and representatives bf
in the USSR has been restructured mass and production organisations.
on the basis of the many years of There was a broad discussion in the
experience in the maintenance of Soviet press of matters relating to
theses, the latest data in the study of the procedures governing the award
science, and the views of many of academic degrees and titles, and



the holding out of incentives and
assessment of the scientific activity
of spccialists.

kt 1974, the CPSU Central Com-
mittec and the USSR Council of
Ministers issued a decree "On Me-
asurcs for Further Improving the
Certification of Scientific and Peda-
gogical Personncl". In accordance
with the decree, the Higher Certifi-
cation Commission (VAK) was reor-
ganised. It ceased to be an agency of
the Ministry of Highcr and Seconda-
ry Specialised Education -of the
USSR, and became a state agency. A
new "Statute on hocedures Gover-
ning the Award of Academic Degre-
es and Titles" was approved and
became effective as of January 1,
tn6.

We publish below an interview
given to a correspondent of Social
Sciences by Kirtll Gusev,
D.Sc.(Hist.), Deputy Chairman of
the Higher Certification .Commissi-
on under the USSR Council of
Ministers.

Questbn. What are the academic
degrees available to social scientists
in the USSR? Can these be compa-
red with the degrees awarded in
other countries?

Answer. Back in 1934, the Soviet
Government approved two acadcmic
degrees, that of candidate of scien-
ces and doctor of sciences, which are
common to all the branches of scien-
ce. These degrees are not always
identical to those which are awarded
in other countries. Thus, the Ph.D. in
the Anglo-American systcm of certi-
fication is roughly equivalent to the
dcgree of candidate of scienccs in
the USSR. In some instances, the
specialisation of academic degrees
does not coincide either. In the USA,
for instance, Ph.Ds. are awarded in
all the humanities, and in the
USSR-thc degrees of doctor and
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candidate of philosophical, eco'
nomic, historical, juridical, philolo-
gical, pedagoglical and psychological
ssiences and thc history of art.

In accordance with thc "statute on
Procedures Governing the Award
of Academic Degrees and Titles",
approved by the USSR Council of
Ministers in 195, academic degrees
may be awarded to persons who
have not only profound professional
knowledge but also a broad scientific
and general cultural outlook, and
who have defended a thesis to win
the corresponding academic degree.

Aspirants to the academic dcgree
of candidate of scienccs must natu-
rally have a higher cducation, must
pass the candidate's examinations
and display a capability for indepen-
dent scientffic research, and an abili-
ty to elaborate meaningful scientific
problems which are of great theoreti-
cal and practical significance.

Aspirants to the academic degree
of doctor of sciences must have an
academic degrce of candidate, and
show themselves to be creative rese-
archers capable of achieving a high
theoretical standard in formulating
and solving major scientific prob-
lems constituting a considcrable con-
tribution to science and practice.

Q. What are the requirements
concerning the content and form of
the thesis and how is it maintained?

A. The 195 Statute has introdu-
ced a number of fundamcntally new
requirements into the certification of
scientific workers. Above all they
imply a higher standard of require-
ments on aspirants, the theses they
present for defence, and on the
expertise at every stage of the certifi-
cation. The Statute emphasises that
public defence of dissertations is the
only ground for the award of acade-
mic degrees, but the dissertation

itself may be presented in thc form
of a manuscript, a published mono-
graph or a scientific paper. The
latter form, in particular, may be
used whenever the aspirant's basic
scientific propositions and conclusi-
ons are contained in works published
earlier which are of high theoretical
and national-economic importancp,
and whenever it is neCessary to sum
up the resuhs of research carried out
earlier by the aspirant. But whatever
its form, the dissertation must be
coherent, and its content must meet
the tasks of the contemporary deve-
lopmcnt of science and pr4ctice, and
the regpirements made on it as a
work of qualification, tcstifying to
the author's personal contribution to
scionce and to his qualities as a
scicntist.

Dissertations aspiring to the aca-
demicdegreeof doctor of sciences
must contain well-reasoned scientific
propositions which may be assessed
as a new and promising line in
science, or a theoretical generalisati-
on and solution of a major scientific
problem which is of key national-
economic, political and socio-
cuftural importance. A candidate's
dissertation must give a new solution
of a meaningful scientific problem
which would be of great significance
for the relevant branch of knowled-
ge.

As a rule, the subject of the
dissertation must be linked with the
plan of the basic scientific work of a
research institute or an institution of
higher learning. The approval of the
subject inaugurates a stage of certifi-
cation which could be called the
"preliminarydefence" stage. The
lint rtcp in the approbation of a
dirsertation is a mandatory opinion
handcd down by the organisation
where it has been performed. This
opinion must determine the impor-
tance of the subject of research,

its independent nature, the autlor's
personal contribution to the elabora-
tion of the problem, thc degree of
novelty, the substantiation and aut-
henticity of the scientific propositi-
ons advanced in the disscrtation.

The second and most important
stage is the defence of the disqertati-
on at a meeting of a specialised
council. This defence is public and is
the main element of the certification.
Specialised councils,'consisting of
distinguished scientists ahd leading
specialists in the given branch of
knowledge are responsible for awar-
ding acadcmic degrees and have the
duty to ensure a high level of require-
mcnts on aspirants and to prevent
the certification of works which are
scientifically flimsy.

Each council has the right to take
cognisancc of dissertations in not
morr than three allied specialities,
which are specified. The counqil
sitiing to consider. the defence of
doctoral dissertations must consist
of at least five specialists who are
doctors of sciences in each of the
given specialities, and councils sit-
trng to consider candidate's disserta-
tions, of at least three doctors and
three candidates of sciences in each
of the specialities. In both instances,
the council should not. consist of
more than 25 persons. In order to
extend the circle of those who take
part in discussing the dissertation,
members of the scientific public and
specialist practitioners are invited
and may be co-opted as membcrs of
the council with deliberative vote,

In various parts of the country,
3fi) specialised councils for the de-
fence of doctoral and 7fi) for the
defence of candidate's dissertations
have already been set up. Altoget-
her, some 2,0fl) specialised councils
are to be established.

Concerning the procedures gover-
ning the defence at specialised coun-
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cils, these two circumstances should
be noted: first, if the council is to
have competence to take a decision,
there is need for the attendance not
only of two-thirds of its members,
but of two-thirds of the specialists in
the given field in which the disserta-
tion is being maintained; second,
before the secret ballot on whether
the given work meets the require-
ments made on dissertations for the
award of the corresponding acade-
mic degree is taken, the council must
decide by open ballot on the text of
its opinion setting out the most
substantial scientific results obtained
by the aspirant, the degree of their
novelty, their importance for theory
and practice, and recommendations
for their application.

The adoption of such an opinion,
first, enhances the responsibility of
the members of the council for the
certification and makes the discussi-
on of the dissertation more active.
Second, it should be borne in mind
that the usefulness of the work and
its scientific significance are not the
same thing. Whereas, on the one
hand, a work which is of no value to
science and practice cannot serve as
ground for the award of an academic
degree, on the other, not every
scientific work which has some prac-
tical value may be regarded as a
dissertation. Third, the opinion is a
document which makes it possible
more fully and objectively to assess
the work at the final stage of certifi-
cation, when it is considered by the
Higher Certification Commission
(vAK).

All doctoral dissertations, and in-
dividual candidate's dissertations, by
way of control, are examined by
VAK expert councils for the purpose
of primarily ensuring standard requ-
irements in the various fields of
science and exercising control over

nfi

the high scientific standard of disscr-
tations.

There are seven such expert coun-
cils for the humanities: political eco-
nomy and world economics, sectoral
and concrete economic sciences, hi-
storical sciences, the history of the
CPSU, philosophical and juridical
sciences, pedagogics and psycholo-
gy, philology and the history of art.
The expert councils are made up of
leading scientists and the most au-
thoritative specialists in the given
field.

The final decision on the award of
the academic degree of doctor of
sciences is taken, on the recommen-
dation of the corresponding expert
council, by the VAK Presidiurn,
consisting of 25 leading scientists
representing the main scientific orga-
nisations and centres in the country.
The final decisions on candidate's
dissertations, on the basis of opini-
ons handed down by VAK experts
and its certification departments, are
taken by the Collegium of the Hig-
her Certification Commission, an
organ which is not as broad, which is
designed to act more swiftly, and
which consists of VAK staff
workers.

Q. Could you give us some figures
on the number of dissertations de-
fended in the USSR every year,
including those in the social scien-
ces?

A. Yes, of course, but with one
reservation: they include only those
dissertations which have been consi-
dered by the Higher Certification
Commission.

In 1975, 1,229 doctoral and22,254
candidate's dissertations were exa-
mined and 1,089 and 21,E91, respec-
tively, were approved, and 140 and
363 rejected. Of the total number of
dissertations examined, 174 doctoral

and 4,039 candidate's dissertations
were in the social sciences.

However, the year 1975 is not
typical because it was the year in
which the VAK was reorganised, its
new Presidium and Collggium appro-
ved, new dQpartments dnd inspecti-
ons established, new procedures for-
mulated and new expert councils
formed. All of this, quite naturally,
led to some slowdown in the pace of
certification. I should like to give
you the 1976 figures. That year,
2,3fi) doctoral and 19,309 candida-
te's dissertations were considered,
including ll2 doctoral and 1,fi)2
candidate's dissertations in the histo-
rical sciences, 118 and 1,176, respec-
tively, in the economic sciences, 48
and 577 in the philosophical scien-
ces, 34 and 291 in the juridical
sciences, 99 and 735 in the philologi-
cal sciences, 24 and 955 in pedago-
gics, 12 and 78 in psychology, and 7

and 9l in the history of art. Thus, in
the humanitarian sciences, 454 do-
ctoral and 4,905 candidate's disserta-
tions were considered.

On average, one could say that the
VAK examines some 30,fi)0 disser-
tations a year, including about 3,0fi)
doctoral dissertations, with the hu-
manitarian and social sciences acco-
unting for roughly 20.5 per cent.

On January l, 1976, according to
VAK data, the Soviet Union had
1,747 doctors and 12, 395 candidates
of historical sciences, 1,481 doctors
and 23,109 candidates of economic
sciences,742 doctors and 7,756 can-
didates of philosophical sciences,
537 doctors and 3,323 candidates of
juridical sciences, 1,304 doctors and
12,046 candidates of philological sci-
ences, 262 doctors and 6,409 candi-
dates of pedagogical sciences, 156

doctors and 1,217 candidates of
psychological sciences, and 194 do-
ctors and 1,567 candidates in the
history of art.

Q. Could you characterise the role
of the Higher Certification Commis-
sion in the certification of specialists
and in training scientific personnel in
general?

A. The Statute, approved by the
USSR Council of Ministers in 1975,
emphasises above all that the VAK is
the only agency authorised to award
academic degrees and titles (senior
research associate, docent and pro-
fessor), to form specialised councils
and to decide in which specialities
they are competent to consider dis-
sertations for defence. The VAK is
the agency which heads the state-
wide system of certification and
which directs its work. Its task is to
ensure a high standard and uniformi-
ty of requirements in the certificati-
on of the most highly qualified
personnel both from the standpoint
of the quality of their research and
pedagogical activity and their perso-
nality as scientists.

However, the role of the VAK is
determined not only directly by the
certification of scientific and peda-
gogical personnel. It has every op-
portunity of exerting an active influ-
ence on the subject-matter of scienti-
fic research. Together with the State
Committee for Science and Techno-
logy of the USSR Council of Mini-
sters, the USSR Academy of Scien-
ces, the USSR MinistrY of Higher
and Secondary Specialised Educati-
on and other ministries and depart-
ments, it has been authorised to take
part in planning th€ training of scien-
tific and pedagogical personnel and
in raising the $tandard of postgradu-
ate stndies. Consequently, the VAK
has an important role to PlaY in
developing the country's scientific
potential"

Q. What in your opinion are the
advantages of the state-wide system
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of certification of scientific person-
nel?

A. First, it is a coherent system
ranging over all scientific establis-
hments and institutions of higher
learning in the country, regardless of
thdr departmental subordination.
This makes it possible to certify
scientific and pedagogical personnel
on the strength of general scientific
and state, instead of departmental
and sectoral interests and principles.
Such a system helps to ensure uni-
formity of requirements and coordi-
nation of work in certification on a

countrywide scale. The system
that has been established promotes
the concentration of scientific per-
sonnel and the most qualified soluti-
on of the main problems of certifica-'
tion. The following fact shows that
the state system ensures higher stan-
dards of certification: the examinati-
on of dissertations by its agencies
has increased the number of rejected
doctoral dissertations three-fold, and
of candidate's dissertations, four-
fold. Finally, the state-wide system
of certification has promoted the
most rational distribution of those
who have academic degrees and titles
among the branches of science and
the national economy.

Q. What are the procedures gover-
ning the defence of dissertations and
award of academic degrees to fore-
ign nationals?

A. In the first half of 1976 three
foreign nationals were awarded the
degree of doctor of historical scien-
ces and one- the degree of doctor of
economic sciences. Fifteen foreign
nationals received diplomas of candi-
date of historical sciences, 33-of
economic sciences, 3-of philosop-
hical sciences, 10-of philological
sciences, 3-of juridical sciences,
13-of pedagogical sciences, 3-of
psychological sciences, and 3-in
the history of art. In all 83 foreign
scholars were awarded academic
degrees and diplomas in the social
sciences. Consequently, a conside-
rable number of citizens from other
countries also defend dissertations in
the USSR every year. The procedu-
res governing the defence of disser-
tations and the award of academic
degrees established for Soviet citi-
zens also apply to foreign citizens
maintaining dissertations in the
USSR. These procedures, on the one
hand, create all the necessary condi-
tions for successful defence, and on
the other, ensure a sufficiently high
standard of certification.

COOPERATION BETWEEN ARCHAEOLOGISTS

The Institute of Archaeology of scientific problems of Europe's an-
the USSR Academy of Sciences has cient history and also of the history
beencooperatingwitharchaeological of many other peoples. The follow-
institutes in other socialist countries ing are only a few areas of that
for nearly 20 years. Particularly cooperation: the development of
close contacts were established in primitive society (with Poland), the
lyll-lyls. On the basis of bilateral origin and early history of the Slavs
cooperation archaeologists of the (with Poland, Czechoslovakia and
Soviet Union, Bulgaria, Cuba, Yugoslavia), Paleolithic, Neolithic,
Czechoslovakia, the GDR, Hungary, Eneolithic and Bronze Age cultures
Mongolia, Poland, Rumania, and in Southeast Europe (with Bulgaria),
Yugoslavia are working on important the interaction of the antique world
ZN

with the peoples of Eastern Europe
(with Bulgaria and Rumania), Slav
and proto-Bulgar cultures on the
territory of the USSR and Bulgaria
(with Bulgaria), the transition from
primitive to class society (with the
GDR), the ancient links between the
populations of Hungary and the
USSR (with Hungary), the peoples
of the northern Black Sea area in the
epoch of migration (with Hungary),
and the genesis of archaeological
cultures of Centrpl and Eastern
Europe (with Rumania and Yugos-
lavia).

This cooperation is implemented
in various forms: participation in
bilateral and multilateral scientific
conferences and symposiums, joint
expeditions, participation in the
work of international organisations,
joint publications, training of post-
graduate students, and so forth. Let
us consider some of these forms,

Significant scientific results are
yielded by joint expeditions studying
and excavating archaeological relics.
During these expeditions the sides
exchange know-how in field work
and improve their methods. Differ-
ent angles of approach to one and the
same material, to one and the same
find ultimately leads to a more cor-
rect interpretation of the material.
Soviet archaeologists are undertak-
ing joint expeditions with ar-
chaeologists from Bulgaria, Cuba,
Hungary and Mongolia.

A Soviet-Mongolian expedition led
by Academician A. Okladnikov has
been working in Mongolia for nearly
a decade. It consists of anthropolog-
ists, ethnographers, experts on the
history of the East, linguists and
staff members of the Institute of
Archaeology of the USSR Academy
of Sciences. The expedition is work-
ing on many important problems, for
instance, the settlement of the Centr-
al Asian plateau by man, the genesis

of carly cattle-breeding cultures, and
problems of towns in nomadic feudal
society.

The results are outstanding: the
finding of Lower Paleolithic relics
has made it possible to establish that
Mongolia has a history of hundreds
of thousands of years; stons age
cave drawings have been discovered;
a detailed study has been made of
ancient art indicating that it dates
from the "animal style" of Scythian
times. The expedition is continuing
its work and it is expected to make
many other interesting discoveries.

The results of many years of study
of archaeological relics in Bulgaria
by a Soviet-Bulgarian archaeological
expedition have made it possible to
create the foundation for the solution
of a number of important theoretical
problems, such as the formation of
productive lorm3 of economy in
Europe and the ethnogenesis of the
population of Southeastern Europe.
The expedition discovered some of
the continent's most ancient copper
mines, which shed much light on the
economic and cultural history of the
4th-3rd millennia !. C. Moreover, it
investigated the multilayer Ezero
settlement, which yields information
on the life of its population over a
period of several millennia and pro-
vides an extremely important ar-
chaeological standard not only for
this relic but also for other ar-
chaeological objects in Bulgaria, the
USSR and some other countries. The
data obtained by excavations were
used for a number of joint monog-
raphs (Ezero, Ai Bunar and Ancient
Metallurgy in Bulgaria); these
monographs are to be brought out in
the near future.

Important long-term contactshave
also been established between Soviet
and Cuban archaeologists. In 193,
Soviet archaeologists went to Cuba,
where with their Cuban colleagues
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they studied archaeological relics.
Moreover, they shared their know-
how with them. It is Planned to
continue field work in Cuba, and
some relics have been selected for
study during the next few Years.

Ttie works written bY Soviet scho-
lars on the archaeology of socialist
countries are an exceedingly inter'
crting form of cooPeration. The
ccr{oi of such works was started with
Yu. Kukharenko's ArchaeologY ot
Poland (Moscow, 1969)' A studY
entitlod Archaeology of Rumaniaby
G. Fyodorov and L. Polevoi was
publishod in Moscow in 1973. A team
of Sovlot and Hungarian scholars is
currcntly working on a two-volume
Archaaology of HungarY. These
works generalise the main achieve-
ments of archaeologists of socialist
countries, acquainting Soviet readers
with the problems of archaeology in

socialist countries and giving science
many archaeological facts.

Soviet archaeology enjoys high
prestige in socialist countries. Many
papers by Soviet archaeologists are
printed in specialised publications in
the GDR, Poland, Czechoslovakia
and other countries.

Archaeologists and post-graduate
students from socialist countries are
taking courses at the Institute of
Archaeology of the USSR Academv
of Sciences. Of late, Postgraduate
students from Bulgaria, Hungary and
Vietnam successfully maintained
their candidate's theses in the Inst'
tute's Academic Couneil.

A. Kashkh,
Scientific SecretarY'

Commission fot International Relations'
lnstitute of ArchaeologY,

USSR Academy of Sciences

Congresses,' Conf er ences' Symp o siums

INDICATORS OF SOCIAL AND CT]LTURAL DEYELOPMENT

An international seminar, "Social
Aspects of Economic and Cultural
Developntent and Working Out of
Social and Cultural Indicators", was
held in Moscow in June 1976 bY the
USSR Academy of Sciences. It was
organised within the framework of
the general project "World Models:
Images of Society and of Man",
which is being sponsored bY UNES-
CO's International Social Science
Council USSC). ISSC brings to-
gether international associations
concerned with the social sciences
(economics, sociology, political sci-
ence, law, anthropologY, Psycholo-
gy, demography, and so on), and the
national councils and academies of
social sciences in these fields.

The Seminar rvas attended bY over
70 scientists from Argentina, Bel-
gium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Czechos'
lovakia, Finland, FRG, GDR' Hun-
gary, India, Italy, Poland, Rumania,
Switzerland, USA, USSR, Yugos-
lavia.

The Seminar was opened bY

Academician P. FedoseYev, Vice
President of the USSR AcademY of
Sciences and Vice President of the
ISSC. The work of the Seminar was
very interesting and the discussions
creative and principled. Altogether
48 reports and communications were
made.

The purpose of the Seminar was to
discuss and define the methodologi-
cal principles and methods for work-
ing out the indicators of social and
cultural development as applied to
different social systems and regions
of the world; to compare the availa-
ble indexes, blocs, and systems of
social and cultirral indicators pre-
sented at the Seminar. These will
enable scientists to make more solid-
ly grounded projections of the pros-
pects of social and cultural growth
and to use the indicators for model-
ling social development on a region-
al, sectoral and global level.

The work of the Seminar was
carried out in five sessions each of
which dealt with a definite subject.

At the first session ("Main
Theories of Social Development:
Their Using in Working Out
World Models") papers were pre-
sented by the Scientific Director of
the ISSC Project K. W. Deutsch
(USA), H. D. Scolnic (Argentina), E.
Masini (Italy), N. R. Alker (USA)
and N. Lapin, V. Gelovani and A.
Zdravomyslov (USSR).

The projections and models for
regional, sectoral and global de-
velopment are based on various
philosophico-sociological concep-
tions. Soviet scientists emphasised
that they believed the Marxist-



Leninist theory of social develop-
ment to be a truly scientific basis for
successfully prognosticating social
progress. They opposed both ab-
stract schematism and the absoluti-
sation of mathematical methods
in trying to determine mankind's
future development. The scientific
conception of the future has to be
derived from real objective proces-
ses in social development, which
need to be understood in all their
complexity and dialectical interplay.

Speakers analysed the basic struc-
tural changes in society under the
different socio-political systems ; the
relation between sectoral, national,
regional and global modelling; cogni-
tive, norrnalive, purposeful and gov-
erning models; models of a distorting
and adequate, reactionary and prog-
ressive character, and so on.

The central session at the Seminar
was the second one to deal with the
"Main Changes and Main Trends in
Social Devdlopment and Problems of
Social Indicators", and heard reports
and papers by S. M. Miller (USA),
B. Fritsch (Switzerland), Y. Singh
(India), R. Andorka (Hungary), E.
K. Scheuch (FRG), and by V.
Semyonov, N. Mansurov, Yu. Vol-
kov, V. Yadov, O. Shkaratan and B.
Grushin (USSR), and others.

Soviet scientists analysed the reg-
ularities governing the formation of
tendencies in social development and
the impact on them of objective'and
subjective, internal and external fac-
tors. A special examination was
made of the changes in the social
structure, labour collectives, way of
life and public opinion. They prop-
osed and substantiated concrete in-
dexes and systems of social indi-
cators, identifying the main, defini-
tive, and secondary, additional, indi-
cators, which aroused much interest
hmong foreign scientists.
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Speakers analysed the social ten-
dencies in the developmeht of the
capitalist countries and indicators for
measuring social inequality (S. U.
Miller); changes in the social
structure of the developing countries
and the correlation of the positive
and counter-indicators (Y. Singh);
emphasis was laid on the importance
of indicators measuring social equali-
ty and inequality (R. Andorka); and
those determining the basic indi
cators of the state and development
of society (2. Fainburg, USSR);
systems of indicators for level and
quality of life were analysed (E. Al-
lardt-Finland); the danger was
pointed out of excessive indicators
and dissolution of the basic indi-
cators in a vast mass of the most
diverse and secondary indicators of
social development (B. Grushin),
and other matters.

At the third session ("Indicators of
Education, Culture and Patterns of
Life") there was a discussion of an
extensive range of problems con-
nected with the definition of systems
of indicators for education and edu-
cational characteristics of the oopu-
lation (V. Shubkin, USSR; Z.
Gostkowski, Poland); with the study
df the development of culture and
construction of a system of indi-
cators of cultural development (C.
Mendes, Brazil, Yu. Arutyunyan,
USSR, and K. Zhigulski, Poland);
with studies of patterns of life, the
impact on them of the processes
under the scientific and technologi-
cal revolution, and identification of
the indicators of patterns of life (I.
Filipetz, Czechoslovakia, I. Bos-
tuzhev-Lada, USSR), and other im-
portant questions.

During the discussion of the
'"Technical Problems of Large-Scale
Modelling" (fourth session) attention
was centred on the compilation of
schemes for taking account of the

requirements of people which deter-
mine the orientation of their deci-
sions (H. Bossel, FRG); construction
of synthetic indicators in socio-
economic modelling (Yu. Gavrilets,
USSR); and on elaboration of a
system of expert procedures in struc-
turing global models of development
and other important problems in the
technical back-up of modelling at
various levels.

The final, fifth sessiondrew up the
conclusions and recommendations of
the International Seminar. A Final
Report was adopted on the Papers
presented by V. Semyonov, B.
Fritsch, K. W. Deutsch and N.
Lapin, emphasising the great impor-
tancc of pooling the efforts of scien-
tists with different orientations so as
to make the social sciences even
more efficient in solving the prob-
lems facing mankind. The Final Re-
port formulated the recommenda-
tions concerning subsequent re-
search into the working out of sYs-
tems of social and cultural indicators
and global modelling. It listed the

most important lines of subsequent
research into these problems. It said
that of especial importance was the
structuring of models for the world's
peaceful development; a study of all
the possibilities for ending the arms
race; a study of the inter-national
and inter-cultural contacts which
help to strengthen mutual trust be-
tween representatives of different
socio-political systems; and a sum-
ming-up of the experience being
gained in the peaceful settlement of
conflict situations in the modern
world.

The participants in the Seminar
noted the good organisation of its
work, the constructiver creative and
principled nature of the discussions,
and its atmosphere of scientific quest
and urge to advance in this important
field of developing modern social
science which is oriented towards
achieving practical results.

V. Semyonov,
D..Sc. (Philos.)

fiIE ECONOMICS OF TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS

The Second Soviet-American search, noting that, even given a
Economic Symposium on '"The precise knowledge of inputs, it was
Economics of Technological Prog- difficult to determine the effect of
ress" was held in the Soviet Union in scientific research. His report con-
June 1976. The first symposium, tained evaluations of the annual
which dealt with the efficiency of effect of research in the USSR. The
capital investments, was held in the reports given by other Soviet scien-
USA in the spring of 19?5. tists considered the role of planning

Among the first group of questions of the new technology and the estab-
discussed at the Symposium was lishment of prices for the new pro-
determining the role of the new ducts designed to reduce output of
technology, science and knowledge obsolete models and to stimulate
in economic development. Academi- technological Progress. They pro-
cian T. Khachaturbv, head of the vided a scheme for the elaboration of
Soviet delegation, gave a detailed a plan for new technology and

analysis of the various methods used showed its connection with the pro'
to determine the efficiency of re- ductionandinvestmentsplan.Soviet
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ecorromists also discussed the role of
educdtion in scientific and tech-
nological progress. US scientists pre-
sented estimates of the contribution
made by knowledge to economic
growth, which they obtained by exc-
luding from national-income growth
the contribution made by all the
other sources of growth. According
to these calculations, the confiibu-
tion made by knowledge in the USA
and West European countries from
1948 to 1969 came to between 0.7 per
cent and 1.5 per cent a year. Other
US reports contaifred an analysis of
methods for comparing economic
efficiency and factor productivity in
various countries and at various
periods.

The next group of reports pre-
sented at the Symposium dealt with
the interconnection between tech-
nological progress and the invest-
ment process. Soviet economists
showed how ihvestrnent programmes
are coordinated within the
framework of long-term plans, and
characterised the principles used to
draw up complex multi-sectoral in-
vestment programmes and the
methods to determine their economic
efficiency. Considerable attention
was paid to the pursuit of a coherent
government technological policy, to
automation, mechanisation, and the
development of engineering in the
light of the requirements of scientific
and technological progress. The US
repofis considered various aspects
of innovation at company level. On
the strength of statistical data for a
number of big US enterprises, they
showed the concrete interconnection
between input into research and
development, investments and input
into manpower, bringing out the
dependence between the scale of
innovation, on the one hand, and the
rate of scientific and technological
progress, the level of demand and
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possible profits from the introduc-
tion of new technology, on the other.
There was a lively discussion of the
attempts by the US participants in
the Symposium to particular areas
such as research, education, occupa-
tional training, public health and
aetivities in the cfeation of spiritual
values in terms of quantitative value
indicators.

Much attention was paid to the
socio-economic consequences of sci-
entific and technological progress.
Soviet economists presented factual
data on the rising living standards
and growing consumption in the
USSR as a result of scientific and
technologicil progress. At the same
time, they showed the difficulties in
attempts to establish the quantitative
interconnections between economic
growth and rising welfare, and made
proposals for improving the system
of indicators characterising the
socio-economic efficiency of the na-
tional economy.

During the discussion on tech-
nological progress in agriculture Pro-
fessor L. G. Raynolds, head of the
US delegation, drew a distinction
between the mechanical and'biochernical types of innovation,
whose priority development depends
on economic and climatic conditions
in the individual countries. Soviet
scientists showed the importance of
the technical re -equipment of agricul-
ture in the USSR, the build-up of its
energy capacities and the growing
use of chemicals. They emphasised
that the introduction of new hard-
ware and technology in agriculture
should take account of the require-
ments of environmental protection.

The last of the questions discussed
was international scientific and tech-
nological cooperation. Soviet
economists showed the impact of
this factor on the growing efficiency
of social production, emphasising

the great importance of the transition
to long'[sm scientific and tech-
nological cooperation and its new
forms, such as joint research, re-
search and development, and so on.
The American scientists considered
the specific features of interna-
tional trade in technology 0icences)
and characterised the factors deter-
mining its development and the
specific strategy pursued by US
corporations in the export and im"
port of technology.

After the Symposium in Moscow,
the US delegation visited Kiev and
Leningrad, where its members con-
tinued to acquaint themselves with

Soviet scientific economic establish-
ments.

A joint communique was adopted
on the results of the Symposium,
with both parties highly appraising
the role of the Symposium in extend-
ing contacts between Soviet and US
scientists and exchanges of achieve-
ments in economic science, which is
of great importance in the atmos-
phere of intgrnational d6tente and
the improvement of relations be-
tween the two countries.

Y. Kudryavtsev,
Scientific Secretary,

Association of Soviet Economic
Scientific Institutions

INTERNATIONAL FORUM OF GEOGRAPIIERS

This most representative forum of
the world's geographers, the first-
ever international geographical
forum held in the Soviet Union
(July l5-August 3, 1116), was atten-
ded by more than 3,5(X) scientists
from 5E countries, including 1,560
from the USSR and 390 from other
socialist countries.

With geography in the context of
scientific and technological progress
as its subject, this Congress, the
23rd, considered a wide range of
themes with the accent on pressing
comprehensive problems requiring
the further consolidation of the sys-
tem of geographical sciences and of
the inter-discipline approach.

The commissions and working
groups of the International Geog-
raphi0al Union sponsored 28 pre-
congress symposiums in Leningrad,
Novosibirsk, Tashkent, Dushanbe,
Ashkhabad and other cities in the
Soviet Union at which more than 750
papers were presented. The prog-
ramme of the Congress itself called
for five general symposiums and ten
section mcetings (including general

economic geography, demographic
geography, regional geography, his-
tory of geography and paleogeog-
raphy) which discussed some 7(X)
papers. One of the symposiums was
devoted to international cooperation
among geographers.

The diversity of the topics discus-
sed at the Congress came under three
inter-related headings, to which the
general (plcnary) symposiums were
devoted: "Scientific Forecasts of the
Transformation and hotection of
the Environment", "Scientific Prin-
ciples of the Development of Reg-
ions and the Rational Location of
Production", and "Studies of the
Geographical Aspects of Urbanisa-
tion and Urban Development Plan-
ning",

Academician I. Gerasimov, Direc-
tor of the Institute of Geography of
the USSR Academy of Sciences,
noted that the problem of optimising
the environment is today becoming
the focus of many orientations of
geographical investigation ; this prob-
lem is closely linked with the geog-
raphical elaboration of the theory of
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geo-ecosystems, with the problem of
utilising natural resources, the de-
velopment of regions and the siting
of various industries, and so on. By
stimulating an unprecedented growth
of the scale of production and con-
sumption, and enhancing their con-
centration in large industrial and
urbanised regions, the scientific and
technological revolution is funda-
mentally complicating the interaction
betwcen society and the natural envi-
ronment; this is due, in particular, to
the intensificd use of natural re-
sources, the accumulation of produc-
tion waste on a growing scale, the
increasing influence of the expand-
ing power engineering industry on
the natural heat balance of large
cities and industrial regions, and so
forth.

The Congress discussed the results
of the study of human influence on
the environment and the ways and
means of protecting the environment
at different levels. It was recognised
that scientific forecasts of the effects
of anthropogenic influences on the
environment and the development of
the method of determining the envi-
ronment's response to man's various
influences were a key orientation of
further international research.

At the Congress Soviet geog-
raphers suggested the establishment
of a world monitoring organisation, a
service that would systematically
observe and control the state of the
environment.

A particularly notable contribution
was made by geographers of the
USSR and other socialist countries
to the discussion of the rational
location of production and the de-
veloprnent of regions. It will be
recalled that as far back as the 1920s,
Soviet economic geography ad-
vanced the concept of territorial-
industrial complexes. The decisions
of the 25th Congress of the CPSU

m

envisage the further development of
existing and the creation of new
territorial-industrial complexes and
the fulfilment of far-reaching
economic development plans on
their basis.

The Congress showed great in-
terest in the reports by Soviet scien-
tists on the purposeful approach to
regional analysis and planning (on
the example of Siberia), the study of
the role of natural recources in the
rational territorial organisation of the
Soviet economy, and the relationship
between economic regionalisation
and regional planning.

Considerable attention was also
given to the discussion of theoretical
problems of the territorial structure
of the economy and the specifics of
its formation in socialist countries
under the impact of socialist integra-
tion, and the question of economic
regionalisation. Most of the reports
on these subjects were presented by
the delegations of the GDR, Hun-
gary, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia and
Poland.

The problems of economico-
ecological simulation of the ad-
ministration of multiregional sys-
tetns, the location and "migration" of
industries and the spatial organisa-
tion of production were raised by
geographers from the USA, Great
Britain, Nigeria and some other
countries.

Many of the papers were devoted
to the questions of urbanisation and
urban development planning, which
are closely bound up with two other
pivotal problems discussed at the
Congress, namely, the rational loca-
tion of production and the environ-
mental protection.

A conceptual analysis of present-
day urbanisation made by Soviet
scholars shows that it is increasingly
determining the settlement orienta-
tion in general, and the evolution of

its forms and spatial structures in
particular. These orientations are
manifesting themselves in the forma-
tion of large systems of towns and
large conurbations, and also
in more intricate forms of settle-
ment-urbanised regions and zones.

As a global process urbanisation
has certain common features and
regularities, but the rnany ways in
which they manifest themselves and
the demands made of towns are
different in countries with different
social systems and economic de-
velopment levels. This was illus-
trated by many speakers, who
characterised' the specifics of the
present phase of urbanisation and
urban development in socialist, in-
dustrialised capitalist and developing
countries.

In the Soviet Union settlement and
town planning and development are
improved in keeping with the Gener-
al Settlement Programme. The Con-
gress wa! acquainted with the scien-
tific principles and ways of imple-
menting this programme by G.
Fomin, Chairman of the State Com-
mittee for Civil Construction and
Architecture under the State Plan-
ning Committee of the USSR. The
possibilites for controlling urbanisa-
tion, settlement and urban develop-
ment were shown in the papers
presented by specialists from the
USSR and also from Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, the GDR, Hungary,
Poland, Rumania, and Yugoslavia.

The qualitative character of the
changes in the problems and
methods of research employed in
modern geography was shown at the
Congress. This science now covers a
wide range of problems. Its main
tasks are today linked with the
elaboration of the multifaceted prob-
lems of the interaction of society and
the environment in the interests of
reshaping the planet for the welfare

of man. For that reason geographers
are increasingly turning to the social
aspects of the phenomena and pro-
cesses studied by them, and there is
broadening cooperation between
geographers and representatives of
both the social and the natural sci-
ences.

The Congress materials eloquently
showed the advances made by mod-
ern geography as a fundamental
science, the growth of its theoretical
basis and, at the same time, the
constructive, applied research, the
improvement and enrichment of the
methods and technical arsenal
through the broad utilisation of mod-
elling natural and production-
territorial systems, the use of infor-
mation satellites and of aerocosmic
and other modern methods of inves-
tigation.

One of the major results of the
Congress was the growth of the
irnernational prestige of the geog-
raphical sciences in the socialist
countries. They are developing suc-
cessfully in line with Marxist-
Leninist methodology and making an
increasing contribution to the build-
ing of socialism and communisrq.

The l4th General Assembly of the
International Geographical Union
was held in Moscow. It elected
hofessor Michael Wise of Great
Britain as Chairman of the Interna-
tional Geographical Union with F.
Davitaya, Drector of the Institute of
Geography of the Georgian
Academy of Sciences, as one of the
Vice-Chairmen.

It is planned to hold the 24th
International Geographical Congress
in Japan in the autumn of 1980.

Yu. Medvedkov,
D. Sc. (Geogr.)

Yu. Pivovarov,
Cand. Sc. (Geogr.)



ALL.T]NION CONIERENCE OFETIINOGRAPIMRS

An all-Union conference on the
results of ethnographic and archae-
ological field research in 1974 and
195 and current problems in Soviet
ethnography was held in Dushanbe
in May 1976. It was organised bY the
Department of History of the USSR
Academy of Sciences, the Miklukho-
Maklai Institute of Ethnography of
the USSR Academy of Sciences and
the Ahmad Donish Institute of Histo-
ry of the Tajik Academy of Sciences.
It was attended by 200 ethnographers
and anthropologists from all the
Union and from many autonomous
republics of the USSR.

The Conference opened with a
report by Corresponding Member of
thc USSR Academy of Sciences
Yu..Bromley, "On the Tasks of Sovi-
et Ethnographical Science in the
Light of the Materials of the 25th
Congress of the CPSU". The study
of contemporary processes, he em-
phasised, continues to be the main
line in Soviet ethnographical science,
and in this context Soviet scientists
are faced with the important task of
further improving the methods and
instruments used, in particular,
in studying the Soviet waY of life.
The speaker also pointed to the need'
for further elaborating the theoreti-
cal questions in ethnography and the
ethnodemographic problems of the
population, and also of studying the
historically rooted traditional cul-
turcs of the peoples of the world,
notably, the peoples of the Soviet
Union.

Somo of the propositions outlined
in Bromley's report were further
ohborated in the report by T. Zhd4n-
ko, '0n the Results and Prospects of
Ethnographic Research in Central
Asia and Kazakhstan". The speaker
reviewed the main achievements in
Cehtral Asian ethnography over the
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past few years and devoted sPecial
attention to the collective effort in
preparing a Central Asian historico-
ethnographic atlas, which is being
done jointly by ethnographers from
Moscow, Leningrad and the Central
Asian republics.

In her report entitled "The Results
and Tasks of Ethnographic Research
in Tajikistan'n, A.Pisarchik raised
the question about the need for a

comparative ethnographic study of
the peoples inhabiting both the
USSR and other countries, so as to
bring out the specific socio+ultural
transformations which have taken
place in this country in the Soviet
period. Important ethnographic as-
pects lvere also considered in the
report made by Yu.Averkieva, "On
the 50th Anniversary of the Journal
Soviet skaya etnografia" .

The report given by Acadernician
B.Gafurov and B.Litvinsky, "Key
Problems in the Ethnogenesis and
Ethnic History of the Peoples of
Central Asia and Kazakhstan" was
an attempt at a theoretical compre-
hension of the facts obtained by
science over the past few years. The
authors gave concrete examples to
show that in the light of the present
state of knowledge the century-long
cultural and ethnic interaction of
the peoples of Central Asia appears
to be more intensive than was assu-
med some l0 or 20 years ago.

The report delivered by M. Itina
dealt with the work of the archae-
ologico-ethnographic Khorezm ex-
pedition, whose results shed a new
light on some aspects of Central
Asia's history. The comprehensive
study of the lands irrigated in the
ancient period in the lower reashes
of the Amu Darya and the Syr Darya
has also enabled specialists to give

recommendations on the Practical
use of these lands in our daY.

In his report, "Some Features of
Feudalism Among the Caucasian
Mountain-Dwellers", A.Robakidze
analysed the specific features of
feudal relations among many peoples
in the Caucasus which sPrang from
the development of earlY feudal
relations during the disintegration of
the primitive way of life and by-pas'
sing the slave-owning system.

B. Andrianov and N. Cheboksarov
presented a rePort, "Basic Problems
in the Contemporary Ethno-Cultural
Zoning of the World", showing the
substantial changes in the major
ethnocultural areas determined by
economic and political factors.

Besides plenary sessions, work
was carried on in these sections:
"Contemporary Ethnic, Cultural and
Everyday Processes Among the Pe-
oples of the USSR", "Studies of the
Family and FamilY Life", "Ethnic
History and Ethnogenesis", "Histo'
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* The Sixth Congress of the lnter-
natiotul Ergonomic Association,
held at the University of Maryland,
College Park (USA), dealt with prob-
lems relating to the rational organisa-
tion of the implements and conditi-
ons of work with due regard for the
psycho-physiological potentialities
and limitations of man. Of great
interest were the reports: "Ergono-
mics in a World of Changed Values"'
by A.Chapanis (USA), "Human
Factors, Agriculture, Costs and Re-
turns" by R. Wilson (USA), "Ergo-
nomics and Standards" by B. Metz
(France), and "Ergonomics: Where

This review covers events that took place
in May-August 196. They were all held
in Moscow, unless otherwise slated.

rico-Ethnographic Atlases (Ethnog-
raphic Typologies, Cultural Ties)",
"Religious Beliefs in the Past and
Efforts to Overcome Them Today",
and "Folklore, Folk Music andArt".

The papers read at the plenarY ses'
sions and in the working groups sho-
wed that over the past few years
Soviet ethnographers have been con-
centrating on a study of the impor-
tant problems of our day, notably,
the regularities governing the pre-
sentday ethnic, cultural and every-
day processes, making broader use
of mass polls. Speakers stressed, in
particular, the need to study present
ethno-cultural processes among all
the peoples of every republic, as

otherwise it was impossible adequ-
ately to reflect the regularities of
ethnic, cultural and everyday trans-
formations which had an important
role to play in shaping a new histori-
cal entity, the Soviet people.

Y. Basllov,
Cand. Sc. (Hist.)

Have We Been) Where Are We
Going?" by A.Welford (Australia).

An interesting report was also
made by the Soviet scholar V. Ven-
da, D. Sc. (Psychol.), who dwelt
on the ergonomic problems involved
in the individual adaptation of opera-
tors' faculties. He showed that con-
sideration of the individual psycho-
physiological peculiarities of a per-
son who has to make imPortant
managerial decisions or who works
in a complex stress situation can
significantly raise the efficiency of
his work and reduce tensions.
V. Venda thinks that in the near
future individual adaPtation as a

method of humanising the imPle-
ments and conditions of work will be
useful for many of the more common
trades.
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* The Eighth Congress ol the Inter-
national Comp arativ e Literature A s-
sociation, held in Budapest, attrac-
ted some 5fi) scholars from more
than 40 countries. Three topics were
presented for discussion: l. Three
Epoch-Making Changes in the Histo-
ry of Literatures in European Langu-
ages (Historical, Ideological, Aesthe-
tic and Other Characteristics of
Change in the Literary Process): a)
Renaissance, b) Enlightenment, c)
Early Twentieth Century;2. Twenti-
eth Century Relations Between Lite-
ratures Originating in Different Cul-
tures; Emergence of New National
Literatures and Their Role in the
Evolution of Wortd Literature; 3.
Comparative Literatwe and Theory
of Literature: a) Historical, b) Soci-
ological, c) Structural, d) Semiotic,
e) Stylistic Approaches to Compara-
tive Literature.

The Soviet delegation, headed by
Yu. Barabash, D. Sc. (Philol.),
Director of the Gorky Institute of
World Literature of the USSR Aca-
demy of Sciences presented 23 re-
ports, including: "Topical Problems
Relating to the Study of Renaissance
Literature as a Complex Phenome-
non" (N. Balashov), "Characteristics
of the 20th Century Realism" (D.Za-
tonsky), "The Role of Referential
Relations in Artistic Studies" (T. Ba-
lashova), "On the Relationship Bet-
ween the Comparative-Historical
and the Structural-Semiotic Appro-
aches" (E.Meletinsky), 'The Arti-
stic Discoveries of the New Novel of
Latin America and Their Worldwide
Significance" (V.Kuteishchikova),
"From Regional Literary Communi-
ties to Interrelated Literatures of
Modern Times" (N.Nikulin), "New
Trends in the Cultural Orientation of
Russia in the Time of Peter the
Great" (A.Panchenko), 'The Emer-
gence of Revolutionary Poetry in * Thel4thlntemationalConference
Central and Southeast Europe" of Antiquarians of the Socialist Co-

(S. Sherlaimova), and others.
Great interest was evoked by the

reports: "Change and Growth in
Renaissance Prose and Dra-
ma" -R. Weimann (GDR);'"Traditi-
on and Innovation, Rules and Geni-
us. Literature of the Enlighten-
ment" - R. Mortier (Belgium) ; "Con-
troversy and Concord in Comparati-
ve Literature"-H.Remak (USA);
"Contribution of Latin American Li-
terature to 20th Century World Lite-
rature"*R. F. Retamar (Cuba).

R. Mortier (Belgium) was elected
President of the International Com-
parative Literature Association.

The next, Ninth Congress will be
held in 1979 in Innsbruck (Austria).

* An agreement on setting up an
Intemational Inf o rmatbn System for
the Social Sciences has been signed
by representatives of the Academies
of Sciences of the socialist countries.
The information system aims at pro-
moting greater efficiency in the ex-
change of the relevant information
and the allround development of
international scientific cooperation
in that field.

* The Conference of Sociologisrs pf
Socialist Counties, held in Sofia atrd
attended by sociologists from B"lg'a-
ria, Czechoslovakia, the German
Democratic Republic, Hlrngary, Po-
land, Rumania, and the Soviet Uni-
on, discussed problems pertaining fu
the social structure of socialist socl-
ety, to social planning and foreca-
sting. At the Conference a protocol
was signed providing for the publica-
tion of joint sociological studies, for
the exchange of literature and infor-
mation, and for the organisation of
international meetings of scholars.

untries (Eirene)was held in Yerevan.
The Eirene Society was formed in
1956 on the initiative of the Czech
scholar Academician A. Salad, and,
from 1957 on, has held regular confe-
rences. The Yerevan Conferencewas
attended by more than 70 scholars
from Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the
German Democratic Republic, Hun-
gary, Poland, Rumania, and Yugos-
lavia, and about 2fi) from the Soviet
Union.

At the plenary sessions the follo-
wing reports were heard: "Features
of Hellenism in the Material and
SBiritual Culture of Ancient Arme-
nia" by B. Arakelyan and G. Sarkisy-
an (USSR), '"The Self-Awareness of
the Dependent, the Poor and the
Subjugated in Ancient Greece" by
E. Welskopf (GDR), "Crisis of the
Slave-Owning Mode of Production"
by E.Shtaerman (USSR), "The De-
ciphering of the Text on the Disc
fron Fest" by V. Georgiev (Bulga-
ria), "The Deciphering of the Linear
B and the Greek Language" by M.
PetruSevski (Yugoslavia), "Recent
Archaeological Findings in Syria and
Egypt" by K. Michalowski (Poland),
and "Recent Soviet Archaeological
Studies in Ancient Culture" by
I. Kruglikova and D. Shelov (USSR).

On the proposal of the Conferen-
ce's Organisation Committee, presi-
ded over by Academician B. Piotrov-
sky (USSR), the section meetings
were devoted to these topics: the
ancient world and the East; the crisis
of the slave-owning mode of produc-
tion; the portrayal of man in ancient
literature and art; new methods and
discoveries in classical linguistics;
and recent archaeological findings.
Two hundred and thirty reports on
these tqics were heard and discus-
sed.

After the Conference the Armeni-
an scholars acquainted its partici-
pants with archaeological excavati-

ons of the t€mple in Garni and with
Armenia's ancient capital-Erebuni.

* The 30th Intemational Congress ot
Human Sciences in Asia and North
Africa, attended by more than 2,0(X)
scholars from 80 countries, was held
in Mexico. (Before 1973 these con-
gresses were called congresses of
orientalists. The name was changed
in 1973 at the 29th Congress.) Its
work proceeded mostly in these
regional sections: West Asia and
North Africa, Central and North
Asia, South Asia, Southeast Asia,
China, Japan and Korea. Some prob-
Iems were discussed in the interregi-
onal seetion.

The problems discussed within the
sections related to economics, histo-
ry, politics, philosophy, sociology,
anthropology, literature, language,
art, religion. etc. Seminars were
parallelly conducted on various the-
'mes, among them: Asia and colonial
Latin America; the peasantry and
national integration; the consequerr-
ces of and alternatives to the new
energy situation; the military as an
agent of social change; the develo-
ping nations and the Great Powers;
the role of the intelligentsia in con-
temporary Asian societies.

The Soviet delegation, headed by
Academician B.Gafurov, Director
of the Institute of Oriental Studies of
the USSR Academy of Sciences,
presented these papers: "Specific
Features of Afghanistan's Socio-
Political Development in the 1960s-
190s" (R.Akhramovich), "Materi-
alism and Ancient Indian Science"
(G. Bongard-Levin), "The Greco-
Roman World and the East" (B. Ga-
furov), 'The Typology of Eastern
Literatures Based on Literary Mate-
rial of the Pushtu Language"
(G. Girs), "Peculiarities of the Evolu-
tion of Social Structures in Develo-
ping Countries" (G.Kim).'The Stu-
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dy of Central Asian Cultures in
Russia in the lfth and EarlY 2fth
Centuries" (L. Miroshnikov), and
"Problems of Economic Develop-
merlt in Southeast Asian Countries"
(G. Shirokov)

It was decided to hold the next
congress in 1980 in Teheran.

* Some 6(X) scholars from 56coun-
tries attended the Ninth Congress ot
the International Society of Social
Detence, held in Caracas, which
dealt with the topic "Social Margina-
lisation and Justice". The partici-
pants in the Congress heard and
discussed reports on the sociologi-
cal, biocriminological and legal as-
pects of the topic, and also reports
on ways of eliminating marginalisati-
on processes.

Soviet scholars presented these
papers: '"The Role of the Itblic in
Preventing Crime" (S. Borodin),
"Marginality and the Problem of
Early Prevention of Anti-Social Be-
haviour" (V. Klochkov), "General
Prevention as a Function of Justice"
(V.Savitsky), and "Socio-Cultural
Determinants and Marginal Behavio-
ur" (V. Shupilov). Three Soviet
scholars were elected to the leading
bodies of the International Society of
Social Defence, among them Corres-
ponding Member of the USSR Aca-
demy of Sciences V.Kudryavtsev,
Director of the State and Law Insti-
tute of the USSR Academy of Scien-
ces, who became Vice President of
the Society.

* An Intemational Conference on
Problems of the History of the Se-
conil World Wcr was held in Oslo
attended by scholars from 13 coun-
tries. The head of the Soviet delega-
tion, Corresponding Member of the
USSR Academy of Sciences P. Zhi-
lin, Director of the Military History
86

Institute of the USSR's Ministry of
Defence, delivered a report on'nThe
Struggle of the USSR for a Collec-
tive Security System in Europe Be-
fore the Second World War".

{< An Internatbnal Seminar on
Problems of the Developing Countri*
es was held in Sofia under the
auspices of the Asia and Africa
Research Centre of the Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences. The toPic
discussed was "The State Sector in
the Economy of the DeveloPing
Countries". The Seminar was addres-
sed by leading Africanists from Bul-
garia, the German Democratic Re-
public, Hungary and the Soviet Uni-
on. Among those who attended were
young scientific workers and speci-
alists in economics from 23 countries
of Asia, Africa and Latin America.

* An lnternatbnal Symposium on
the theme "Zionism as a Fonn ot
Racism and Racial Discriminatbn"
was held in Tripoli (Libya). Among
the participants in the Symposium,
organised by the Association of Ju-
rists of the Libyan Arab Republic,
were prominent scholars and jurists
from more than 30 countries of the
world and representatives of interna-
tional organisations.

The delegation of the Soviet scien-
tific community was headed by
Professor I. Blishchenko, Vice-
Chairman of the UN Committee for
the Abolition of Racial Discriminati-
on, $ecretary of the International
Association of Democratic Law-
yers.

The participants in the SYmPo-
sium discussed measures for exPo-
sing international Zionism, the agg-
ressive home and foreign policies of
Israel, and the racial discrirnination
practised by the Israeli Government
on occupied Arab territories.

lF Kaluga (USSR) was the venue of
the Fifth Symposium of the lnternati-
onal Cooperation in History of Tec-
hnology Committde (ICOIITEC) on
the topic "Technology and Society".
It was attended by 60 scholars from
Bulgaria, Canada, Czechoslovakiir,
the German Democratic Republic,
Hungary, Italy, Poland, the Soviet
Union and the USA. The Sympo-
sium was opened by Professor
S.Shukhardin (USSR), Chairman of
the Organisation Committee, Vice
President of ICOHTEC. The ope-
ning address was delivered by the
President of ICOIITEC, Professor
L. Bulferetti (Italy).

The discussion at the Symposium
centred on three themes. On the first
theme,'"The Interrelationship and
Reciprocal Influence of Technology
and Society", the following reports,
among others, were made: "The
Technological Necessities of Soci-
ety" by Academician B. Kedrov
(USSR), '"Technology-Labo-
ur-Man" by Professor
E. Olszewski (Poland), "Technology
and Human Labour" by Professor
M.Kranzberg (USA), '"The Interre-
lation Between Man and Technolo-
gy in the Immediate Process of Pro-
duction" by Professor E. Wechtler
(GDR), "The Forms and Methods of
Organisation of Production and the
Changing Role of Man in Producti-
on" by Professor A.Kuzin (USSR),
"Technological Systems and Econo-
mic Systems" by Professor L. Bulfe-
retti (Italy), "Technology as a Social
Phenomenon" by E.Duda (Czechos-
lovakia).

The reports made on the second
theme, "Science and Technology:
Their Interrelationship and Recipro-
cal Influence", included: "The Inter-
relationship Between Industry, State
and Science" by G. Buchheim
(GDR), "Relations Between Science
and Production in Different Histori-

cal Epochs" by L. Uvarova (USSR),
"Scientific and Technological Inno-
vation as a Dynamic Form of the
Interrelationship Between Science
and Technology" by N. Monczev
(Bulgaria), and "Economic Analysis
of Science" by K. Miiller (Czechos-
lovakia).

The third theme, "Cosmic Science
and Society", was dedicated to the
founder of cosmonautics, the emi-
nent Russian scientist K.Tsiolkov-
sky, who lived and worked in Kalu-
ga. Among the reports made on this
theme were: "Space Exploration and
the Scientific and Technological Re-
volution" by Professor A. Ursul
(USSR), "K.Tsiolkovsky and Euro-
pean Cosmic Science" by N.Gavry-
ushin (USSR), and "The Importance
of Space Research for the Future
Development of Science, Technolo-
gy and Human Civilisation" by Pro-
fessor O. Wolczek (Poland).

These reports evoked extensive
discussion during which various vi-
ewpoints were expressed on the
interrelationship and reciprocal in-
fluence of technology and society.

* An International Meeting on
East-West Economic Cooperotion
was organised in Tbilisi by the Soviet
Committee for European Security
and Cooperation jointly with the
Vienna Institute for International
Comparative Economic Studies. It
was attende<i by prominent scholars,
public figures and business represen-
latives from eleven European coun-
tries, and also from the USA and
Canada, and from a number of
international organisations.

Papers were read by: M. Maximo-
va (USSR)-"Industrial Cooperati-
on Between Socialist and Capita-
list Countries: Forms, Trends,
Problems", C.McMillan (Cana-
da)-"Forms and Dimensions of
East-West Inter-Firm Cooperation",
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E.Tabaczyriski (Poland)-"The
Evolution of East-West Inter'Firm
Cooperation and Its Impact on Inter-
national Payment Flows", K. Bolz
(FRG)-'"Tripartite CooPerati'
on-A Western View", H.Faulwet-
ter and G. Scharschmidt
(GDR)-"Some Aspects of Triparti'
te Cooperation", M. Davydov
(UNCTAD)-"UNCTAD and Tri-
partite Industrial Cooperation".

In addition, there were rePorts and
communications on research in the
field of cooperation in certain
branches of industry and agriculture.

* The l6th Internatbnal Conterence
of Agricultural Economists held in
Nairobi attracted some 8(X) partici-
pants from over 70 countries. The
main theme of the Conference was
"Decision-Making and Agriculture",
which was expounded in two re-
ports: "Contribution of Economists
to a Rational Decision-Making Pro-
cess in the Field of Agricultural
Policy" by G.Johnson (USA) and
'"The Role of Models in the Decision
Process in 6giculture" by M. Petit
(France). Many of the reports dealt
with the problems of the regional
integration of agriculture and with
rural development proiects. Due at-
tention was also paid to the irnpor-
tant problcm of food. The Confe-
rcnce heard two reports delivered
by Soviet specialists: "Integration of
CMEA Countries in the Field of
Agriculture" (V.Nazarenko) and
"Creation of Agro-Food Complexes
in Extreme Natural Conditions of
Siberia" (V.Boyev).

>F The colloquium on "Issues and
hiorities in lnternatbtul Cooperati-
on in the Fiekl of Criminology", held
in Santa Margherita (Italy), was at-
tended by prominent jurists from
several European countries, and
from the USA and Canada. TheY
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discussed the following questions:
assessment of the crime Problem;
crime prevention, control arid treat-
ment; the opera{ion, effect and
control of discretion in the criminal
justice slstem; professional ethics
and the protection of human rights
and privacy; the organisation and
implementation of international com'
parative research in criminology.

Besides these themes Planned be'
forehand, the participants in the
Colloquium discussed the Problem
of combating crimes committed thro'
ugh carelessness as a topic for inter'
national cooperation, ProPosed bY
the Soviet jurists V. Klochkov'
V. Savitsky and V. Shupilov.

* hoblems relating to the cconomy
of the infrastructure were the sub-
ject-matter of the Soviet'Hungarian
Symposium of Economists. The 13

reports presented dealt with general
methodological problems of the eco-
nomy of the infrastructure as a

whole, as well as with problems of
development of separate branches of
the infrastructure. In particular, they
analysed such problems as the deve'
lopment of the infrastructure in de'
veloped socialist society; the general
trends of development of the infra'
structure in various countries in the
period from 1960 to 19/0; the imPro-
vement of financing of the infra'
structure in the USSR as exemplified
in the electric power industry,
transport, communications and ho'
using; the prospects of development
of an international infrastnrcture for
th€ CMEA countries; and the rati'
onal location of populated areas.

* The Meeting of theCommission of
Philosophers of the USSR atfr Po'
land was devoted to the toPic '"The
Tasks and Prospects of Development
of Marxist-Leninist Philosophy in
the USSR and the Polish PeoPle's

Republic in the Light of the Decisi-
ons Passed by the 25th Congress of
the CPSU and the Seventh Congress
of th€ Polish united workers' Par-
ty". The Soviet delegation was he-
aded by Academician F. Konstanti-
nov, hesident of the Philosophical
Society of the USSR, Chairman of
the Soviet section of the Commissi-
on, the Polish delegation*by T.
Jaroszewskl, Director of the Philo-
sophy and Sociology Institute of the
Polish Academy of Sciences.

*, A Soviet-French scientifb collo-
quium on '"The Crisis of World
Capitalism" was organised by the
Institute of the World Economy and
International Relations of the USSR
Academy of Sciences. The French
side was represented by the National
Secretarics and members of the Exe-
cutive Bureau of the Socialist Par-
ty-R. Pontillon, M. Rocard, P. 86-
rdgovoy, and the economic exp€rts
J.Attali and Ch.Goux. The Soviet
side-by Academician N. Inozem-
tsev, Director of thc Institute, Depu-
ty Director I.Guriev, chiefs of de-
partments A.Anikin, O.Bykov and
V. Lyubimova, and other research
workers of the Institute.

The Colloquium, which proceeded
in a constructive and friendly atmos-
phere, discussed a wide range of
issues connected with the aggravati-
on of the economic, social and
political contradictions of capitalism.

* The first meeting of Soviet and
American psychologists was held by
delegatbns orth€ USSR Aeademy ot
Sctences and the US Natbrul Aca-
ilemy of Sciences. The Soviet delega-
tion was headed by B.Lomov, Di-
rector of the Institute of Psychology
of the USSR Academy of Sciences,
Corresponding Member of the USSR
Academy of Pedagogical Sciences;
the American delegation-Professor

D. Luce, Member of the US National
Academy of Sciences.

At the meeting a protocol was
signed on cooperation for 197.1980.
It provides for the holding of sympo-
siums and seminars on psychological
problems of interest to both sides.

* More than tfuee thousand scho-
lars from 80 countries took part in
the 2 1 st International Psychological
Congress in Paris, The Soviet delega-
tion of 43 members was headed by
Professor B. Lomov, Director of the
Institute of Psychology of thc USSR
Academy of Sciences.

The 39 symposiums and 38 thema-
tic sessions discussed questions
related to general, experimen-
tal, social, engineering, age and child
psychology, the psychology of teac-
hing, pathopsychology, the history
of psychology, etc. A distinctive
feature of the Congress was the
interest displayed in the methodolo-
gical problems of psychological
science.

The 22nd International Psycholo-
gical Congress will be held in 1980 in
Iripzig.

* A Finnish-Soviet seminar on
"Problems of the Origin of the
Karqlians" was held in Joensuu (Fin-
land). The reports made at the Semi-
nar considered this problem from thc
point of vicw of history, archaeolo-
gy, linguistics and ethnography.

The following questions were of.
particular interest to the participants
in the Seminar: Did the Karelians
emerge from one single tribe that had
long since inhabited the Lake Lado-
ga ar€a, or did they come.into being
as a result of the fusion of several
ethnic groups? From what parent
language or linguistic elements is the
Karelian language derived and for
how long has it existed? What contri-
bution did other tribes, primarily the
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Vepses, the Finns and others make
to the formation of the Karelian
tribe?

The Soviet side at the Seminar was
represented by scholars of the Lan-
guage, Literature and History Insti-
tute of the Karelian Branch of the
USSR Academy of Sciences in Pet-
rozavodsk.

* A scientific conference,'The 25th
Congress ol the CPSU on the Tasks
of Further Struggle for Peace and
Iiternational Cooperation, tor the
Freedom and, Independence of the
Peoples", was held bY the DiPlomatic
Academy and the Moscow State
Institute of International Relations
of the USSR Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. The main reports were: "On
the Tasks of Training DPlomatic
Personnel in the Light of the Decisi-
ons Passed by the 25th Congress of
the CPSU" by Professor I. Zemskov,
Deputy Foieign Minister of the
USSR; "The Impact of World Soci-
alism on the DeveloPment of the
Present International Sifuation" by
O.Rakhmanin, D. Sc. (Hist.); "The
25th CPSU Congress on the Enhan-
ced Role of the NewlY Liberated
Countries in World DeveloPment"
by E.Primakov, CorresPonding
Member of the USSR AcademY of
Sciences; "soviet Dplomacy's Dis-
armament Effort in the Light of the
Decisions Passed by the 25th
Congress of the CPSU" bY V. Issra-
elyan, D.Sc. (Hist.); and "Soviet
Dplomacy in the Struggle to Resha-

pe International Economic Relati-
ons" by E. Obminsky, D. Sc. (Econ.)

After these reports, the Conferen-
ce continued its work in three secti-
ons: '"The Socialist Countries'
Struggle for a Solution to the Urgent
Problems of International Relati-
ons",'oThe CPSU's Course Towards
Developing and Deepening Foreign
Economic Ties", and "Current Prob-
lems of International Law in the
Light of the Documents Adopted by
the 25th Congress of the CPSU".
Ttyenty-eight reports were heard and
discussed in these sections.

* The Presidium of the USSR Aca-
demy ol Sciences passed a resolutbn
on awarding Indian Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi the degree of Doctor
Honoris o, ,he USSR Academy ot
Sciences for her works on problems
relating to the economic, social and
political development of the newly
free countries, and to the problems
of international relations.

During her official visit to the
Soviet Union Mrs. Gandhi met rep-
resentatives of the Soviet public. At
a meeting under the chairmanship of
the Vice President of the USSR
Academy of Sciences, V. Kotelni-
kov, she was presented with the
diploma of Doctor Honoris.

* By decree of the Presidium of the
USSR Supreme Soviet, the Oder ol
the Red Banner of Labour has bein
confeweil on the iournal "VoProsY
istorii" (Problems of History) lor its
contribution to historic al scienc e.
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Socialisl Society. Socio'Philosophi-
cal Problems of Present-DaY
Soviet SocietY, Moscow, Poli-
tizdat Publishers, 1975, 343 PP.

Written by staff members of the
Institute of Philosophy of the USSR
Academy of Sciences, this book
deals with the theoretical problems
of developed socialism, with the
laws of its growth into communism
and with the mechanism of rheir
operation and application. Presen-
ting socialism in a broad historical
aspect, the authors interpret it as a
new type of social progress and a
stage of the conscious historical
activity by people who master the
laws of social development.

This approach has predetermined
the book's composition. Socialism is
regarded as the embodiment of sci-
entific theory in practice, as an
integral social system, as a reality
created by the people, as a societY
with a new way of life. Socialism's
humanistic essence is the keynote of
the book. In the chapter devoted to
the socialist way of life the authors
show the growth of the people's
requirements and how these require-
ments are met; they examine the
qualitatively new, creative features
in the work ot Soviet people and in
the socio-political sphere.

They note that socialism's present-
day maturity is consonant with the

social maturity manifesting itself in
the work of the masses. UnderlYing
this conclusion is a profound analy-
sis of the development level achi-
eved by the productive forces, the
relations of production, the social
structure, politics, the administration
system and ideology. One of the
merits of this book is that in all the
processes it deals with it singles out
their qualitative aspects, the main
trends of social development and the
new phenomena and features in the
life of the people.

There are, in our view, some
debatable points. One concerns the
material prerequisites of socialism
that take shape under capitalism.
They should hardly be assessed as a
means of resolving the social prob-
lems confronting the capitalist soci-
ety. It is well known that the conver-
sion of agricultural labour into a
form of industrial labour, the electri-
fication of production and everyday
services, the technical training of
large numbers of people and so forth
take place only to the extent that
meets the interests not of the wor-
king people but of capitalist produc-
tion.

This book is virtuallY the first
study of presentday socialism at-
tempted on such a broad and com-
prehensive scale. It traces the achi-
evements of world socialism, its
essential features and the problems
of its continued growth, and glves a
well-argumented rebuff to "Left"
and Right attacks on socialism.

V. Strogov,
D. Sc. (Philos.)
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P.N. FEDOSEYEV, The Dialectics
of the Contemporary Epoch,
Moscow, Nauka hrblishers,
1975, 576 pp.

The book under review is a fruitful
attempt at a philosophical generalisa-
tion of new phenomena and tenden-
cies in social reality and of the
achievements of modern science,
which are of the greatest importance
for the development of the Marxist-
Leninist world outlook. Its main
purpose is to analyse the universal
operation of the laws of materialist
dialectics, which were substantiated
by Marx, Engels and Lenin, and to
bring out the specific features of
thcir expression in our day.

The author considers a broad ran-
ge of questions in a coqsistent,
logical and coherent analysis, which
goes to confirm the authenticity and
historical correctness of the Marxist-
Leninist dialectics and its effective-
ness in revolutionary practice. While
considering the various aspects of
dialectics and drawing a distinction
between them whenever this is re-
quired for the purposes of his
analysis, the author considers these
in their interaciion.and unity.

Indeed, it is the comprehensive
dialectical approach to the philosop-
hical analysis of the concrete prob-
lems raised by modern science and
practice that enables the author to
formulate strictly scientific and well-
grounded propositions.

He produces a deep-going and
comprehensive analysis of the biolo-
gical and the social, of social being
and consciousness, of the nature of
social relations, and the conjuction
of social and individual interests
under socialism. His examination of
242

the Leninist stage in the develop-
ment of Marxist philosophy goes
hand in hand with a consideration of
the problems of humanism, internati-
onalism, and patriotism, the criteria
of social progress and of the role of
the working class and the Commu-
nist parties.

The reader is attracted by the
clear-cut orientation of the study
upon the practical requirements of
Soviet society and the state. Let me
note, in this context, the considerati-
on of the questions concerning the
organisation of production and the
management of the national econo-
my, and the dependence of the
success in economic management on
the cognition ano application of the
objective laws governing the deve-
lopment of the socialist economy.
Here we find a clear expression of
one of the most valuable gualities of
the work under review, narnely, the
consideration of theoretical- and
practical tasks as a unity, and the
coherent philosophical and concrete
scientific approach to the phenome-
na being analysed.

The author believes that one of the
main conditions for the successful
development of presentday social
sciences is their interaction and mu-
tual enrichment and the use in the
analysis of social problems of the
whole complex of modern scientific
achievements, including the advan-
ces in the natural sciences, but warns
aboui. the danger of a break between
the various levels of knowledge wit-
hin the framework of each science.

Practical importance attaches to
his conclusion that communism not
only goes to create the conditions foi
developing human capabilities but
also vastly multiplies society's de-
mand for capabilities and talents.
One of the essential premises for
fulfilling the tasks set'by the 25th
Congress of the CPSU, and one of

the main advantages of socialism in
its historical competition with capita-
lism is its capacity to bring out and
develop human capabilities, provi-
ding everyone with opportunities for
the fullest self-expression in the
service of the common cause.

The author highliehts the advisabi-
tity of making some changes in the
system of scientific'personnel tra-
ining. He points to the need further
to rationalise higher and secondary
school cuiricula in order to produce
an optimal conjunction of professi'
onalisation, general intellectual and
cultural development and the upbrin'
gng of the individual; the need to
foster among pupils and students the
ability to enlarge their knowledge
independently, and to find thefu be-
arings in the rapid flux of scientific
and political information.

Almost all the issues considered in
the book are now the subiect of
active ideological struggle. It is natu-
ral, therefore, that in considering the

oroblems of dialectics on the
strensth of the latest data provided
bv sc'ience and social life, the author
.ubie"t. the views of our ideological
advlrsaries to Profound and well'
reasoned criticism'

0f course, it was imPossible in a
monograph dealing with such pbroad
r"nge-of-problems to consider each

as circumstantially as the next, espe-

cially because such fundamental phi-

losophical works are desigrred not
onlyto integrate and generalise what
haibeen done in science, but also to
orient scientists upon outstanding
oroblems. P.Fedoseyev's work ful-
iit. Uoth these functions, which ma-

kes it possible to see it as a summing-
uo of a definite stage in the develop-
ment of our PhilosoPhical thought,
and also as a claim to fresh studies in
this sphere.

C. H. 3AXAPOB. Pac,aemwefi$er-
muauocmu awwH%)KoHailuqe'
cxux cetse{t (Bonpocu uemoao'
to?uu u uemailuxu pacqemoe).
M., nsr-so *Sxogounxan, l9l 5,
223 crp.

S. N. ZAKHAROV, Calculatbns ol
the Etficacy of External
Ecotwmic Ties (Questions ot
Calculation MethodologY and

Methods\, Moscow, Ekonomika
Publishers, l[li, 223 PP'

The switch to broad international
cooperation on a long-term basis, the
divelsification of external economic
ties and the development of their
comprehensive forms require the
formulation of scientific methods to
raise the level of economic substanti-
ations and calculations' The book

A. Kharchevt
D. Sc. (Philos.)

under review is one oi those in which
this task is being tackled.

The author concentrates on the
methods of measuring the efficacy of
external economic ties. The author
shares the view of those specialists
who believe that such efficacy has as

its criterion either the national in-
corne increment or the reduction in
the socially n€cessary labour inputs
determined by the results of foreigxt
trade. The unquestionable advantage
of this conception is that it provides
for the unity of efficacy criteria both
of social production as a whole and
of the external economic ties in
particular. It is well known, how-
ever, that external economic deci-
sions are based not onlY on the
consideration of economic, but also
of political and social factors, and
that in some instances the latter, in
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effect, determine the priority of the
lines and forms of economic cooper-
ation.

The author is guided by the
methodology formulated by the
theory of economic efficacy of social
production and capital investments.
He says that the basic principle
underlying the methods for Oetlr-
mining the efficacy of foreign trade
is to compare the macro-eConomic
inputs into the manufacture of ex-
port products with economies from
imports obtained as a result of the
country not having to make any
inputs into the manufacture of im-
port goods at home. This principle of
comparing costs and benefits is con_
sistently applied by the author, and
this makes for the methodological
unity of his approach to tac[ling
various economic tasks.

S.Zakharov is a convinced advo-
cate of consideration of the time
factor in determining the economic
efficacy of fqreign trade and other
forms of cooperation. He urges the
need to use discounting to reduce to
a single time element the macro-
economic inputs and benefits in
trade on credit, in establishing enter-
prises in the country with foreign
credit, in the use of the credit fonis
of participation in construction ab-
road. The author's approach to this
matter appears to be fully justified,
beciuse consideration of ihe time lag
between inputs and benefits in deterl
mining efficacy is required for a
correct reflection, in the calcula_
tions, of the dynamic processes
going on in the national economy and
the world econonly, which it would
be virtually impossible to simulate
without discounting. This is espe-
cially true of long-term calcula-
tions.

The monograph contains methods
for determining the efficacy of ex-
ports both through the additional
?A

manufacture of export goods and
under unmet domestic dernands for
such goods. Thd author considers in
great detail various aspects of the
efficacy of imports and commodity
exchange operations, citing exam_
ples of efficacy calculationi for ex-
ports of manufactures in exchange
for exports of raw materials, impois
of finished products and raw mater!
al for their production, and .the
foy_nation of the structure of exports
with the maintenance of the iame
capital intensiveness.

The author considers the question
of the efficacy of the credit forms of
external economic cooperation. He
has worked out and applied in his
calculations various meihods for as-
sessing the efficacy of trade on
credit, providing extensive reference
material which facilitates calcula-
tions. The monograph contains ta_
bles of a system of multipliers re-
flecting the credit terms, nolably the
period of credit maturity, and the
terms of servicing the principal and
interest. On the basis of theie mul_
tipliers he then goes on to calculate
the relative and absolute indicators
of the efficacy of foreign trade
operations on credit.

Zakharov also considers the effi-
cacy of setting,up enterprises in a
country with foreign credit under
product-pay-back schemes, and also
participation in construction of en-
terprises abroad through the exten-
sion of credits. In both instances, the
chief method of calculation is a
comparison of the sum-total of re_
venue and foreign exchange receipts
with the sum-total of inputs and
foreign exchange expenditures re-
duced to a single time element.

While the author has worked out
the methods for measuring the effi-
cacy of foreign trade, I think that he
has overrated the possibility of ao-

rylying them to evaluating other
forms of cooperation.

In my view, the determination of
the efficacy of scientific and techni.
cal cooperation, specialisation and
cooperation of production, and

foreign exchange and credit relations
is a scientific problem in its own
right, which requires special consid-
eration both in theoretical and
methodological terms.

y. Karavayo,

}I.C.AHAPEEBA. flpo6neua
ilupa e zanaduoeepone(tcKoil
$u.nocofiuu. M., u3A-Bo
<MbrcJE>, 197 5, 223 crp.

I. S. ANDREYEVA, The Prqblem ot
Peace in West European
Philosophy, Moscow, Mysl Pub-
lishers, 195,223 pp.

This book attracts attention chief-
ly by its subject, whose topicality is
obvious in our epoch. The
philosophical nature of the problem
of peace is not very apparent at first
glance. But the author convincingly
shows that the history of this prob-
lem (the steady growth of its signifi-
cance and, correspondingly, of the
attention accorded to it in the history
of philosophy) and its theoretical
study (its increasingly deeper elab-
oration as a result of the changes in
society's life and in connection with
the evolution of philosophical views
on social development) leave no
doubt that peace is one. of the
cardinal questions of philosophy.
Based on long years of study by the
author who collected and examined a
vast array of material, this book is
the first in Soviet literature to pres-
ent a Marxist approach to the views
of eminent philosophers who made a
more or less large contribution to the
elaboration of the problem of peace.
This broad panorama of views, put
forward in different epochs from
antiquity to our days, shows the
profound changes that have taken
place in understanding the problem
of peace as such and of the ways of

resglving it; eyery effort to find a
solution based on new historical
experience sheds light on new ele-
ments bf social reality and their link
with the state of war or peace in
society.

The author draws upon a wealth of
new mat€rial, introduces little-
known facts and information into
scientific circulation and, where ne-
cessary, accentuates new aspects. In
literature, for instance, one rarely
finds mention of S.Frank and his
KrieSbilchlein des Friedens (1539) in
which, along with interesting ideas,
the"principle under which war crimes
cannot be justified on the grounds
that orders must be obeyed is sub-
stantiated for the first time. A lucid
exposition of Frank's ideas will un-
doubtedly help to draw attention to
this eminent personality in German
humanism. Take another example:
thti author makes a profound and
fruitful comparison between the
theory of a social treaty and the
problem of world peace. In connec-
tion with the idea of a treaty of
perpetual peace put forward in the
17th century, the author examines
the views of Hobbes, Spinoza,
Locke, Penn and Komensky, and
finds that a new element in the
concept of peace of those days was
the appeal to the theory of a social
treaty, to the reason and rights of
nations. Here the author writes of a
book whose acfual importance has
not yet been appreciated. This is
E. Cruc6's Le nouvesu Cynie QA!.
Andreyeva convincingly argues that
Cruc6 was the forerunner (and, pos-
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sibly, the inspirer) of Grotius in
substantiaing the theory of natural
right.In addition, Cruc6 initiated the
idea of setting up an intemational
agency for the peaceful settlement of
conflicts. An interesting int€rpreta-
tion is offered of the problem of
peace in the philosophy of Enlighten-
ment. Much attention is devoted to
Saint-Pierre's Proiet de traitd pour
rendre la pak perpetuelle (1713-l'll5)
which strongly influenced
philosophers studying this question.
Ttue, here the author is somewhat
carried away in writing of the vicws
of Voltaire, Montesquieu, Rousseau,
Dderot and Helv€tius as being chicf-
ly a response to the ideas of Saint-
Pierre. Attention is drawn by the
thougbdul analysls of the attitude of
British (Hume, Bellers, Priestley,
Bentham) and German (Leibniz,
Lilienfeld, Iselin, Lessing,
Wedekind) enlighteners on this ques-
tion.

The author deals at length with the
views of Kant, showing that Kant's
idea of the expediency of mankind's
dcvelopment coalesces with his tea-
ching on the pure intelligence, and
that his philosophy of history
dovetails with his ethics. Andreyeva
accentuates the significance of
Kant's idea about objective laws
leading to peace independently of the
will of people, and also the fact that
the contradictions inherent in society

MemodoloeuqecKue qcneKmd uc-
ctedoeaxut 6noc$epu. M.,
n3[-Bo "Hayxa>, 1915,455 crp.

Methodological Aspects of the Study
of the Bbsphcre, Moscow, Na-
uka Publishers, 1975, 455 pp.

The study of the interaction bet-
ween society and nature has today
reached a stage where the problems
and viewpoints that have ernerged

2$

are a factor moving mankind towards
peace.

The theories of peace propounded
by the Utopians of different epochs,
including the forerunners of Mar-
xism, are considered in a separate
chapter. This separation of the Uto-
pians from other philosophers is
convenient, of course, but can hard-
ly be justified. Considerable interest
is attracted by the critical analysis of
the solutionS to the problem of peace
suggested in modern bourgeois religi-
ous (Schmidt, Johnson) and atheistic
(Russel, Jaspers, Toynbee and
others) philosophy.

The eoncluding section of the
book enunciates the solution of the
problem of peace from the stand-
point of Marxist-Leninist theory
which Leonid Brezhnev called the
philosophy of peace.

This book reveals the socio-
historical, class roots of the concepts
of peace propounded in different
epochs and also the untenabilit/ of
presentday non-materialistic in-
terpretations of these conc€pts.

By and large, this book fills a
substantial gap in our philosophical
studies and is unquestionably of
great scicntific interest.

Y. Boguslavsky,
D. Sc. (Philos.),

N. Khorev,
Cand. Sc. (Philos.)

have to be systematised and generali-
sed. A work in which this task is set
is this collection of articles prepared
by the Academic Council for Philo-
sophical Problems of Modern Natu-
ral Science at the hesidium of the
USSR Academy of Sciences and by
the Institute of Philosophy of the
USSR Academy of Sciences.

The opening article written by
Corresponding Member of the USSR

Academy of Sciences V.Afanasyev
dcals with problems of controlling
nature in the age of the scientific and
technological revolution. The author
cmphasises that the present scale of
man's inlluence on nafltre creates
the danger that the dynamic equilib-
rium in the biosphere may be upset
and requires an apppoach to the
interaction between society and na-
ture from the angle of a rationally
organised exchange betwecn matter
and energy. Socialism creates the
possibility for rationally organising
the interaction between society and
nature.

Academician E. Fyodorov exami-
nes the socio-political aspects of the
interaction between society and the
natural environment. The present
ecological situation is characterised
by a discrepancy between socicty's
requirements and the planet's limited.
resources. In the bourgeois sociaf
consciousness, the author notcs, the
recognition of this discrepancy has
led to the emergence of eschatologi-
cal, finalistic concepts of "ecological
pessimism". However, the achieve-
ments of the scientific and technolo-
gical revolution allow surmounting
this sort of discrepancy. Thcse achi-
evements and the prospects for
further scientific and technological
progress hold out the hope that the
e,uological problem will be solved.
The rational use of these achieve-
ments in the sphere of the interaction
between society and nature is hinde-
red by social factors, notably by
spontan€ous social development
which is intrinsically linked with the
capitalist mode of production. The
surmounting of this trend in the
process of the world's revolutionary
transformation allows making effec-
tive use of scientific and technologi-
cal progress to eliminate the ecologi
cal threat.

Academician P. Kapitsa devotes

his article to. an analysis of global
scientific problems of the future,
particularly the ecological problem,
in which the author singles out three
basic aspects: the technico-economic
aspect linked with the exhaustion of
the planet's natural resources; the
ecological aspect proper linked with
the violation of the dynamic equilib-
rium in nature; and the socio-
political aspect. The author believes
that fundamentally it is possible to
resolve these issues, although consi-
derable effort is required to promote
science and technology and to orga-
nise the intcraction between society
and nature rationally. For instance,
he'writes that the problem of the
exhaustion of natural resources and
the pollution of the environment may
be solved by improving the technolo-
gy of using raw materials and intro-
ducing closed technological cycles.
He notes the great difficulty in
solVing the social aspect of the
ecological problem, namely, the cre-
ation of social conditions ensuring
such development of science and
technology that would not upset
the equilibrium between civilisation
and nature and threaten mankind
with catastrophe.

G. Hilmy characterises the presenl
situation as one of transition from
the primary biosphere which did not
in its development experiencc consi-
derable anthropogenic influences, to
the biotechnosphere, in whose deve-
lopment anthropogenic factors play a
substantial part. This requires the
elaboration of scientific models of
the biosphere that would adequately
show its specifics and the essence of
the processes taking place in it.
Hilmy notes that an exhaustive con-
cept of the biosphere cannot be
expressed in the language of any
single system and for that reason it is
possible to evolve only a system of
individual concepts of the biosphere.
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He analyses Some of these individual
coJrcepts: biogeochemical, whose
principles were formulated by Ver-
nadsky, biocenological, qybernetic,
thermodynamic and geophysical.

Academician S. Shvarts writes of
the ecological principles of protec-
ting the biosphere. In his opinion, the
protection of the biosphere is a
broader concept than the protection
of its components defined bY the
term "natural resources". It is vital
to protect also those elements of the
biosphere that are not utilised direc-
tly by man but whose existence
maintains the biosphere's equilibri-
um and facilitates the optimal course
of its cycles. The solution of this
problem requires serious study of the
main blocks of the biosphere-bio-
geocenoses-in all their diversity of
type.- An article by Academician
A. Berg, B. Biryukov and E. Marko-
va examines the role of the methodo-
logy of intricate systems in the
solution of problems of the biosphe-
re. The authors note the significan-
ce of the cybernetic approach to the
solution of the prbblems arising from
the interaction between society and
nature that allows interpreting both
the biosphere and the social orga-
nism as intricate systems.

Optimisation of the biosphere is
the subject of an article by I. Novik
who believes that the present ecolo-
gical situation is evidence that the
production of material wealth deve-
loping on the basis of the maximurn
remaking of nature and satisfaction
of man's needs can play an anti-
biogenic role, upsetting the natural
optimal conditions in nature, conditi-
ons in which nran exists and outside
which he cannot exist. For that
reason the task of production must
be the optimisation of the biosphere,
in other words, its remaking in such a
way as would not upset but onlY add

to the range of factors favourable to
man's existence. In this context the
problem arises of neutralising the
chaotic effects of human practice,
this being an important factor optimi-
sing the biosphere.

A. Yablokov's article is devoted to
the methodological aspects of the
relations between man and the ani-
mal kingdom. Since the evolution of
man took place among a great'diver-
sity of living species, this diversity
must be preserved as far as possible.
The author believes that to achieve
this it is necessary to modify the
principles underlying the economic
exploitation of the animal
kingdom-to abandon hunting as an
obsolete form of using the natural
wealth of the animal kingdom andgo
over to the utmost cultivation of this
wealth.

Cosmological aspects of the inter-
action between man and nature are
treated in the articles by A. Tursu-
nov and L. Fesenkova. In particular,
Ttrrsunov notes that at the present
level of knowledge a geocentric stu-
dy of the biosphere as a closed
system isolated from cosmic proces-
ses, is no longer adequate. Fesenko-
va, on the contrary, analyses the
importance of the geocentric appto-
ach to the study of the relation of life
and reason to the cosmos. The
problem of cosmic life and cosmic
intelligence is not exhausted by the
queslion of whether there is life and
intelligence in the near and far cos-
mos; it also includes the question of
Earthman's cognitive and practical
attitude to these phenomena.

This collection is unquestionably a
major contribution to the solution of
the pressing problem of the interacti-
on between society and the natural
envirohment.

Y.Yyunitsky,
Cand. Sc. (Philos.)

O.A.YJIbPI4X. "Tpemuil i4up>:
npodaeuw pa3sumun ?ocy-
dapctneerutoeo ceKmopa. M.,
u3A-Bo ..HayKar, 197 5, 241 wp,

O. D. ULRIKH, The Tliiril World:
Problems of Development of the
State Sector,. Moscow, Nauka
Publishers, 1975, Vll pp.

The growth of the state sector is a
natural tendency in the socio-
economic development of the newly
liberated countries. The studies ma-
de in the 1960s and early 1970s by
Soviet scholars on this subject have
shown that the nature of the state
sector depends directly on the class
character of the state and on the
alignment of political forces in it.
Moreover, an increasing influence
on the evolution of the multisectoral
economy of the countries with diffe-
ring social orientations and on the
trend of development of their state
sectors is being exerted by the pro-
cesses taking place in the world.

Ulrikh's book deals precisely with
the politico-economic and techno-
economic aspects of the state sec-
tor's activity, which the author takes
to mean the funds, resources, assets
and other components constituting
the material basis of the state's
participation in social reproduction.

Based on works by both foreign
and SovieJ economists, O.Ulrikh's
monograph is a comprehensive study
which attempts to sum up the results
of previous researches into this prob-
lem and present its own conclusions'
and generalisations.

The book examines in detail the
place of the state sector in the
national economy of the developing
countries, its main social and econo-
mic functions, and its formation. The
author brings out the significant
differences in the directions and
methods of development in countries

of the capitalist and those of the
socialist orientation. She has made a
particularly detailed analysis of the
problems of nationalisation and state
capital investments.

The question regarding the imPact
of the scientific and technological
revolution on the development of the
state sector is extremely important.
As is known, within the state sector
the productive forces are created
which to some extent reflect their
world level. In this connection of
particular interest are the cont(adic-
tions due to the fact that the develo-
ping countries, without having com-
pleted the phase of industrial revolu-
tion, have found themselves drawn
into the culrent of the scientific and
technological revolution, mostly bro-
ught from without. The domestic
factors stimulating the utilisation of
scientific and technological achieve-
ments in industrial development are
as'yet weak; their influence is re-
stricted by the backwardness of the
multisectoral economies. That is
why the influence of the scientific
and technological revolution is confi-
ned to the most dynamic sectors,
primarily the state sector and, to a
certain extent, the private capitalist
sector. The author correctly empha-
sises the growing role of the state in
the formation of a modern structure
of the productive forces, for without
its decisive participation a backward
multisectoral society cannot adapt
itself to modern equipment and new
technology.

Ulrikh has paid due attention to
the interaction of the state and the
private capitalist sectors. She cites
material to confirm the conclusion
that in countries of the capitalist ori-
entation, the stepping up of private
capitalist entrepreneurship is due to
various forms of state support. She
carefully considers in this connecti
on the importance of the so-called
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development corporations, the credit
mechanism and mixed companies.

On the othcr hand, proceeding
from the content which the author
puts into the category "state sector",
a special analysis should have been
made, in our opinion, of the influen-
ce of foreign capital, and of the
'toreign resources" that are placed
at the disposal of the state and to
which political strings are often at-
tached.

Dealing with the problem of the
economic efficiency of the state
sector, tllrikh emphasises that it
constitutes an important part of the
th€ory of social reproduction and is
of paramount significance to the
practical activity of the state.

The book substantiates the prin-
ciple of rational combination of nati-
onal economic and micro-economic
criteria in determining the efficiency
of the state sector. This approach is
quite logical and accords with the

H. H. EOJIXOBIITI,IHOB. fuccxo.
g*tepuKaHcKue omHaweiluf,
1815- 1832 ?2. M., rr3[-Bo
.HayKar, 19i5,623 crp.

N. N. BOLKHOWflNOV, Rus-
sian-American Relations, 181 5-
1832, Moscow, Nauka Pub-
lishers, 1975,623 pp,

In this new book, rvhic-[ is a
continuation of. The Formation ot
Russian-Amefican Relations, 17/5-
f8I5 (1966), the prominent Soviet
historian N. Bolkhovitinov recreates
a detailed picture of the development
of diplomatic, trade and cultural
relations between Russia and the
USA, voices some interesting opin-
ions on the issues considered, and
introduces some little known facts
and archive documents.

2,fl

urgent tasks ot the struggle wagcd by
the newly free countrics for econo-
mic independence and social prog-
res$.

The author's theses on the heighte-
ned role of profitability and the
rational distribution and utilisation
of the incomes of state enterprises
deserve attention. It is important to
sum up the experience of the econo-
mic activities of these enterprises in
countries of the socialist orientation.
Without evading the difficulties and
contradictions involved in economic
growth, the author shows the succes-
ses achieved in the context of non-
capitalist development.

Based on a wealth of factual
material and on an assessment of the
mechanisrn of economic tnanage-
ment, Ulrikh's study contains many
well-founded conclusions.

S. Ilulpanov,
D. Sc. (Econ.)

The period from 1815 to 1832 was
one of those periods which might
have doomed Russia and the United
Statcs to extreme estrangement. On
the one hand, there was the newly
cmcrgd rcpublican, capitalist Un-
itcd Statcs with its class and histori-
cal antipathy towards the monarchic
Old \tlorld; on the other, the anti-
republican, landlord tsarist Russia, a
dominant force in Europe. The USA,
which had already begun to show
expansionist leanings, was watching
the global activity of both Russia and
the Holy Alliance with growing sus-
picion. As the author points out, the
conservative protective principles of
legitimism and the reactionary policy
of the Holy Alliance, which in the
early 1820s embarked on direct sup-
pression of the revolutionary move-
ment in Europe, and the proclama-

tion of the Monroe Doctrine by the
Unitcd States on December 2, 1823,
seemcd to rule out the possibility of
agrecment and cooperation al-
together.

But these factors by no means
predetermined the behaviour of the
two states. Mutual diplomatic efforts
enabled them to avoid many seem-
ingly inevitable conflicts.

The problems caused by the ap-
pearance of Russian settlements in
North-West America which
threatened to become at first an issue
were later settled by two conven-
tions signed in 1824 and lE25 by the
two countries. The two sides also
managed to find a common language
in the Spanish-American issue,
which at first sight could have given
rise to nothing but sharp discord. In-
deed, recognition of the independen-
ce of the rebellious Spanish colonies
irt South Amcrica contradicted the
principle of legitimism,but the tsarist
government took a realistic approach
to the situation and acknowledged
the existence of the new states.

The author gives an account of the
trade ties between Russia and the
USA, of the trade agreement son-
cluded in 1832, noting that commer-
cial contacts helped to strengthen
their relations in generdl.

To be sure, the relations between
the two countries were by no means
idyllic. The author describes the
concrete circumstances that deter-
mined the reciprocal as well as the
limited nature of their interests. Cau-
tioning against simplified notions, he
writes that both sides had never
fought against each other, and that
on the irhole their relations de-
veloped in a favourable direction.
This does not mean, however, that
between Russia and America there
had never been differences and con-

tradictions, made all the more com-
plicated by the difference in their
socio-political systens. To ignore
class contradictions, to exaggerate
the "sincere" and "forgotten" friend-
ship between the tsars and the presi-
dqnts, as some contemporary writers
do, is as far from the truth as saying
that there had been an "eternal
hostility" bctween Russia and the
USA.

N. Bolkhovitinov draws attention
to the divergencies, disputes, mutual
suspicions, and to the differences in
approach and in the very political
thinking of the two very dissimilar
partners, shows the considerable
ideological differences and the mutu-
al bias of Russian and American
politicians.

Relations between two countries
consist not only in official contacts,
but also in more direct contact be-
twebn the two societies through the
press, the arts, science, personal
meetings of their citizens, etc. The
author shows that despite the great
difficulties of communication in the
period under review, such inter-
course did exist, and that it produced
q definite positive effect. A section
of the American public came to have
a better understanding of the Russian
people. Progressive circles in Russia
for their part acquainted themselves
with information about the distant
bourgeois republic, and even relied
to a certain extent on its social
experience when drawing up pro-
jects of democratic reforms for their
own country.

This historical account of the so-
cial contacts between Russia and the
USA is very timely because it gives
the lie to the reactionary fabrications
of the opponents of d6tente that the
Russian and the American peoples
have throughout their history been
strangers to each other and are



therefore incapable of mutual under-
standing.

The attentive reader, after having
read the book will be right in con-
cluding that the experience of the
past is not on the side of those who
count on disrupting the multiplying
and diversified contacts between the

I. M. EOHTAP,q-NEBI4H,
A. B. TEPACI{MOB. Myil-
peqd u $wtoco$w dpeoxeil
Llniluu. (Hexomopwe npo6-
ne.tbt Ky"nbmypHozo Hac^e-
dua). M., Il3A-Bo ..HayKar,
1975, 340 crp.

G. M. BONGARD-LEVIN, A. V.
GERASIMOY, The. Sages and
Philosophers of Ancient India
(Some Problems ol the Cultural
Heritage), Moscow, Nauka Pub-
lishers, 1975, 340 pp.

Visitors to ancient India from
other parts of the world were amazed
at the profoundly original scientific
and philosophical conceptions de-
veloped by its people. For a long
time, biased views expressed by
bourgeois scientists in the West
made it hard to produce an objective
evaluation of the Indian philo-
sophers' contribution to world cul-
ture, and many achievements of
India's civilisation were regarded as
having been imported, while now
and again the very use of the term
"civilisation" with respect to ancient
India was questioned. It is also very
important to consider the problems
of that great country's cultural herit-
age because many achievements of

USSR and the USA. This experi-
ence, which has been analysed by
N. Bolkhovitinov from scientific
positions, testifies that the ties be-
tween the two countries tend to
grow rather than dwindle.

Yu.Oleshchuk

ancient India's civilisation have be-
come an integral part of life in
present-day India and continue to be
an inalienable part of its national
culture today.

It is one of the basic tasks of
Soviet oriental studies to show, on
the strength of concrete facts, the
true place of India's culture in man-
kind's progress, and to evaluate on
merit its remarkable achievements in
various spheres of material and
spiritual culture. That is the aim of
the authors, well-known Soviet In-
dologists, who have produced a pro-
found analysis of India's cultural
development processes, showing the
vast achievements of its science, art,
philosophy, philology and medicine.
An important aspect of their work is
an analysis of the materialist tenden-
cies in the development of India's
philosophy, and its struggle against
the idealist schools.

There was good reason for ancient
India to be known as the "Country of
Sages". This has once again been
very well brought out by this mean-
ingful work by the two Soviet scien-
tists.

Academician
M. Korostovtsev
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A. O. JIOCEB, Hcmopua axmuqxoil
gcmemuKu. Apucmometo u
nog0tu,n KlaccuKa. M., nsg-oo

"Hcrcycctaor, 197 5, 775 crp.

A. F. LOSEV, A History of Ancient
Aesthetics. Aistotle and the
Latter-Dai Classics, Moscow,'
Iskusstvo Publishers, 197 5, 775
pp.

This is the fourth volume in a
series (Volume One* 1963; Volume
Two-1969, and Volume
Three-1974) dealing with an age
which is thousands of years away but
which in essence is profoundly mod-
ern, both in attitude, methodology
and methods of analysis and conclu-
sions. The modern spirit of the book
springs from the fact that it is
intrinsically oriented against formal-
ism and any kind of closed abstract,
logistical constructions, whether in
theory or in aesthetic practice.

The book is permeated with social
analysis and the historical approach,
which is expressed in the fact that
the author has sought to understand
ancient aesthetics as a specific and
unique stage in mankind's aesthetic
consciousness.

The author concentrates on Plato
who is dealt with in every volume
beginning from the second, and this
is not surprising because his con-
structions, scattered without any
system throughout his numerous
writings, embody the inexhaustible
and contradictory world of the hey-
day of the classics of Ancient
Greece. These have been used t<r

structure virtually all the speculative
ideological systems of the Middle
Ages, the Renaissance and Moderni-
ty. The author reaches the conclu-
sion that the whole of the lofty body
of Platonic idqas springs from the
most profound discord and disrup-
tion of socio-historical relations and
the great specimens of aesthetic

development, that Plato's aesthetics
is profoundly tragic, and that his
doctrine of ideas contains not only
beauty and loftiness but also all the
terrestrial monstrosities. But the au-
thor also shows the abiding value of
Plato's doctrine of beauty.

Aristotle's aesthetics is fully pre-
sented in this book as a system
together with its dqtails, categories
and terms. One essentially novel
element is that the author writes
about the two main principles of
Aristotle's aesthetics which no one
has yet clearly formulated, namely,
the principle of expression and the
principle of probability.

The first of these deals with the
external, material expression of the
internal content of an aesthetic ob-
ject, which exerts an influence on us
and transforms our being. The sec-
ond principle, which is the.most
specific for Aristotle's aesthetics,
treats of the aesthetic subject which
is ideal and material at one and the
same time, but is simultaneously not
only ideal and not only material.

The work under review is not only
historico-philosophical but also
philological. And that is so not only
because the author examines various
questions of the history and theory
of literature, of literary criticism, or
analyses in grat detail the aesthetic
features of Homer's poems, and the
poetry and drama of Ancient Greece.
That is so because the author is
concerned with questions of style,
poetic language, the lexical specifics
of the various works, and also ques-
tions of textology and even of the
thiory and practice of translation. In
this multiplicity of problems he finds
his bearings with remarkable ease,
seeking in his own way to show the
dialectical nature of the thought of
the Ancient Greek philosophers.

I.Nakhov,
D. Sc. (Philol.)
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(All books mentioned in this section
have been published in Russian)

Phllosophy

V. P. Kuzmin, The hinciple of the
Systerns Approach in Marx's Theory
and Methodology, Moscow, Politiz-
dat hrblishers, 1976, 247 pp.

The book deals with Marx's con-
tribution to the elaboration of the
principles of the systems approach'
and systems conceptions of the func-
tioning of society. In this context,
the author considers three groups of
problems: Marx's emphasis on sys-
tems knowledge as a stage in theoret-
ical cognition; his discovery of sys-
tems properties as a fundamentally
new class of qualitative certainties;
his concept of society as a system.

S.LKuzmin, Lenin's Invaluable
Legacy. Quests and Discoveies,
Moscow, Politizdat hrblishers, 196,
191 pp.

Every newly discovered document
is important for an all-round and
profound study of Lenin's legacy.
Who and how collected Lenin's
documentary legacy in the USSR
and abroad, what documents are still
to be founil and what is known about
them, in what directions search is
being continued-these are the
questions covered in the book.

2$

The Scrcntific and Technological
Revolution. General Thqretical
Problems, Moscow, Nauka Pub-
lishers, 1976, N7 pp.

The sollection deals with the
theoretical and methodological prob-
lems of research into the scientific
and technological revolution whose
substance is brought out in accor-
,dance with the conception of the
revolutionary change in society's
productive forces.

Contemporary Capitalism and the
Wo*ing Class: a Critique of Anti-
Marrist Conceptbns, Moscow, Mysl
Publishers, 1976, ?fiO pp.

In this book the emphasis is on a
critical analysis of the interpretations
put by some bourgeois and revision-
ist theoreticians on various proces-
ses and phenomena for the purpose
of "refuting" the Marxist-Leninist
doctrine of the proletariat's place
and role in capitalist society.

V. I. Kasyanenko, fuveloped
Socialism: Historiography and
Methodology of the Problen, Mos-
cow, Mysl Publishers, 196, 170 pp.

The author sums up the latest
Soviet writings on developed social-
ism and considers the methodologi-

cal problems and prospects for the
further study of this subject.

The Socialist Way of Ltfe atd the
Contemporary ldeoloSical Struggle,
Moscow, Politizdat Publishers, 1976,
350 pp.

The book has been prepared by the
Academy of Social Sciences under
the CPSU Central Committee and
the Institute of Sociological Re-
search of the USSR Academy of
Sciences. It gives a scientific sum-
ming-up of the present state of
research into various aspects of the
socialist way of life. It has been
written by a large goup of
philosophers, sociologists, econom-
ists, ethnographers and specialists in
other social sciences to bring out the
problems in the way of life in the
light of the contemporary ideological
struggle. They criticise the bourgeois
conceptions of the "quality of life?',
"style of life" and "mass culture",
concentrating on a presentation of
the main features and advantages of
the sociatist way of life.

B. N. Pyatnitsyn, Philosophical
Problems in Probabilistic and Statis-
tical Methods, Moscow, Nauka Pub-
lishers, 196, 335 pp.

The monograph considers the pro-
cess of cognition from the standpoint
of the need to eliminate the uncer-
tainties which are inherent in the
object of cognition for various
reasons. The author shows the grow-
ing importance of the use of subjec-
tive probability in modern science,
and deals with a broad range of
philosophical and historical ques-
tions.

Essays on the History of Russian
Ethical Thought, Moscow, Nauka
hrblishers, 196, 400 pp.

The book sheds light on the main
lines of Russian ethical thought from

the 10th to the lfth century, and
contains a critical analysis of thc
idealistic doctrines of morality,
showing the futile efforts by present-
day bourgeois writers to borrow
theoretical propositions from So-
lovyov, Berdyayev and Bulgakov
whom they claim to have been rep-
resentatives of the '"true" Russian
spirit. The authors show the impor-
tance of the forward-tooking tAdi-
tions of Russian ethical thought in
shaping the Marxist doctrine of mor-
ality.

Hlstory

A. D. Goncharov, P. I. Lunyakov,
Lenin ond the Peasantry, Moscow,
Politizdat Publishers, 1976, 190 pp.

On the basis of Lenin's works,
reminiscences, and archive and other
sources, the authors show how
Lenin, relying on the experience of
the masses, determined the most
important lines of the Communist
Party's policy in the countryside.
The book sheds light on lrnin's
activity in working out and imple-
menting the Party's agrarian prog-
ramme, and in consolidating the
alliance of the working class and the
peasantry.

L I. Rostunov , The Russian Front
in the First World War, Moscow,
Nauka Publishers, 1976,3E7 pp.

This is an analysis of the activity
of the agencies of the strategic
command in preparing and conduct-
ing the war, with emphasis on the
problems arising from the coalition
strategy and the role of the Russian
front in the war. The author makes
use of a wide range of sources,
including archive material, published
documents and memoirs.

T. Bartenyev, Yu. Komis-sarov,
Thirty Years at Good-
Neighbourhood (On the History ol



Soviet-Finnish Relations), Moscow,
Mezhdunarodniye otnosheniya Pub-
lishers, 1976,256 pp.

Th'e book is devoted to the de-
velopment of Soviet-Finnish rela-
tions in the postwar period, with
special accent on an analysis of the
operation of the Treaty of Friend-
ship, Cooperation and Mutual Assis-
tance of April 6, 19{E, and contem-
porary problems in the relations
between the USSR and Finland.

A. I. Vdovin, V. Z. Drobizhev , The
Growth of the Wo*ing Class of the
USSR. 1917-1940, Moscow, Mysl
Publishers, 1976, ?.64 pp.

The authors show the growth of
the working class and the qualitative
changes in its social structure. They
draw attention to the socio-
psychological aspect of the develop-
ment of the Soviet working class.
They make'use of reminiscences,
workers' letters, sketches about
workers and other sources which
enabled them to show the growth of
socialist consciousness among the
workers.

A.V.Likholat, The Cooperation
of the Peoples ol the USSR in
Buililing Socialism, Moscow, Politiz-
dat Publishers, 1976, 368 pp.

This is one of the first monog-
raphic works dealing with the subject
on the scale of the whole Union and
showing the establishment of friend-
ship among all the big and small
nations in the country at the main
stages in the development of the
Soviet state, from the Great October
Revolution to the adoption of the
1936 Constitution.

Realisation of the Principles ol
Internationalism in the CPSUT
Natbnalities Policy, Moscow, Mysl
Publishers, 19 5, 342 pp.

The authors show the class ap-
proach to the solution of the
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national questlon and its lubor-
dination to the main goal of the
working people, the endeavour to
build sommunism. The authors also
show the deepening of international-
isation in the social sphere of Soviet
society.

Economics

Yu. M. Krasnov, From Confronta-
tio.n to Cooperation. Problems in the
Economic, Scientilic and Technical
Co,operation Between the Capitalist
and the Socialisr Countries ot
Europ e, Moscow, Mezhdunarodniye
otnosheniya Publishers, 1976,
199 pp.

The author shows the switch by
the capitalist countries, as a result of
the international d6tente, from dis-
crimination against the socialist
countries to an exiransion of trade
with them and the arrangement of
new forms of cooperation, like coop-
eration in production and scientific
and technical exchanges. He anal-
yses the premises for such ex-
changes, which arise from the ad-
vance of the scientific and tech-
nological revolution and the growing
economic strength of the socialist
community countries.

The Environmental Problem in the
World Ecotwmy and International
Relations, Moscow, Mysl Pub-
lishers, 196, 359 pp.

An analysis.of the environmental
problem from the standpoint of its
place in international affairs, the
sources and consequences of the
ecological crisis which is characteris-
tic of the capitalist countries, and an
analysis of the mechanism of state-
monopoly regulation of the use of
natural resources, The authors em-
phasise subregional and worldwide
programmes of cooperation in en-
vironmental protection.

aompetition oI Two SYslems,
Moscow, Nauka Publishers, 195,
435 pp.

Another issue of the collection
appepring under the subtitle The
Ecotwmy of Socialism and the Wotld
Economy. A large part of the
analysis deals with the deepening
general crisis of capitalism and a
critique of present-day bourgeois
politico-economic conceptions.

Sociclist Integrution: hocess of
Darclopment and ImProvement,
Moscow, Mysl Publishers, 1976, 334

pp.
A description of the further

deepening and improv.ement of coop-
erafion among the CMEA countries
in the key sector$ of the economY'
especially in planning, and a charac-
teristic of their multilateral integra-
tion measures, together with an

analysis of the Problems in the
specialisation and cooperation of
production among the socialist coun-
tries.

M.V. Barabanov, Changing Stuc-
ture of the Final Social Product in the
Leading Capitalist Countries, Mos-
cow, Nauka Publishers, 1976, 268
pp.

The author takes the USA, JaPan,
France and Great Britain as his
examples in analYsing the most im-
portant structural changes in the
iinal social product in connection
with the intensification of the
capitalist economy, with special at-
tention to the accumulation of the
material fixed caPital and non-
material wealth (science, education,
public health) as factors helping to
save labour.

M.S.Lantsev, Social SecuritY in
,he USSR. Economic AsPect, Mos-
cow, Ekonomika Publishers, 1976,

143 pp.

The author shows the substance of
social security as an economic categ'
ory and analyses its role and place
within the system of distributive
relations under socialism. H.e also
considers the interconnection be-
tween the payments coming from the
social security furlds and remunera-
tion according to labour, and the
economic efficiency of inducing pen-
sioners to go on working.

N. S. Sachko , The Time Factot in
the Soviet Economy, Moscow, MYsl
Publishers, 1976, ?,O6 pP.

The author considers the socio-
economic aspects of time under the
scientific and technological revolu-
tion, with special attention to the
impact of economic laws on the time
factor, and in this conterit, on the
efficiency of social production.

Political Sciences.
'International Relafions

Ernst Henry, New Notes 6n Re'
cent History, Moscow, Nauka Pub-
lishers, 1976, 435 pp.

The book contains articles and
pamphlets on acute problems in con-
temporary international political af-
fairs, exposing the enemies of peace

and setting out well-reasoned criti-
cism of the overt and covert advo-
cates of reaction. The collection also
contains many portrait sketches,
among them of Engels, of the leading
'group of- the NarodnaYa VolYa
organisation, of Georgi _Dimitro-v,
Rosa Luxembuig, DzerzhinskY and
Chicherin.

European Security and CooPera'
tion: Premises, hoblems, Pto sPects,
Moscow, Nauka Publishers, 19/6,
302 pp.

The authors consider a large range
of problems in the present-daY de-
velopment of Europe, emPhasising
the idea that the foundation for the
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changes in its fortunes has becn
provided by the peaceful foreigrr
policy of the Soviet Union and other
socialist countries. j'

A.E.Ypfremou, Nuclear Disar-
mament, Moscow, Mezhdunarod-
niye otnosheniya hrblishers, 1976.
302 pp.

Thc author shows the history of
the peace forces' struggle to ban
nuclear weapons from the early post-
srar years to the present day and
sheds light on the most important

,agreements achieved on the way to
cnding the nuclear arms race. The
author gives much attention to the
Soviet-American negotiations on
limiting strategic nuclear armamcnts.

I. G. Usachov, Thc Soviet (Jnion
and the Disannament Prcblen,'Mos-
cow, Mezhdunarodniye otnoqheniya
hrblishcrs, 196, 191 pp.

A monograph on the Soviet
Union's struggle for disarmament in
the context of the concrete interna-
tional situation and in close connec-
tbn with the multi-faceted activity of
Soviet diplomacy.

hesent-day Bourgeois Theories ot
International Relations, Moscow,
Nauka hrblishers, 1976, 86 pp,

The book contains an analysis ot
the main theoretical propositions put
foru,ard by major bourgeois schools
in the USA, Great Britain, France,
the FRG arrd ltaly, and a considera-
tion of somc particular methods
used in research into international
relations with the aid of logico-
mathematical methods.

R. A. Ulyanovsky, Esscys on the
National Liberation Struggle, Mos-
cow, Nauka pub[sh;;, ln6,
478 pp.

The author concentrates on the
developing countries which have
talten the socialist orientation,
among them Afueria, Guinea, the
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People's Democratic Republic df
Yemen, Burma, Congo, huq,
Somalia and Tanzania.

, Soclologr. Law

V. G. Afanasyev, Socict Intonna-
tion and the Govemance of Society,

.Moscow, Politizdat Publishers, 1915,
40E pp.

The author considers the sub-
stance and specific features of social
information, gives a classification of
information and its sources, and
shows the role of information in
government, and above all in the
formulation and adoption of deci-
sions. He gives a detailed analysis of
information systems, and also de-
scribes the experience gained in
sctting up such systems in the USSR
and the prospects for their develop-
ment., He shows the decisive role
which man has to play in information
and control systems.

A. N. Leontyev, Activity, C.on-
sciousness, the hdividual, Moscow,
Politizdat hrblishers, 1975, N2 pp.

This is a methodological work, and
the author's main aim is to com-
prehend the categories which are
most important for structuring a
consistent system of psychology as
the science of the origination, func-
tioning and structure of the psychic
reflection of reality and the proces-
ses of the individual's activity.

Psychologicat P.roblems in the So-
cial Regulatbn of Behaviour, Mos-
cow, Nauka publishers, ln6,
36E pp.

A collection containing an analysis
of various factors governing human
behaviour, such as legal and moral
standards, value systems, require-
ments, social orientations, etc. A
consideration of general metho-
dological questions in the so-
cial ,determination of individual be-

haviour in various groups and collec-
tives, of the psychological mechan-
isms in the operation of social rules
and the interaction among men in
different social groups.

A. I. Titarenko, Anti-Ideas. An
Esscy in Socio-Ethical AnolYsis,
Moscow, Politizdat hrblishers, 196,
39 pp.

The author gives a critique of
some reactionary ideas in Present-
day bourgeois sociology and coun-
ters their "anti-ideas" with the Marx-
ist approach to moral qucsts and
conflicts: problems in overcoming
solitude, the notion of happiness, the
value and aim of life, love, and so
on.

V. N. Menzhinsky, The Non-Use
of Force in International Relations
and the Disarmament Problem,Mos'
sow, Nauka hrblishers, lYl6,
D3 pp.

The author examines how the
principle of non-resort to force ex-
erts an influence on the progressive
dcvelopment of contemporary inter'
national law, showing the strug€le
beirU carried on by the USSR and
other peaceloving states against im-
pcrialist aggression, and for scrupul-
ous and undeviating observance of
this principle.

V.D.Sorokin, The Method ot
Legal Regulation. Theoretical Prob-
lems, Moscow, Yuridicheskaya
literatura Rrblishers, 19/6, 142 pp.

The author substantiates the con-
ception of the single method of legal
rcgulation which is determined bY
the single subject-matter of legal
regulation, with much attention to
the stnrcture of the method, its
systems elements and the procedural
forms in which the legal method is
realised.

A.A.Mishin, The Constitutional
Law of the USA, Moscow, Nauka
hrblishers, 1976, ?-07 pp.

A monograph analysing US Con-
stitutional Law as a system of legal
rules regulating the exercise of statc
power on the federal and state level.
The author gives special attention to
a critique of bourgeois apologetic
conceptions of the US constitution-
al mechaniim.

Phtbhgr

New Pheramena in the Literatute
of the Eutopean Socialist Countries.
Fictbn Writing in the Early 190s,
Moscow, Nauka hrblishers, 19/6,
239 pp.
,A collection of articles on the

literature of Hungary, Bulgaria,
]GDR, Poland, Rumania, Czechos-'lovakia and Yugoslavia, giving a
picture of the state of the novel, the
leading literary genre, and showing
the topics and problems in modern
prose and its specific aesthetic fea-
fllres.

Ya. S.Lurye, AII-Russic Chroni-
cles of the 14-15th Centuries, L9ni1-
8rad, Nauka Publishers, ln6.
283 pp.

A monograph on the chronicles
dating from theperiod of the unifica-
tion of North-Eastern Rus and the
formation of the centralised Russian
state, suggesting that the chronicles
of the l4-15th centuries were a
flourishing genre of Russian secular
writing.

Yu. V. Mann, The Poetics o/ Rus-
sian Romanticism, Moscow, Nauka
hrblishers, 1976, 17 5 pp.

The author brings together verse,
prose and plays to consider the
poetics of Russian Romanticism
throughout the first three decades of
the lfth century, analYsing the
romantic writings of Pushkin,
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Baratynsky, Lermontov, I. Kozlov,
Ryley€v, Bestuzhev-Marlinsky,
N.Polevoy, M.Pogodin, Veltman
and others. The problem of conflict
is the pivot round which the author
groups and through which he shows
the other specific features of the
poetics of romanticism.

V. *voznikov, Realism of Lyrical
Poetry. The Fonnation ol Realisrn in
Russiaa Lyrical Poetry, Moscow,
Nauka Publishers, 1975, 36E pp.

An attempt to find the specific
marks of lyrical poetry as a creative
method and to show the historical
origins of the realistic mode of using
imagery to bring out the lyrical
thought in Russian poetry.

G. Ya. Dzhugashvili, The Algerian
French-Language Novel, Moscow,
Nauka Publishers, 1976, l4l pp.

A detailed analysis of the Algerian
French-language novel and an ex-
amination of the fusion of European
and national literary traditions in
such novels, and also of the forma-
tion and specific features of Algerian.
prose written in French.

V.V.Ivanov, Essays on the His-
tory of Semiotics in the USSR,
Moscow, Nauka Publishers, 1976,
303 pp.

The author analyses various prob-
lems in the use of computing techni-
ques, mathematical methods,
cybernetics and structural linguistic
methods in studying various types of
sign systems, and gives an analysis
of the theory of the screen idiom.

The Development of National-
Russian Bilingualism, Moscow,
Nauka Publishers, 196, 368 pp.

A characteristic of the main
spheres in rvhich the national and
Russian languages are used in Azer-
baijan, Lithuania, Estonia and
Buryatia, the present state of know-
ledge of the Russian language among
?fi

the local population, and the role of
Russian in the life of these republics.

G.V.Stepanov, A Typology of
Linguistic States and Situations in
Romance Countrtes, Moscow,
Nauka Publishers, 1976,224 pp.

The author makes an attempt to
formulate a conceptual apparatus
which would make it possible to
describe the external system oflan-
guage and to define the types of
linguistic situations in Romance
countries. He considers the external
system of language with respect to
its internal structure and to social
reality.

Ethnogrrphy. Archaeologr

V. A. Alexandrov, The Rural
Commune in Russia (|7th<arly lgth
Century), Moscow, Nauka Pub-
lishers, 1975,323 pp.

This is the first Soviet historiog-
raphy of the rural commune in late
feudal Russia, containing much ar-
chive material from the former cent-
ral gubernias of the European part of
the country as a basis f6r analysing
the condition of the communes with-
in the landed estates, their relations
with the feudal lords and the role of
the commune in the life of the
Russian serfs.

E. G. Alexandrenkov, The Indians
of the Antilles Belore the European
Colonisation, Moscow, Nauka Pub-
lishers, 1976, 231 pp.

The first Soviet work on the his-
tory of the native population of these
Caribbean islands in the prc-spanish
period. The author has systematised
the available historical, ethnographic
and archaeological sources tb pre-
sent an overall picture of the culture
and social relations of the aborigines
in the West Indies before the arrival
of the European conquerors.

N.A.Alexeyev, Traditional Re-
ligious Beliets Among the Yakuts in
the t9th+arly 20th Century,
Novosibirsk, Nauka Publishers,
1915, 19 pp.

A classification of Yakut religious
beliefs and an analysis of the surviv-
ing early religious forms, together
with a detailed characteristic of their
hunting and other cults, the cults of
the spirits patronising the family, and
of the divinities patronising cattle-
breeding and child-bearing, the cult
of blacksmiths, and also shamanism.

Ethnical Processes in the Coun-
tries of South Asia, Moscow, Nauka
Publishers, 196, 296.pp.

A monograph on the intricate and
contradictory processes in the ethnic
history and national consolidation of
the peoples of India, Pakistan, Sri
Lanka and Nepal. An extensive
range of historico-ethnographic data
is brought tggether to show the
growing national self-awareness
among the peoples of South Asia in
the course of their anti-colonial
struggle.

A. P. Okladnikov, Neolithic Monu-
ments of the Lower Angara. From
Serovo to Bratsk, Novosibirsk,
Nauka Publishers, 196, 328 pp.

The monograph is the final part of
a fundamental work containing a
description of the Neolithic monu-
ments of the Angara in the area of
the construction sites of the Irkutsk
and Bratsk hydroelectric power
plants, adding substantially to the
overall picture of the life and culture
of the ancient inhabitants in this part
of the Baikal area.

Monuments of the Ancient History
of Eurasia. Collectian of Articles,
Moscow, Nauka Rlblishers, 195,
272 pp.

The collection marks the 70th
birthday of the well-known Soviet

archaeologist O. Bader, and the arti-
cles it contains deal with the various
problems in the formation of human
society (the Palaeolithic age) and the
development of the forms of produc-
ing activity (the Neolithic age), the
period of the formation of large-scale
ethno-historical bodies on the territ-
ory of Eurasia (the Bronze and the
Early Iron Age).

K. F. Smirnov, The Sarmatians on
the llek, Moscow, Nauka Publishers,
1975, 176 pp.

A history of the early nomads on
the left bank of the trek River, a
southern tributary eif the Ural River
in VI-II centuries B.C. The book
contains a complete publication of
the materials obtained as a result
of excavations in 1957, l!X0 and
lftil, and determines their place
within the system of the Savromat-
Sarmatian nomad world in the sout-
hern area of the Urals.

A. M. Khazanov, Scyfiian Gold,
Moscow, Sovietsky khudozhnik
Publishers, 1975, lM pp.

The author describes the art of the
Scythians and also of the tribes of
the Kuban and the forest-steppe area
in the south of the European part of
the'USSR.

Regional Studes

V.V.Lyubimova, France: State
Regulation of Employment, Unemp-
loyment and Wages, Moscow,
Nauka Publishers, 1976,248 pp.

The author analyses the forms in
which the bourgeois state intervenes
in relatiohs between the employers
and the wage labour, the main fac-
tors influencing the evolution of
state measures in regulating the
labour market in the 1960s and r r;ly
1970s, and examines the Frcnch
version of the 'tncomes policy".



S.P.Peregudov,TheLabourParty A.M.Khazanov, Portugal's Ex-
in Great Britain's Socio-Political pansbn in Atrica and the Struggle of
Systenr, Moscow, Nauka Publishers, the Alrican Peoples tor Indepen'
195, 412 pp. dence. 16th-18th Centuries, Mosiow,

Thc monograph is a comptehen-
sive and multi-faceted study of Great
Britain's Labour Party, its mass
basis, leadership, organisational
structure, ideological and political
conceptions, and of the main rela-
tionships taking shape within the
party and between the Party and the
"external" forces in the exercise of
its main functions.

Present-Day Pakistaa. Econamy,
History, Culture, Collection ol Arti-
cles, Moscow, Nauka Publishers,
196,231 pp.

The volume deals with the "lin-
gurslic revolt" in the province of
Sind in lnz, the socio-economic
transformations in the country, the
reform of the educational system,
the changes in the home and foreign
policies of the state, and other ques-
tions. Most of the articles treat of the
period following the 1971 crisis and
the advent to power of Z.A.Bhut-
to's government.

M. V. Vorobyov, G. A. Sokolova,
Essays on the History of Science,
Techrclogy and the Handbrafts in
Japan, Moscow, Nauka hrblishers,
19r/6,231 pp.

A popular science essay on the
development of mathematics, as-
tronomy, medicine and the natural
sciences, the basic branches of pro-
duction, architecture and construc-
tion in Japan from ancient times to
the mid-l%h century, that is, until
the Japanese came into contact with
European science and technology
and the start of scientific.and techni-
cal changes. The development of
science and technology is shown in
the context of the overall social,
potitical and historical conditions in
Japan.
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Nauka Publishers, ln6;,
320 pp.

The author traces the history of
the formation of the Portuguese
colonial empire, shows the predatory
policy of the Portuguese colonialists
and the disastrous consequences of
this policy for the peoples of Africa.
Much space is devoted to the libera-
tion struggle of the peoples of Ango-
la, the State of Monomotapa and
other Afiican anti-colonial move-
ments.

R. G. Landa, The Algerian
People's Struggle Against Eurcpean
Cobnisation (18fr-191E), Moscow,
Nauka Publishers, 19i6,301 pp.

An examination of Afueria's social
diversity, the substance of the col-
onialist policy of assimilation, the
'tolonial dual power" of the met-
ropolitan country and of the Euro-
peans in Algeria, the relationship and
objective role of the traditionalists
and the Young Algerians, and the
impact of the First World War on
Algeria. The author also analyses the
influence exerted on Algeria by the
Great October Socialist Revolution.

I. A. Yegorov , Algeria's Socio-
Ecorwmic Structure,' Moscow,
Nauka Publishers, 1976, 152 pp.

The author considers the historical
conditions of transition by the
Algerian Democratic People's Re-
public to the construction of an
independent national economy, with
special emphasis on the origination
of new forms of social production
which determine the non-capitalist
orientation of development.

M.F.Vidyasova, The Wo*ing
Class in the Social Structure of
?unisia, Moscow, Nauka Publishers,
1975,232 pp.

The author'analyses the economic
policy of the state and its impact on
the shaping of social and economic
relations, the main changes in the
social structure of the population in
the period of independence and the
specific features of the formation of
the country's industrial proletariat.

L.A.Avdyunina, hCsent-Day
Upper Yolta. Reference Book, Mos-
cow, Nauka Publshers, 1976,
19 pp

Here the reader will find the
necessary information about the
geographical position, natural condi-
tions, ethnic and social composition
of the population and the main stages
in the historical development of that
African country. Other fields co-
vered by the author are the structure
and development of agriculture, in-
dustry, transport, power engineer-
ing, toreign trade, education, science
and culture.

A. I.Shtrakhov, Argentirw's War
oI Indepetdence, Moscow, Nauka
I\rblishers, 19f6, 431 pp.

This work shows that the May
Revolution of 1E10 and the War of
Independence were a natural result
of the social and economic develop-
ment of the La Plata society.

B.P.Koval, Brazil Yesterday and
Today, Moscow, Nauka hrblishers,
1975, 175 pp.

The author familiarises the reader
with a brief political history of
Brazil, beginning with the movement
for separation from Portugal at the
turn of the lfth century and up to our
day.

I.R.Grigulevich, Francisco de
Miranda atd the Struggle tor hde-
pendence of Spanish America,Mos-
cow, Nauka Publishers, ln6,
2i76 pp.

The author describes the life of a
fighter for the liberation of the

Spanish colonies to mark the l60th
anniversary of his dcath in tortgre
chambers of the Spanish fortress of
La Carraca.

Culture of Peru. Collectbnot Arti-
cles, Moscow, Nauka hrblishers,
1975,379 pp.

This collection is the first com-
prehensive work giving an indepth
picture of the rich and many-faceted
culture of Peru from ancient times up
to the present.

V. I.Lan, USA: From the Span-
ish-American to the First World
War, Moscow, Nauka Publishers,
195, 368 pp.

This is the first part of a complex
study-USA in the Imperialist
Period-the purpose of which is to
throw light on the historical basis of
the US present-day home and
foreign policy.

V. V. Zhurkin , The USA atd Inter-
national Political Crises, Moscow,
Nauka Publishers, 1975,326 gp.

This is an attempt to produce a
comprehensive analysis of the main
regularities and characteristic fea-
tures of US policy in international
crisis situations arld to consider the
evolution of its basic foreign-policy
doctrines, and the mechanism of
'trisis regulation".

Canada. 191E-1945. A Historical
Essoy, Moscow, Nauka Publishers,
196, 504 pp.

The book contains a generalisation
of the main events in Canada's
socio-political life from the end of
the First to the end of the Second
World War. The study is centred on
the history of the Canadian people,
and its working-class, trade-union
and farmers' organisations. The au-
thor also gives much attention to the
activity of the bourgeois par-
ties-the Liberals and the Conserva-
tives-and Canada's participation in
the war against fascism.
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tnelbcmea p a3eumozo co4uatucmu-
qecKozo o6t4ecmea. IIep. c 6oar.
MocrBa, 1976,367 c.
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NI 10, crp. 103-108.
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19 c.
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ASpurcu. Ng 3, crp. 208.

"Atrican Communist". 1975.
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chen Gemeinschaft in den siebziger
Jahren. Berlin, 196, 163 S.
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Frankel J, British Foreign Policy
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States and Chile: Imperialism and
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XVIII, 217 pp.
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Ftihmann F. Erfahrungen und
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Geschichte der russischen Sowiet'
literatur. 1941-1967. Bd. 2. Berlin,
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Krupa V. Polynesian Languages
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pp.
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Attention and Performance 4. Ed.
by S. Kornblum. New York-
London, 1913,750 pp.
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ncuxoto?ttu. N! 3, crP. 163-166.
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Bohm E. Der Rorschach-Test.
Bern etc., 1974, ll4 S.
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crp. 167.

Coding Processes in Human Mem-
ory. Ed. by A. W. Melton, E"
Martin. Washington, 1972, ){Y, 48
pp..

Peq.: Ctpearon IO. BonPocw
ncuxotoauu. N! 3, crp. 16l'162.

Contemporary DeveloPments in
Mathematical Psychology. V. l'2.
Ed. by D. H. Krantz e.a. San-
Francisco-Readiag, 1974, Y. l. Le-
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Measurement, Psychophysics and
Neural Information Proces sing.
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Contemporary Issues in Cognitive
Psychology: The Loyola SYmPosium.
Ed. by R. L. Solso. New York etc.,
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Peq.: Kannqa M. BonPocu
ncuxorweuu. }t 3, crP. 166.

Handbook ol PsychobiologY. Ed.
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Metodologickd probl6my
psychol6gie v rozvoii eur6PskYch
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Bratislava, 1975. 225 s.
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ncuxor,o?uu. N! 4, crP. 149-151.

Problimes de la personne. Collo-
que du Centre de recherches de
p sychologie comparative. Exposds et
discussions r6unis et prdsentds par I.
Meyerson. Paris=La HaYe, 1973'
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Robson C. Experimqnt, Design
and Statistics in Psychology. Har-
mondsworth, 1974, 174 PP.
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crp. 167.

Rock I. Oientation and Form.
New York-Lon{on, 1973, 165 pP'
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Short-Tenn Memory. Ed. bY D.
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?.40 pp.
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Z4l pp.
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dazozuxa. Jrli 9, crp. 149-150.

Elm L. Hochschule und Neofas-
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Berlin, 192.
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134 p.

Peq.: flxypnncrclfi A. Coeemcxaa
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466 S.
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Stones E'., Morris S. Teaching
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London, 195.

Peq.: XyxonalA. CoeemcKofl ne-
ilazoeuxa. Ni 6, crp. 1116-148.

Woods R. G., Barrow R.SI.C. An
Introduction to Philosophy o! Etluca-
lion. London, 1915.

Peq.: ByarQcol B. CoeemcKoi,
nedaeozuxa. J.li 9, crp. 142-lU.
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1975,319 c.

Peq.: Orypsnroo JI. Bonpoca
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"Probbms of the Contemporary World" Series

Dcar Reader,

The Editorial Board publishes mimeographed collections of
artictEi bi Soviet scientists dealing withproblems of current interest
anA iri""i"d for scholars and research institutions'-'-d;l&-;; iist ttre coilections put out in 1974-t96 and those being
prepared for press.-- -il""se 

let irs know which of the collections listed are of p.-articular

inteiiii to vou. We shall be glad to send our-regylar subscribers any

ffi;';;&;';f til 
"oiieitiot 

itree of charge, if still in print on receipt
of request.-- -f)ti"-tui" 

this opportunitv tO thaq! our readers for the interest they
trare strown in th6 ioilections and fbr the comments and suggestions
itrey trave sent us on fheir Content and topics. 

The Editons

Already Published
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Population Problems 
-Eng.r- !1, Qpan.Nitioiii Rilations in the-Ussn! Theory and Practice-Lng., Fr',

Span.
fiilosophical Aspects of Biology-Eng. Fr.'- Span--eiiiibrlsii 

; A ri A s s e s sment 6i sovie{ Scientis ti - Eng., Fr', Span'
Nip':'o Policy of Transition to- Socialism--Eng- Fr., Span'
The Classics bf Russian Literature-Eng., Fr., Span.
Marxism and Religion*- SPan.-Scientific 

and Technologicil Revolution and Socialisrn - Span'
Pablo Neruda: Poet and Fightef-Span.
Latin America *- SPan.
The Legal Regime of the World Ocean-Span.

tytS

The tJnity of Social and Scientitic Progress Under Socialism'(2S0th
Anniversary of the USSR Academy of Sciences)-Eng.
Questions of the Methodology of History-Eng., Fr., Span.
liarxist Dialectics Today-Eng., Fr., Span.
Economic Problems of Developed Socialism-Erg., Fr., Ger., Span.
Soviet Scholars on Latin America-Span.

* Out of print
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The Evolution of Nationalism in Asia and Afiica-Eng., Fr.
Zbnism: Past and Present-Eng., Fr., Span.
New Indian Studies by Soviet Scholars-Eng.
Soviet Studies on the Second World War-Eng., Fr., Ger., Span.
The Classics of Russian and Soviet Literature-Eng., Fr., Ger.,
Span.
Sovi4 Geographical StudiesrEng., Fr., Ger., Span.
Time, Space, Politics-Eng., Fr-., Span.
Non-Alignment: Its Friends and Adversaries in WorldPolifics-Eng.,
Fr., Span.
Soviet Ethnography: Main Trends -Eng.Public Opinbn in World Politics-Eng., Ff., Ger., Span.

tvtT

The World Population Today-Eng., Fr., Ger., Span.
P_hilosop_hical Concepts in Natural Science-Eng., Fr., Ger., Span.
Soviet Studies in IJS History-Eng., Fr., Span.- ' ' ---.' -)

Theoretical Aspects o! Linguistics-Eng., Fr.
The Topical Problems of the Law of the Sea-Eng., Span.

Bclng Prepared for Press

Socialist Cooperation at a New Stage-Eng., Fr., Ger., Span.
His toric al M aterialism : Tha ry, Methodolo gy, Problems 

-Eng., Fr.,
Ger., Span.
Soviet Studies on the World llistory- Eng.
The Great October Socialisr Reiolutioi and the World Social
$ogrqqs-En-g., Fr., Ger., Port., Span.
Socialism and Human Rights-Eng., Fr., Ger., Port., Span.
Resources and Economic Growth-Eng., Span.

OUR GLOSSARY

SOCIAL SCIENCES-one of the main departments of scientific
knowledge;.the aggregation of the sciences about man and society.

The social sciences are. a s-ystem of all the areas of knowledle
reflecting the interconnection between the elements of the intern-al
structure -of society; of its economic basis and its political and
ideological sup€rstructures; the laws governing the origination and
development of society and various as[ects of iocial lif6. The social
sciences include the sciences of man, his forrnation, development,
and activities, of human communities (classes, nations, and so 6n) and
relations among them, and of material and spiritual culture.

The social sciences embrace philosophy, sociology, history,
economics (poiitical economy), economic giolraptry, poifti"ui ."i"n-
ces, law, philology (literary criticism analinluisti6d), prt criticism,
psychology, ethnography, archaeology, pedagogics, and some othe;
scrences.

HISTORISM (historicism)-a key aspect of the dialectico-
materialist world outlook, an approaCh to-objective reality in the
process of its scientific analysiS and practical transformatiron as it
changes and develops in time (with development regarded as a
universal property of matter).

The substance of Marxist historism is that all things and
pienomena, whatever sphere of the existence of the objectivE world
they- belong to-n€ture, society,thorrght-are regarded as being the
product of a definite historical development (that is, from- the
standpoint of-their origination and evolutibn to their present state, in
interaction with other things and phenomena, in a coicrete historical
situation. Lenin wrote: '"[he whole spirit of Marxism, its whole
-system, dcmalds that each proposition should be considered ( o ) only
historically, (B) only in connection with others, ( rr ) only in coirn6ctioir
with the concrete experience of history" ry.'I. L6nin, Collected
Wo*s, Vol. 35, p. 250).

The principle of historism is the methodological basis for studying
p-roblems connected with the use of social explrience, the lessons oi
th-e past and contemporary social practice, anid also with a definition
of man's expected perspective, a irinciple which is inseparable from
the recognition of the objective character of the laws bf historical
development and of the irreversible and continuous nature of the
changes lqkiq plqce in nature, society and thought.

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT (GNP)--an expression in
market p-nqes of the aggregate value of the goods a^nd services
consumed by the- population, of government-purchases, capital
investments, and the balance of payments remaiirder. The'Ctlp is
usu-qlly._calgulated 9! the basis of consumption and not of production
or distribution, which is why it covers indilect taxes and thi sum-totalof the non-production seryices, but fails to take account of
gov-ernm-ent subsidies and material inputs (raw and other materials,
fuel, and so on).
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,In size and structure, the GNP differs substantially from the Gross
Social Product (GSP), dne of the key indicators adopted in the
socialist countries' statistics, which represents the value of the
material goods produced by society within a given period, and which
is calculated as-the sum-total of the gross'product of the branches of
material produetion: industry, construction, agriculture, forestry,
freight trahsport, communications (that part of them which caters for
matirial production), material and technical supplies, procurement of
farm protuce, trade and public catering and certain other types df
productive activity.- 

Because of the distinctions between the GNP and the GSP,
comparisons of the dynamics and struqture of the econonly of the
socialist and the capitalist countries are made on the basis of the
national income (at Comparable prices) following appropriate recalcu-
lations. In accordance with the method adopted in the USSR, this is
done by 1) subtracting the depreciation of fixed assets and indirect
taxes fiom the GNP, and 2) non-production services (that is, the
double count of incomes in this sphere) are subtracted from the
national income obtained from the first operation, which usually
reduces the national income by 25-30 per cent.

CULTURAL LEGACY-the cultural values (material and spiri-
tual) of earlier generations and socio-economic formations.

The cultural legacy is an aspect of continaity, that is, of the
objective and necessary connection between ple1oryena_ in the
pr6cess of development, between the -new and the old, when the new,
Itobliterating" the old, retains some of ils elements (an expression of
one-6i itie Essential features of'dialectits: the law of negation of the
negation').-Every socio-economic formation has its own type of culture as a
historical entity, with each new formation inheriting the cultural
accomplishments of its predecessor and incorporating them within the
new system of social relations.

Lenin noted the existence of two cultures within each people's
culture. When considering the period of modern history, he
emphasised, in particular, t-irat apart from the dominant culture _(in
thiS case, bourgebis culture), 'bhe elements of democratic and socialist
culture are present, if only in rudimentary form, in every national
culture, since in every nation there are toiling and exploited masses,
whose conditions of life inevitably give rise to the ideology of
democr-acy and socialism" (Collected Works, Vcl. 20, p.-?4).

Anaiysing the question of proletarian culture, Lenin noted that it
could be built only on the basis of a knowledge of the culture
produced by mankind's whole development, only on the basis of a
ieworking ctf that culture (see Collected Works, Vol. 41, p. 462, in
Russian).

Under socialism, iir the course of the socialist cultural revolution,
exchanges of accumulated material and spiritual values between
socialist nations become especially intensive; simultaneously, the
cultural treasure-house of each nation is also enriched with the
cultural accomplishments of other nations.
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